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Executive Summary

The rroblems confronting urban public schools in the United States have
reached crisis proportions. Nowhere is the challenge greater than at the middle
school level. Nationwide, the evidence confirms that students' academic skills plateau

or decline, when they need to be developing higher level analytical and creative
talents which are so important in this age of technology. More urgently, it is during

early adolescence, the age of most middle school students, that our youth become

vulnerable to drug and alcohol abuse, teen pregnancy, suicide, and delinquency.
Children raised in poverty, broken families, and disintegrated communities are
especially at risk. More and more, schools are being askee to meet the needs once

provided by supportive families and caring community institutions. This is particularly

so for schools in disadvantaged urban areas.

In the face of these overwhelming challenges, new findings from research offer

some bases for optimism. This study of four urban middle schools serving 1,600
students, mostly from low-income, minority families, showed that more than 90% of the

stLdents placed very high value on the importance of family and education. They
recognized that they were in school to learn and to get a good job in the future. Being

rich, having fun, and having a current job assumed much lesser importance. For the

vast majority, the American dream was still alive. Ws not too late in middle grades, but

schools, if not families and community agencies, must do more to shape positive
expressions of these values.

The teachers in these schools were well educated and very experienced.
Overwhelmingly, they were dedicated to serving their students not only in promoting

their academic achievement but their moral, social, and emotional development as
well. Even the most disgruntled and disenchanted teachers cared deeply about their

students. However, this individual caring was evident at an institutional level only in

certain schools. The most effective school combined an emphasis on academic
learning with an ethic of caring. The principal was key to promoting this positive



climate. The most effective leader enabled teachers to work together as professionals

and develop collegial relationships. The clarity of purpose and positive relationships

among teachers were mirrored in higher levels of student achievement at all three
grade levels, higher rates of prosocial behaviors among students, and lower
incidences of antisocial behaviors.

The wide-spread practice of assessing school effectiveness by determining how

well their student do only on standardized tests of basic skills, often a single reading

subtest, was a disservice to teachers and to students. In the four sample schools,

reading test scores had very low correlations with students' final grades in reading,
yet the test scores were used sometimes exclusively as the basis for student
assignment to programs. Teacher judgements carried little weight; only test scores

counted. For some teachers, the implication we: clear: Don't exercise professional
judgements based on years of experience and advanced degrees in subject matter

and pedagogy, just teach to the test. For more dedicated teachers, the practice was

demoralizing; for students, the results were rigid tracking and seif fulfilling prophecies.

School level practices were the primary focus of the stu'iy, but self reports of
classroom teaching behaviors were also studied in relation to student achievement.

Teachers who reported more frequent use of direct teaching and student-led small
groups with teacher supervision had students with significantly higher levels of
achievement in reading, mathematics, and problem solving. Teachers who reported

more frequent use of workbooks and other individual assignments had students with

significantly lower levels of achievement on most measures at most grade levels.

Since the use of time is a critical factor, not only in student learning but in the

restructuring of schools, the study inquired how students spend their time outside of

schoolafter school, on weekends, and during the summer. The students spend only

six hours a del in school. They are dismissed in the early afternoon. Most have little

else to do but watch television or hang out. Many go home to empty houses where

they take care of younger siblings. The picture which emerges fram the data overall is

that students have few choices and little structure to guide productive use of their time.

The major contribution of this research has been the creation and validation of

indicators which schools can use for themselves to assess their own climate, set
priorities for reforms, and choose strategies that are based on research.

vi
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CHAPTER 1

IMPETUS FOR THE STUDY

Overview

Some things never change, or so it seems. One of the most influential books ever

written about schools, the -Coleman Report" was published nearly a quarter of a

century ago. Officially titled Equality of Educational Opportunity (Coleman, J.S.,
Campbell, E.Q., Hobson, C.J., McPartland, J., Mood, A.M., Weinfeld, F.D. & York, R.L.,

1966), the report was widely interpreted to mean that schools don't make a difference,

that educational attainment is largely independent of the schooling a child received.

While no one has disputed the importance of home background to school
achievement, the claim that scbools don't make a difference has been largely refuted.

The report has been cited in literally thousands of studies of the effects of teaching

and schooling which have been written since then (Walberg, 1990), most of them
criticizing what have become well known conceptual and methodological flaws in the
Coleman study. One flaw which was particularly striking in retrospect was the use of a

single measure of student verbal ability which was not closely geared to what schools

sought to teach. Yet that practice has continued to this day, by school systems which

gauge their progress on the basis of scores from a single test.

One such system is the Boston Public School System, the site of the present
study, where the Metropolitan Achievement Test in Reading (Prescott, G.A., Ba low,

I.H., Hogan, T.P, and Farr, R.C., 1988) has assumed a life of its own as the gatekeeper

for student placement and promotion. These reading scores are used sometimes

exclusively as the basis for student assignment to programs; and scores below an
eighth grade level disqualify students for graduation. New scores are heralded each

June in local newspapers, and the success or failure of the system is seen to coincide

with rising or falling MAT reading scores. Yet it has been determined for the four
middle schools which constitute the sample for the present study, that reading scores

and teachers' judgements of how well their students are doing in reading have a very

low norrelation; they have almost no overlap.
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The implication is clear. Teacher judgements don't count, only test scores. These

high stakes testing practices fuel mearurement driven instruction. Teacher: know that

they and their schools will bs held publicly accountable for their children's test scores.

And so the solution for many teachers is just as clear. Don't exercise professional

judgements based on years of experience and advanced degrees in subject mat+er

and pedagogy, just teach to the test.

The most widely used mctric for assessing school effectiveness, not just locally,

but nationally, has been student scores on standardized tests of basic skills. Yet this

practice fails to fredit schools for the moral and social education of youth, for the
quality oi day-to-day experiences students have in school, and for providing health

and social services meeting basic human needs for a number of students. In addition,

it provides lithe incentive for schools to go beyond basics. This project defined more

broadly the desired outcomes of effective schooling and examined the practices and

conditions in the school environment which appear to promote positiee behaviors.

Rsaearchers, governmental officials, policy makers, and educators have bees

clamoring for better indicators to gauge the health of our nation's schools. One of the

startling findings which emerged from 'A Nation at Risk' (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983) was the dismal condition of statistical information
about education in this country; if the schools were suffering from a 'rising tide of
mediocrity, school performance looked robust compared to the condition of the

statistical data base. Since then the need for educational indicators has captured the

attention of virtually every group or agency involved in the business of education from

the local to the international level (Smith, 1988).

A well developed system of valid indicators in place over a period of time wou,d

be tremendously valuable, not only for describing outcomes but for anticipating
problems and planning solutions. At the heart of this goal is the question of what

indicators would be most valid and most useful. A debate continues about whether to

include measures of the schooling process. Some researchers and policy makers
have argued that outcome indicators will contribute most to our understanding of the

performance of +he educational system (Mi name, 1987; MacRae & Lanier, 1988).

Others insist that indicatoru .- `he schooling context are as necessary as outcome

indicators (Smith, 1988; Oakes, 1989). This project was most persuaded by the latter

2
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position, and set out to generate and validate indicators of educational inputs and
processes, as well as products.

Indicators of Inputs

The same limited measures which have been used for the past 25 years to
assess the results of schoolingmost notably, standardized, multiple-choice tests of
low level knowledge and skills, as well as drop-out, retention, and graduation rates
are still being used today. They were woefully insufficient then; they are even more
inadequate now. What's more, educational inputs have changed, and the demands

placed on educational institutions have increased dramatically on every front, but

particularly in urban areas.

Albert Shanker likens the efforts to shape up educational systems through a
regimen of tougK businesslike regulation of standards to stepping up an old assembly

line which is hopelessly inadequate. Questioning reforms which demonstrate an ill

founded faith in the traditional model of education that seems almost religious, he
offers a short course in recent history of education. Fifty years ago, times were simpler.

Broken families were unusual; parents pushed their children to excel; mothers stayed

at home; commercial television didn't exist; drugs were practically unknown. But even

under these conditions, only 20% of students graduated from iiigh school. Not until

1953 did a majority graduate (Shanker, 1990, p. 347). Not only are circumstances

different today, times have changed in other ways. What used to be considered
education for the elite, must be available to the masses. Basic skills are not sufficient

for most work in the 21st century. We need a labor force and a citizenry able to think
for a living.

Who are the students attending our nation's schools today, particularly our urban

public schools? Who are they, not just in terms of general demographic
characteristics, but what do they value, and what are their hopes for the futi re? Who

are ti.a important adults in their lives, and what importance do their families place on

education? How do these students spend their time outside of school, after school, on

weekends, and during the summer?

The changing complexions of the student body are obvious, and so are the kinds

and number of languages spoken. Stereotypes abound as to what these children are
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able to do and what their families want; only some of these stereotypes are accurate;

happily most are not Indicators which report on these issues can help to dispel
stereotypes and encourage more appropriate high expectations for all students. Many

responsible educators are worried about the emergence of a permanent underclass.

These are young people who have lost the dream, who no longer have hopes for a

better future forged through family tie:. education and hard work. The same indicators

of values would aid early identification of these individuals so desperately in need of

assistance.

What inputs are there from the teachers' poini of view? What do they care about?

What is important to them professionally and why did they choose teaching? Why do

they remain in teaching? What opportunities are available to them to grow and
develop as professionals? What priorities do they think their schools should set for

meeting students' needs? How do principals and their administrative teams feel about

the same issues?

Indicators of Processes

Two decade ago, research evidence was seen to indicate that whatever we try to

do to improve schools, it won't make a difference in the disparity between the
academic performance of children of the poor versus the well-to-do, of blacks and
minorities versus whites. Family background factors, not school factors, correlate most

highly with student achievement (Coleman, et at, 1966; Jencks, et al., 1972; Smith,

1972). But this old generation of research examined school inputs in relation to
school outputs, without regard to what took place inside schools. The new generation

of research on school effectiveness does not dispute the critical importance of home

background on student achievement; rather, the newer studies address factors which

can influence student learning at the school and classroom level. Thus, in a major

paradigmatic shift, the black box model of research on schools was replaced by more

illuminating process-product studies which could look inside schools to examine what

could done to promote student learning.

Results of the new generation of studies have been much more encouraging.
Excellent summaries have been offered by Blum and his colleagues at Far West
Laboratory (1986), Cohen (1983), Good and Brophy (1985), Purkey and Smith
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(1983), and Walberg (1990), among others. Effective schools start with effective

teachersthose who have a high sense of efficacy and responsibility for their teaching

(Berman et al., 1977; Aston, Webb & Dodo, 1982). They set high expectations for their

students and hold students accountable for learning (Brookover et al., 1979; Good,

1982; Rosenshine 1979; Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974). The evidence for the
effectiveness of these classroom level behaviors is even more striking for traditionally

low achieving students. Within such businesslike, task-oriented environments where

rules of conduct and academic procedure are dearly explained, effective teachers use

well organized, well prepared lessons which engage students ir more time on task,

especially in greater amounts of academic learning time, than those teachers who are

less effective in improving student learning.

Building level practices beyond the control of the individual teacher also
contribute to effective schools. While much more is known about effective teaching
practices from studies of the classroom unit, research is mounting on dynamics in the

more complex organizational structure of the sthool in relation to student leaning.

Factors which emerge in the research with some consistency include both the
academic and the social culture of the school. First, effective schools, especially those

at the elementary level, appear to have tight coupling between the stated curriculum

and instructional practices--schoolwide. Clear goals are publicly stated. The

differences tetween classes is not great; the individual teacher's right to autonomy is

superseded by the teachers' collective responsibility for coordinating curriculum
across classes and grade levels. "That's more, the tests used to evaluate teacher

effectiveness and student performance closely match the stated objectives.

By the time the present study was conceived and designed, the second wave of

school reform was about to begin. The first wave, propelled by news of the "rising

tide of mediocrity:las characterized by tougher standards and more control:
increasing graduate requirements; imposing grade retention and other sanctions for

poor performance; more standardized testing; more prescriptive certification
processes, and more formal teacher evaluation. The second wave has a more

exciting agenda, including participatory school based management; cooperative,
collegial school environments for both students and staff; flexible use of time; and

emphasis on higher order skills for all students.
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What happened in between was growing awareness that we may be on the wrong

track. The central theme of the first wave of reform was competitiveness, evidenced in

cabs for setting standards by tests, whose own psychometric qualities were suspect.

The limits of testing were ignored as more and more testing was prescribed. The
evidence began to mount that these kinds of reforms would fall far short of their goals,

and even '..)a counterproductive. In a major study of 1,000 public and private high
schools, Chubb & Moe (1988) compiled profiles of high and low performance schools-

-those in the top and bottom quartile of composite academic achievement measures.

The profiles addressed four characteristics: formal structure; informal organization;

classroom practice; and student bodies. Their analysis turned up small differences in

formal structures and classroom practices, and, not surprisingly, dramatic differences
in their student bodies, the more advantaged students attending the high performance

schools.

What was much less predictable was that the sr hools at the top had strikingly
superior informal organizations. The top schools had a mission focusing usually on

goals such as mastery of learning, the development of student self-esteem and
efficacy. Principals were more successful in gaining their teachers' confidence and in

communicating and pursuing a vision of what the school should accomplish and how

teachers can contribute through instruction. Decision making was more democratic

and relationships more cooperative. Teachers in high achieving schools were more

knowledgeable about each other's wok, each other's students, and each other's
course materials. They were more helpful to one another; in short, they were better

colleagues (Chubb & Moe, 1988).

The importance of school climate for school effectiveness cannot be
underestimated, according to the findings of other major studies as well (Brookover, et

al., 1979; Epstein & McPartland, 1976; Rutter, et al., 1979; El let & Walberg, 1979;
Powell, Ferrer, & Cohen, 1985; Good lad, 1984). The school climate communicates

important messages for peer group norms, student interaction, and student teacher

interaction. There is also important research on how work norms among the faculty

appear to be especially important determinants of school effectiveness (Little, 1983).

When teachers have a shared sense of collegiality and collectively embrace the need

for continuing improvement, they create more constructive and productive
environments for teaching and learning .
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While the findings from research on what effective schools are like are becoming

increasingly dear, how to transform an ineffective school into an effective one remains

a major hurdle. This project set out to help schools begin that process for themselves,

by collaborating with schools in the development of indicators, grounded in research,

which they could use to establish baseline data on their own school climate. Wo
benefitted from Anderson's (1982) excellent critique and synthesis of school climate

indicators which concluded that most existing measures of school dimate focused on

only a few dimensions of school climate; they were seldom combined to capture the

essence of climate.

We subscribed to Anderson's (1982) conceptualization of climate, adopted from

Tanguir (1968), for identifying the factors which are perceived as shaping a school's

climate. Climate is a summary concept which includes the ecology (physical and
material aspects), milieu (presence of persons and groups), social system (patterned

relationships among persons and groups), and culture (belief systems, values, norms,

and meaning reflected in behavior). We tried to develop comprehensive measures
which would examine several of these important components in relation to

achievement, from several perspectivesthe students', teachers', and administrators'--
using multiple methodsobservaticn, interview, questionnaire, and the schools'
ongoing record system.

Indicators of Products

-Conclusions about the direct instructional effects of schools should not have to

rely on evidence relating to skills taught incidentally- (Madaus, Kellaghan, Rakow, &

King). We would not repeat this mistake made by the Coleman study (Coleman et al,

1966). Instead, we sought measures of specific achievement which were closely
aligned with what the schools attempted to teach. While teaching to the test was
prevalent in the schools which would constitute our sample, we sought not to use
standardized tests of basic skills as the principal criterion measures of academic
achievement. Instead we hoped to use criterion referenced tests developed by teams

of teachers to assess performance on local objectives which would be used system

wide. In either case, it would be important in a system whose teachers and students

felt "'tested to death"' not to request additional testing time which would duplicate what

the system already imposed on itself.
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A major contribution to the need for indicators which has been attempted by this

project is the refinement and validation of an efficient measure of higher order thinking

and problem solving which might be used for students in grades four through eight.

Set in the context of real life problems thought to be of interest to the target age group,

the items on the new test were developed to measure scientific reasoning, includng

the student's ability to identify and define problems; decide what information and
investigations would be needed in order to find some solution to the problem; judge

the adequacy of hypotheses; detect flaws in data gathering procedures or errors in the

data themselves; organize, analyze, and interpret the data; suggest some solution to

the problem based on the data; and suggest ways to implement the solution (Shann,

1976, p. 65).

Not only did we set out to go 'beyond basics" in the development of a new
cognitive measure, we wanted to generate indicators of the quality of life in schools,

the sense of caring and belonging felt by the stlidents and reflected by the teachers. In

addition, we wanted indicators of prosocial behaviors in schools as worthy outcomes

in their own right, not only as enablers of higher academic achievement. The kinds
and frequency of volunteer service which students offer to their communities were also

of interest.

Increasingly, schools are being targeted as the center for the dissemination of a

broad range of health and social services. This is particularly so for schools in
disadvantaged urban areas. Here many students go to school to find an environment

which is safer, warmer, or more secure than home, where they can get a nutritious

breakfast and lunch they would not otherwise have, and where they can interact with

caring adults. Hospitals, courts, and other social agencies have targeted urban
schools as the points to access children and youth in need of prevention and
intervention programs, before it's too late. Schools are being charged with meeting
basic human needs formerly served by the family, the church, and other institutions in

society. Without these services, we may well have a society in chaos. Our instruments

were designed to document from the teachers and the students points of view whether

these services were being provided and how important they were to the recipients.

8
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Signiftance

Of special significance is that the research has been conducted in middle sr.hools

which until recently have been largely ignored in the school effectiveness literature.

On several counts, it can be said that here is the level of greatest need for inquiry on

effective school practices. The curriculum at this level nationally has been termed a
'wasteland by responsible educators. Moreover, it can be argued, here is where the

trouble begins. Academically, basic skills plateau or decline, as attested by recent

reports of test scores released for the Boston Public Schools. Nationally, data from
the National Assessment of Educational Progress mirror the same pattern, with
declines in criterion referenced performance measures beginning at the fourth
grade level. But the risks are pervasive; early adolescence, the age of most middle

schoders, is an age of particular vulnerability--for drop out, pregnancy, drug and
alcohol abuse, suicide, and delinquency.

Schools can and do make a difference. Students at greatest risk for failae in life

are those who drop out of school, who do not achieve basic functional literacy skills.

Using appropriately designed studies and sensitive indicators of what schools actually

try to do, evidence can be obtained to document the successes achieved in effective

schools. The research can also be used to establish the linkages between effective

practices and the desired outcomes, and to guide efforts to make other schools more

effective. It is this kind of evidence which can be most persuasive in seeking greater

public and corporate support for school improvement.
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CHAPTER 2

STRATEGIES FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH AND

THE REALITIES OF URBAN MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Preliminary Efforts at the University

In March, 1987 the principal investigator convened a group of senior faculty and

doctoral students to consider university-school collaboration in research on school

effectiveness. Each of tne doctoral student participants had taken a research course

with Professor Shann in the previous four semesters, a course which featured topical

seminars in teacher and school effectiveness and which required students to produce

research plans extending the state of knowledge and informed practice in these areas.

Outstanding students were invited.

The group added new members and continued meeting into the summer. By Fall,

1987, we had established a dear consensus: that research on school effectiveness
was inherently limited in its over-reliance on measures of basic skills as the measure

of effectiveness, and that middle schools were largely 4nored. (Most of the U.S. work

focused on elementary schools and to a lesser extent secondary schools, although the

reverse was true for British studies.) Yet, middle schools are probably the last chance

to intervene effectively into the cycle of ignorance, poverty, and failure which afflicts the

urban poor and underclass.

We endorsed the model of school effectiveness proposed by Fred M. Newrnann

and his colleagues (1987) to guide their research at the National Center on Effective

Secondary Schools. Their focus on student engagement as the most direct influence

on student achievement can be generalized to other outcome measures beyond basic

skills. We wanted to examine practices which might heighten students' engagement of

academic, social, and moral issues--through teacher-student interaction, curricular
structures, and the culture of the school.

We also benefited from continuing communication with Joyce Epstein and
consideration of the research program for effective middle schoois a± the National
Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools. Their comments on group



diversity and individual variability, the development of self reliance balanced by
continuing adult supervision, and other dilemmas posed by conflicting needs in the
developmental stage of early adolescence guided our observations and interviews

which we used to document instructional as well as noninstructional influences on
adolescent engagement and achievement (Epstein, et at, 1985).

Collaborative Planning with Colleagues in the Schools

A cornerstone in the planning for this research was that it must be collaborative,

i.e., university-based researchers, both faculty members and doctoral students, must

work collaboratively with teachers, princ;pals, and other practitioners in the field to

shape the research questions, implement the design, analyze the findings, and
translate the results into practice.

Boston University has had a long history of collaboration with the Boston Public

Schools. While the University has developed many linkages, citywide, it has worked

most closely with one district in the system. Ushered in as part of Ine court ordered

desegregation plan instituted in 1975, the paring linked Boston University with schools

in that district, then, as now, ser.ing po'm minority neighborhoods, with increasingly

diverse ethnic minorities and different languages represented.

Starting with the Centrai Office in September, 1987, we pursued our request with

the district superintendent. Both the central office representative and the district
superintendent stated support for the project. Both understood the research need for

variance in the schools' achievement levels, and both were sensitive to the p. obable

reaction of schools publidy labeled low achieving" toward participation in still ar other

threatening study. The district superintendent recomr.iended that we take all four
middle schools in her district, in order to prevent the inevitable response, *Why us?'

The four schools were variable in their rates of student achievementwhether their
performance was measured by test scores, or whether the assessment was the
estimate of knowledgeable observers--but all four schoois served students from
economically disadvantaged urban families. We were well advised to seek
collaboration in the research in the district we had worked with most closely in the

past



Students in these four schools can be described as low income, inner city youth,

with a concentration of Blacks and Hispanics and a growing number of diverse ethnic
and racial minorities. These schools have, on average, fewer than 10% whites.
School 1 enrolled approximately 700 students in 1989; Schools 2 and 4 enrolled
approximately 400 to 500 students, and School 3 had almost 300 students, including
a substantial number of special needs studentsapproximately 100--who attend a
school within a school.

We were able to meet with the principals of the four middle schools chosen for the

sample in Spring, 1988 to discuss the research and inquire about their willingness to

begin a long term (three- to five-year) collaborative effort. Initial skepticism, even
cynicism, gave way to more positive discussions of possibilities for building the
schools' capabilities and providing incentives for teachers who had seen many a
researcher come and go without ever hearing the results. (Doctoral students galore
from several area universities had invaded their midst; faculty members reportedly

were no more thoughtful of their hosts; some even 'went public with still another
negative report to the local press.) The principals were listening, but their teachers
had to be persuaded as well.

By June, 1988, the research team had met with some 20 to 30 teachers at each of

the four middle schools to explain the project, and to request initial participation in the

form of answering a draft of the school climate questionnaire for teachers,
commenting on the instrument, and advising what additional issues should be
addressed. Four doctoral student participants were supported to assist with this
instrument development and data collection by stipends awarded from the Alumni
Fund of the Boston University School of Ed.lcation. No support for release time or
other evenses was available to the project at that point. Even so, the principals and
the teachers wanted to know: 'What's in it for us?'

Our initial meetings with the four schools to pursue this research suggested that

frequent and sustained contact with the teachers and administrators would be needed.

While they were weary and skeptical, even the most cynical seemed eager for
opportunities for true collaboration. Adding to their list of 'what's in it for us," they
identified a long list of 'perks' and incentives for teachers, and items for the school.

Some requests had no relationship to the proposed collaboration. Advised that any
potential sponsor for the research would want to see a rationale for the item which was
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project related, the list became more focused, including but not limited to: credentials

as Boston University "Research Associates" for those who take primary responsibility

for effecting the collaboration; dynamic and knowledgeable speakers to liven their
professional days; expert consulting on translating research into practice, particularly

in the areas of moral education and mastery learning; and information on the latest
educational research. Most of these requests were incorporated into the research
plan. A Sine item in the budget was designated to purchase journal subscriptions
and recommended research references to start professional libraries in each of the

schools for ter:hers. Reprints and photocopies of selected articles were exchanged
on a regular basis.

Research Advisory Council

As the collaborative planning took hold, we needed to identify a smaller number

of participants from the schools who would share responsibEcy for data collection and

work with the university-based researchers in all aspects of tie implementation and

reporting of the research. An advisory committee was formed. Numbering 35

representatives in all, its university basod participants included: the project director

and five additional senior faculty members of the BU School of Education, the project

coordinator and two other advanced doctoral students. The school ba sed
representatives included the district superintendent and a team of six people from
each of the four schoolstwo administrators and four teachers. We asked that three of

the teachers from each school be chosen to represent each of the middle grades and

one to represent non-graded support services or special programs. We also asked

each school to invite a parent to join its team, however, only one school was able to

involvo a parer i in any substantial way.

Two general meetings of the advisory council were col xlucted as late afternoon

workshops and dinner meetings at an attractive ccnference facility located on the
campus of Boston University. The first workshop was used to review a final draft of the

student questionnaire, scheduled for administration the following month. Were we
asking the right questions? What difficulties did the teachers envision in the
administration, and what could we do to facilitate the process? The second
conference workshop five months later was used to review the results of descriptive

statistical analyses from th:s questionnaire and to seek advice from the field based
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representatives on how to translate our research findings into meaningful guidelines

for practice for their teachers. A social hour from 5:30 to 6:30 was used for informal

discussion; then a dinner was served. This format was selected after discussing with

principals and teachers "what's in it for them. They wanted to be treated like
professionals, given a voice in shaping the agenda, and recognized for their insights

and experience. 'A nice dinner meeting in a pleasant surrounding would insure good

attendance.' Again, we had been well advised.

In addition to the conference meetings, the research team members met
regularly as the need arose with advisory council representatives as well as other
professional staff at each of the four schools. Periods of data collection with the
students and teachers required several trips by the projed team members to each
school. Teacher interviews were scheduled at the convenience of each teacher,
requiring many more visits.

After the data were processed and analyzed, and results were available
informally, we invited the principals or the directors of instruction individually to join the

principal investigator and project coordinator for meetings over lunch at the
University's Faculty Dining Room. The review and discussion of the results often
continued into the afternoon, as we collaborated in interpreting the results and sought

advice on how to communicate the findings to their teachers. These efforts to date and

the requirements for collaborative research have been recounted in some detail to
underscore the demands which truly collaborative research entails. There are no

short cuts.

The Focus on Indicators

Tremendous strides have been made in knowledge about school effects and
about characteristics of effective schools since the "gloom and doom days' of the late

1960's and most of the 1970's, which were triggered by the Coleman Report (Coleman

et al., 1966) and fueled by several critical studies which followed (Plowden Report,

1967; Jenson, 1969; Jencks, 1972; Averch et ai, 1972). Since then we have learned

a great deal about effective teaching practices, effective leadership practices, positive

school climates, staff development, the importance of collegiality, teacher
empowerment, and more. What we don't know as much about is how to translate
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these research findings into practice--how to maintain such a fragile entity as an
effective school, and how to turn ineffective cr less effective schools into more effective

ones.

A step toward the solution of the newer puzzle is acquiring the ability to gauge

and monitor the health and efficiency of an educational institution in order to point the

way toward its improvement. In order to do this, we need indicators. Se !den (1988)

noted that perhaps the most alarming outcome of the spate of reports on the health of

American public schooling which began with A Nation at Risk is how little we knew

about our own schools and schooling. What constitutes an indicator, what to measure,

at what level, how, how often, and how thb :-Illts should be used, by whom, remain
topics of keen interest and debate (Kaagan & 1985; Oakes, 1986, 1989; Porter,

1988; Richards, 1989).

Several researchers have pointed to the need for a comprehensive set of
measures to guide reform (Smith, 1989; Oakes, 1989). Anderson's (1982) excellent

critique and synthesis of school climate indicators concluded that most existing
measures of school climate focused on only a few dimensions of school climate; they

were seldom combined to capture the essence of climate. Others like Cuban (1982)

warned against choosing reforms from a laundry list of strategies for making schools

effective without considering the health of the whole enterprise.

Anderson's (1982) conceptualization of climate, adopted from Tanguir (1968),

was useful for identifying factors which are perceived as shaping a school's climate.

The four categories of variables were: ecology (physical facilities and material
resources); milieu (charaderistics or attributes of the individuals in the school); social

system (patterns or rules of operating and interacting in the school); and culture
(variables that reflect the norms, belief systems, values, cognitive structures, and
attitudes of persons within the school). Smith (1989) advised thinking of a fully
functioning system as one made up of three parts: inputs and resources, processes,

and outcomes. Further tie noted that these three components are connected through

relationships that are direct and indirect, unidirectional and reciprocal, and causal.

The research team endorsed these frameworks and guidelines, and we
established additional criteria of our own. The measures of school climate should
capture in operational form as much as possible of what is reported in the literature on
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effective schools. As well as being comprehensive, the measures should tap different

perspectives. Multiple indicators of the suns variable should be achieved for cross

validation purposes whenever possible. Indicators of student outcomes should go

beyond basics. We would not ignore available data on standardized tests of basic
skills, but we preferred criterion measures of academic objectives which the teachers

actually taught. Most especially we developed a test to measure higher order thinking

and critical reasoning in the context of solving realistic problems involving science and

mathematics. Finally, wa were intent on including measures of prosocial behaviors

and other positive student outcomes which were non-cognitive in nature.

Development of Comprehensive Measures of School Climate

A review of indicators used in previous studies was completed. The review
included instruments developed by Haipin and Croft (1963), Stem (1961), Sinclair
(1970), Coughlan (1970), Brookover et U. (1979), Rutter et al. (1979), Epstein and
McPartland (1976), and Dorman (1986). Suggestions from advisory groups to state

policymakers (e.g., Goodson, Swartz, and Bronson; Abt Associates, 1987) and

recommendations by Wynne & Walberg (1986) regaraing the assessment of character

development were also considered. We agreed with Anderson's (1982) earlier
assessment; no existing measure which we could locate provided a comprehensive
view of school climate. Accordingly we set out to develop new instruments which
would measure .,arious aspects of school climate as perceived by the students and by

the teachers. We preferred to use regular meetings, observations, interviews, and

informal conversations with the principals to assess their perception of and influence

on school dimate. Quantitative analysis of a sample of four would not be meaningful;

we also noted that leadership behaviors might emanavA from individuals other than the

principal. We considered seriously ways to include the parents' points of view in this

assessment, but we did not have the resources to do so.

Parallel forms of the climate survey were drafted, first for the teachers, then for

the students. The teacher questionnaire was piloted with our collaborators in the

schools in May, 1988. Wr '.4plicited their reactions to the instrument as to substance

and form. Suggestions from the advisory board members and continuing review of

ths literature also guided the changes we made, including the addition of several
sections and changes in format. Whiie we were interested in achieving a
comprehensive assessment, we were also mindful of the need for a manageable and
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parsimonious, as well as useful set of items. The final form of the teacher
questionnaire was administered in May, 1'.489. It is shown in Appendix A.

below:

The topics and issues which the teacher questionnaire addresses are listed

Demographic Characteristics of the Individual

Professional Preparation and Experience

Current Responsibilities

Areas and Extent of Involvement in Decision Making

Collegial Behaviors Among Teachers

Perception of Factors Influencing the School's Curriculum

Professional Values, Their Importance and Satisfaction

Areas of Success and Priorities for the School's Meeting Student Needs

Frequency of Use of Various Instructional Methods

Factors Influencing His/Her Teaching Objectives

Frequency of Pro and Antisocial Behaviors and Examples of Each

Ranking of the Teachers Actual and Ideal Job Responsibilities

Ranking of What the Principal's Job Should Be

Sources of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction About Teaching in His/Her School

Participation in Decision Making

Participation in Professional Development Outside of BPS Role

Special Characteristics of His/Her Middle School

Critique of the Ouestioriaire, Especially Areas Omitted

The student version of the School Climate Survey had as many as ten revisions

and four pilot tests before we arrived at its final form in February, 1989. The first pilot

test was conducted with a sixth grade class in an urban community adjacent to Boston.

Additional pilot tests were conducted by two graduate research assirtants who also
had field placements working with low achieving sixth grade students in another urban

school near Boston. The students involved in the pilot tests shared many salient
demographic and educational characteristics with the eventual sample. With

permission from the host schools, the research assistants told the students that this

was not a test, but an effort to find out ways to make schools more effective. Students

were advised to ask questions as they went along, about items and/or words they did

not understand. Upon students' completion of the questionnaire, the research
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assistants again asked for points of confusion and noted any difficulties or
misunderstandings. Their recommendations were incorporated into the SUCCEISS" e

revisions.

The Student Questionnaire inquired about the following topics and issues:

Demographic Characteristics about the Individual

Participation in Any Special Programs

Mode of Transportation to School

Reasons for Coming to School

Life Satisfaction

How He/She Spends Time Outside of School

After School, on Weekends, and during Sir .-dner

Participation in Volunteer Work

Parental Involvement and Regard for School

Important Adults in the Student's Life

Self Report of Grades

Assessment of the Teacher's, Principal's, and Student's Jobs in School

Choice of Adult for Help with a Serious Personal Problem

Clarity of Rules of Discipline

Rewards and Punishments in the School and How They Are Enactad

Student's Own Value System

Frequency of Pro and Antisocial Behavio, a Observed in School

Perception of Teacher Behaviors in Relation to School Climate

Perception of Collegiality and Comradely Among All Persons in the School

Perception of Communal Sense of Purpose and Pride

The student questionnaire was translated into Spanish and Vietnamese, for
those bilingual groups which were predominant in the sample schools, so that each

school could choose the version likely to yield high quality data for each of their
students. At the suggestion of the teachers on the advisory board, bilingual teachers

were available to aid in the administration of the questionnaire to students who had

limited reading proficiency in any language.
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Copies of the questionnaires had been delivered to the schools in the required

numbers in each language version 3ne week prior to the date scheduled for
administration. Labels provided by the schools or the Central Office were pasted to

the upper right of each copy. The !abels identified the students by name and by a six-

digit code which was needed to match each student's questionnaire responses with
their scores on various achievement measures. Without the match, only descriptive

research could be accomplished; with the match, more powerful, causal-comparative

research was possible.

Students were told by their teachers that the survey was anonymous, but that

the ID code was needed to match their answers on the questionnaire with other data

which would also be anonymous (their achievement test scores). Once the matches

were made, the codes would be destroyed. The students were asked to ink out their

names, but not the ID number. The vast majority complied with our request, but a

handful found ways to obliterate any number held up to the light.

Administration was accomplished in each school to the total school population

on a day chosen by the school. The school based team members had been asked to

review the procedures with their colleagues. The main offices lent assistance with

their public address system. The Boston University team and several graduate
assistants were on hand to answer questions. As announced by the PA system, we

positioned ourselves on various floors and corridors to be accessible by the teachers

to answer questions and respond to any difficulties.

Cooperation from the schools was outstanding. The rate of returns from
administration of the student questionnaire virtually equalled the attendvice for the

day-80%; the rate of usable returns showed very little attrition. The completed

questionnaires (with students' names removed and student ID codes for the vast
majority intact) were taken by the University research team members back to the

University where they were picked up for data processing.

Traditional Measures of Student Achievement

The Boston Public Schools require the administration of a number of norm
refersnced and criterion referenced tests of basic skills. We did not request additional

testing which would have duplicated these efforts. Rather we requested tapes of the
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data for the four schools in our sample schools so that we could conduct additional
analyses. As agreed in the preliminary phases of planning for this research project,

the Bureau of Research of the Boston Public Schools provided to the principal
investigator a tape containing the following information for students in each of the four

sample schools: 6-digit ID code (to enable the match with the student questionnaire

records); standard scores from two subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, i.e.,

Reading Comprehension and Mathematics Total Scale Scores; scores from the
Boston Public School System's own Criterion Referenced Test in Mathematics (CRT-

Math); and final grades in all academic subjects: Reading, English, Mathematics,
Science, and Social Studies. (Grades in Health for seventh graders only were
included on the tape but these could not be used due to the high number of missing
cases.)

The Metropolitan Achievement Tests were administered during the second week

of May, 1989; the CRT-Math was given in June, 1989. Teachers assigned final grades

during the last week of June, 1989. The bases for their grades were said to include
test, quizzes, homework assignments, class contributions, and special projects.
However, this could not be confirmed, and teacher idiosyncrasies in grading were
assumed to be the case. The only final grade which had some system-wide
consistency was said to be the grade for English which had to include 200/0
consideration given to students performance on a writing sample.

The tapes were to have been made available to the principal investigator by the

beginning of July, 1989, however they could not be obtained until the middle of
October, 1989. The unit which needed to score the tests and assemble the data tapes

for us had to devote all of its staff, full-time, to the problems of the new student
assignment plan. The Biston Public School System had not experienced such
difficult times since the coat ordered desegregefion years of the middle 1970's.
Controversy over the new student assignment plan was heightened by projected
budget deficits and the Boston School Committee's approval of the Superintendent's

plan to dose several schools and consolidate others, without public hearing. The

plan was invalidated by one court, then reinstated by an appeals court.
Implementation fell first to the School Department's Office of Information Systems,

whose services were needed to obtain the test data. Research was not their top
priority.
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A Measure ot higher Order Thinking

A measure of higher order thinking called Test of Problem Solving Skills
(TOPSS) was developed by the principal investigator for the evaluation of Unified
Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES), an interdisciplinary
curriculum whose development was sponsored by the National Science Foundation

(Shann, 1976, 1977a, 1977b). Targeted for administration to students in grades 4
through 8, the original, 46-item TOPSS had internal consistency reliability of .86. It

yielded scores which showed predicted increases in skills over grade level, and was
further validated against teacher judgements of their students' abilities in problem

solving in a national sample of 40 schools from 18 states.

The original TOPSS measure was revised and shortened to become TOPS,
Test of Problem Solving, according to the recommendations made in the previous
study (Shann, 1976). The language was updated. Children's names and surnames

were varied to reflect the predominantly black and Hispanic student enrollments in the

sample schools of the present project. The revised edition of TOPS contained five

items each on the following topics: "Pets in the Classroom;"Bike Transportation;"
"The Window Sill Garden in Mrs. Jackson's Class;" and 'A Busy Corner." The final set

called "A Classroom Temperature Chart contained six Nems. Internal consistency

reliability for the 31-item test was .85, based on 972 usable returns from the four
schools of the prosent sample.

TOPS was administered the last week of March, 1989 in each school by the

tachers during students' science periods. Since these periods varied, we were not
able to collect data from the entire school at one time, as had been the case with the

student questionnaire. Students answered the TOPS questions using a machine
scoreable answer sheet which was precoded .qith their name and 6-digit ID code. The

format was familiar because it was the same form which the system used for other

tests.

While the number of usable returns was substantial, at 972, it was significantly

lower than 1583, the number of usable returns from the student questionnaire. Most of

the attrition was attributable to two of tne four schools. In one of these schools, the

teachers felt that TOPS was too difficult for many of their students. The other school

changed its procedure for gaining parents' or guardians' permission for testing. In the
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case of the student questionnaire, which was administered first, the school, using our

suggested form letter, notified parents that administration had been scheduled, and if

they did not wish their sons or daughters to participate, they should neNfy the school.

Very few objected, but one was loud in her criticismafter the fact. For the

administration of TOPS, the principal decided to collect signed permissions from
parents and allow only those students who returned slips to take the test. (When this

story was told six months later to the new principal in that school, he knew
immediately who the parent must be. He was correct.)

We had also requested that teachers rank order their students in these classes

with respect to the students' problem solving skilis; we asked that the teachers do this

while their students were taking the test. Two schools forgot to give thi rating
instructions to the teachers, and the data could not be reclaimed at a later time.
!ntrusions on the schools' schedule had become more and more numerous, especially

for testing, and additional requests of teachers were not advised.

The Elusive Student Head Count

Determining the return rates and completion rates for all available measures of

student achievement was important for assessing the representativeness of the data

base for the study. However, confirming the total number of students enrolled in each

school proved to be problematic. School officials quoted numbers from their rscords,

and these figures were generally consistent with the number of full time equivalent

(FTE) students reported in the School Profiles 1988-89 published by Boston Public

Schools Office of Research and Development. Yet, if the FTE figures are correct, ti ie

schools have missing achievement data for significant percentages of their students

As reflected in Table 2.1, the complement of the student data base varies by
school and by the particular measure of data collection. Even in School 1, whose
records are most complete, final grades are consistently reported for only 83% of the

declared number of FTE students. Arguably, the number of final grades assigned in

the major subject areas of mathematics and English provide the most accurate gauge

on the number of students actually participating in the schools' programs. "Hard core

absentees* and transfers too new to grade would be eliminated from the count, but the

number would reflect those students who are absent occasionally, whereas the test
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measures collected on a single day can be no higher than the attendance rate for the
day.

The usable return rates for the Student School Climate Questionnaire compare

favorably to the rates for other data, both test scores and final grades, which the
schools collect for themselves. The return rates for the questionnaire we re
consistently highest of all measures. Usable return rates for the Test of Problem
Solving were judged to be adequate only for Schools 1 and 4 which were two-thirds of

the FTE and 80% of the questionnaire completion rate. The completion rates for TOPS

in School 2 and 3 were 21% and 35% of the re.spective FTE's, indicating
nonrepresentative samples for those schools.

The data in Table 2.1 suggest that the reported FTE's may be inflated. The FTE

is computed to reflect the percentage utilization of each school's stated capacity. It is

an important figure because resources are allocated according to FTE's. However,

varying attendance rates as well as admissions and transfers render the enrollment
picture a moving target.

Interviews with Teachers

The 'point person" for each school-based team through whom we addressed our

requests and responses to each school and scheduled dates for data collection was

usually the Director of Instruction, a position at the level of vice-principal. It was this

person who helped to identify teachers willing to be interviewed by a member of the

university-based team, who also represented a cross-section according to the
following attributes: grade levels taught, responsibility for regular instruction versus

special programs, gender, race/ethnicity, and years of experience teaching. We
sought first three teachers at each grade level and three teachers of non-graded or

special programs which cut across grades, or 12 teachers per school If teachers

selected for interviews could reflect variability on the remaining factorsgender, race,

and experiencewe asked that they be considered as well.

The list of teachers willing to be interviewed, their availability before, during, or

after school, and their preferred telephone numbers, home or work, was obtained by

the project coordinator. Members of the research team scheduled interviews with
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each teacher individually, according to the information supplied. Typically, each

interview lasted 45 minutes to one hour. Only the broadest of guidelines were used to

structure the interview: 'What do you like most about teaching in this school? What

would you changer Few prompts were need tor these teachers to say what they liked

and didn't like about their schools. Interviewers, as much as possible, took verbatim

quotes but without audio tape. Notes were transcribed immediately and circulated
among other members of the team who were also conducting interviews. Periodic

analyses of the interview results and the success of the format took place at meetings

of the project staff.

Interviews with Principals and Other Administrators

Formal 'interviews" were not scheduled with the administrators, but in fact a great

many interviews with these people took place over the course of the project. We
listened to their vision for the school, their concerns, their plans for undertaking
reforms, and their assessments of how well things were going, and why.

Observation

Frequent site visits afforded numerous opportunities for informal observation in
the sthools. In particular we were able to note interactions between administrators,

between administrators and teachers, arxi among teachers. Since ours was not a
study of dassroorn level teaching and learning practices, we had limited opportunity to

observe students in classrooms, but we were able to monitor student behavior in
common areas of the schools, like the lobby, corridors, cafeteria, auditorium, and
grounds.

Two of the graduate research assistants developed forms for recording the
allocation, condition, and use of space in the school building as well as the condition

of the exterior and use of outside grounds. The forms constitute unobtrusive measures

which take evidence from the physical objects and the school building itself to infer

how people use that space and what they care about.

A photographic record of the physical space was also attempted for each school.

Ir particular we wanted to capture on film ways in which the schools praise their
students' accomplishments in academics, art, sports, or other endeavors. While this
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TABLE 2.1

Student Data Base by School and Grade for Each Measure of Data Collection

SCHOOL

DATNGRADE

,School 1 School 2

Gr 6 Gr 7 Gr 8 Total Ratee Gr 6 Gr 7 Gr 8 Total Ratite

Declared "FTE-b 288 236 216 740 100% 233 184 177 594 100%

Questionnaire 244 203 184 631 85% 182 121 111 414 70%

MAT Readingd 213 175 i 68 556 75% 115 70 58 243 41%

MAT Mathd 213 179 161 553 75% 114 69 58 241 41%

CRT Mathe 155 162 135 452 61% 132 89 80 301 51%

TuPSf 2(J6 158 132 496 67% 68 16 43 127 21%

FG9 Reading 238 196 179 613 83% 82 66 65 213 36%

FG Math 239 197 178 614 83% 180 117 103 400 67%

FG English 239 197 179 615 83% 179 119 104 402 68%

FG Science 216 74 179 469 63% 180 119 105 404 68%

FG Soc. St. 239 197 179 615 83% 179 118 104 401 68%

aRates are the number of usable returns as a percentage of the declared 'FTE-.

bThe t;eclared 'PTV is the number of full time equivalent students reportedly enrolled in the school,
as determined by the sch000l's seating capecity times the estimated percent utilization (Boston Public
Schools Profiles, 1988-89).

CThe School Climate Questionnaire was administered to students in March, 1989.
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TABLE 2.1 (cont.)

Student Data Base by School and Grade for Each Measure of Data Collection

SahaDli____ School 4 All Four Schooll

Gr 6 Gr 7 Gr 8 Total Ratea qr 6 Gr 7 Gr 8 Total Ratea TOTAL Ratea

94 99 79 272 100% 129 119 135 383 100% 1989 100%

79 80 60 219 81% 112 98 109 319 83% 1583 80%

56 65 48 169 62% 108 94 108 301 79% 1278 65%

55 66 47 168 62% 103 93 106 302 79% 1264, 64%

51 54 31 136 50% 90 82 83 255 67% 1144 58%

26 27 42 95 36% 91 78 85 254 66% 972 49%

75 75 57 207 76% 86 35 20 141 37% 1175 59%

79 78 60 217 30% 111 97 108 316 83% 1548 78%

79 78 56 213 78% 47 97 108 316 83% 1484 75%

78 78 57 213 78% 93 30 77 250 65% 133" 67%

77 75 60 212 78% 14 4 16 34 9% 1263 63%

dMetropolltan Achievement Tests were administered In May, 1989.

orh Criterion Referenced Test In Mathematics was administered in June, 1989.

fThe Test of Problem SoNing was administered In April, 1989.

9FG denotes final grades which were usigned In June, 1989.
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was also noted through assemblies, public notices and newsletters, the use of film

helped us to document trophy cases, honor rolls, art exhibits, displays of students'
work, and other stat-ments celebrating what the students have achieved. Negative

evidence also commanded the attention of the photographer, like misspelled graffiti.

Indicators from the Running Records of the Schools

In addition to the questionnaire responses, test scores, interviews, and
observational data, general indicators of student health and well - being were also
sought: rates of absenteeism, truancy, drug abuse, pregnancy, incident reports, and

vandalism-on the negative side-but also positive outcomes as well: citations for

exemplary behavior; volunteer work; student- initiated repair, clean- up or other
improvement projects; participation in peer counseling; peer teaching; cross - age
tutoring; or any school-based community service or school improvement project. Many

of the negative indicators were available from the running records of the schools;
some are published annually in the Boston Public Schools Annual Profiles. Indicators

of the positive outcomes were built into the student and teacher questionnaire.

Summary

University/school collaboration in the conduct of this research was envisioned

from the start. The thrust was to develop valid, practical indicators which can cipture

information about school climate which the research literature has demonstrated is

relevant to student achievement. We sought results which could be used to infnm
educators and policy makers about school level practices which need to instituted or

changed to promote student achievement

The definition of student achievement was broadened to include not only
performance on standardized tests of basic skills but also higher order thinking and

problem solving, as well as prosocial behavior and community service.

Student and teacher questionnaires were developed in collaboration with
educators in the schools. They were designed to yield comprehensive portraits of
school climate, including the people and their attributes, the social system and its
patterns of relationships and interactions, and the culture of the school, including the

norms, values, and beliefs reflected in the behavior of its members. Teacher
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interviews and observation were used to complement and cross-reference the data

obtained from the previous sources.

Teacher questionnaires were administered at a time when teachers were
occupied with demands for system wide testing and other end of the year activities.
Many teachers were worried about lay-offs, and ma ale was low, in some schools
more than others. Against these odds, the rate of return for teacher questionnaires
was approximately 50%. The student questionnaire was administered earlier, in

March, 1989, with outstanding cooperation from the teachers and administrators in the

schools. The return rate equalled the attendance rate for the days of administration,

80%. In fact, we had a larger response rate to the student questionnaire than the
Boston Public School had for its grade and test files on the students in the sample.

The usable number of cases for all student instruments and measures are listed

below:

School Climate Survey 1583

MAT-Reading 1279

MAT-Mathematics 1265

CRT-Mathematics 1145

Test of Problem Solving 972

Final Grade in Reading 1175

Final Grade in Math 1548

Final Grade in English 1484

Final Grade in Science 1337

Final Grade in Social 1263

Studies
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CHAPTER 3

THE SCHOOLS AND THE STUDENTS THEY SERVE

by Margaret W. Plum and Mary H. Shann

The four middle schools in the sample are described using information
collected about each school on each of the following aspects: the buildings and their

neighborhoods; resources available to the schools; the principals, the student
populations, and their teachers; and finally, the school activities, both urricular and

extracurricular. Data were gathered from city records, newspapers, interviews, and

observations over three years. All of the schools were a part of the same school
district, under the same superintendent, in the same school system, teaching the same

grades and drawing from a similar pool of students and teachers. While they were
similar in many respects, there were important differences too.

School 1

The Building and Its Neighborhood

Neighborhood 1 was *home to over 46,000 people. It contained every typical

Boston housing type from triple-deckers to suburban-style ranches and included one

of Boston's largest public housing projects as well as the city's only working farm.
Surrounded by the open spanes of Frederick Law Olmstead's 'Emerald Necklace,"
Neighborhood 1 has become an integrated community of black, white, and Hispanic

home-owners without the widespread abandonment that often accompanies a change

in the racial and economic structure of a neighborhood.

The future of Neighborhood 1 would seem to be bright. According to data

provided by the city's research bureau, growing numbers of new homebuyers have

been attracted to the neighborhood by its abundance of two and three family homes.

The income producing capacity of these multiple family structures were becoming
more attractive in an era of perennially high housing costs. The new buyers were
often childless, working couples or singles, &awn to the area by its quiet
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neighborhoods, lnw crime rate and accessibility. The completion of the new Orange

Line rapid transit system in 1987 continued to increase the area's desirability,
threatening to displace low-income and elderly residents who are unable to meet
increasing housing costs (Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1988).

School 1, built in the 1930's, was located C I .ajor city street of one of

Boston's most diverse residential neighborhood; .. fil plot plan, the school would

have resembled a capital "I", the short bottom line oi ahich was the front facing the
street. The architecture of the facade of the three-story, orange !wick building, divided

by ornamental stone pilasters, was simple and belied its enormity. The school

covered roughly the area of a city block. Over 700 students were served by 60
teachers, 4 administrators, and several support staff. Offices of the district
superintendent and her staff were housed in the rear section of the building.

A Verbal Snapshot

Inside, School 1 hummed with human activity, echoing the hum of the street
outside. On a gray Wednesday morning in February, a student activity board in the

foyer prodaimed: 'February is Black History Month." Another display pasted with

photographs was entitled "New England Baptist Hospital, Our Business Partner. A

bust of the school's namesake was centered at the top of a short series of steps in the

pleasingly proportioned foyer. To the right of the steps was the office. Phones rang.

Students and adults moveed rapidly in and out and behind the high recuption counter.

Papers and books were on every surface. It seemed to be chaos, yet there was an

internal order not visible to the observer at first glance. A display of Valentines hung

on the wall opposite a lush green hanging plant. The secretary welcomed a visitor with

an offer of coffee and Itrections.

The main hall lined in tile and brick, ran along the front of the building,
reverberating with sound. Colorful, creative activity boards enlivened the walls. The

Honor Roll was represented by a pipedeaner marching band holding banners with

homerooms and honored students. Another poster portrayed School 1 as a
comfortable room with a large bas-relief paper fireplace. Above the mantle hung small

pictures of the administrative staff. The teachers' names with homeroom numbers

were listed beside the fireplace.
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The classrooms were arranged with the sixth grade and the advance work
classrooms located on the first floor. Above these room on the second floor, were the

eighth grade rooms. Along the stem of the "I" were seventh graders, bilingual and
regular students, in alternating classrooms for "Integration." On the lower floor, below

the first floor, were the cafeteria, resource rooms, Office of the Director of Instruction,

and the special education classrooms. It was lunchtime, and students were eating

and talking at small picnic-styled tables. The cafeteria was colorful and noisy, void of

any acoustical ceiling. Two teacher monitors watched over the half-hour lunch
periods.

Resources

Maintenan 3 was a chronic challenge; there were occasional broken windows,

torn screens, and scuffed walls. A student campaign to clean and paint walls has
reduced graffiti from bathrooms and halls. Basic maintenance and repairs were
provided by the Boston Public Schools; however, teachers and staff, with student help,

often painted rooms and halls, and did minor repairs.

School 1 was supplied with the basic resources needed for teaching--books,

paper, pencils, etc.by the Boston Public School System. Other resources such as
computers and office equipment were often obtained through one-time requests to
granting agencies and specific businesses, or through on-going business
partnerships. One teacher commented' "Resources are very limited. I don't even

have enough books for my classes, so we only use the textLcoks in dass. Sometimes

I think that funds get allocated or misallocated to those who push the hardest, but it

shouldn't be that way. Also, I think that in-service workshops on proposal writing
would be helpful to us. Why not train us to get the funds we need."

The principal, always alert to opportunities for acquiring additional resources,

constantly tried to get the things, people or programs needed at the school. At School

1, she and the teachers assessed each prospective collaboration for its potential in

contributing some needed resource to the school. Ours was no exception. At the first

meeting of Mr) University researchers and School 1 administrative team, a list of
potential resources was presented by the school representatives: free courses at
Boston University, use of the University's educational professionals in appropriate
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ways, and service by one of the University-based researchers on School l's Action

Team.

The administration actively solicited and was successful in developing many

collaborative ventures. In a booklet prepared for the National Dropout Prevention

Conference in April, 1989, School 1 boasted continuing collaborations with these

organizations: Student Human Services Collaborative (since 1984); Boston Partners

in Learning (1984); Sea Ventures (1984); Boston Ballet (1974); Good Neighbor
Program (19841; Boston Area Health Education Collaborative (1984); Black Achievers

(1985); Project Commitment (1985); Freedom from Chemical Dependency (1985);
AIDS Action Committee (1986); SPECDA Drug Program (1986); Animal Rescue
League (1985); Alianza Hispana (1985); Museum of Fine Arts (1985); Museum of
Science (1974); Ecumenical Social Action Committee (1980); Massachusetts
Pre Engineering Program (1985); and Regional Laboratory Dropout Program (1987).

Tho Principal

School l's principal was an energetic black woman who has been principal
there for about 10 years. Asked if she had children, she replied, "Yes, I have 700
children, referring to the school's student population. The statement also said
something about the level of her involvement at School 1 and her leadership style.
She exhibited a very personal, hands-on management style. A firm believer in school-

based management, she willingly delegated authority and tried to share decision-
making with her staff, sometimes becoming impatient when the process moves too

slowly.

Her day at the school began at 6:30 a.m., often not ending until 9:00 or 10:00

p.m. She instituted evening events for parents and insured regular parental
attendance at least several of these meetings by using the events to hand out
students' report cards directly to parents. She began plans for more community
involvement and planned a series of dialogues on issues of common interest. Ever

alert to grant possibilities, she maintained an impressive record of external funding.

Her school had just received a $474,000, two-year grant from Office of Education for

Dropout Prevention Program. The school was featured at the National Dropout
Prevention Conference in San Diego in April, 1989.



The Students

Data were collected in 1989 from 627 of School 1 's approximately 700
students. Reporting their race/ethnicity, 55.8% said they were Hispanic, 30.3% black,

7.2% white, 2.4% Asian, and 4.3% Native American or other. A wide range of
ages, from 10 to 18 years, was reported by the students: less than 1% said the were

10 years old, 12.8% reported being 11 years old, 25% said 12, 30% said 13, 22.5%

said 14, 8% said 15, 1% said 16, and less than 1% said they were 18.

School 1 had more male than female students, with 52.6% of the students
reporting male and 46.3% checking female; ).1% did not respond. Just over one-third

of the students reported that they walk to school, suggesting they lived ain the
neighborhood; 29% reported they go by bus; 18% by "The T (public transit), and 17%

by car.

Student turnover affected about 200 students during the year, or about 28% of

the student body. School 1 reported changes in student enrollment as follows: nGw

BPS admissions 59; BPS transfers in 77; and BPS transfers out 88. Of these, 69

were discharged to other school systems, one dropped out, and 22 were unknown.

Students were assigned to various programs in the school by central
administration: advanced work class for better sixth grade students; special education

and Chapter 1 remedial cIlsses for students reading below grade level; and bilingual

classes for students for whom English is a second language. Most students in regular

education are grouped by Metropolitan reading test scores.

If Scnool 1 was typical of most middle schools in the system, it reflected the

following practices:

For most students, reading scores determine their sixth grade placement;

math scores have little bearing. Once placed in homeroom clusters, many

Boston middle grades students remain with their homeroom classmates for

the entire year. Regardless of variations in their mastery of aifferent
subjects, students typically attend all academic classes with their same
classmates, although they may mix with others for gym, art, or music.
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Decisions about duster assignments generally rest with the school staff and

tend to be permanent; only one student we interviewed reported that she
had been moved into a 'higher duster and this occurred only after her
mother persisted in seeldng a change" (Massachusetts Advocacy Center,

1990).

On the topic of student assignment, a teacher commented, 1 would like to
change the procedure for placing the kids. I just don't believe that the tests are
accurate for placing stvdents. I think the clusters (teacher/student units within the
school) and the principal should decide." School 1 reported 432 in regular
education, 217 in Bilingual program, 160 in Special Education, and 36 in Advanced

Work program.

About the students, one teacher said, Tm very interested in tapping into their
potential and applying wKsit they have in their work here. I believe that social studies

taps into culture and can expand their horizons by reading about other people. But
here we spend far too much time disciplining kids. I am impressed, however, with the

racial balance of the school. We have Hispanics, blacks, and whites with only
occasional little flare ups.'

Another teacher said, 1 enjoy, no, I love the kids. I love to see them learn and

have success. But kids are starting to believe that eighth grade graduation is the only

one they are going to get. They come all dressed .1;;.-. limousines, gowns. Every kid

should achieve success and feel good about themselves, but they have to have twelfth

grade as a target, not eighth grade.'

1 enjoy working with middle school kids. They're half child and half adult. They

can be charming and very pleasant, but working with them is both exciting and tiring.

You have to learn to be parent, friend, and counsellor as well as teacher. We need to

have expectations of them, so that they can have expectations of themselves. I'm tired

of people making excuses for students. We can care, but we cannot give up on what
they can become, despite the difficult obstacles they face, said a bilingual special
needs teacher.

%
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The Teachers

The 60 teachers in School 1 were assigned by grade and by speciality. They
were organized in a new cluster system, meeting weekly to discuss their work, the
students within their cluster, and to coordinate the activities. This common planning

time was a new initiative of the principal. One teacher reported, 'Clusters are a good

idea. There are several teachers, five or six, for about 125 to 150 kids. It's a good way

to discuss the kids and the progress they're making." The five clusters were: sixth
grade, seventh grade bilingual, seventh grade, eighth grade, and advanced work.
Special education was a separate group.

Of the 48% of the teachers responding, 58% reported teaching at School 1 for 5

years or less; 25% from 5 to 10 years and the remainder from 10 to 22 years. School 1

reported its faculty's racial-ethnic composition as 57% white, 23% Hispanic, and 20%

black teachers. Of the respondents, 55.2% were male, 44.8% female. Fully two

thirds reported having an advancrd degree.

The School Schedule and Activities

The regular school day was divided into seven periods--five academic, one
homeroom, and one reading period called DEARDrop Everything and Read (formerly

called USSR before glastnost, or Uninterrupted, Sustained, Silent Reading). School 1

had only two bells; at 7:40 for homeroom and at 8:00 a.m. to announce the first class.

Classes changed on the hour from then on and were approximately one hour long.

After school activities included basketball and a few dubs. School 1 had an
annual Talent Show and Faculty/Student Basketball Game. Students helped with the

evening supper meetings for parents and other special evening events. Enrichment

field trips have included the Boston Ballet, the Gardner Museum and Thompson's
Island.

One teacher's view of the school's activities was that -There's not enough room

for extracurricular activities like band, cheerleading, and aerobics. Our kids don't
know how to play with each other. They have never learned how to interact. They

come to class and sit. They need to learn how to be together, dance, sing, act. They
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never have time in the school to do these things. Some dasses have such activities
but they are added in as if they were second rate. The day for a kid is dull, kids are

bored to death. The kids aren't supposed to talk in class, or in the halls. They have
NO RECESS. Its like a prison barracks. Middle schools need to change, and try more

innovation. Changes could draw the kids in, and be the reason they come. We could
save them. Another said, Students need more afterschool activities. Too many
students go back to empty homes. It's unfortunate that schools have to take on the
parents' responsibilities, but the parents just aren't there for some of these kids.'

SCHOOL 2

The Building and Its Neighborhood

Schooll 2
CIty of Boston

carved high atop the central white stone facade, announced the building's name; but

its massive presence needed no introduction. The large stone and brick school
completely dominateed the narrow tree-lined residents! street it inhabited. The white

center sat sphinx-like with its great stone paws guarding the two tiers of steps rising up

to the massive pairs of glass and iron grille double doors. This was the entrance to the

school's main floor which was a full story above ground.

Stretching out from the center were two identical 'L' shaped brick wings that
spread for half a city block in either direction. Each wing was finished with a white

stone facade and glass and grille doors, echoing the main entrance. These side
entrances were used by the students coming by bus and on foot at the start of the day.

Girls entered through the doors in one wing, boys through the other wing. They went

directly to the cafeteria where they sat, segregated by sex, on either side of the large

room until they were sent to homeroom. The lofty main entrance was used 'y by

tardy students and visitors. Man-size verdigris torchieres at each entrance reinforced

the building's sense of importance. No plantings softened its strong architectural lines.
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The area in which School 2 was located was Boston's largest, most populous

neighborhood. The area's population in 1980 was 65,264 or 11.6% of Boston's total

population. Large groups of Irish, Italian, Greek and Jewish populations have been
joined by Chinese, Blacks, and Hispanics in the district's residential areas.
Neighborhood 2 has become one of the City's best integrated and most divers:.
ne:gettorhoods. However, half its households contained single residents, and anfAher

quarter were composed of unrelated individuals. High concentrations of elderly,

college students and working class families have combined to present a wide range of

lifestyles, the majority childless (Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1988).

A Verbal Snapshot

Built in the 1930's, School 2 was located on a small, quiet street in a residential

neighborhood. Across the street, modest, well-kept one- and two-two family houses

faced the school like Lilliputians watching a silent giant. And the school was silent.
The time was 9:30 a.m. on a Friday in February. No life could be seen at the windows,

doors, in front of, or around the school. Inside, there were about 450 students, 42

teachers, 4 administrators, and a handful of support staff. Where was everyone?

Entering School 2 was mysterious. The great front doors were locked. There

was a small doorbell to the right. It worked. A young woman appeared and admitted

the visitor after proper identification was given. Inside the doors was a high vaulted

foyer. One dusty activity board high on the side wall prodnimed "A Graduation Motto.-

Another was blank. A trophy case sat in the corner. To the right was what was once a

reception room now furnished with an empty desk. Straight ahead, through more

doors, a dark hall stretched from left to right. Ahead were doors to a large auditorium

complete with stage and permanent seats. There was still no sign of life, no sound.

The halls were lined with doors leading to the classrooms, storage areas, etc.
Upstairs, the second floor copied the first with its long hall of doors, dark wood, and

dun-colored tiled floor. The doors opened and the students pass silently single file
along the hall walls. Teachers facilitated the orderly passage. No talking, no
socializing. Order was the order of the day.

General maintenance was provided by central administration. School 2

appeared to be clean and in relatively good repair. One teacher reported, "There is no
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vandalism, no graffiti here, and it's safe"; however, she complained, with other
teachers, about the lack of paint and poor general maintenance. They blamed lack of

funds available to the system for this situation.

Resources

Like School 1, this school was supplied with basic teaching resources by the
Boston Public School System but there always seemed to be shortages, as in the
other schools. Echoing many teachers, a bilingual teacher reported a shortage of
books and workbooks; she also wished they could hire more front office staff who
spoke Spanish, who could talk to parents and facilitate educational processes. The
administration here actively solicited resources and funding from the business
community and local institutions as well as government agencies.

The Principal

Schoni 2's principal, a white man in his late fifties, whose entire professional

career was spent in the Boston Public Schools, effected a highly democratic
leadership style, seeming to rely heavily on teachers, parents, and central
administration for guiu'ance and approval. He had succeeded a series of principals

who served briefly after the longer tenure of a strong, dynamic leader. Although this

was his second year as principal of School 2, he appeared to be cautious and careful.

His manner was friendly and accommodating.

One teacher reported, "In general, I don't think the administration is doing
anything different from the administration of other middle schools. It's just that we are

lucky to have such responsive and responsible students. These kids are really very

well behaved for children their age. Safety is never a problem here. The

administration, however, should be commended on getting teachers who care and on

creating an environment in which we feel like we can teach. The administration is very

supportive of teachers. They are understanding of personal problems which
sometimes come up.

Order and structure in the school were a top priority of the principal and his
assistant administrators. "They've done a great job at providing structure in the school.
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I think the kids know what is expected from them. Although teachers have hall duty

during the changing of classes, students are almost always orderly. The staircases
are marked with up and down signs. The fire drills are never a problem because the

principal talks to the entire school about fire drills at the beginning of the year in the

cafeteria, a teacher said.

The Students

Of School 2's approximately 420 students, 397 provided usable responses to
our questionnaire. Regarding their race/ethnicity, 24.4% said they were Asian, 25.7%

black, 10.8% white, 33.2% Hispanic, and 5.8% 'other." These data showed a more
racially balanced student body than School 1. The age range, from 10 to 16 years of

age, was similar to that for School 1. Students in School 2 reported the following
ages: less than 1% said they were 10 years old;13% were 11; 24% said 12; 30% 13;

20% said 14; 10% 15, and 1.5% said 16 years old. Like School 1, School 2 had a

larger male population; 59.2% percent of the students respondents reported they were

male; 40.8% female.

The majority of students at School 2, 58.2%, reported that they came to school

by bus; 16.2% came on 'The r and 9.2% came by car. Unlike School 1, 15.9% walk
to school, suggesting the great majority of the students live outside walking distance of

the school and outside the neighborhood.

About 33% of the student body changed during the year. Boston Public School

Profiles for 1989 recorded 39 new BPS admissions; 55 BPS transfers in: ana 54 BPS

transfers out . Regarding student losses it was reported that 53 left to go to other

school systems, six dropped out, and five were unknown.

As was the case for School 1, School 2 officials reported that students were

assigned to bilingual education, special education, and advanced work classes by the

central administration. Students in regular education were assigned to classrooms
based on their MAT reading scores. As reported by students, their enrollment by

program was: 18.9% regular education; 23.9% bilingual education; 35.0% special
education including Chapter 1; 10.3% advanced work class; and 11.8% combination

of biNngual and special education programs.
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Whnn asked what do you like best about this school, one teacher said, The

students here are great. They're just likeable kids to work with. The kids really respect

their teachers. They respect each other. There's a real mix of kids here Asiwi,

white, black, Hispanic. Once in a while, you might catch a racial slur or two, but I
always take the kid aside and talk to him. Actually, there seem to be more problems
within the racial groups than across race lines." Another teacher said, "The kids! I love

them."

The Teachers

The 42 teachers at School 2 were newly organized in dusters, but "not pure
clusters," meaning some teachers are members of one cluster and teach some
students in another cluster. The clusters were: bilingualSpanish; bilingual
Vietnamese, sixth grade, seventh grade, eighth grade, and two learning adaptive"
dusters. A teacher reported, "The cluster system meets weekly with administrators, but

is teacher-led. At the cluster meetings, the needs of the kids, evaluation, etc. are
discussed. This is good communication and very important." This weekly meeting

was the teachers' only common planning time.

Only 33% of the teachers in School 2 provided usable questionnaires. An
additional 15% responded to an old form from an early pilot test which they had

received from a school representative. Of those responding, 64% reported they had

been teaching at School 2 for 5 years or less. The remaining ranged from 5 to 25
years. The race-ethnic composition of the faculty of School 2 was: 65.8% White,
14.6% Black, 10% Asian, and 10% Hispanic. The respondents reported they were
92.9% female and 7.1% male, unlike School 1, which had a more ovsn gender
distribution and a more representative rate of return. At School 2, 64.3% of the

teachers held advanced degrees.

Commenting about her peers, one teacher reported: "The teachers are here to

teach. As far as I know, they're good at what they do. I believe 90% of the teachers

like what they -b. Although I've been here for four years, I haven't found the time to

socialize with other teachers. We are professional with each other, but in a respectU,

distant manner. I don't want you to get the idea that the teachers here are a cold,
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achievement-oriented bunch. We are often too busy working on bettering our
materials for our kids. For instance, I spend many of my lunch periods here in my room

planning lessons or correcting student work We, however meet weekly in dusters. I

find this time very helpful and productive."

School So. iedule and Activities

The regular school day was divided into 8 periods with no flexibility of
scheduling. They were: 5 academic, 2 electives, and 1 homeroom including 'USSR"

(uninterrupted, sustained, silent reading). At least one teacher would like to see
longer class periods. 1 cannot conduct a science class in 45 minutes. Two periods
two or three times a week would be better than having one period each day. School

began it 7:40 and ended at 1:40.

The afterschool programs included: help in reading, computer club, basketball,

and mock trials. 'I d like to see more afterschool programs. Right now, the afterschool

program consists of informal activities and ends as soon as the late bus arrives to take

the kids home,' said a teacher. A late bus came at 2:30 but was "not predictable.'

SCHOOL 3

The Building and Its Neighborhood

Neighborhood 3, in the geographic center of Boston, was one of the city's most

historically significant areas. Once an affluent suburban area, the neighborhood grew

more densely populated around the turn of the century when streetcar service was

extended from the downtown. The area has experienced extensive abandonment and

disinvestment in both its commercial and residential sections. As the incomes of
successive waves of new residents decreased, maintaining businesses and the
existing housing stock became increasingly difficult.
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The city, state and federal governments have, in the past twenty-five years,

invested substantial funds both into the Washington Park Urban Renewal Project as

well as the surrounding area. However, the proliferating problems faced by the
community have far outweighed these public efforts. Neighborhood 3 is now
experiencing a new immigration of young black professionals who are acquiring many

of the underutilized and abandoned buildings in the area. 'Their initiatives, unlike

those in the past, are complementing efforts on the part of existing residents, as well

as renewing the interest of private investors in the area. However, the low incomes
and limited job skills of many of the current residents pose major handicaps to their full

participation in Roxbury's revitalization" (Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1988).

One data collector said, 'Getting to "School 3' is harder than getting data about

'School 3'." Despite following the directions precisely, the visitor was sure he had

gone wrong. The journey started with a drive down a sir-lane, major city artery, then

took an abrupt left turn into a maze of narrow streets, checkered with inhabited and

boarded-up buildings, interspersed with vacant, trash-filled lots. The drive continued

onto a short leg of a major city street, then right onto a four-lane divided highway that

went two blocks and stopped. To the left of this strange, truncated boulevard (Martin

Luther King Boulevard built in the 1960's), was a large abandoned field house and an

overgrown parkreminders of promises not kept. School 3 sat on a hill on the far side

of this park.

A Verbal Snapshot

The most prominent feature of the two-story red brick school was its large red

chimney. Cars came and went in the small parking lot. Two police cars stopped and

the officers went into the building. A brown sedan blocked the entrance walk. A
woman sat in the passenger seat, staring out vacantly. On the entrance steps, a half-

eaten sardwich curled in the pale winter sun. The original entrance to the school was

changed to a side door, so that entering students would pass by the office on their way

to class. By redesign, then, there was no foyer, no large space for any unrnonitored

gathering. The students were funnelled down into a long narrow hall, decorated by a

brightly colored mural painted by the students. To the left of the front door was a large

auditorium. Wooden chairs, attached in groups of five, form irregular rows facing th3

stage. The day featured a 'reward movie, Roger Rabbit. Students filed in to find
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seats in the already darkened auditorium. The din became a roar as the sounds of
the students' talking in even conversational tones bounce off the hard surfaces.

To the right of the front door was the main office, the princip 's office, and the

office of the Director of Instruction. Student activity boards annc Jnced upcoming

events and a poster entitled "We are Family identified the students and their
homerooms. Through a door, a small sign said: "Enjoy life, this is not a dress
rehearser. The first floor dassrooms were devoted to the "7th/8th graders", who were

overage seventh graders and most eighth graders. The second floor housed the
"6th/7th graders" who were all sixth graders and most of the seventh graders. The lab

school, a school-within-a-school, was on the second floor, over the office, separated
from the other students. The building, like the surrounding neighborhood, was
rambling, with lots of ups and downs and dead ends. Staircases descended into

blank walls. Halls funnelled into dead ends. Rooms sat off by themselves.

School 3 was built in 1911. Its general physical condition in 1989 was very

rundown. The impression was one of uneven attention. A teacher described
maintenance as a 'patchwork." She said, 'Recently, asbestos was removed for the
school. We had been told this had been taken care of years ago." In one classroom,

the blackboard and part of the plaster wall had fallen, exposing the lath behind.
Another teacher said, "The building is in terrible shape. The teachers' room is a
disgrace. I want to know which room I am going to have next year so I can paint it
myself." School 3 was not unlike the streets traveled to get there; a new window next

to a shattered blackboard, mirroring the neighborhood of abandoned buildings next to

occupied homes. Despair and hope, with degrees of each, lived side by side at
School 3 art in its neighborhood.

Resources

Like Schools 1 and 2, School 3 was supplied by the central administration and,

like the other schools, it had to be resourceful in getting additional school supplies,

equipment, and building supplies from businesses and other agencies. School 3

showed evidence of some repairs in progress. Huge windows were being replaced;

the new ones were unmistakable with their rust protected metal frames, but here and

there old ones with chipped yellow paint on cracked wooden fames seemed to have
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been overlooked. They would all be replaced eventually, but through two different
sources. Most were supplied by Massachusetts Port Authority. But the agency was

responsible only for classrooms, because of the noise cre-",...cl by airplanes going and

corning at Logan Airport interfered with teaching . The other windows, for the offices

and corridors, where no teaching took place, had to be supplied by the central
administration.

The Principals

School 3 had three principals during the year and a half of data collection for

the study. In fact, the turnovers took place in the space of six months.

Principal 1

The first principal was a former Marine, who patrolled tie halls all day, keeping

order and picking up papers. He had not had a vacation in two years. He said:

'School 3 has replaced home. It is a pleasanter place than home for many of the

students. The principal saw his leadership style as benevolently patriarchal and
authoritarian. His patriarchal leadership style was reflected in his priorities for School

3 which he based on his assessment of his students' needs; first social, second --

medical, and third educational. 'School is taking over jobs formerly done by the

home, churches, social organizations, churches, and governmental agencies." He

saw his job as providing a safe atmosphere, counseling parents, supporting teachers,

and being a 'father' fr. - <lents.

On Principal l's leadership, one te .cher reported, 'Discipline is selactive,
erratic, and almost nonexistent. One student started a fire for which the penalty is
automatic suspension, but the principal thinks he is a good kid so he didn't punish

him' Another said, 'Disrespect for the principal is almost total. There is no follow-

through and no back up for teachers, and the kids know I' Another reported, 1 would

like consistency from administration in treating the teachers and the kids. There is

inconsistent punishment. A broken rule which may result in suspension with one

student may not for another." Another wanted 'a stricter principal who follows
through.' Another said,Tm leaving! Until the principal aod administration changes in

this school, I see very little hopP for things improving.'
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Principal 1 was notified of his discharge approximately 10 days before the
opening of school in September of 1988.

Prindpal 2

When Principal 2 became principal of School 3 in September, 1988, he wanted

nothing to get in the way of his miss;on to turn around the beleaguered school.
Describing the school as a "hellhole," Principal 2 set out to remove drug us-rs fr- 9

nearby park, convert weary parents into education boosters, and ,

bureaucrats to pay for building repairs. But in a quick turn of events s...): . lis

arrival, Principal 2 was defending himself against charges that he has bec..-...,,,, the

obstacle to rebuilding what is one of the city's most neglected schools.

In his brief, four-month tenure, (Principal 2) has generated a
controversy that has split the (School 3) faculty. Last night,
Superintendent Laval S. Wilson held an emergency meeting with top
administrators about the school.. (The Boston Globe, January 13,1989).

Principal 2, a black man. had joined the Boston Public Schools in 1974 as a
teacher and later became an administrator, serving as an assistant headmaster in one

of the system's more highly regarded high schoois. His leadership style was
authoritarian. I was appointed by Wilson as a get-tough administrator who would

bring about reforms. Teachers who criticize me either do not want to put in a full day's

work or they remain loyal to my predecessor (Principal ,,, as quoted by The Boston
Globe January 13, 1989). He was perceived by many of his staff as leading through

intimidation and harassment, not cooperation and collegiality".

An avid reader of the school effectiveness literature, Principal 2 arrived at
School 3 a week before the start of school with his fully developed 5-year p:an to
reform the school. A plan for change had already been initiated by Principal 1 in
collaboration with the Director of Instruction and the staff. Ignoring the existing plan,

Principal 2 started his new plan which featured creating a caring environment, snaking

some cosmetic physical changes ("these are symbolic"), creating an active parent
council, and providing professional development for the staff. He wanted to bond --
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bond teachers to students, bond parents to the school and, most importantly, bond
teachers to him.

'Most of the staff do not share my hopes and plans for (School 3) and are
resisting change, he said. Ironically, most of the features of his new plan were
included in the existing plan. By January, he had created a hostile atmosphere, made

few physical improvements, alienated many parents, and divided the staff. He was

replaced by Principal 3 on January 27, 1989.

Prinpal 3

The new principal of School 3 was a black woman who had served most
recently as an assistant principal at one of the most highly regarded middle schools in

the system under a principal whevn she regarded as her mentor, who was frequently

cited for his school's outstanding achievements. Her immediate goals were to rebuild

staff cohesion, restore order, reassure parents, and focus on the educational needs of

the students in School 3 for second half of the school year. She exhibited a straight-

forward, open manner. Her decisions demonstrated a firm, yet cautious leadership
style. She appeared to be willing to share leadership responsibilities with other
administration members and staff. Her actions demonstrated a more relaxed, yet

conscientious and thorough, personal style. A teacher said, With the new principal,

there is a new tone. She's more laid back. It's a lot more peaceful.'

The Students

Of the approximately 250 students in School 3, 210 provided usable returns to

the questionnaire. Identifying themselves by race/ethnicity, 67.1% said they were

black; 18.6% Hispanic; 6.2% white; 2.9% Asian, and 5.2% 'other.' Its enrollment two-

thirds black, School 3 reflected the greatest racial imbalance of the four schools.

Students reported their ages to range from 11 to 16 as follows: 8% were 11
years old; 26% were 12 years old; 32% 13 years old; 20% 14 years old; 10% 15 years

old, and 3% 16 years old. Like Schools 'I and 2, School 3 had a larger male
population-56.6% male to 43.4% female. Like School 1, the majority of the students,
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59.4%, walked to school, suggesting that most of students who attend School 3 live in

the neighborhood; 32.9% took the bus; 4.1% arrived by car, and 3.7% took "The T.

About 30% of the student population changed during the year. BPS data

showed the following figures for School 3: 14 new BPS admissions; 34 BPS transfers

in; and 41 BPS transfers out, induding 33 to other school systems, 0 drop outs,and 8

unknown.

Unlike Schools 1 and 2, School 3 did not have a bilingual program or advanced

work classes. Students were assigned to the schools lab-school-within-a-school by

Central Administration. Asked if they were assigned to any special programs, 33% of

the students at School 3 said no, while 65.5% reported they had some form of special

or remedial program.

Like those in Schools 1 and 2 , when asked what do you like about teaching in

this school, one teacher said, "The kids. I live in the neighborhood and I'm involved

with the kids in and out of class." Unlike those in Schools 1 and 2, another teacher
said, "Kids roam the halls all day. Fighting is frequent and often ignored. Running in

the halls is continuous." When asked do you go out into the halls, he said, They don't

bother me, I don't bother them."

Another teacher reported an increase of disturbed students in regular classes,

citing a state reduction of quotas of students eligible for special education. (In fact this

was not a policy of the city or the state.) She pointed out a student who had been shot

in a local park the week before. She said that some students were walking around

school with bags possibly with concealed weapons, in violation of school rules.

The Teachers

"There is no cluster system, no department head, no team, no way to sha.e

materials, planning time, or program," a teacher reported. Unlike Schools 1 and 2

which were just getting started with a duster system, the 28 teachers at School 3 were

not yet organized in teams of any sort, and there was no common planning time. At

this writing, a year after the majority of data collection took place, the teachers were

being organized into two clusters. One joined teachers of sixth and most seventh

grade classes; the other included teachers of overage seventh graders and all eighth
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grade classes. Wit the arrival of Principal 3, the teachers began to enjoy common
planning time.

The teachers were assigned to dusters by the administration according to the

type of teaching certification they possessed; teachers of sixth and seventh grades
needed an elementary certification, and teachers of seventh and eighth grades
needed a certification in the subjects taught. Of the 21 teachers (about 800/0)
responding, 81% reported teaching in School 3 from 1 to 5 years; 33% were first year

teachers. The remainder had taught in School 3 from 5 to 26 years.

A 10-year veteran teacher with four years at School 3 observed, 1 don't go up to

the teachers' room. It's very bad with everyone sitting around talking about how bad

everything is. The teacher morale is bad: A first year teacher at School 3, with 5
years experience, said, "The teachers here are a good group. They're friendly and
helpful with some exceptions: She rarely interacted with other teachers. A special
education teacher, she and her students had all classes and ate breakfast and lunch

together in her room. Another said," I would say that 26 out of 28 teachers in this
school are discontent. This year four teachers have applied for transfers, and three

have quit. Teachers try hard to band together but are afraid. Even the ones who work

for the principal (Principal 1) admit to being afraid of him. When it comes time to face

him, they back down:

According to a news reporter who interviewed teachers in School 3:

Staff morale at School 3 has been low for years. About haff

of its 30 teachers sought and received transfers to other schools last
year. The situation has not improved under (Principal 2), according to

some administrators, teachers, and parents. They said Principal 2 has a

hot temper and has intimidated staff. He has Ned to lead through
intimidation and harassment, not cooperation and collegiality (Boston

Glove, January 13, 1989).

School 3 reported the racial-ethnic composition of its faculty as 68% White and

320/0 Black. There were more female teachers than male teachers in School 3, as was

true for Schools 2 and 4 and unlike School 1. Of the respondents, 39.1% reported
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being male and 60.9% reported female. At School 3, 57.1% said they had advanced

degrees.

School Schedule and Activities

The school day was divided into eight periods; seven 45 minute periods plus
homeroom, including 'USSR," at the end of the day. The day started at 7:40 a.m. and

ended at 1:40 p.m., following the same schedule as Schools 1 and 2. There was no

flexibility in scheduling. The teachers complained loudly: "Administrators interrupt

classes constantly. They take the well behaved girls out to run errands. Other

teachers wander in. Administrators wander in. It is not related to observation but
simply communicates the idea that nothing important is going on." Another said, "Kids

frequently interrupt dasses with messages sent from the administration. They don't

think class time is important."

Afterscholl programs included: remedial programs such as study skills and
tutoring; clubs, student council, and the school newspaper; and sports, including
basketball, track, and softball. The physical education eacher said, "There is little
attention given to the P.E. program at the school, with no standards for repairs,
hygiene, etc. P.E. is 'pushed to the back' on agendas, and there is a need for at least

one other part-time person to share the burden. The school needs a strong P.E./sports

program, with the accompanying mascots, rallies, etc. to boost morale amongst both

students and faculty. P.E. is the morale of the school.'

SCHOOL 4

The Building and Its Neighborhood

A school booklet pronounced School 4: "A building that has four walls, with
tomorrow inside." School 4 was a large brick square, composed of a 3-story,
rectangular main building, constructed circa 1890, joined to a similar sized, 2-story
rectangular annex built behind the main building in 1939 by the Public Works



Administration of the U.S. government. The School sat solidly and stolidly on a point

of land created by the intersection of a large city thoroughfare crossed diagonally by a

narrow one-way street. The school lay in the shadow of a very large city high school, a

fortress-like facility of enormous proportions, further exaggerated by its site, 100 or

more feet above the ground lovel of School 4. Another block away was a major city

hospital surrounded by satellite medical facilities. School 4 resided in the same
general residential neighborhood as School 2.

A Verbal Snapshot

The monotony of the brick facade of the main building was broken by simple,

classic stone trim over the windows. The main entrance to the school was through one

of three large, green, double doors which served the main building. The center door
was unlocked. In the main foyer, the visitor noticed the walls at once. They were
covered with student projects. Brightly colored, construction-paper maps and flags, a

story in pictures, a large painted mural of 1890 skaters, and a 'Health and Fitness''
display all bespoke of hours of research, learning and labor. The works were hung at

student eye level for easy viewing. Also, the painting treatment of the foyer wallspale

green above and bright yellow belowlowered the high ceiling and created a people-
sized space. The worn wooden floors were clean despite the ankle-deep winter slush

outside.

A teacher seated at a desk outside the office asked the visitor to sign a visitors'

book. Two green park benches faced each other in the middle of the foyer. Three
boys sat talking in soft tones, waiting for the assistant principal. One boy looked up
and said: 'I'm in trouble% They are called in turn to in the office, and then disappear

into the building. A group of students passed by talking in a friendly way. An inviting

sense of order prevails.

Opposite the front doors was the assembly hall. It was a large auditorium with

permanent seats. On the stage were two large yellow backdrops painted with clowns

and balloons, suggesting a carnival or fair. Hallways on either side of the assembly

hall led to the first floor annex which housed one group of sixth grades. The main
building's first floor housed eighth grade classrooms. Througi one classroom door a

teacher could be seen giving an animated science lesson.
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The second floor of the main building was occupied by computer facilities, the

library, and the office of the Director of Instruction. Some spedal education classes
were held on this and the first floor. The second floor annex housed the second sixth

grade cluster. Seventh grade classrooms were assigned to the third floor. The school

had no cafeteria facilities, but room in the basement had been made into a lunchroom;

it is dean and well lit with windows to the ground level. Students returned to their

classes from lunch in relaxed single file.

While School 4 was a very old, well-worn building, continually in need of
repair, the atmosphere was alive, and the students and teachers seem energetic and

fresh. As in the other three schools, maintenance was a low priority item with Central

Administration and a chronic problem to School 4. The principal showed several

broken windows which had been open to the elements during the fall and winter. One

teacher said, 'Paint falling from the ceiling is not conducive to learning.'

"I'd like the school to be a prettier place to come to. Students and teachers
alike have put a great deal of time into enhancing the appearance of the school. The

ceilings are peeling, the window shades aic torn or missing. Students have lots of
artwork put up in the halls. And teachers took time last year to paint the staircases,'

said a seventh grade teacher, with 11 years experience at School 4.

Resources

Its publicity brochure proclaimed: 'School 4, through the energy of (Principal 1),

has developed an 'unofficial' theme of 'technology' because it has 140 computers, the

largest number housed by any public school in Boston. Like their counterparts in the

other 3 schools, the two principals who served School 4 during the course of the study

were alert to sources of supplies and equipment both in the public and private sectors.

Principal 1 was successful in getting enough computers to make his school as

specially designated site for studying microcomputers in education. (See the

description of Principal 1 below). But some teachers felt that emphasis on computer

was overdone. Regarding other learning resources, one teacher reported, 'Supplies

are always available, and Xerox is never used up." Only a few complained of
limitations on textbooks. Those who did said there weren't enough to go around, so

they couldn't be used for homework.
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The Principals

There were two principals at School 4 during the 1 and one-half of data collection for

the study.

Principal 1

The "Computer" Principal became principal at School 4 in 1978. He said he

decidAd to bring computers to the school in 1980 as a way to draw resources into the

school. 1 look at technology as an investment, he said. 1 came to the conclusion
that in order to get donations from companies we had to demonstrate that we are the

technological leaders in the system.' In 1981, armed with $30,000 in School
Department funds, Principal 1 ha .. two small computer labs built. Since then, he has

convinced several computer companies to donate machines. And, in 1983, according

to the School Booklet, IBM designated School 4 as its model computer school ;iithe

state.'

The first principal was a strong leader, whose focus was education and student

achievement. An Asian, with 17 years in the Boston Public Schools and principal at
School 4 for 8 years, he assumed leadership after a succession of 4 principals in 4

years. His abrupt, no frills style was illustrated in his opening speech each September

to incoming teachers. It consisted of 3 commands; 'One, you have to like the kids. If

not, you don't belong here. Two, you have to know your subject. If not, you don't

belong here. Three, you have to begin teaching 5 minutes before the kids come into

your room.' In another example of his style, he said to his librarian who asked for his

advice, 1 hired you 23 a librarian. Now be a librarian.'

Like the first principal at School 3, this principal Is always in the halls', but this

principal seemed to be doing more than looking for waste paper. 'He is everywhere.

He comes early and stays late. He is accessible. He tells you what he expects and

treats students and teachers fairly and consistently,' said one teacher. His reported

fair and consistent manr.er also differed from the perception of School 3's principal
who was seen as having favorites among students and teachers.

Some teachers saw his leadership style as autocratic and inflexible. 'The
principal sometimes has tunnel vision about new ideas. If you have a new idea you
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have to be persistent. Some teachers give up."He is decisive and firm and can be
intractable." On the other hand, a teacher reported, "He's always willing to listen to

you. If your idea is better that his, he'll change."

The principal was pictured by several teachers as a very task-oriented leader.

"Teachers are here to educate. He is interested in teachers only as related to their job

performance, not socially." He exhibited few group maintenance skills suggesting
either staff maintenance is a low priority, or he lacked these skills. Any social activities

were initiated and performed by staff, yet he controlled the composition of the groups

by virtue of his selection of the unit (duster) members.

"He can seem intimidating. I was at first," said a teacher of four years at School

4. "When he interviewed me, he took a knife out of his drawer and said he'd taken it off

a kid that day," said another teacher indicating she thought it was a dramatic ploy to

test her ability to work with inner city students. She thought he intimidated teachers in

order to weed them out early. "If they can't stand his pressure, then they won't be able

to stand the pressure from the kids," she said.

Another teacher said, "He gives real supervision. The first week he was in my

class eight times, but he never interrupts. He gets rid of incompetents. He notices
everything; how you talk to the kids in the hall, for example." You may not like all (the

principal's) decisions but he is a creative genius, and fosters creativity in others. He

runs the place well.

Principa; 1 had decided to move on at the end of the 1988 school year. He
became Superintendent of High Schools for Boston Public Schools.

Principal 2

Unlike the transition of principals in School 3, the change of leadership at
School 4 was expected and orderly. Principal 1 had decided to leave, and Principal 2,

chosen in a timely manner, was expected by the students and staff in the Fall of 1988.

An Hispanic man, Principal 2 had served in the Boston Public School system for 10

years in varying teaching and administrative capacities. His manner and leadership

style were more personable and less intense than that of his predecessor. His plans

for changes from Principal 1 included: (1) using the computer as a remedial tool as
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well as a tool for applications, and (2) initiating the return of arts and physical
education programs.

Students

Of the approximately 400 students enrolled at School 4 in 1989, 317 responded

to the student questionnaire. The described their race/ethnicity as follows: 26.8%
Asians; 36% black; 12.6% white; 18.6% Hispanic: and 6% "other. Students reported

their ages as follows: 10% said 11 years old; 27% said 12; 29% said 13; 23°k said
14; 8% said 15; 1% said 16; and less than 1% said 18. This represented a similar age

range reported by the other schools. Unlike the other three schools, School 4 has a

larger female population, 52% female to 48% male.

Like School 2 , the largest percentage of students (43.5%) at School 4
reported that they come by school bus; 22.2% said they come by 'The T.," 24.1% said

they walked to school, and 9.9% said they arrive by car.

School 4 had a larger turnover rate, at 35%, than the other schools. Changes

in school population during the year were reported as follows: new BPS admissions -

28; BPS transfers in - 64; and BPS transfers out - 66. Student losses included 72 to

other school systems, 9 dropouts, and 14 unknown.

Studenis were assigned to special education programs in School 4 by Central

Administration, as was the case for the other 3 schools. There were no bilingual
programs at School 4 and no advanced work classes, only regular and special
education. Almost two-thirds (66.5%) of the students in Schocl 4 reported that they

were enroled in some form of special or remedial program, including Chapter i
programs, and 30% reported that they attended only regular programs.

When asked about the students, a sixth grade teacher of 17 years experience

said, "The kids are racially diverse; Asian, black, Hispanic, project kids from
(Neighborhood 2). You either love or hate this age group. I love it.' The librarian said:

'We have the same stt.ient population as other schools. School 4 students come from

the worst projects in Boston and yet look at them." VA: waved her hand to show off
the clearly engaged students working. She thought s`le knew all the students at
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School 4. "If you lined them up outside the building, I might not be able to identify

them all by name, but I know them. That was what was so upsetting about ha Jing my

wallet stolen by one of 'my students'. I'll have to be more careful."

'The students are the reason why I'm here. I tell my students, 'You don't work

for me. I work for you.' This school is known for achieving. But their are some kids
here who are not achievers in the same way. They need to be given other options.
The goal in my class is to inzoire. For example, we do a lot e writing in this class. But

some students are put off from writing. My first job is to get them interested; so
sometimes, instead of putting a pencil and a notebook in front of a student, I put a
video camera in his hand. He suddenly begins to see the world differently. The

subject is no longer dull. But you don't stop there. That's only the first step," said a

teacher of 11 years' experience at School 4 and the only black male teacher.

"The students here are wonderful to work with. I think the students' attitude and

sense of pride have a lot to do with what (Principal 1) has done with this school. Here

the teachers are axpected to teach, and the students are evected to learn. This is
their job," said a reading teacher.

The Teachers

"There are good teachers here. Principal 1 has done a great job at attracting

good teachers," said a 20-year veteran teacher, completing her first year teacher at

School 4. The 45 teachers at School 4 were organized in units (now called clusters);

membership was determined by the principal. At this writing, the teachers wire
organized in five clusters: 1) sixth grade elementary team teaching approach; 2)

sixth grade middle school team teaching approach; 3) seventh grade cluster; 4)

eighth grade cluster, and 5) bilingual cluster (although there was no officially
designated bilingual program at School 4 during 1989). One teacher said, "There is

integrity in each cluster. Teacher input is great. Not all teachers in the cluster are alike,

but the contrasting styles and values are good. It is like a mini school within the
school. Students stay together so they move in a cluster. Also, you get kids you
worked with the previous year. It helps especially at the beginning of the year when

you have to spend so much time getting to know the kids. You already know their
strengths and what they need to work on. They know you and your expectations."
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"There are weekly cluster meeting. It means both the administration has tight
control and there is individual attention paid to the students. There are frequent
discussions of students, so they don't get lost," he added. Unit members had the same

free period. One computer teacher said, 1 work mostly with my unit but I have initiated

ways I can work with other teachers in the use of the computer. For example, with the

English teachers arid their projectsthe work processor; with the Social Studies
teachers and their projectsthe graehics functions.'

"The duster system works for the most part, but it can also be very isolating. As

a computer teacher, I don't necessarily get to work with other computer teachers. I

have to seek out other computer teachers on my own time.There must be a way to

make the cluster system more flexible," said another. Teachers were assigned to
classrooms by grade, teaching style, and language.

Of the teachers in School 4, 58% responded to our questionnaire; 30.6%
reported they had been teaching at School 4 for five years or less; this was a
significantly lower percentage than at the other 3 schools, reporting 58%, 64% and

81% respeavely. Among the rest, 19.1% reported teaching 6-10 years; 15.3%, 11-15

years, and 19% more than 15 years. The racial/ethnic composition of School 4 was:
71% White, 13% Black, 13% Hispanic and 3% Asian. The teachers responding were

42.3% male and 57.7% female. At School 4, 68.9% reported holding advanced
degrees.

School Schedule and Activities

The regular school day was divided into 8 periods; 7 periods plus a 10-minute

"USSR." A 6-minute homeroom period started the day. Flexibility in scheduling was

accommodated within dusters for testing, projects, fieldtrips, etc. Schoc: began at

8:32, unlike the other schools which commenced at 7:40. School ended at 2:30 ungke

the other schools which ended at 1:40, but all four schools had 6-hour days. 'Students

are dismissed after the arrival of at least four full-sized buses. Homeroom teachers will

accompany their students all the way to the side doors for dismissal," read a bell
schedule notice.
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Summary and Discussion

The sample sites for the research were four middle schools located in one
district of the Boston Public Schools which had been paired officially with Boston
University for 15 years, as part of a court ordered desegregation plan. While the
neighborhoods were diverse, the students who attended the schools were more
homogeneous economioally, if not ethnically and racially, than their neighborhoods.

This was the case because oftentimes families with financial discretion did not send
their children to the public schools. The pattern was especially true for parents of

females, who , if they had marginal financial discretion, would choose to send their

sons, but not their daughters, to thece schools. One of the first and most startling
findings about the four schools in the sample was the overall sex ratio: almost 55% to

45%, males to females.

The one relatively more affluent neighborhood which was the setting for
Schools 2 and 4 in the sample included a preponderance o. childless households,
including elderly people and young professionals. College and graduate students
and unrelated people living together to share expenses were attracted to these
neighborhoods, and inflate the median household income. Middle school students
were bussed to Schools 2 and 4 in larger numbers than to the other two schools,
which drew more heavily form their own neighborhoods. The neighborhood for

School 3 would be considered the most disadvantaged.

Figures reportad in City of Boston's Neighborhood Profiles (1983) show the

following differences based on 1984 data:

Neighborhood Median Household Unemployment Percent in

Income Rat,: Poverty

School 1 $16,950 11% 31%

Schools 2 & 4 $22,400 3% 17%

School 3 $13,000 14% 31%

Citywide $19,250 6% 21%
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The administration of studert questionnaire- in the four schools was extremely

successful in achieving a return rate which was equal to the attendance rate, or about

85% of the schools' enrollments, thanks in large measure to the high degree of
cooperation offered by the teachers and administrators in the schools. Student data

reported in the study was corroborated by data available from the Boston Public
Schools. The figures on students presented here are those taken from self reports.

Most of the students in the sample schools were minority group members. Of

the major ethnic groups, Schools 2 and 4 presented a more balanced student
population, while School 1 with its Hispanic bilingual program had a majority of
Hispanics, while School 3 in a predominantly black neighborhood had an enrollment
which was more than two-thirds black. Their racial/ethnic distributions were as follows:

Race/Ethnicity ANAsr_p_l_a11-sof n_kclthei

School 1 2.4% 30 3% 7.2% 55.8% 4.3%

School 2 24.4% 25.7% 10.8% 33.2% 5.8%

School 3 2.9°k 67.1% 6.2°k 1s., 6% 5.2%

School 4 26.8°k 36.0°k 12.6°k 18.6°k 6.0%

The vast majority of students at the four schools reported their ages to be
between 12 and 14, in March of their school year. Only 12°k were younger than 12

years of ago, and 10.5% were older than 14. School 4 was significantly different from

the other three schools in enrolling a majority of girls. The sex ratios taken from

student questionnaires in the four schools were as follows:

Sex Ratio Male Female

School 1 53.1% 46.9%

School 2 59.2% 40.8%

School 3 56.6°k 43.3%

School 4 48.0% 52.0%
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Building, Size, and Scheduling

All of the school buildings were old, consequently neediiig constant and costly

maintenance. School 3 and a part of School 4, having been built at the turn of the
twentieth century, were thirty years older than the other schools. The others, Schools

1 and 2, and the annex to School 4, were built in the 1930's. School 1 housed the
largest student population; almost two and a half times that of School 3, and 1.67
times the size of Schools 2 and 4.

Scheduling at School 1 differed from ,nat of the other three schools. School 1
had 5 periods plus homeroom and a silent reading period. The additional time
needed for each period at School 1 may have been necessary simply for its very large

student body to move from class to class. The other three schools had six periods
plus homeroom and silent reading periods. They scheduled 45-minute classes,
creating an additional period from the saved minutes.

Scheduling at School 4 was very precise. A teacher said, 'Classes start five

minutes before the official time. The filing rule means all students and all teachers are

in corridors as students file in single file along corridors to the next class. Clocks,

watches, etc. are synchronized."

Principals

During the past 10 years, Schools 1 and 4 had experienced the sustained
leadership of one principal for 10 and 8 years respectively. The principal of Szhool 4

had resigned that position to assume an assistant superintendency. His successor
was assigned in a smooth, orderly fashion. School 2's principal was entering his
third year in office there during the year of most data collection for the study; he was

transferred in the final year of the study, and replaced by another man. But School 3

had had a succession of three principals in the year and a half of data collection.
Among all of the principals, the six men included one Asian, one white, two Hispanics

and two blacks. Both women were black. All were very highly educated, with many

credits beyond a master's degree but not a doctorate. All were experienced educators

with at least some formal, supervised training in administration and leadership.
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Teachers

Percentages of teachers responding were: in School 1, 48%; School 2, 33%
(and an additional 19% who responded to an earlier version of questionnaire); School

3, 80%; and School 4, 58%. The teachers in the four schools were not significantly
different from each other on a number of demographic characteristics. Their

male/female ratio was 40.2% to 59.8%. Their racial/ethnic distribution was as follows:

Asian, 1.2%; black, 16.5%; Caucasian, 63.5%; Hispanic, 10.6%; and other, 5.9%; the

balance, 2.3% would not say. The teachers constituted a highly education work force.

All of them had a least a bachelor's degree; 27% reported having some graduate
work; 19% had a master's degree and 43% had credits beyond a masters degree

The teachers represented a wealth of teaching experience. Only 15.4% had

between 1 and 5 years of experience; 20% had 6 to 10 years; 15.4% had 11 to 15

years; 27.5°k had 16 to 20 years; 11% had 21-25 years, and 11% had more than 25

years. The fact that the teachers did not differ significantly among schools in any of
these demographic characteristics was not surpf,.;'ing, because there is a great deal of

transferring among teachers from one school to another within the system. Only
School 4 differed significantly in this respect. It had the highest percentage of
teachers at the school for more than 5 years, 70%. The percentage of teacher who

had been at School 1 more than 5 years was 32%, School 2, 36%, and School 3, only

19%.
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CHAPTER 4

SCHOOL DIFFERENCES IN STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

The ability to differentiate among schools on the basis of student achievement is

central to the logic of this study. If the schools did not differ with respect to important

achievement outcomes, there would be no pointindeed it would not be possible--to

study what practices and conditions in the school environment are associated with
these outcomes. However, while it is essential to establish that the schools are

different, it is also crucial to use appropriate and valid indicators of the differences.

A point of departure for this research has been that standardized tests of basic

skills are too narrow a measure of school effectiveness. What they do measure, they

measure efficiently, with a high degree of reliability. The problem rests more with
what they don't measure--higher order thinking, complex problem solving, and
creative endeavors, as well as prosocial behaviors and volunteer service.
Recognizing this limitation, the present study examined standardized test scores as

measures of basic skills but also sought to complement these with additional
measures of student achievement, including a new measure of higher order thinking

and indicators of prosocial behavior. School differences on traditional measures of

student achievement are the focus of this chapter. School differences on the new

measure of higher order thinking are also given here, but a fuller discussion of the

psychometric qualities of the new measure, called TOPS, or Test of Problem Solving,

is reserved for Chapter 5.

Traditional Measures of Student Achievement

The original plan for the research called for the use of available standardized

tests of basic skills as well as available criterion referenced tests. The latter were said

to be a better fit to the schools' curricula, and therefore a more valid assessment of

what the schools were actually striving to accomplish with their students academically.

A writing sample with holistic scoring was to be used as a measure of creative written

expression. A new measure of higher order thinking in the context of scientific
problem solving was also developed and administered as planned. All but the last

measure were supposed to have been part of the Boston Public School System's own
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plans for data collection. We would not intrude further on this schedule, except with

the new measure, which would not duplicate any of their efforts.

Metropolitan Achievement Test

The Boston Public School System, like a great many systems across the
county, continues to rely on standardized tests to monitor the progress of its schools.
For Boston, the choice is the Metropolitan Achievement Test, sixth edition (Prescott,

Ba low, Hogan & Farr, 1988). According to its developers, the MAT6 was designed to

reflect basic curricular content taught nationwide. Individual subtests were developed

according to blueprints said to reflect the scope, emphasis, and grade placement of

objectives revealed by curriculum guides, state syllabi, textbooks, and professional

references. The extent to which the MAT6 is valid for Boston depends on its fi t to

local objectives. The MAT subtests in reading ane mathematics are administered
each year in all Boston Public Schools during the second week of May.

Criterion Referenced Tests

In the three years prior to data collection for this study, the Boston Public
Schools used their own criterion referenced tests which had been designed by groups

of teachers to reflect the city-wide curricula in several subject areas: mathematics,

science, social studies, and English. In addition, a writing sample was given, and

teachers were trained to use a holistic scoring procedure to score their own students'

papers. All of these were to be used in the present study of school effectiveness as

measures of student outcomes which were more directly related to what the schools

were seeking to attain than the MAT, a standardized test of basic skills. However, in

the year of data collection for the study, only the CRT-Mathematics was retained with

the perennial MAT for student assessment system-wide.

Testing Schedules

The calendar of events in the Boston Public Schools which is circulated among

the schools shows squares coded in dark gray for the days assigned to system-wide

testing during the months of May and June. The calendar for 1989 suggested the

schools did little else during the last six weeks of school. In fact, these were days
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when testing may occur, in May for the MAT subtests in reading and mathematics, in

June for the CRT-Math and for final examinations given by individual teachers. The

students were not tested all day, every day, on the dates designated for testing. But

most knowledgeable observers would agree that the perception prevailed among
teachers and students in the schools that they were being tested to death.

Teachers objected strenuously to the imposition of additional tests. They

argued that the CRTs, which had been developed three years earlier, did not reflect

what was actually being taught in the schools, and therefore were no longer valid. As

well they might, they did not raise the same argument against the validity of the MATs,

and so the latter were retained. (The system's superintendent insisted on retention of

the MAT despite advice to the contrary from his own staff and from outside experts.)

No efforts were made to update or replace the CRTs. The same ones developed in

1985 had been used in 1986 and 1987. The BPS Bureau of Research, with a
professional staff of two, was in no position to engage in new test construction in
addition to its other substantial responsibilities. Of the CRTs, only the CRT in
mathematics was retained for system-wide assessment in 1989.

Final Grades

In the wake of these decisions to discontinue use of most of the CRTs, it

became all the more important to obtain alternative indicators which would provide

other dimensions of students' performance than scores on standardized tests of basic
skills. The only choices available were final grades assigned by teachers in June,
1989 in the following subject areas: reading, English, mathematics, science and
eocial studies.

Grades have limitations for comparisons beyond a single classroom, because

teachers use a variety of methods for assessing, evaluating, and grading students.

The methods might include daily assignments, responses to oral questions during
instruction, paper and pencil tests and quizzes, performance appraisals, and
homework. What student characteristics contribute to the assessment might include

achievement, ability, effort, attitude, interest, and personality. Even those teachers of

the same subject who agree that achievement should be the sole basis for evaluation

might disagree on what to measure. The way contributing data are combined to yield

a composite index, and what cutoffs are used for assigning letter grades can vary as
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well. Because grades are so idiosyncratic, grade to grade or school to school
comparisons are virtually meaningless indicators of school differences. Instead, final

grades were used only in the present study in correlational analyses to study the
patterns of relationships among grades and among iest scores.

Analysis of Achievement Data

Several kinds of analyses are reported for the achievement test data. First,

descriptive statistics and graphic representations of the differences by school and by

grade are shown for each test. Next, results of two-way analyses of variance--by
school and by gradeare summarized. Sex differences in achitwement data were
studied, but these results are not presented here because in no case were significant

differences found between male and female students on any of the test measures.

Race was not used as a factor in these analyses because race correlated
significantly with assignment to special program. A chi square testing the relationship

between race and special programs produced a highly significant result at p < .0001.

Asians were overrepresented in the advanced work classes, blacks in special
education, Hispanics in bilingual education, and whites in the regular program. Since

assignment to programs was made largely on the basis of test scores, analysis by race

would have stacked the deck against those schools serving higher percentages of
blacks and Hispanics. Instead, a fairer comparison was made within special program,

by school. The factor of enrollment in special program could not be added as a third

independent variable to create a three-way analysis, because only selected schools

have a" programs and many empty cells would resutt.

Differences by School and by Grade

Descriptive statistics for each school at each grade level are presented in
Tables 4.1 through 4.4 on the MAT-Reading, MAT Mathematics, CRT-Mathematics and

the Test of Problem Solving respectively. Figures 4.1 through 4.4 present the mean

scores graphically for data from the tables with corresponding numbers.

Table 4.5 summarizes results of the two-way analyses of variance on each of

the four achievement measures. For all measures, school differences were highly
significant, as were grade differences, in all but one analysis. The notable exception
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occurred in the analysis of MAT-Reading test scores. These did not change
significantly over grade level. But it is also important to note that interaction effects

were significant in all four analyses. Achievement differences among schools need to

be qualified by grade level, so one-way analyses of variance were run to investigate

school differences at each grade level, and Duncan Multiple Range tests were used to

determine more specifically which means were significantly different from each other.

These results are summarized at the bottom of Tables 4.1 through 4.4.

MAT-Reading Scores

As reported in Table 4.1, the four sample schools had MAT-Reading scores
which did not compare favorably with the national norms, as reported in the MAT-6

Technical Manual (Prescott, et al, 1988). However, the ethnic distribution for students

in the spring standardization program was very dissimilar to the racial/ethnic
composition of the sample schools. The MAT standardization group was 75% white,

15% black, and 7.9% with "Spanish Surname," (Manual, p. 6) whereas only 9.1% of

the students in the present study were white. Asian, black, and Hispanic minority

students constituted the majority of the enrollments in the sample schools.

While the norm group may be judged an inappropriate comparison for the
sample schools, the fact that the students attending these schools at the higher grade

levels fell increasingly behind on MAT-Reading scores is cause for concern. The

average for sixth grade students, buoyed by the high scores for those in School 2,

was only seven scaled score points below the mean on the national norm (less than

one/eighth a standard deviation). However, the average for seventh-graders enrolled

in the four schools fell 25 points or almost two-thirds of a standard deviation below the

mean for the norm group. Eighth-graders in the sample averaged even lower, falling

.72 standard deviations behind.

Thus, the means for all four schools overall showed no increase in reading
scores over grade level and comparatively fell further and further behind the national

norm for the grade level; but these overall results obscured different patterns for
different schools. School 1 showed virtually no difference over grade level, and
School 3 showed a slightly higher scores fo.- its seventh graders compa:ad to its sixth-

grade students. The pattern for School 2 went from a high, exceeding the national
average for its sixth grade students, to a precipitous drop of almost one full standard
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TABLE 4.1

Mean Scaled Scores, Standard Deviations, and Grade Equivalents on the
MAT-Reading and Significant Differences Among Schools by Grade

Grade Level Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

MAT Test Form Int L Adv. L Adv. M

Type of Suore SS GE SS GE S S GE

National Norms 649 6.7 666 7.8 679 8.8

All Four Schools 642 6.0
(51) n492

641 6.0
(38) n-404

646 6.3
(46) n-383

School 1

School 2

School 3

School 4

F Ratios

636 5.8 635 5.8 633 5.6
(50) n413 (40) n-175 (43) n-169

662 7.5 636 5.8 657 7.1
(58) n-115 (32) n-70 (44) n-58

636 5.8 646 6.3 644 6. 1

(31) rp.58 ( 31) n-65 (33) n-48

638 5.8 650 6.7 661 7.3
( 46) n108 (38) n-94 (52) n-108

Duncan Tests

8.00"" 4.02" 9.79""

1,3,4<2 1,2<4 1,3<2,4

"p<.01
"p<.0001

Note.Scaled score means are given in regular type face, standard deviations
in parentheses, grade equivalents for Spring test adm;iistrations in italics, and
cell n's as noted.
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TABLE 4.2

Mean Scaled Scores, Standard DeviatJns, and Grade Equivalents on the
MAT-Mathematics and Significant Differences Among Schools by Grade

Grade Level

MAT T. Form

Type of Score

Grade 6

int L

S S GE

Grade 7

Adv I.

S S GE

Grade 8

Adv. ki

S S GE

National Norms 639 6.7 650 7.5 665 8.8

All Four Schools 647 7.2 642 6.9 655 8.0
(44) n- 485 (32) n-407 (38) n-373

School 1 646 7.2 641 6.8 639 6.7
(43) n-213 (32) n-179 (28) n-162

School 2 658 8.2 638 6.5 669 9.4
(46) n-114 (27) n-69 (38) n58

School 3 625 5.7 627 5.9 658 8.2
(26) n-55 ( 22) n-66 (36) n-47

School 4 651 7.6 656 8.1 670 9.5
( 47) n-103 (37) n-93 (42) n-106

F Ratio 7.45**** 11.59**** 21.34****

Duncan Test 3,1<4,2 3<2,1<4 1<3,2,4

****p<.0001

Note.Scaled score means are given in regular type face, standard
deviations in parentheses, and grade equivalents for Spring test administrations in
italics.
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TABLE 4.3

Means and Standard Deviations on the Criterion Referenced Test in Mathematics
and Significant Differences Within Grade by School

Grade LOVel Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

All Four Schools 58.8 54.1 60.5
(22.0) (17.5) (20.2)
n428 n387 ne330

School 1 54.0 50.9 47.2
(20.3) (16.4) (16.8)
ne155 n162 n-136

School 2 61.1 51.1 64.4
(23.1) (16.5) (18.7)
n-132 n-89 n80

School 3 63.2 57.9 79.0
(23.8) (17.6) (11.9)
ne51 n54 n31

School 4 61.2 61.3 71.8
(20.8) (18.4) (14.7)
ne90 ne82 n-IIC

F Ratios 4.07** 8.56**** 57.99***6

Duncan Tests of 1<,4,3 1,2<3,4 1<2<4<3
Mean DifferencEsa

**p<.01

Note.-Mean :mores are given first in each cell followed by standard deviations
in parentheses and cell n's.

Schools are identified by number, consistent with usage in the text. A
indicates a signtficant diffIrence among means in the order given.
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TABLE 4.4

Mean Raw Scores, Mean Percentage Scores , and Standard Deviations on the
Test of P7oblem SoMng and Significant Differences Within Grade by School

Cirade Level Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

All Foar Schools 16.9 [55%)b 18.1 [58%1 18.4 [59%1
(6.4)b (5.4) (5.7)
n-391 n-279 n. 302

School 1

School 2b

School 3b

School 4

15.3 [49%] 16.8 [54%] 17.0 [55%]
(6.7) (5.6) (5.5)
n-206 n..158 n-132

20.7 [67%] 15.0 [48%] 17.1 (55%]
(5.5) (6.2) (6.1)
n-68 n-1e n-43

14.7 [47%] 20.6 [66%] 17.4 [56%]
(3.8) (3.9) (5.7)
n-26 n-27 n42

18.4 (59%) 20.5 [o6%] 21.6 [70%]
(5.4) (3 9) (4.6)
n-91 n78 n-85

Significant differences School 1<4 Schnol 1<4 Schoo:1<4
=1.

*Percentage SCOla, given in brackets, are raw scores divided by 31, the total
number of items 0^ the test.

bStandard deviations are given in parentheses.

&The return rates for Schools 2 and 3 were too low to be considered
repeesentative. The tests of significance were recomputed, comparing only
Schools 1 and 4 by grade. Highly significant differences favored Sdlool 4 over
School 1 at all three grade levels.

......
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deviation to a point below the national norm for its seventh grade students, to a level

only one-half a standard deviation below the national norm for its eighth grade
students. Only School 4 showed steady and significant increases over grade level;
still its performance lagged behind national norms.

The fact that MAT reading scores showed a precipitous drop between sixth and

seventh grade can probably be explained by the exodus of so many sixth grade

students from School 2 to the prestigious 'examination schools," Boston Latin School

and Boston Latin Academy which begin at seventh grade. School 2 houses

TABLE 4.5

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Two-Way Analyses of Variance
Of Student Achievemen+ Measures

ANOVA Effect

df

School

3a

Grade

2

Interaction

6

Achievement Measure:

MAT-Reading 12.55**** NS 4.88****

MAT-Mathematics 21.75**** 10.51**** 7.63****

CRT-Mathematics 37.95**** 11.12**** 9.04****

Test of Problem Solvinga 71.98**** 11.01** NS

**p < .01
****p < .0001

aSince representative returns on the Test of Problem Solving were obtained only for students in
School 1 and 4, Schools 2 and 3 were eliminated from this analysis. The df for the school effect in the
ANOVA with TOPS was 1; the df for the interaction effect was 2.
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"advanced work classes', only at the sixth grade level, which appear to serve as an

unofficial preparatory program for students moving on in the seventh grade to the

exam schools. The drop in scores refiects a dramatic change in the population of

seventh grade students at School 2; it is not an indictment of the school's seventh

grale reading teachers. What is happening at School 2 to account for the draniatic

rise in reading scores from grade seven to grade eight is less clear; it may be
outstanding instruction, more likely it is attrition of lower achieving students. The
same pattern of differences in means, high-low-high, for grades six, seven and eight,

at School 2 is observed in the graphs for both tests of mathematics.

MAT-Mathematics Scores

MAT-Mathematics Scores for the four sample schools compared mot e favorably

to national norms tun the MAT-Reading Scores for these schools. As indicated in
Table 4.2, the overall average for sixth graders even excegded the mean for the norm

group by eight scaled score points, or about .2 standard deviations. The means for
seventh and eighth graders fell behind, by 8 and 10 points respectively, or about one-

quarter standard deviation in each case. However, this overall finding varied
significantly by school.

Starting with sixth graders who averaged above the national norm, School 1

saw its seventh graders fall slightly behind, and its eighth graders average 16 points,

or more than half a standard deviation behind. School 2 had the same high-low-high

pattern which it exhibited for the MAT-Reading scores. Sixth and seventh grade

students in School 3 scored disappointngly low, but then the eighth-graders in School

3 showed substantially higher performance than those in the lower grades, just .2

standard deviations below the national norm. For better or worse, knowledgeable
observers in School 3 think the relatively higher performance of its eighth graders is

attributable to its eighth-grade mathematics teachers' 'teaching to the test." Once
again, School 4 was the only one of the four schools whose students showed
sustained differences over grade level, but this time each grade's performance
exceeded the national norm, by five to 12 scaled score points.
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Criterion Referenced Test inMathematics

Different forms of the Criterion Referenced Tests in Mathematics were given at

each grade level, corresponding to the instructional objectives set for that grade.
However, since different objectives were held for different grade levels, no attempt

was made by the developers to calibrate the tests for comparative performance over

grades. Differences in scores over grade level should be interpreted relative to
students' percent of mastery of the objectives for the grade. Mean scores by school

and grade on the CRT-Math are shown in Table 4.3.

Once again students in School 1 showed a consistent pattern relative to the
other schoolslowest in grade six, and plateauing or declining compared to other
schools for students in grades seven and eight on the CRT's in mathematics. Students

in School 2 demonstrated the same high-low-high pattern for its sixth versus seventh

versus eighth graders respectively on the CRT's in mathematics as they did for the

MAT's in reading and in mathematics, but for the CRTs the 'high's" did not exceed the

means of the other schools. The pattern of means over grade level on the CRT's for

students in School 4 showed them at or near the high end compared to other schools

at all grade levels, but on the CRT's there was no increase in performance by seventh

grade students in School 4 over sixth grade students in School 4, perhaps because

their tests measured different objectives.

School 3 was the only one of the four schools whose student performance over

grade level showed a very different pattern relative to other schools on the CRT's
versus the MAT's. On the CRT's, School 3 students scored highest at both the sixth

grade and the eighth grade levels. In the latter case the difference was significant;

School 3 eighth graders taking the test showed 79.0% mastery of the objectives.

Test of Problem So'sving

Mean raw scores by school and by grade on the Test of Problem Solving are

presented in Table 4.4. All 972 students completing the TOPS are used in the
analysis of the test's phychometric characteristics, which are reported in Chapter 5.

However, due to very low rates of return for students in Schools 2 and 3, 21% and
35% respectively, school-to-school comparisons are made only for Schools 1 and 4.



The same version of TOPS was administered at ail three grade levels. As
reported in Table 4.4 and pictured in Figure 4.4, School 4 shows sustained increases

among its students over grade level, while in School 1 its seventh graders swre
higher than its sixth graders, but its eighth graders' scores plateau in comparison to

seventh graders. The two-way, school by grade analysis of variance for students in

Schools 1 and 4 produced a highly significant main effect for school (F=71.98, p <
.0001), a significant main effect for grade (F=11.01, p < .0001), and no significant
interaction effects. The same pattern of school-to-school differences between Schools

1 and 4 favored School 4 at every grade level.

Overall Differences in Achievement

To summarize across test measures, School 1 ranks at or near the bottom

compared to the other schools, and its students' performance usually declines but not

sharply so over grade level. Students in School 2 exhibit a variable pattern of
achievement by grade, generally higher for sixth graders and eighth graders relative to

students in the other schools, but this is most likely due to the exodus of higher
achieving sixth grade students from School 2 to the prestigious e :amination schools

in grade seven, the attrition of lower achieving seventh grade students from School 2,

whose eighth grade class shows the highest shrinkage of the four schools.

Students in School 3 show an inconsistent pattern of test performance over test

measure; they score among the lower achieving schools on the MATs at most grade

levels, but they average highest on the CRT in mathematics among sixth and eighth

grades, where there is much "teaching-to-the test." Students at all grades in School 4

score at or near the top compared to students in the other schools on almost every
measure. The notable exception occurs in MAT-reading scores for sixth graders, who,

like the students in schools 3 and 1, score significantly lower than students in School

2. Overall, School 4 presents profiles of higher student achievement with steady
increases o4er grade level.

Differences by Program

It was noted earlier in this chapter that assignment to speda: programs within

the schools is done largely on the basis of test scores. Test scores provide the
exclusive basis for entry into programs at the sixth grade level. In some of the schools,
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TABLE 4.6

Summary of F Ratios for Significant Differences in Achievement Scores By School,
Within Program, N's for Comparisons, and Duncan Tests of Mean Differencesa

Measure of
Achievement

Regular
Program

Special
Ed.

Bilingual
Ed.

Combin.
SE+BE

Advanced
Work Class

MAT-Read 11.23**** 26.61**** NS NS 28.65**"
n375 n..125 n557 n20 n121
1,3,2<4 1<2 1<2

MAT-Math 21.50**** 5.35* 5.24" NS NS
n376 n123 n545 n19 n..121
3,1<2<4 1<2 3,1<4

CRT-Maih 22.46**** 12.26**** 21.40**** 4.27* N S
n..353 n136 n433 n..11 n..109
1<2<3.4 1<2 1<2<4,3 1<2

TOPS 25.86**** NS 12.43**** NS 4.32*
n259 n113 n411 n28 n..99
1,3<4 1,2<4 1<2
1<2 1<3

aSchools are designated School 1, School 2, School 3, and School 4.
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teacher recommendations and grades are considered for student assignment to
special programs at the seventh and eighth grade levels. But the spedal programs

are not uniformly distributed across the four schools. Only Schools 1 and 2 have
advanced work classes; these two schools also have bilingual education programs.

School 1 for Hispanics, School 2 for speakers of Asian languages. All four schools

enroll students in regular programs and all four schools have special education
programs, but Schools 3 and 4 have no special programs other than special
education. The fairest comparison among schools is best made according to program.

!:.:gnificant differences in the various measures of student achievement among

schools within program are summarized in Table 4.6. In every comparison producing

a significant difference involving School 4 (those for students in regular programs and

in special education), School 4 placed on the high end or higher than the other
Schools. In every comparison which produced a significant difference involving
School 1, i.e., for students in ali five types of programs using all five achievement
measures, students in School 1 ranked lowest.

School 2 mas significantly higher than School 1 on almost every measure for

students in almost every comparison by program. Students in School 3 exhibited a
variable patterr, significantly lower on some measures (MAT-Math, and MAT-Reading)

than students enrolled in the same programs at some schools, significantly higher on

another measure (CRT-Math)

Overall, students' performance on traditional measures of achievement is
lowest in School 1 and highest in School 4, whether the comparison is made for
school overall by grade, or for schools within special programs. School 2 is clearly

superior in student achievement to School 1, but the difference betwee. School 2 and

School 3 is not as dear.

Correlations Among Achievement Measures

Another way of examining factors which contribute to student achievement is

through regression analysis. Several were tried, but the alterable variables among the

student data base, besides tests and grades, contributed very little to explained
variance Instead, the simpler correlation matrix is presented here, showing
correlations among tests and grades and other selected indicators of student
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TABLE 4.7

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES AND FINAL GRADES

Test scores Final Grades

Measure MAT- MAT- CRT- TOPS Read Eng Math Sci SocSt
Read Math Math

MAT-Read - .61 .52 .61 .17 .28 .27 .27 .31
(1243) (1051) (880) (923) (1210) (1271) (1070) (994)

MAT-Math - .76 .59 .36 .45 .56 .39 .44
(1045) (877) (911) (1198) (125 r) (1054) (983)

CRT-Math - .53 .30 .42 .63 .39 .45
(791) (811) (1087) (1143) (976) (890)

TOPS - .22 .31 .32 .25 .31
(744) (913) (969) (795) (733)

FG-Reading - .64 .59 .54 .61
(1131) (1170) (995) (1058)

FG-English - .61 .67 .67
(1479) (1275) (1256)

FG-Math - .59 .59
(1330) (1260)

FG-Science - .64

FG-SocStudies

(1105)

MEIN.

Note.--Numbers in parentheses are the number of pairs of data on which each
coefficient was based. All coefficients are significant at p < .0001.
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achievement. Rewards and punishments by the school and by teachers, and whether

the students like school, are among the selected vthables which are included in the

discussion.

Correlation coefficients showing the relationships among tests and grades for

students in all four schools are presented in Table 4.7. The three achievement tests

correlate highly with each other. The correlation between the two tests of
mathematics, one a norm-referenced test (MAT-Math), the other purportedly a criterion

referenced test (CRT-Math), is very high, at .76. The standardized test of reading
(MAT-Read) correlates significantly with both tests of mathematics, .52 with the CRT-

Math, and .61 with the MAT-Math.

Grades correlate with gmdes in the range from .55 to .67, no matter what
subject is addressed. This sugpst that teachers are moderately consistent in the
assignment of grades among students. In general, tests and grades do not correlate

as highiy as either types of measures do among themselves, nevertheless the
intercorrelations between tests and grades are noteworthy. The highest, at .63,
between final grades in mathematics and CRT-Math scores suggests the latter is really

functioning as a critecion-referenced test. Even the standardized, norm referenced

MAT-Math scores correlate moderately (.56) with mathematics grades. Both

mathematics tests also show correlations between .30 and .45 with all other grades,

for science as well as for subjects in the humanities.

Intercorrelations between MAT-Reading scores and grades were not nearly as

high, ranging from .17 to a maximum of .31. The lcwest correlation was observed for

relationship between reading test scores and reading grades, a finding which
surprised many observers. The correlation was checked using different portions of the

data base, by schools individually and by subgroups of the population. Still the

correlations remained low, sometimes approaching zero. Even when students in

special education and bilingual education were removed from analysis, on the
argument that teachers might be grading more on effort than objective achievement,

the correlations between reading scores and reading grades remained low, usually
between zero and .20, only once rising to .40 for students in tie regular program and

those in advanced classes in School 4. The MAT-Reading scores correlated more

highly with other grades than with reading grades, consistAntly .27 with English,

mathematics, and science grades and .31 with social studies grades.
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MAT-Reading scores have assumed enormous importance in the Boston Public

Schools. They are used oftentimes exclusively as the basis for student assignment to

programs; scores below an eighth grade level disqualify students for graduation. New

scores are heralded each June in local newspapers and the success or failure of the

system is seen to coincide with rising or falling MAT reading scores. The finding that

reading scores and teachers' judgements of how well their students are doing in
reading have almost no overlap is alarming at best.

Rewards and Punishments in Relation to Achievement

Students' reports of rewards and punishments given to them by the school and

by teachers showvi noteworthy correlations with test scores and with grades.
Students who reportet.' being suspended in the current school year were likely to have

lower grades (the mech. correlation was -.20 between suspension and grades), but

the correlations tatween luspensicns and test scores dropped to below .10.
Similarly, students whom teachers punished a !ot were less likely to receive good
grades; here the correlations were even stronger, ranging from -.20 to -.31, but the

correlation between being punished and test scores dropped down to .04. Similarly,

there were low but significant correlations, around .20, between grades and rewards,

by the school and by teact eis, but lower or no correlation between rewards and tests.

It would appear that teachers are including behaviur as well as academic achievement

in their criteria for grades.

Students who report liking school are slightly more likely to get higher grades.

The median correlation for all subject areas is .15, but the correlation drops to .05

between liking school and performance on tests.

Finally, there is a factor score derived from the student questionnaire which is

reported more fully in Chapter 10. The factor measures the student's perception of
whrther their teachers are promoting competition for grades, getting higher tests
scores, and working independentlythe opposite of cooperative learning. Scores on

this fector correla+ , neoatively with test scores, ranging from -.21 for the MAT-Math to -

.24 for MAT-Reading.
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A Longitudinal Perspective on Schnell Differences in Academic Achievement.

The data for this study which come from the skident questionnaire are cross-
sectional; funding could not be secured to monitor changes in these schools over
time. Nonetheless, it was possible to pull from the larger sample those eighth grade
students who reported attending their present school since the sixth grade. Since

there are great shifts from year to year in the populations of students attending these

schools, it is important to look at those students who have sustained enrollment in

their schools from grades six through eight. The attraction to the city's more
prestigious examination schools is assumed to affect all four schools but those schools

with advanced work classes have larger numbers of academically talented students
and so will be affected even more. Looking at the eighth graders who didn't move to

exam schools in grade seven and who have enrolled in their schools for three years

provides a way to asses the schools' sustained contribution to student achievement

more fairly.

Results of one-way analyses of variance by school using the various
achievement measures as dependent variables and only eighth graders as subjects

are summarized in Table 4.8. All four analyses produced significant F ratios. Students

at School 4 were consistently in the top group on every achievement measure.
Students at School 2, claimed by its principal to be the flagship of Boston middle
schools, did not do as well as their press; they performed best on the MAT-
Mathematics, but not significantly better than the eighth grade students in School 4.

The performance of eighth grade st dents from School 2 on the new measure of
problem solving (which will be introduced in the next chapter) was lowest of all. While

students in School 4 were consistently in the top group, students in School 1 were
consistently on the negative side of significant differences. Eighth grade studen',..; in

School three for three years generally did more poorly than others but they excelled

on the CRT-Mathematics. It can be said that the analyses by school which were
limited to eighth graders who had been at their schools for three years showed the

same pattern of high and low achievement which was reported for their school overall.
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TABLE 4.8

Means, Standard Deviations, and Significant F Ratios for Differences in Achievement
Scores by School and Duncan Tests of Mean Differences Among Eighth

Graders Who Have Attended Their School for Three Years

Achievement School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4 F

Measure

MAT-Read 644.6 658.6 641.4 660.2 2.39"
(38.22) (44.27) (27.50) (45.84)
n87 n31 n.16 n67 3,1<4

MAT-Math 641.4 671.5 646.9 bk., 3.6 8.24****
(29.49) (33.42) (35.n) (45.20)
n81 n31 n15 n66 1,3<4,2

CRT-Math 49.83 67.31 77.03 72.24 25.60""
(17.80) (14.92) (13.52) (14.79)
n74 n-39 n12 n49 1<2,4,3

TOPS 16.47 16.33 17.94 21.90
(5.17) (5.97) (5,08) (4.87)

rm64 n24 n16 n-53 2,1,3<4

****p<.0001
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Summary

The Boston Public Schools had instituted a program of extensive testing of
students with Metropolitan Achievemenc Test (MAT) subtests in reading and
mathematics, system-wide cnterion referenced tests (CRTs) in four subject areas, as

well as a writing sample. All of these measures were to have been used for analysis in

the present study. However in the year of data collection for the study, 1989, the
schools cut back on the quantity of testing, limiting test administration to the use of the

two MAT subtests and the CRT in mathematics only. Only some schools collected and

scored a writing sample, whose grade was supposed to be incorporated into the final

grade in English. A new measure of high order thinking call Test of Problem Solving,

or TOPS was administered with representative results from two of the four schools..

Since the criterion-referencod tests which were preferred for the present study

as measures more closely aligned with the goals of instruction were no longer bei g

used, we elected to examine teachers' final grades in aca&mic subjects. Teacher
grades are idiosyncratic, because teachers are known to use a variety of methods and

criteria for assessing student psi iormance. Grade to grade or school to school
comparisons are virtually meaningless indicators of school differences. But grades

have some utility in correlational analyses with test data and students' reports of
rewards and punishments by the school and by teachers.

Several kinds of analyses were reported for the student achievement data.
First, descriptive statistics and graphic representation of mean scores were presented

for all four achievement test measures. Then two-way analyses of variance by school

and by gradewere summarized. For all measures, school ditferences were highly

significant, as were most grade differences, but so were the interaction effects for these

two factors. School to school differences had to be qualified according to grade level.

School 1 showed the same pattern of performance relative to the other schools

on all measures of achievement. It ranked at or near the bottom, and its students'
performance declined, but not sharply, over grade levels. School 2 had consistent

profiles for comparisons on each achievement measure; in each case student
performance dropped precipitously from grade six to grade seven, then rose sharply in
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grade eight. The most plausible reasons for this pattern were that better students left

School 2 after grade six to attend the more prestigious examination schools in the
system, and that lower achieving students dropped out after grade seven. School 3

showed very variable patterns on different measures of achievement. School 4

students were consistently at or near the top on all achievement measures at all grade

levels but one; reading scores for their sixth grade students were lower than those of

School 2.

Since tracking occurs in the schools through student assignment to special
programs, it was decided that a fairer way to compare the schools was program by
program. All four schools had students assigned to regular programs with no special

intervention, and all four schools had special education programs. Only Schools 1
and 2 had bilingual programs, School 1 for Hispanics, and School 2 for speakers of
Asian languages. Also, Schools 1 and 2 were the only ones with advanced work
classes. In analyses by programs where all four schools could be compared, School 4

was consistently among the highest for which significant differences were found, and

School 1 was consistently at the bottom or among the combination of schools
anchoring the low end. The pattern of highs and lows for School 3 was erratic, but
most often School 3 ranked among the lower achieving schools. Students in School 2

performed higher than students in School 1 on every achievement variable in every

analysis, overall, by grade, and by program.

Correlations among achievement measures showed that regardless of subject,

grades correlate with grades and test scores correlate with test scores, producing
moderate to high correlation coefficients ranging from .52 to .76. Scores on the CAT

and the MAT in mathematics correlated .76 and .61 respectively with final grades in

mathematics. Intercorrelations between reading test scores and grades were not
nearly as high, ranging from .17 to a maximum of .31. The finding that test scores and

final grades in reading correlate only .17 was alarming to most observers who know

the stress assigned to reading scores in the placement and promotion of students in

the Boston Public School system.

Students' reports of rewards and punishments accorded to them by the school

and by teachers showed noteworthy correlations with test scores and with grades.

Students who reported having been suspended or punished by teachers tended to

have lower grades, but their test scores did not distinguish their achievement from
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those of students who reported no suspensions or other punishments. Students who

reported being rewarded by the school or by teachers tended to have somewhat
higher grades, but the correlation did not hold for test scores. Students who thought

their teachers promoted competition among students actually did more poorly on
tests.

Finally, since funds could not be obtained to conduct a longitudinal study in the

schools, it was decided to pull from the larger sample those eighth grade students who

reported attending their present school since the sixth grade. This strategy enabled

investigation of the schools' influence on student achievement over time. Results from

these analyses confirmed those reported earlier. School differences in achievement

showed the same patterns when the analyses were limited to eighth graders who had

attended their schools for three years as they did for students overall.
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CHAPTER 5

BEYOND BASICS: ASSESSMENT OF HIGHER ORDER THINKING

The Importance of Higher Order Thinking

Highly critical of the education being offered to students in middle grades in

many of this country's schools, the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development
charged that: "Nowhere is this failure more evident than in the development of
American young adolescents' critical reascning and higher order thinking." The
criticism is not a new one in substance, but it has become more intense. Under

various labels, exhortations to teach for "critical thinking," "higher order cognitive
functioning," and "complex problem solving," have been voiced for decades
(Anderson, Marcham & Dunn, 1944; Dewey, 1910; Follman, Brown & Burg, 1970;

Guilford, 1965; Gantt, 1970; Shann, 1976; Swick & Miller, 1975). Nearly twenty years

ago, Skinner (1971) warned that critical thinking is important because it helps students

learn how to deal with rapid societal change, put new knowledge to use, and make
decisions.

What has changed dramatically is the way we gauge our society's productivity.

No longer are we in an industrial age, but rather an age of information technology, in

which many people need to make a living by thinking, and nct by rote assembly.
Educational goals and objectives previously reserved for the elite are now being held

for the masses. Resnick points this out in her historical perspective on the revival of

teaching higher order skills which had previously been the focus of the academies:
"Today, we are committed to educating all Americans in the secondary schools and a

large proportion (higher than any other country in tho world) in some form of
postsecondary institution. These students' educational needs cannot be met by
traditional vocational programs that no longer prepare students for productive
participation in an increasingly diversified economic environment. Employers today

complain that they cannot count on schools and colleges to produce young people
who can move easily into more complex kinds of work (Resnick, 1987, p. 6)."

Fueling this renewed interest in teaching for higher order thinking skills is "the

single most important message of modern research on the nature of thinking"
(Resnick, 1987, p. 8) that the kinds of processes traditionally associated with higher
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order thinking are not limited to advanced levels of development. Contrary to

widespread conventional belief, cognitive development during early adolescence is

not in latency during this period of rapid physical change. The recently prevailing
notion to the contrary has had r.lbstantial and damaging effects on middle grade
education by limiting the development of innovative curricula to promote higher order

thinking. A thorough review of recent studies of cognitive development in adolescence

found no persuasive evidence that young adolescents are incapable of higher order

skills (Graber & Petersen, 1990).

In fact the term "higher order skills is fundamentally misleading, because it
suggests that lower order skills need to come first in a very lineal fashion. The
growing body of research in cognitive science on the acquisition r,f thinking skills
particularly in reading, but also mathematics, attests to this finding. Long years of drill

on the 'basics before thinking and problem solving are required can no longer be
justified.

Yet, higher order thinking and critical reasoning have not being taught
extensively, probably because teachers are unprepared to teach it wel: (Woods &
Walton; Henderson, 1972). Pervasive use of standardized tests of basic skills as the

primary vehicle for accountability no doubt contributes to the problem. Despite the
reason, the outcome is well documented; both the National Assessment of Educational

Progress (1985) and the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983)
have presented data showing that schoolchildren in this country do learn la vge
amounts of information, but they do less welt on what are variously called the "higher

order skills" or the metacognitive skillshow to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate that

information for their own use.

The Problem of Definition

Defining higher order cognitive functioning is the first problem which writers on

the topic must address. Disciplinary perspectives often color their choice of temis;

philosophers promote logical thinking and critical reasoning; developmental
psychologists point to metacognition; educators advocate teaching study skills and
real life problem solving; cognitive scientists focus on cognitive strategies and
heuristics for problem soMng.
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Fifteen years ago, the more widely used label was 'problem soiving" but the
interpretations were just as various (Shann, 1976). Problem solving in writings on
education philosophy and on philosophy of science reflected views of problem solving

as logical thinking ()ewey, 1910) and the scientific method (e.g., Cohen & Nagel,
1934; Nagel, 1961; Hempel, 1966; Foster & Martin, 1966; and Martin, 1972).
Psychologists thoorizing on problem solving postulated models of the process which

seemed to follow either of two rproaches: one, the identification of subgroups of the
intellectual processes whose linkages may be of the linear or feedback variety
(Johnson, 1962; Merrifield, Guilford, Christensen, & Frick, 1962; Gagne, 1956, 1964;

Feldhusen, Houtz & Ringenback, 1972); and another, the analysis of problem solving

processes through information processing analysis of complex skills (Newell &
Simon, 1972; Simon, 1976).

Some of tte more recent research on higher order skills and problem solving
has been interdisciplinary, marking advancements in cognitive science. This

interdisciplinary movement has joined psychologists, educators, computer scientists,

philosophers, linguists, and neurologists, among others attempting to look into the
thinking mind, figuratively at least, and study the nature of human thinking and the
process of reasoning. Still, the question of generalizability of higher order thinking
skills across disciplines has been the subject of much debate (Ennis, 1989; Glaser,

1984; Mc Peck, 1981; Norris, 1989; Orton, 1988; Paul, 1985; Perkins & Salomon, 1989;

Resnick, 1987).

A strong critic of the generalizability of thinking skills, Mc Peck (1981) argued

that each field of inquiry has its own particular epistemology. Wasserman (1989)
made a useful distinction between "some acts of thinking which can be cbserved in

logical, problem-solving patterns of behaviors from others which "come out of highly

intuitive, almost magical, insights or intuitive leaps.' Empirical studies of higher order

thinking by scientists solving problems (Larkin, et al., 1980), expert writers composing

an essay (Bereiter & Scardarna!ia, 1982; Flower & Hayes, 1980), social scientists
developing proposals, and skilled technicians repairing equipment (de Kleer & Brown,

1980) all show that certain kinds of strategies recur. The expert reconstructs the
problem in new forms, examines the logic of proposed solutions, anticipates the
implications, makes modifications, and reasons by analogy to similar situations.
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The literature is replete with lists of the steps of problem solving derived by
logical analysis. Most owe their origins to Dewey's ''five logically distinct steps of the

problem solving process: '1) a felt difficulty; 2) its location and definition; 3) suggestion

of possible solution; 4) development by reasoning of the bearings of the suggestion;

and 5) further observation and experiment leading to its acceptance or rejedion, that is

the conclusion of belief or disbelief" (Dewey, 1910, pp 72-77). The resilience of
Dewey's theory was attested by Guilford. In his analysis of creative production,

Guilford (1965, p. 8) compared several then recent theories and concluded that 'the

most remarkable thing about them was their similarity to that of Dewey.'

The same assessment might be applied to analytical frameworks developed

more than two decades later. Rankin and Hughes (1987) suggested that "the major

thinking processes have much in common.' Their framework of thinking skills

identified a generic process with seven steps or stages that a person goes through

when he or she thinks: 1) focusing, 2) gathering information, 3)organizing information,

4) analyzing information, 5) generating ideas, 6) synthesizing, and 7) evaluating and

applying. As Resnick observed, 'The search for general learning skills is not a new

one.... (but ) Psychological research gives us reason to believe in the reality of
general skills for learning as well as reason to maintain a degree of skepticism'
(Resnick, 1987, p. 16).

Resnick's definition of higher order skills provides a fine complement to so
many other definitions which emphasize the component processes. Her

comprehensive yet succinct definition calls attention to the attributes of the problem

situation and the reactions of the thinker as well.

Higher order thinking involves a cluster of elaborative mental
activities requiring nuanced judgement and analysis of complex
situations according to multiple criteria. Higher order thinking is

effortful and depends on self-regulation. The path of action or correct

answers are not hilly specified in advance. The thinker's task is to

construct meaning and impose structure on situations rather than to

expect to find them already apparent(Resnick, 1987, p. 44).
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The Problem of Measurement

All 50 states use nationally normed standardized tests of basic skills (Cannell,

1988). But the major critidsm cf these tests, as well as those constructed by teachers,

is that they emphasizs recall of dedarative or procedural knowledge, nct the level or

quality of stude.it's thinking (Fleming & Chambers, 1983; Morgenstern & Renner,
1984). Many experts on educational testing and policy attest that tests serve a causal

function in shaping instruction. Indeed, measurement driven instruction is no secret

(Airasian, 1988; Brown, 1989; Darling-Hammond & Wise, 1985; Madaus, 1988;
Meisels, 1989; Popham, 1987).

Nickerson (1989) cites two compelling reasons for testing thinking: one is to

determine how effectively thinking is being taught, the second is to ensure that it is.

Several states have mandated both the teaching and testing of higher-order cognitive

skills in their schools, but the mandate outstrips the availability of appropriate
measuring devices if not knowledgeable practice as well. If tests are to be widely

used, they have to be easily administered and easily scored, that is, efficient and
reliable. Operationally, these requirements translate into the use of highly structured,

usually multiple choice items with single-right-answer formats. But as critics have

pointed out, problems in the real world often defy simple structure and single solutions.

Toward A Solution

Clearly a dilemma exists between the implications of measurement driven
instruction and the inherent limitations of multiple choice testing. Wiggins (1989),

persuaded by the incentives of teaching for the test, has suggested that we "design

and then teach to standard- seffing tests so that practicing for and taking the tests
actually enhances rather than impedes education. Some would applaud his
impatience, but others voice extreme caution:

"...if we believe that thinking is a set of very complex, sophisticated,

and interrelated functions; that some acts of thinking are logical and

others highly intuitive; that creative thinking rarely follows an orderly

pattern; that there are degrees of creative and problem-solving
capability Met are not constant; that there is variation of performance
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within individuals; and that in spite of many seminal tomes written on

the topic of thinking, much ambiguity remains with respect to good

thinking,- we are likely to need much, much more work before we
dare to enter the realm of measurement. And we ought to be very,
very wary of those enthusiasts who would lead us to measurement

before the debate has been settled (Wasserman 1988, p. 368).

This researcher decided some years ago to err on the side of impatirice,
developing and pilot testing efficient paper and pencil measures, while creating
simulated challenges for solution by small groups, and protocols for intensive case

studies of individual learners as they engage more complex and extended problems

(Shann, 1976). While all of these approaches continue to have their advantages and

disadvantages, the economy and efficiency e the paper and pencil approach were
very important considerations for this research on urban middle schools. The
previously piloted paper-and-pencil tests would have to be revised and up dated, but

at least they would provide a start. The group challenges and individual protocols
tapped more complex, higher order cognitive skills but their use required intensive

observation of extended cognitive tasks and required considerable judgement in
scoring. Especially in the disadvantaged urban schools which constituted the sample

for the present study, it was important to know if students could at least analyze and

evaluate the simpler problem scenarios which were presented in the paper-and-pencil

tests.

The instructional goals which the original tests were designed to measure were

formulated as behavioral objectivesthat the student would:

- identify and define the problem;

- decide what information and investigations were needed in order to

find some solution to the problem;

- determine what needed to be done first

- decide what was the best way to obtain the information needed;

- detect flaws in data gathering procedures or errors in the data

themselves;

- organize, analyze, and interpret the data;

- suggest some solution to the problem based on the data;

- suggest ways to implement the solution (Shann, 1976, p. 65).
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The strategy used to measure these outcomes was to develop scenarios
portraying realistic, everyday problems which might hold high interest for the middle

school age group. Sets of items were written which were context-dependent. The
tasks required critical thinking and scientiftc reasoning rather than the recall of factual

information. The scierne/mathematics orientation of the tests would provide a
complement to the assessment of more intuitive, creative production which the writing

sample was to afford. In addition, the effort to assess higher order thinking in
scientifib problem solving was consistent with the national agenda set by "the
education president" to make American students best in the world in their performance

in mathematics and science (Bush, 1990).

The test content would also be consistent with recommendations made by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science in their landmark report,
Science .tr All Americans (1989). In particular, the skills measured by the test would

target what practices science teachers were urged to strass with middle school

students:

- Start with questions that are interesting and familiar to students.

- Engage students actively in collecting, sorting, sketching, interviewing,

using equipment, and systematically observing behavior.

- Concentrate on the collection and use of evidence.

- Insist on clear, effective oral and written communication.

- Use a team approach.

- Do not separate conclusions from methods, knowing from finding out.

- De-emphasize the memorization of technical vocabulary in favor of

understanding important concepts.

The New, Revised Measure of Higher Order Thinking

The measure of higher order thinking in its original form was given in two parts,

the first containing 30 items on five scenarios, the second containing 16 items on three

scenarios. The reading difficulty of the test was targeted for administration with
students in grades 4 through 8 (Shann, 1976, 1977a, 1977b). Used in the national
evaluation of the curriculum called 'Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary

Schools at 40 schools in 18 states, the original test yielded scores which showed
predicted increases in skills over grade level, and was further validated against
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teacher judgements of their students' abilities in problem solving. Internal consistency

reliability for the 46-item test using Hoyt's estimate was .86. Shortened versions

maintained respectable levels, .79 for a 30-item test and .74 for a 16-item test.

The test was revised according to the recommendations made in the previous
study (Shann, 1976); auestions with poor item statistics were dropped; new items
were created, but the general format context-dependent items centered around a
realistic scenario was retained. In addition, the language was updated. Children's
names and surnames were varied to reflect tha predominantly black and Hispanic
student enrollments in the sample schools of the present project. The new test was

named TOPS, or Test of Problem Solving It contained 31 items on five scenarios and

was pilot tested in the same scnools which had generously allowed their sixth grade

classes to take pilot versions of the student questionnaire. At the end of the pilot
sessions, students were asked which scenarios were most interesting, and which wer 3

least interesting. Since class time and students' attention spans were among our
concerns, we wanted to put the high interest items first, and the low interest and
perhaps more difficult items last. The students' reactions guided the order of
placement of the five scenarios chosen for the final, revised edition.

The revised edition of TOPS is shown in Appendix C. It contains five items each

on the following topics: "Pets in the Classroom;"Bike Transportation;" "The Window

Sill Garden;" and "A Busy Corner." The final set called "A Classroom Temperature

Chart contains six items. As was the case with the student questionnaire, Spanish

and Vietnamese translations of TOPS were obtained, in order to maximize the rate of

useful returns.

Adminktration of TOPS

TOPS was administered in each school during the students' science periods.
Since these times varied, we were not able to collect data from the entire school at one

sitting, as had been the case with the student questionnaire. Instead, the instruments

were delivered to the schools and administered by teachers during the days allocated

for testing with TOPS. Optic al scan answer sheets, precoded with the student's name

and six-digit identification code, were given to the students along with the TOPS
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booklet. The answer sheet reflected the familiar format used by the school for many
other testing purposes.

While the number of usable returns was substantial, at 972, it wa: significantly

lower than 1583, the number of usable returns from the student questionnaire. Much

of the attrition was attributed to one school which changed its procedure for gaining

parents' or guardian... permission for testing. In the case of the student questionnaire,

which was administered first, the school, using our suggested form letter, notified
parents that administration had been scheduled, and if they did not wish their sons or

daughters to participate, they should notify the school. For the administration of

TOPS, the principal decided to collect signed permissions from parents and allow only

those students who returned slips to take the test. Other factors contributing to the
attrition were complaints from teachers that the test was "too hard" for the students, and

those groups having trouble would not respond. Casual inquiry determined that the
same response was typical for participation on other test measures.

We had also requested that teachers rank order their students in these classes

with respect to the students' problem solving skills; we asked that the teachers do this

as their studerts were taking the test. Two schools forgot to give the rating instructions

to the teachers, and the data could not be reclaimed at a late:- time. Intrusions on the

schools' schedule had become more and more numerous, especially for testing, and

additional requests of teachers were not advised.

Scoring

The optical scan answer sheets were scored by the Boston Public School
System's Bureau of Research. Item responses and the six-digit code were provided

on tape to the principal investigator. The total number of usable returns was 972; the

distribution of usable responses by school was: School 1--496, School 2--127,
School 3--95, and School 4-254.
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Technical Characteristics of TOPS

Several technical aspects were studied to appraise the psychometric qualities

of TOPS: item analysis, subtest analysis, reliability and validity. But even before

results of these analyses are reported, it is instructive to note the shape of the
distribution of total correct scores for the 972 taking TOPS. Shown in the left half of
Table 5.1, the frequency distribution of TOPS scores is symmetrical, suggesting an

underlying normW curve.

Item Analysis

Item analysis included the determination of item difficulty and item
discrimination levels, as well as item-total correlations using serial and point biserial

methods. The diffimilty levels and discrimination indices are reported in the right half

of Table 5.1. The difficulty levels represented a broad range, the easiest answered

correctly by 91% of the students, and the most difficult answered correctly by only 23%.

The wide range of item difficulty levels are needed to yield a normal distribution of
total test scbres, although there was no determination in advance to promote this kind

of score distribution. Discrimination indices ranged from .17 to .68. In general, the

low values.were observed for the more difficult items. Most discrimination indices

were moderate or better, ranging from .50 and up.

Subtest Analysis

Results of the analysis of five subtests in TOPS are summarized in Table 5.2.

Each of the five subtests showed moderate to moderately high internal consistency
reliability coefficients as determined by Cronbach's alpha. The values ranging from

.50:to .67 are considered quite good for 6- and 7-items subtests. The means reported

in Table 5.2 for each subtest indicate that students did best on the first and second sets

of items based on the scenarios for Pets in the Classroom and Bike Transportation
respectively. These were so placed because students in the pilot test rated them of

highest interest. The pattern of decreasing means by subtest may indicate
irrreasingly more difficult items, or scenarios of lower interest, or fatigue, or some
combination of these. The increasing standard deviations over subtests indicate that

st 'dent performance became more variable as students proceeded through the test.
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TABLE 5.1

Distribution of Total Scores on TOPS and Item Analysis Data for TOPS Items

Descriptive Statistics Item Analysis

Score n Percent Cumulative
Percent

Item # Difficulty
Level

Discrimination
Index

1 1 .1 .1 1 .89 .28
2 2 .2 .3 2 .88 .26
3 2 .2 .5 3 .64 .57
4 5 .5 1.0 4 .86 .31

5 9 .9 2.0 5 58 .47
6 17 1.7 :.7 6 .63 .33
7 10 1.0 4.7 7 .71 .51

8 21 2.2 6.9 8 .69 .35
9 32 3.3 10.2 9 .65 .43

10 28 2.9 13.1 10 .35 .23
11 48 4.9 18.0 11 .91 .27
12 48 4.9 22.9 12 .64 .50
13 35 3.6 26.5 13 .71 .52
14 47 4.8 31.4 14 .59 .55
15 42 4.3 35.7 15 .27 .19
16 43 4.4 40.1 16 .66 .57
17 53 5.5 45.6 17 .49 .46
18 49 5.0 50.6 18 .45 .48
19 56 5.8 56.4 19 .62 .61

20 66 6.8 63.2 20 .47 .45
21 54 5.6 68.7 21 .63 .60
22 69 7.1 75.8 22 .72 .61
23 60 6.2 82.0 23 .45 .40
24 46 4.7 86.7 24 .50 .51
25 49 5.0 91.8 25 .81 .58
26 28 2.9 94.7 26 .63 .57
27 24 2.6 97.1 27 .23 .17
28 19 2.0 99.1 28 .72 .59
29 6 .6 99.7 29 .31 .18
30 2 .2 99.9 30 .54 .59
31 1 .1 100.0 31 .59 .68
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TABLE 5.2

Descriptive Statistics and Alpha Reliability Coefficients for TOPS Subtests

Name of Subtest X $ Mdn * items Alpha

Pets in the Classroom 4.42 1.38 5 6 .54

Bike Transportation 3.77 1.45 4 6 .50

Window Sill Garden 3.04 1.67 3 6 .60

A Busy Corner 3.11 1.72 3 6 .61

Classroom Temperature 3.38 1.91 4 7 .67

TOTAL TEST 17.72 5.95 18 31 .84

Reliability

Reliability for the total test as determined by Cronbach's alpha was .84. This

figure compares very favorably with internal consistency reliability coefficients ranging

from .76 to .83 which have been reported for the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Test

(1980). While it would have been desirable to establish test-retest reliability for TOPS,

a second administration with TOPS was not as important as gathering addional kirxls

of information on school effectiveness. Due to the schools' extreme reluctance to
consent to additional testing, compounded by the difficulties of additional test
development, equivalent forms reliability was not attempted; it was beyond the scope

of the project.
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Validity

Validity for the TOPS was established primarily through content analysis, and to

a certain extent through construct validation. (If an appropriate criterion were readily

available for the determination of concuffent or predictive validity, the development of

Tops would not have been needed.) Several opportunities were used to gather

critiques of TOPS from graduate students in science and mathematics, from middle

and secondary school teachers of these and other subjects, and from professors of
education, psychology, and related disciplines.

Individuals were asked to assess the face validity of items and to review the
items in relation to the expressed objectives measured by the test. Reviewers

affirmed that the test items measured the stated objectives, and the earlior inquiry
regarding what the test appears to be measuring produced the following kinds of
responses: 'the logic of arguments, the validity of experiments; interpretation of
graphs; syllogistic reasoning; scientific reasoning; appropriate order of steps;
establishment of priorities; appropriateness of hypotheses; design of experiments;

anc4 evaluation of evidence; but also 'reading comprehension and endurance. The

graduate student reviewers, freer with their personal reactions than the practicing
teachers or professors, remarked: 'You have to think about these; 'The answers are
not immediately obvious; and "What is the right answer to this one?' And indeed, in

some cases best, rather than plausible, answers were keyed.

Teacher ratings of their students' performance on tasks of complex problem

solving were to have been used as the most important criterion for judging the validity

of TOPS. As had been done with the original test (Shann, 1976), and indeed by Binet

in his validation of the first intelligence test (1904), teachers were asked to rate their

students after having had opportunities to observe their processes and performance

at dose hand over several months. The ratng instructions for teachers are given in
Appendix C.4. Unfortunately, two of the schools forgot to ask their science teachers

to provide their ratings when their students were taking the instruments. The school

with the largest number of students and the lowest performinn students did comply

with the request, but some of the teachers invented their own scsles, rating the
students from one to three, instead of rank ordering from one to 'n', 'n' being the
number of children in the class.
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It was predicted that student performance on TOPS would increase over grade

level. The implications of this finding for the validity of TOPS are less dear in light of

recent evidence that higher order skills are not strictly linear. But the more important

limitation of this evidence for the present study is the fact that the student populations

change from year to year, especially from grade six to grade seven, when more able

student leave the middle schools to enter the examination schools which are the most

prestigious in the system. There is lesser but stilt persuasive evidence that lower
achieving students are dropping out, truant, or not taking the tests at the eighth grade

level, when one of the schools shoots up in its measures of student performance.
These population shifts and the need for more careful clarification make the grade to

grade differences in TOPS scores less persuasive as evidence for the construct
validity of TOPS.

Stepwise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting TOPS Scores

The matrix of correlations among TOPS scores, other test scores, grades, and

student questionnaire responses was studied for assodations. A part of this matrix is

reproduced in Table 5.3, along with means and standard deviations of the selected
variables. All of the achievement data, i.e., test scores and grades, plus two factors

derived from the students' responses to items on the questionnaire about teaching

practices were entered into stepwise regression, with pairwise deletion of missing
data. Only the test scores made significant contributions to the explanation of variance

in TOPS scores. A second stepwise regression analysis was run using the test scores

in combination with school and grade to predict TOPS. The latter two factors weird

coded as dummy variables and entered as blocks for each factor. Resuits of this

analysis are shown in Table 5.4.

MAT-Reading test scores explained the highest amount of variance in TOPS

scores, fully 37%. MAT-Mathematics stalest scores contributed another 9°k to
explained variance, bringing the total for the two predictors to an R2 of .45. Not being

in School 1, the lowest achieving of the four schools, contributed another 2% to
explained variance. While additional school and grade placements made additional
contributions which were statistically significant, the information was of no practical

significance, adding only 1% or less to ex )lained variance, The CRT in mathematics
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TABLE 5.3

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrix for Achievement Data

Teat X 3 n TOPS CRT MAT-Math

TOPS 17.72 5.93 972

CRT-Math 57.71 20.21 1145 .533

MAT-Math 647.65 39.09 1265 .590 .764

MAT-Read 642.95 45.81 1279 .610 .534 .606

TABLE 5.4

Stepwise Regression Analysis Predicting TOPS Scores

Predictor Variable b Beta T R2 after entry

MAT-Reading .050 .382 11.81"" .37

MAT-Mathematics .039 257 5.67"' .45

School 1 -2.709 -.223 -6.31"" .47

Grade 6 -1.247 -.102 -4.00"" .48

School 2 -1.667 -.123 -3.68**** .41

School 3 -1.560 -.090 -2.83" .49

CRT-Mathematics 028 .095 2.19 .49

Constant: - - 39.142
R2 .. .494, p < .0001 (R ,.. .703)

'p < .05
"p < .01

wp < .001
***V < .0001
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added virtually no new information because it correlated highly (.76) with the MAT

mathematics subtest, which took their shared variance first.

While some mathematics skills are apparent in TOPS, it is much more a test of

reasoning. The last of the five subtests, 'A Classroom Temperature Chart',
emphasized the interpretation of numeric information from a chart, but it also required

reasoning. Only three other Owns on the test required interpretations from graphs and

charts; the others required thinking and reasoning which dealt with other content.

If the TOPS is a measure of higher order thinking and critical reasoning, the fact

that it shares 37% of its variance in common with a measure of reading
comprehension is consistent with explanations of the components of critical thinking

offered by previous researchers. In reviewing the literature, Henderson (1972) found

that the two major components of critical thinking are understanding the meaning of

words in relation to the context, and evaluating whether the conclusion is appropriate.

Folman and Lowe (1972) conducted a study of critical reading and thinking skills of

fifth and twelfth graders. They found that students with a strong language ability
scored high on measures of critical thinking.

In separate reviews of the literature Gray (1969) and Saadeh (1969) found that

the ability to think critically can be taught effectively to people two years of age and

older. Resnick would concur. "The most important single message of this body of

research is that complex thinking processeselaborating the given material, making

inferences beyond what is explicitly presented, building adequate representations,
analyzing and constructing relationshipsare involved in even the most apparently
elementary mental activities. Children cannot understand what they read without
making inferences and using information that goes beyond what is written in the text....

(Resnick, 1987, p. 45).

The MAT total scale score in mathematics which was used as a predictor
contributed an additional 9% to explained variance. As a measure of "mathematics
concepts, mathematics problem solving, and mathematics computation, the subtest

and TOPS would be expected to share some variance.
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Whether the TOPS goes beyond the scope of tests of basic skills, like the MAT,

to higher level thinking, critical reasoning, and more complex problem solving
remains to be studied. The TOPS was developed to measure several process
components, in a scientific context, which are most frequently associated with critical

thinking, like the ones on Skinner's list: the ability to recognize a problem, formulate

an hypothesis, test the hypothesis, gather data, analyze data, reject or accept the

hypothesis, and draw conclusions (Skinner, 1976). However, evidence for the validity

of TOPS rests presently with content validation, and to a certain extent with construct

validation of predicted components.

Future validity studies with TOPS should include the teacher ratings and scores

from the intensive case studies of inalviduals with carefully developed protocols. This

would constitute an intensive effort with a sample of 30 or Inore if the individual
assessments are included, however, the validation of an efficient, highly reliable
measure of higher order skills such as TOPS would provide a model for the
development of the *standard-setting tests which Wiggins (1989) has called for. If

measurement-driven instruction is inevitable, then practicing for and taking the tests

could enhance rather than impede education.

Multiple Regression Analysis Using Selected Variables to Predict TOPS

If students can be taught how to address TOPS-like problems more
successfully, then analysis of the contribution of CRT-Mathematics scores to
explained variance in TOPS scores might suggest a way to develop instruction. Of all

the achievement measures available to the study, the CRT is the only one said to

provide both a good fit to the actual curricular goals held by the school (unlike the MAT

subtests), and a known basis for evaluation (unlike final grades). In the model of

mastery learning with criterion referenced testing, teachers might be helped to target

important and complex thinking processes and to guide students in practicing these

strategies. If the CRT in mathematics includes some measures of critical thirking and

problem solving, then indirectly at least, the benefits of the staff development strategy

with teachers would be supported by the data. Assuming some of the teachers in the
sample were already doing this, their students would score well on the CRT in
mathematics as well as on TOPS.
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TABLE 5.5

Multiple Regression Analysis Specifying Order of Entry of Variables to Predict TOPS

Predidor Variable b Beta T R2 after entry

CRT-Mathernatics .029 .100 2.28** .28

MAT-Mathematics .040 .262 5.78**** .36

MAT-Reading .050 .379 11.73**** .46

Grade 6 -.874 -.072 -2.35** .47a

Grade 7 .721 .056 1.84

School 2 -1.676 -.124 -3.70** .50a

School 3 -1.588 -.092 -2.89**

School 1 -2.708 -.223

aDummy variables for grade and school were entered as blocks.

Constant: =. - 39.819

R2 = .497, p < .0001 (R = .705)

*p < .05
*ep < .01

***p < .001
****p < .0001
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Results of the multiple regression analysis predicting TOPS scores with forced

order of entry of predictor variables are given in Table 5.5. The CRT in mathematics

was entered first; it explained 28% of the variance in TOPS scores, as opposed to 37%

when the MAT in reading was chosen first in the stepwise regression. The MAT in

mathematics which was entered second explained an additional 8% over the CRT in
mathematics. But the MAT in reading still explained an additional 10%, even when

entered third. The factor of grade provided addicional variance which was statistically
significant b../ of little practice! signiticanceonly 1°F The school factor which was
entered last contributed an additional 3% to explained variance. Students were at a

disadvantage not to be in School 4, thA highest achieving school on TOPS (and
overall.)

Results of this multiple regression analysis with forced order of entry of
variables are hardly conclusive, but they do suggest that direct instruction can make a

difference in students' success in critical thinking and problem solving. In addition,

the results clearly endorse the importance of language, and not just mathematical
reasoning, in higher order thinking.

TOPS Sccres as Predictors of Final Gra...es

A final strategy used to study the validity of TOPS was to see if TOPS scores

might explain additional variance in student achievement, beyond what could already

be accounted for by MAT-Reading and MAT-Mathematics scores. Final grades were

the oniy available measures of student achievement besides the test scores which had

already been studied. Several regression analyses were run using final grades in

reading, English, mathematics, science and social studies separately as the criterion
measure. In each case, the MAT reading and mathematics scores were forced into

the equation first, then TOPS scores were added to see if TOPS could explain
additional variance.

The multiple R's for predicting final grades using both MAT scores were .36 for

reading, .50 for English, .57 for mathematics, .39 for science, and .45 for social studies.

When TOPS scores were entered in each of the equations, the multiple R's did not

increase more than one or two points. As a predictor of final grades, TOPS could add

nothing to what the MAT scores already explained for those measures of achievement.
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Summary and Discussion

Highly critical of the education being offered to students in middle grades in

many of this country's schools, the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development
charged that: 'Nowhere is this failure more evident than in the development of
American young adolescents' critical reasoning and higher order thinking. Under

various labels, exhortations to teach for "critical thinking,"higher order cognitive
functioning,' and "complex problem solving,' have been voiced for decades. What
has changed dramatically is the way we gauge our society's productivity. No longer

are we in an industrial age, but rather an age of information technology, in which many

people need to make a living by thinking, and not by rote assembly. Educational goals

and objectives previously reserved for the elite are now being held for the masses.

Fueling this renewed interest in teaching for higher order thinking skills is "the

single most important message of modern research on the nature of thinking'
(Resnick, 1987, p. 8) that the kinds of processes traditionally associated with higher

order thinking are not limited to advanced levels of development. In fact the term

"higher order skills is fundamentally misleading, because it suggests that lower order

skills need to come first in a very linear fashion. The growing body of research in
cognitive science on the acquisition of thinking skills particularly in reading, but also

mathematics, attests to this finding. Long years of drill on the 'basics- before thinking

and problem solving are required can no longer be justified.

Yet, higher order thinking and critical reasoning are not being taught
extensively, probably because teachers are unprepared co teach them well. Pervasive

use of standardized tests of basic skills as the primary vehicle for accountability no

doubt contributes to the problem. Despite the reason, the outcome is well
documented; schoolchildren in this country do learn large amounts of information, but

they do less well on what are variously called the 'higher order skills' or the
metacognitive skills--how to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate that information for their

own UM

Defining higher order cognitive functioning is the first problem which writers on

the topic must address. Disciplinary perspectives often color their choice of terms;
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philosophers promote logical thinking and critical reasoning; developmental
psychokigists point to metacognition; educators advocate teaching study skills and
real de problem solving; cognitive scientists focus on cognitive strategies and
heuristics for problem solving. Resnick's definition of higher order skills provides a

fine complement to so many other definitions which emphasize the component
processes. Her comprehensive, yet succinct, definition calls attention to the attributes

of the problem situation and the reactions of the thinker as well.

Higher order thinking involves a cluster of elaborative mental
activities requiring nuanced judgement and analysis of complex
situations according to multiple criteria. Higher order thinking is
effortful and depends on self-regulation. The path of action or correct

answers are not fully specified in advance. The thinker's task is to
construct meaning and impose structure on situations rather than to

expect to find them already apparent(Resnick, 1987, p. 44).

If the definition of higher order thinking is problematic, the measurement of
higher order thinking is even more so. All 50 states use nationally normed
standardized testsof basic skills, but these tests emphasize recall of declarative or

procedural knowledge, not the level or quality of student's thinking. Two compelling
reasons for testing thinking are first, to detemiine how effectively thinking is being
taught, and second, to ensure that it is. Several states have mandated both the

teaching and testing of higher-order cognitive skills in their schools, but the mandate

outstrips the availability of appropriate measuring devices if not knowledgeable
practice as well.

The present project undertook the chal!enge of developing an instrument to
measure higher order thinking in the context of high interest, realistic problems
requiring scientific reasoning. The effort began with an existing instrument, previously

developed by the principal investigator with support from the National Science
Foundation. The test was revised according to the recommendations made in the
previous study (Shann, 1976); questions with poor item statistics were dropped; new

items were created, but the general format context-dependent items centered around a

realistic scenario was retained. In addition, the language was updated. Children's
names and surnames were varied to reflect the predominantly black and Hispanic
student enrollments in the sample schools of the present project.
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The new test was named TOPS, or Test of Problem Solving It contained 31

items on five scenarios: -Pets in thb Classroom;"Bike Transportation;"The Window

Sill Garrien;" and -A Busy Corner, and 'A Classroom Temperature Chart.' Both
Spanish and Vietnamese translations of TOPS were obtained. The test was
administered during students' science periods; usable returns were collected from 972

students.

Several 4echnical aspects were studied to appraise the psydIometric qualities of

TOPS: item analysis, subtest analysis, reliability and validity. Item analysis included

the determination of item difficulty and item discrimination levels, as well as item-total

correlations using serial and point biserial methods. The difficulty levels represented

a broad range, the easiest answered correctly by 91% of the students, and the most

difficult answered correctly by only 23%. Discrimination indices ranged from .17 to
.68.; most were moderate or better, ranging from .50 and up. Each of the five subtests

showed moderate to moderately high internal consistency reliability coefficients as
determined by Cronbach's alpha. The values ranging from .50 to .67 are considered

quite good for 6- and 7-items subtests. Reliability for the total test, as determined by

Cronbach's alpha, was .84.

Validity for the TOPS was established primarily through content analysis.
Several opportunities were used to gather critiques of TOPS from graduate students in

science and mathematics, from middle and secondary school teachers of these and

other subjects, and from professom of education, psychology, and related disciplines.

Construction validation was also addressed through the use of multiple regression

analyses to study skill in problem solving in relation to reading comprehension,
mathematics txmcepts, mathematics achievement, and grade level. The results clearly

endorse the importance of language and not just mathematical reasoning in higher

order thinking.



CHAPTER 6

TEACHING BEHAVIORS WHICH PROMOTE HIGHER STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

The target of the present research has been school effectiveness and not

teacher effectiveness. However, the study afforded the opportudty to ask teachers

about the instructional practices they ernpLoy in their classrooms. While a vast

literature has emerged on effective teaching techniques, most of this knowledge base

has been gained from studies of elementary, and to a lesser extent, secondary

schools. Since lesser attention has been paid to middle schools, we decided to
include in the teacher questionnaire a brief section on teaching practices which

operate at the classroom level. If the principal focus of the study had been teacher

effectiveness, direct observation would have been used to document teaching
practices, but this was beyond the scope of the present study and secondary to its

main thrust

Advances in research on school and teacher effectiveness started to come
about when researchers abandoned atheoretical approaches typified by input-output

studies of static variables in the school environment and began paying more careful
attention to the dynamic processes which operate in schools and in classrooms. In

addition, useful distinctions were made between schooi level variables such as
management practices, staff development, scheduling, grouping, and reward systems,

in contrast with classroom level behaviors such as how teachers organize and
manage their classrooms, how they design instruction, and what teaching practices

they use for what purposes. Again, the latter are the focus of the present chapter.

Evidence for Productive Teaching

Effective schools start with effective teachers--those who have a high sense of

efficacy and responsibility for their teaching. They set high expectations for their
students and hold students accountable for learning. The evidence for the
effectiveness of these classroom level behaviors is even more striking for traditionally

low achieving students. Within such businesslike, task-oriented environments where

rules of conduct and academic procedure are clearly explained, effective teachers use
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well organized, well prepared lessons which engage students in more time on task,

especially in greater amounts of academic learning time, than those teachers who are

less effective in improving student learning. Newmann (1987) argued that the most

immediate and direct determinant of student achievement is student engagement,
which in turn is most directly affected by the quality of interaction the students have

with teachers.

In his recent survey of research on instructional methods, Wa lberg (1990) noted

that almost eight thousand field studies and surveys of teaching and learning have

been reported in the past decade. He employed several useful distinctions in

evaluating so vast a literature. First, acKri, 'fledging the influence of psychological

research on teaching, he cited the evidence lor the enormous effects of cues,
engagement, corrective feedback and reinforcement on student learning. Then, he

discussed methods and patterns of teaching that a single teacher can accomplish
without unusual arrangements or equipment, or school level decisions. Wa !berg's

review also addressed systems of instruction which require special planning, student
grouping, materials, and equipment, as well as techniques whose effects are unique to

particular subjects or types of students.

In Wa !berg's classification, the psychological elements of cues, engagement,

feedback and reinforcement undergird many effective teaching methodssuch as the

use of advance organizers; pretesting; setting dear, high expectations; returning
homework with comments; and sequencing instruction based on learning hierarchies.

Patterns of teaching represent a more inclusive formulation which integrates the
psychological elements and the methods of teaching.

Patterns of Teaching Examined in the Present Study

In the present study, a group of Likert-type items was framed to inquire about

the individual teacher's frequency of use of various methods. Teachers offered self-
reports on each of 16 instructional practices by circling the appropriate number on a

five-point scale from 'V equaling 'a lot, to '5' equaling 'almost never.' These items

are shown in Appendix B, Section 19, A through P of the Teacher Questionnaire. The

items were reverse scored, so that higher numbers represented greater frequency of

use.
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Prindpal components factor analysis was applied to the 16 items to determine if

a smaller number of dusters of instructional practrces might be used to represent

patterns of teaching, consistent with the usage adopted by Wa !berg. An established

convention for the sample size required to use factor analysis is to have a number of

respondents which is ten times the number of items u d the Wale, or in this case, 160

respondents. Since the useable database for this analysis numbered only 92 teacher
questionnaires, it was particularly important to examine the distribution of eigenvalues

and percentages of variance explained by each factor.

Results of this factor analysis are presented in Table 6.1. Included are the factor

names, eigenvalues, percentages of explained variance, items loading .50 or more on

each factor, and their weights. Five factors emorged with eigenvalues greater than

1.0. Together they accounted for 66.0% of the explained variance. Despite the

relatively small sample, the analysis wis judged to be appropriate on several bases:

the eigenvalues and percentages of explained variance remained at substantial levels

after the first and later factors were extracted, i.e., the values did not drop precipitously

after the first factor; the factors were very "clee.1" in that the items loaded on each
factor with weights usually in excess of .60 or not at all, i.e., dose to .00; and the high-

weighted items formed logical, cohesive dusters. They were named as follows:

1. Laboratory/Demonstration

2. Direct Teaching

3. Field Trips/Class Projects

4. Small Groups/Studen: Led

5. Workbooks/Individual Assignments

Factor 1, on the use of Laboratory/Demonstration techniques, emerged as a

strong, dear first factor; but teachers who used these techniques were in the minority.

!t could not be assumed that teachers did not knnw how to use these techniques, or

that they were not disposed to using them, since laboratory facilities were virtually
nonexistent in the sample schools. While a resourceful teacher could employ

demonstrations, it wo.)d have been all the more difficult to turn a conventional
classroom into a laboratory for a single class period.

The second factor, entitled 'Mae Teaching, included items on 'teacher
lecturing to the whole class," and "teacher ieading discussion among whole class,'
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TABLE 6.1

Results ot Factor Analysis of 16 Teaching Practices Self-Reported According to Frequency of Use

Factor Number & Name Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

Cum
Pct

Items on the Factor Weight

1: Laboratory/Demonstration 3.70 23.1 23.1 D. Teacher giving demonstration with equipment .69
I. Students measuring, collecting data .54
K. Students working in laboratories .81
N. Students walking about the room .65

2: Direct Teaching 2.50 15.6 3.38 A. Teacher lecturing to the whole class .83

(Whole class lecture/discussion) B. Teacher leading discussion among whole class .81
M. Students worldng all or the same lesson .71

3: Field Trips/Class Projects 1.72 10.7 49.5 J. Students creating things .63
L. Students taking supervised field trips .75
0. Whole class working together .54
P. Students working on a project of their choice .71

4: Small Groups/Studelit Led 1.46 9.1 58.6 C. Teacher visiting small groups within the class .74

(Teacher visiting groups) E. Students giving presentations to the class .50
F. Students discussing problems in small groups .73

5: Workbooks/Individual Assignments 1.18 7.4 66.0 G. Students writing papers, stories, assignments .68
H. Students filling in workbooks or exercise sheets .73
I. Students measuring, collecting data .56
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which were weighted .83 and .81 respectively. Walberg termed this pattern 'explicit

teaching, which he noted was "traditional or conventional whole-group teaching done

well.' Others have called it "process-product teaching,"active teaching,' or "effective

teaching' (Gage, 1984; Medley, 1983; Good & Brophy, 1985; Shulman,1986). Under

any of these names, direct teaching includes rapid presentation of new content in

small steps, guided student practice with dose monitoring by the teacher, and regular

review with corrective feedback and inszuctional reinforcement.

The next three factors emphasize student learning activities which are fostered

by the teacher. The first of these is Factor 3 on the use of "Field Trips/Class Projects,"

in which students create things, working ori a project-centered activity, but the work is

not done in isolation; rather it may involve the whole class, and it is supervised. The

items loading on Factor 4, entitled "Small Groups/Student Led,' emphasize activities

in whichstudents work in smaller groups, but again the activities entail responsibility to

others for discussion and presentation of information, as well as supervision by the

teacher. Both of these factors, 3 and 4, are qualitatively different from Factor 5, on use

of "Workbooks/Individual Assignments' the latter including student activities which
involve no interaction with other students or the teacher; they are done independently,

in intellectual, if not physical, isolation from others.

Factor scores were created by adding teachers' responses on the items
contributing to each of the five factors. The resulting factor scores were used as the

dependent variables in subsequent analyses of variance to investigate what
differences in teaching patterns corresponded to differences in student achievement.

Teaching Patterns in Relation to Student Achievement

Since effective teaching is at the core of effective schooling, attempts were

made in the present study of school effectiveness to associate differences in student

achievement with the patterns of instructional behaviors which teachers reportedly use

in their classrooms. In the four schools constituting our sample, the vast majority of

students had different teachers for different subjects. We were unable to match

students and their teachers directly, since we collected the teacher questionnaires

coded only by school in an effort to guarantee anonymity and promote a higher return

rate. Identification of teachers by which grades and subjects they taught was based

on their responses to items in the questionnaire.
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Analyses of variance had established that significant differences existed in

student achievement data by grade, and by school, for each of following test

measures: Metropolitan Achievement Tests (MAT) in Reading and in Mathematics;

Criterion Referenced Test (CRT) in Mathematics; and the Test of Problem Solving

(TOPS). Interaction effects were also significant for each of these measures.

In an effort to investigate whether the teachers of students in the higher
achieving schools employed different teaching patterns, we sought to distinguish
among the overall significant main effect for school differences, which school means

were significantly different from which other school means. (This had to be done

separately by grade level, since : :hool by grade interaction effects were significant.

Graphs showing these interaction effects are reproduced in Figures 6.1 through 6.4.)

Duncan multiple range tests were used to confirm which pairs of mean differences
were significant, and the schools were regrouped accordingly. Thus, for example, the

F ratio for school differences in MAT-Reading scores was highly significant (F=8.00,

df=3, p<.0001), but this overall difference could be attributed to the difference between

the mean for School 2 and those for Schools 1, 3, and 4. For subsequent analysis of
the teaching patterns, the teachers were compared in two groups, those in School 2

versus those in Schools 1, 3, and 4.

Not all of the teachers in each school were used in the analyses, only those
who reported teaching the subject(s) related to the test at the grade levels where
schoo! differences occurred. For each test content area, these teachers who taught
the given subject at the grade level in question were pulled from the larger teacher

data base for the analysis of differences in teaching patterns which might correspond

to the mean differences ;n ? tudent achievement scores for that subject at that grade

level. Teachers were grouped by schools in the wry: combinations which the student

achievement data analysis supported, and analyses of variance by school groups

were conducted using each of the five teaching factors as dependent variables. Thus,

when school differences in student achievement data were significant at a given grade

level, teachers were sorted into corresponding groups according to school differences

within grade, and their reported teaching practices served as dependent variables in

the analsis of variance of differences by school.
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Teaching Patterns Associated with Hijher MALReaino Scores

As reflected in Figure 6.1 and confirmed by a Duncan test, sixth-grade students

at School 2 averaged significantly higher in the MAT-Reading test than sixt.1-grade

students at the other three schools. The average frequency of use of various teaching

patterns among teachers grouped by school to correspond to significant differences in

student achievement on the MAT-Reading are presented in Table 6.2. When sixth

grade reading teachers in School 2 were compared to their counterparts in Schools 1,

3, and 4, the former reported significantly more frequent use of student led, small

group discussion as well as supervised projects involving the whole class. At the

seventh grade level, students in Schools 3 and 4 averaged significantly higher in
MAT-Reading scores than students in Schools 1 and 2, but no significant differences

in the ter4ching patterns could be found among seventh-grade reading teachers in

Schools 1 and 2, versus 3 and 4. However, at the eighth-orade level, students in
School 4 scored significantly higher on the MAT-Reading than did students in Schools

1 and 2. Correspondingly, eighth-grade reading teachers in Sthool 4 reported

significantly more frequent use of student led, small group discussion than those in

Schools 1 and 2.

T. hi As WI H'h: MAT

Duncan tests of the significance of differences in sixth graders' MAT-

Mathematics scores among schools showed that students in Schools 4 and 2 scored

significantly higher on average than students in School 1, who, in turn, scored

significantly higher than students in School 3. The average frequency of use of

various teaching patterns among teachers grouped by school to correspond to
significant differences in student achievement on the MAT-Mathematics are presented

in Table 6.3. Analysis of variance of the instructional patterns reported by teachers

grouped in Schools 4 and 2, versus School 1, versus School 3, produced significant

differences in the extent to which their students filled in workbooks and exercise
sheets and did individual assignments in class. Teachers whose students averaged

highest on the MAT-Mathematics had their students using workbooks much less
frequently than students in the middle and, in turn, lowest achieving schools.
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Analyses of school differences in MAT-Mathematics scores among seventh

graders revealed that students showed progressively higher rates of achievement in

School 3, versus Schools 1 and 2, versus School 4. When factor scores for teaching

behaviors were sorted into these three groups of schools and subjected to analysis of

variance, it was found that teachers in the highest achieving school, School 4, said
they used significantly more direct teaching, including lecture and discussion with the

whole class, while teachers in the lowest achieving school, School 3, reported having
their students spend more class time filling in workbooks, exercise sheets, or other

individual assignments.

At the eighth-grade level, students in School 1 scored significantly lower on the

MAT-Mathematics than students in Schools 2, 3, and 4. Analysis of diffe( ences in

teaching patterns among teachers sorted according to this grouping of schools

showed that teachers in School 1 reported significantly less frequent use of student

led, small group work than teachers in Schools 2, 3, and 4.

LI 1.11 - I t- .10

The average frequency of use of various teaching patterns among teachers
grouped according to school differences in student achievement on the CRT-
Mathematics are presented in Table 6.4. Analysis of school differences in CRT-

Mathematics scores at the sixth grade level produced significant differences t cstween

School 1 versus Schools 2, 4, and 3. However, analysis of differences in teaching

patterns among teachers grouped in this way produced no significant differences.

At the seventh-grade level, students in Schools 3 and 4 outperformed stuaeits

in Schools 1 and 2 by a significant margin. Analysis of the teaching patterns reported

by the teachers in Schools 3 and 4 versus 1 and 2 revealed that teachers in the higher

achieving schools, 3 and 4, employ direct teaching to a significantly greater extent

than seventh-grade mathematics teachers in the lower achieving schools.
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TABLE 6.2

Significant Differences in Teaching Practices in Relation to Student Achievement on the MAT-Reading

Grade Level

6th grade

fth grade

8th grade

Factor Scores Showing
Significant Differences
In Teaching Practices

Means for Frequency of Teaching Practice's
And Number of Teachers Reporting in

Schools Grouped by Student Achievement
F

Low er Achieving Schools / Higher A4---:ieving Schools

3: Field Trips/Class Projects

4: Student Led/Small Groups

cichools 1, 3, 4

10.42
(n-24)

7.70
Orin

vs. School 2

13.25
(n-8)

10.13
(n-8)

F=5.66
p < .02

F=4.64
13 < .04

No Significant Differences Schools 1, 2 vs. Schools 3, 4

School 1 vs. Schools 2, 4

4: Student Led/Small Groups 7.00 9.75 F=4.16
(n-5) 0-12) p < .05

School 3 vs. School 4

5: Workbooks/Individual 9.11 6.17 F=3.28
Assignments 61-91 (11-6) p < .09
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TABLE 6.3

Significant Differences in Teaching Practices in Relation to Student Achievement on the MAT-Mathematics

Grade Level Factor Scores Showing
Significant Differences
In Teaching Practices

Means for Frequency of Teaching Practices
And Number of Teachers Reporting in

Schools Grouped by Student Achievement

Low er Achieving Sools / Higher Achieving Schools

F

6th grade

5: Workbooks/Individual
Assignments

School 3 vs. School 1 vs. Schools 2,4

8.44 7.14 5.75 F=3.15
(n-9) (n-7) (n-12) p < .06

7th grade School 3 vs. Schools 1,2 vs. School 4

2: Direct Teaching 7.17 5.90 9.43
(n-6) (n-10) (n-7)

5: Workbooks/Individual 10.20 6.67 6.67
Assignments (n-5) (n-9) 0-61

F=4.10
p < .03

F=3.06
p < .07

8th grade

4: Student Led/Small Groups

School 1 vs. Schools 2, 4

6.20 9.12 F=5.04
(n-5) m-17) p < .03
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TABLE 6.4

Significant Differences in Teaching Practices in Relation to Student Achievement on the CRT-Mathematics

Grade Level Factor Scores Showing
Significant Differences
In Teaching Practices

Means for Frequency of Teaching Practices
And Number of Teachers Reporting in

Schools Grouped by Student Achievement

Low er Achieving Schools / Higher Achieving Schools

F

6th grade No Significant Difference School 1 VS. Schools 2,3,4

7th grade

2: Direct Teaching

Schools 1, 3

5.90
(n-1)

VS. Schools 3,4

8.38
(n-13)

F=5.16
p < .03

8th grade School 1 vs. School 2 vs. School 4 vs. School 3

2: Direct Teaching 5.80 5.67 9.88 7.17 F=3.41
(n-5) 0-31 0-61 0-81 I) < .04

5: Workbooks/Individual 7.50 5.00 6.17 10.40 F=2.96
Assignments (rrs4) (n-3) (n-7) 0-61 p < .06
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School-to-school differences in CRT-Mathematics scores at the eighth-grade

level were significant across the board, i.e., School 1 scored significantly lower than

School 2, which scored significantly lower than School 4, which in turn scored
significantly lower than School 3. The corresponding analysis of teaching patterns
showed that teachers in Schools 1 and 2, the lower achieving schools, reported
significantly less frequent use of direct teaching.

Teaching Patterns Associated with Higher Scores on TOPS

As reported earlier, the number of students who were tested with the new Test

of Problem Solving varied considerably in each of the four schools. The return rates

for students in School 2 and 3 were considered too low to be represerliative (23% and

35% respectively), so the analysis of school differences was limited to TOPS scores

for students from Schools 1 and 4, whose return rates were 67% and 66% of the full

time equivalent students which those schools are said to enroll over the academic

year. The two-way, school by grade analysis of variance revealed highly significant
differences favoring achievement of students in School 4 over students in School 1

(F-71.98, p<.0001) at all three grade levels. Unlike the analyses of the other
achievement test scores, the ANOVA with TOPS produced no significant interacton

effect. These results were pestrayed graphically in Figure 4.4.

Significant differences were also found in the instructional patterns reported by

teachers of mathematic!: and science in School 1 versus School 4. (Since the TOPS

addresses skills for problem solving in the context of science and mathematics,
teachers of both subject areas at all grade levels were pulled from the larger sample

of teachers in School 1 and 4 for the analysis of reported teaching practices.) The
teachers in the higher achieving School 4 reported significantly more frequent use of

direct teaching as well as student led, small group work than their counterparts in

School 1. The average frequency of use of various teaching patterns among teachers

in School 1 versus School 4 which correspond to significant differences in student

achievement on the TOPS are presented in Table 6.5.
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TABLE 6.5

Significant Differences in Teaching Practices in Relation to Student Achievement on the Test of Problem Solving

Grade Level Factor Scores Showing
Significant Differences
In Teaching Pract;zes

- 14 for Frequency of Teaching Practices
And Number of Teachers Reporting in

Su' ,As Low versus High in Sb ident Achievement

Low High

F

All Gradesa

2: Direct Teaching

School 1 VS. School 2

6.40
ln-101

9.18
(n-11)

F=5.58
P < .03

4: Student Led/Small Groups 7.20 10.18 F=5.00
(n-10) (n-11) p < .04

aSince the School X Grade ANOVA of TOPS scores for students in Schools 1 and 4 produced no significant
interaction effects, the same patterns of significant differences between ..-^-hools in student achievement on TOPS
existed for all three grade levels, 6, 7, and 8.
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Summary and Discussion

The major thrust of the present study has been to create and validate indcators

which can be used to monitor the process of school reform and to gauge whether
schools are becoming morP effective in various ways. In all of this, school level rather

than classroom level variables have been more salient for studying how the norms

and culture of the school influence the behavior of its participants. Nonetheless,

effective teaching is at the core of effective schooling. While the researchers could rot

engage the study of teaching through sustained, direct observation, the team decided

to include items of the teacher questionnaire which requested self-reports of the
frequency of use of a variety of instructional practices. Teachers responded on a scale

of one to five, and theii scores were transformed so that a 'one indicated -almost
never,' and a 'five' reflected 'a lot.'

Factor analysis of the responses to the 16 items, as reported by 92 teachers,

produced five significant factors with exceptionally clear results and clean loading.

The five clusters accounted for 66.0% of the variance in the original data, and the
majority of items loaded on only one of the five factors with weights in excess of .70.

Factor scores were created by adding those items which weigMed .50 or higher on

each factor. The five teaching patterns were named as follows: Use of (1)

Laboratory/Demonstration; (2) Direct Teaching (lecture and discussion with the

whole dass); (3) Field Trips/Class Projects; (4) Small Groups/Student Led; and (5)

Workbooks/Individual Assignments.

These factor scores were used as dependent variables in the analysis of
variance of teaching patterns by school. Instead of examining differences among all

four schools a priori, post hoc designs were used in which the teachers were grouped

by school according to the results of Duncnn tests of the significance of mean

differences in student achievement among schools, within grade level. Depending

on where significant differences existed among groups of schools on the measures of

student achievement, teachers of those subjects at each grade level were sorted into

the same groupings of schools for the analysis of variance of teaching factor scores.

A summary of the evidence for effective teaching practices can be found in Table 6.6.
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Factor 1, on the use of Laboratory/Demonstration techniques, emerged as a
strong, dear first factor; but teachers who used these techniques were in the minority

The factor was not significant in the analysis of any school differences in teaching

patterns. However, it is important to note that the physical facilities, material resources,

and class schedules which the teachers in the sample had to work with precluded all

but heroic efforts to use laboratory and demonstration methods in their teaching on

any regular basis.

The limited use of laboratory and demonstration techniques by science and
mathematics teachers should be cause for crncem. The American Association for the

Advancement of Science (1989) in its landmark report, Science for All Americans,

urges teachers to employ well-tested practices for effective teaching of science,

mathematics and technology, chief among them, engaging students in active inquiry

and investigation. Teachers should foster varied opportunities for interviewing,
surveying, and observing behavior as well as using hand lenses, microscopes,
thermometers, cameras, and other common instruments. In addition, the National

Science Foundation has sponsored many studies of student inquiry which show that

giving students opportunities to design experiments and manipulate science materials

fosters positive effects of both a cognitve and affective nature regarding science (e.g.,

Shann, 1977).

The second factor, entitled 'Direct Teaching, included items on "teacher

lecturing to the whole class," and "teacher leading discussion among whole class,"

which were weighted .83 and .81 respectively. It is traditional, or conventional whole-

group teaching done well. Practices associated with direct teaching include rapid

presents& n of new content in small steps, guided student practice with close
monitoring by the teacher, and regular review with corrective feedback and
instructional reinforcement. This factor differentiated the teachers of seventh grade

students who were more successful than their counterparts in other schools on three

of the four test measures: MAT-Mathematics, CRT-Mathematics, and TOPS, whose

items reflect both science and mathematics contexts. Direct teaching was also

associated with higher student TOPS scores at the sixth and eighth grade levels.
Teachers of the higher achieving students reportedly used direct teaching practices

more frequently than teachers of lower achieving students.
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TABLE 6.6

Summary of Evidence for Effective Teaching Practices in Relation to
Significant Differences in Studant Achievement Data By School

Student Achievement As
Measured By:

Whose Teachers Use: With What Results Level of re

MAT- Reading scores for:

6th grade dasses

8th grade dasses

MAT-Mathematics scores for:

6th grade classes

7th grade classes

Class Projects/Field Trips

Student Led/Small Groups

Student Led/Small Groups

Workbooks and Individual
Assignments

Workbooks and Individual
Assignments

Direct Teaching

Workbooks and Individual
Assignments

8th grade classes Student Led/Small Groups
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are significantly higher

are significantly higher

are significantly higher

are significantly lower

are significantly lower

are significantly higher

am significantly lower

are significantly higher

P < .02

P < .04

p < .05

P < .00

13 < . 06

p < .(v4

) < .07

p < .03
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TABLE 6.6 (cont.)

Student Achievement As
Measured By:

Whose Teachers Use: With What Results Level of pl

CRT-Mathematics

7th grade classes

8th grade dazses

TOPS

All grade levels

Direct Teaching

Direct Teaching

Workbooks and Individual
Assignments

Direct Teaching

Student Led/Small Groups

are significantly higher

are significantly higher

are significantly lower

are significantly higher

are significantly higher

p < .03

p < .04

p < .06

p < .03

p < .04

*Differences significant at p < .09 or beyond are reported because the n's (number of teachers) for these
comparisons were very small, and the resulting degrees of freedom very low.
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Factor 3 on the use of Field Trips/Class Projects differentiated between teachers

of high versus lower achieving sixth grade students as determined by their scores on

the MAT-Reading. Teachers of students in the higher scoring school reported more

frequent use of supervised trips and project-centered, whole dass activity.

The fourth factor, entitled *Student Led/Small Groups represented a teaching
pattern which was associated with higher student achievement at both the sixth and

the eighth grade levels on the MAT-Reading and at all three grade levels on TOPS.

In addition it differentiated teachers of higher versus lower achieving eighth graders on

the MAT-Mathematics. Teachers who reported more frequent use of 'Small
Groups/Student Led' supposedly fostered activities in which students took
responsibility for presentation slid discussion of ideas among each other while the

teacher visited the groups. fhis teaching pattern was associated with higher levels of

student achievement in five of ten comparisons.

The final factor which emercied from factor analysis of self-reported teaching

behaviors was the use of Vorkbookiind;yidual Assignments." This factor was

associated with differences in student achievement in four out of ten possible
comparisons, but in three out of four of these significant findings, students who had

more class time spent on workbook and individual assignments had significantly lower

scores than their counterparts whose teachers did not use this pattern so frequently.

The one exception in which more frequent use of workbooks and individual
assignments favored the highest achieving school was found for eighth graders from

School 3 scoring highest on the CRT-Mathematics, whose teachers were known to

spend considerable time teaching for the test with practice on examination items.

Sixth grade and seventh grade students who performed less well on the MAT-

Mathematics, and eighth grade students who scored significantly lower on the MAT-

Reading all had teachers in those subject areas who reported more frequent use of

workbooks and individual assignments than higher achieving students, whose

teachers used significantly less of this pattern of teaching. Eighth grade students

showed mixed results on the CRT-Mathematics in relation to their teachers' reported

use of workbooks and individual assignments; it appeared that corresponding

emphasis on direct teaching in conjunction with practice in workbooks ri. / have
produced the superior results for classes at one school, but over reliance on
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workbooks without corresponding use of direct teaching was associated with the
poorest performance on the CRT-Mathematics.

If these striking results are indeed valid, teachers should be advised to limit
students' use of workbooks and individual assignments during class time. Insteej

they should use teaching patterns which promote higher student engagement,
particularly the kinds of activities suggested by Factor 4, which are reflected in
cooperative learning. Workbook exercises and individual assignments allow students

to look like they are busy at work,when in fact they may not be. These assignments

may be useful for some purposes as homework assignments. Even then, students

should receive written comments on what they do (Walberg, 1990).

The analysis of teaching patterns associated with higher levels of student
achievement was accomplished indirei-tly. After school differences in student
performance on each of four achievement tests were observed to be significant at
every grade level, Duncan tests were used to specify which school means were
different from other school means. Sorting teachers into the same clusters of schools

which differentiated students according to the achievement data, we conducted

analysis of their teaching patterns as measured by the factor scores of self-reported

teaching practices.

Methodological purists would caution that aggregation effects may account for

any association between differences in student achievement and differences in
teaching patterns, on the argument that higher achieving students and better qualified

teachers would assemble at the same schools, more often those in advantaged
suburbs than those in disadvantaged urban areas. While this may be a valid criticism

of studies which suggest causal links between higner student achievement and higher

teacher qualifications (Weaver, 1986), it is not a valid argument for the present study.

Two-thirds of the teachers reported earning advanced degrees, suggesting that there

is little variability in their achievement levels, and all were teaching students who came

from disadvantaged urban communities. However, if the use of actual teaching
behrwiors does correlate with student achievement, the finding has important
implications for teacher training, staff development and classroom practice.

The inquiry about classroom teaching practices was secondary to the main
thrust of the study; the measures were self-reports, and the design was weak; it did not



make strong connections between student achievement and actual classroom
teaching practices of those students' teachers. Still, strong, clear factors emerged

which distinguished teaching patterns used by more effective versus less effective

teachers, as determined by student achievement.

Given that Factor 1 included Laboratory/Demonstration activities which could

not be used realistically in the schools, differences in the remaining four teaching
patterns were being compared, paralleling significant differences among schools on

three achievement tests, at each of three grade levels, making 36 possible differences.

Since analysis with the fourth measure of student achievement (TOPS) produced no
significant schoolXgrade interaction effect, differences in the four teaching patterns

were not qualified by grade. In all then, there were 40 possible differences (36 + 4)

which might have been found in the analyses of teaching behaviors, and 13 were
found to be significant at approximately the .05 level or beyond. Fully one-third were

statistically significant, whereas only about 5%fewer than threewould have have
been significant by chance alone.

-mew? findings on teacher effectiveness suggest important choices for staff
development, scheduling, and coaching--all of which are school level, rather than
classroom level decisions, with immediate implications for strategies for school
improvement.
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CHAPTER 7

THE STUDENTS AND WHAT THEY VALUE

Increasingly, schools are being urged to undertake moral education and
character development as complements to academic learning (Wynne & Walberg,
1986). Some would argue that education and schooling are intrinsically moral
enterprises; the school's role in the teaching of values and the shaping of character

isn't new--it comes with the territory (Ryan, 1^86). Others, not necessarily in
disagreement, point to the growing reliance on schools as social institutions to do

more of what families and other units in contemporary societies are doing less and

less. Still others, like Bereiter (1973), argue that the teaching of values is an

inappropriate role for schools in a pluralistic society.

Cause for Concern

Coleman (1987) contends that families at all economic levels are becoming
increasingly ill-equipped to provide the social capital that schools are designed to
complement and augment in educating our new generations. Offering historical ard
economic perspectives on changes in the structure of family life, Coleman argues that

there has been a decline in the capability of the household to be the principal welfare

institution in society. What is meant by social capital in the raising of children is the

norms, social networks, and the reiationships betweer adults and children that help

children grow up in positive, functional ways. Social capital exists within till family,

but also outside--in the community, churches, and especially schools, which are
increasingly important for those children without extensive social capital within the
home. Drawing similar conclusions, other noteworthy analysts have pointed to the

school as the conduit for an increasingly wide range of socialization activities and the

delivery of a host of human services (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development,

1989).

Newmann, Director of the National Center on Effective Secondary Schools

(1990) argues that increasing numbers of secondary school students (largely poor,

urban, minority, and those from families in crisis) do not try to succeed in school. They

have lost hope because they see no social or economic benefits of success in school,
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or, burdened by family and interpersonal stress (from physical abuse, substance

abuse, divnrce and many other sources) they have little time or energy for schoolwork.

Newrnann asks how can hope be rekindled in those who have lost it, or generated in

those who have never experienced it. He calls hope the psychological capital on

which human and social capital depends.

The Stereotypes

The extent of this hopelessness and especially its onset, are important to
determine. Fueled by the media, stereotypes abound of black and other minority youth

more interested in gold chains, fancy cars, fine clothes and other trappings that

dealing in drugs can make affordable. That wealth can buy happiness is a myth for all

age groups. That youth from minority family backgrounds have lesser regard for

traditional values and the importance of good education is also widely held. The peer

group is thought to be especially important for youths in early adolescence. Data from

the present study would dispel most of these stereotypes for these middle school
students. There is cause for alarm, but it is not epidemic, even among this sample of

economically disadvantaged, minority students, at least not yet.

The Good News

Data from the questionnaire administered to almost 1600 students enrolled in

four Boston inner city middle schools indicate that these students still subscribe to a

very traditional value system which prizes family, good education and hard work.

More than 96% think that it is important to go to school. They are there primarily 'to

learn" (93%), 'to get a good job in the future (74%), and 'to get into college' (70%).

Fewer than 21% say they go primarily 'to see their friends," -because their parents

make them' (10%), or "for something to do' (4%). (See Appendix B, responses to

items 7 and 9 on the student questionnaire.)

Several items on the questionnaire were designed to inquire about the
students' values. In particular, students were asked to rate the importance of ten items

on a scale of 1 to 5. (See Appendix B, Section #35, Items A through J.) The

percentage diltributions of responses are given in Table 7.1. As noted in an earlier

chapter, fewer than 9% of the students in these schools were white; most were
Hispanic (36%), black (33%), Asian (13%), or some combination. Almost all would be
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Table 7.1

Student Ratings on the Importance of Ten Values

not
irriportent

sort of
important

very
important

Nem 1 2 3 4 5

A. Family .4% .4% 2.7% 4.3% 92.1%

B. Being rich 24.5% 11.4% 35.2% 10.6% 18.2%

C. Friends 3.6% 4.9% 26.8% 22.4% 42.2%

D. Future education 9% 1.6% 5.3% 8.8% 83.4%

E. Having fun 8.4% 9 ri.ir 33.1% 21.2% 27.4%

F. Getting good grades .7% a% 5.1% 14.9% 78.7%

a Feeling safe 1.7% 2.3% 9.1% 18.5% 88.4%

H. Helping others 3.2% 6.2% 27.4% 28.4% 34.7%

I. Having a job now 12.8% 8.9% 24.5% 17.5% 36.3%

J. Future job 1.1% .8% 5.1% 9.7% 83.4%

regarded as economically disadvantaged, but the value system they report ,-- oks very

much like that of conventional "middle America," a finding which surprises white
middle class adults but affirms what the black, Hispanic, and other minority educators

in their midst already know.

More than 92% of the students rated "family" in the highest category. Highest

ratings were also given to "future education" (83%) and "future job" (83%), and to
"getting good grades" (79%). As seen in Table 4.1, the distribution for each of these

values is highly skewed, with the vast majority of responses piling up on the high end

of the scale. "Feeling safe" was also very important to the students, as indicated by the

high percentages (18% and 68%) choosing categories 4 and 5 respectively on that

item.
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The distribution of responses on the importance of 'friends was also weighted

toward the high end of the scale, but the skew was not nearly so pronounced. Only
42% of the students chose the highest scale point for "friends,' a surprisingly low figure

to most who know the supposed importance of the peer group to this age level.
Ratings assigned to 'helping others' resembled the more moderately skewed
distribution for the importance of friends. However, the distribution of ratings flattened

out across the scale for the more hedonistic values of "beim rich,' and 'having fun."
Not only do these middle school students care a great deal about their families, they

view education as the key to improving their own futures. Having fun and being rich

are of much lesser importance.

Dispelling a Myth

Adolescence in American society has long been dscribed as a period of
rebellion against parental norms and rejection of traditional attitudes and values.,/
More than a quarter of a century ago, Bandura (1964) characterized the myth this way:

The adolscent presumedly is engaged in a struggle to
emancipate himself from his parents. H. therefore resists any
dependence upan them for their guidance, approval or company,

and rebels against any restrictions and controls Mat they impose

upon his behavior. To facilitate the process of emancipation, he

transfers his dependency to the peer group whose values are
typically in conflict with those of his parents.

Bandura and Walters (1959) and other social scientists felt the need to
challenge this myth and to note the detrimental consequences resulting from the
persistence of the myth. Beater, Willits and Maida (1964) summarized a large body of

researvh findings which did not support the rebellion image as the characteristic or

most widespread pattern of adolescent behavior. Then as now, adolescents chose

family as far more important than school friends as the important reference point in
their lives. This was true for rural as well as urban youth, and for teenagers from both

lower and upper income families.



Researchers at the Centei for Early Adolescence cite more recent studies of

normal adolescents and their families which also show that the social and emotional

problems generally associated with adolescents and the reje :ton and rebellion
against the values or beliefs of their parents have been grea iy overemphasized

(Dorman & Lipsitz, 1984). While they acknowledge the increas; ig importance of the

peer group as the most notable social lhange for early adolescence, Dorman and

Lipsitz explain that adolescents themselves report looking to the peer group for

association and companionship, and to their families for affection, identification,
values, and help in solving larger problems.

Other Indicators of Values

Item 16 on the questionnaire was designed to inquire about parental regard for

the value of education from the student's perspective. Almost 93% of the students
reported that their parents (or guardians) th'ink that school is 'very important' 6.7%
answered "important and only .5% replied 'not important' or did not respond. To
gauge it* relative importance of parents and other adults in their lives, students were

asked in item 19 to 'Check the three most important adults in your life.' Fully 97%

choose "mother' but the figure dropped to 83.5% for 'father% 'Other relatives' were
chosen among the top three by 56% of the students, "a teacher' by 15%, "a coach" by

3%, and 'other by 15.2%. These results underscore once again the importance of
family to young adolescents, but the cizorepancy in the rates choosing mother versus

father suggest the absence of the father and his lesser influence in female headed
households. The data from the studPnt questionnaire do not enable us to tell whether

fathers or stepfathers are actually present in the home, but it is important to note that

the father, absent or not from the residence, is still reported by the early adolescent tc

be an important adult in his or her life.

Additional items which are related to students' values are also included in the

questionnsire, however, the items are so numerous, they are presented in separate

chapters. Responses to items froin sections 11, 12, and 13, regarding how students

spend their time after school, on weekends, ana during the summer, as well as item

15 on participation in volunteer work are presented in Chapter 8. How students

spend their time outside of school sugges" what interests them but may also be
indicative of what the students value and what factors shape their values.
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The frequency of prosocial and antisocial behaviors i the school may be

reflective of the students' collective values, as manifest in their daily environment.
Responses to items on these behaviors from sections 36, 37, and 38 of the Student

Questionnaire are reported in Chapter 9. Indices on rewards and punishments for

individuals and groups are alsc reported in Chapter 9.

Differences in Values by Gender, Race, Grade, and School

Stu:Jent responses to the ten items in section 35 of the questionnaire were
analyzed using Chi Squares and cross tabulations to determine if the distributions of

responses were dIferent according to the students gender, race/ethnicity, grade, or

school. Results of these analyses are summarized in Table 7.2. It is instiuctive to note

that no significant differences in importance of family were found on any of the
demographic factors. Such a high percentage of the students rated the importance of

family so highly that no differentiation could be noted.

Differences by Gender

Statistically r:ignificant differences in item responses according to gender are

indicated by several of the X2 's reported in the first column of figures in Table 7.2.
The males were far more interested in being rich and having a job now. The females

were somewhat more interested in future education and getting good grades, and
especially more interested in feeling safe and in helping others.

Differences ...., Race

Probability values given for the X. 's reported in the second column of figures in

Table 4.2 indicate that significant differences by race/ethnicity exist in most of the items

on what is important to students. In order to pinpoint where the differences lay,
between which particular racial/ethnic groups, it was necessary to refer to the cells of

the cross tabulations. Being rich was significantly more important to blacks and l"ss

important to Hispanics than the other racial/ethnic groups. "Friends* were more

important to whites than to Asians and blacks.
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Table 7.2

Summery of Chi Square Tests of Differences in Students' Values:
By Gunder, Race/Ethnicity, Grade, and School

Value Gender

(df ' 4)

Race/Eth.

(df 16)

Grade

(df - 8)

School

(df 12)

A. Family 2.51 12.25 6.76 t, R4

B. Being rich 54.23 80.68 8.77 A.

C. Friends 8.15 44.42 5.67 13.-,J.

D. Future education 16.32 38.47 7.39 19.70

I'! Having fun 7.29 29.63 18.77 13.38

F. Getting good grades 11.20 47.86 14.27 39.19****

G Feeling safe 24.93° 32.20 6.54 28.80"

H. Helping others 24.05 30.63' 7.96 13.58

I. Having a job now 18.13 36.54** 14.04 49.70****

J. Future job 3.59 21.95 11.96 10.99

Ip < .05
< .01p < .001
< .0001

"Future education" was very important to the vast majority of the students; as

reported earlier, more than 83% of the sample chose the top rating category to report

the importance of this value. But those reporting it to be of lesser importance were

more often white. A rating of "5" was chosen by 84% of the Asians, 87% of the blacks,

82% of the Hispanics, and 85% of the "Others", but only 72% of the whites. The
diminished importance of education for whites in the sample is also reflected in the

responses on the importance of "getting good grades." Again the clear majority (79%)
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of the sample valued this most highly, but the figure drops to 65% for whites and

increases to 85% for Hispanics. (In concert with responses from several other items,

these findings suggest the emergence of an underclass of white males who attend the

inner city middle schools which the st dy addresses. This issue will addressed more

fully at the end of this chapter.)

"Having fun" was significantly more important to whites and significantly less

important to Asians than to the other groups. The importance of "feeling safe" was
rated somewhat lower by whites, as opposed to blacks, who rated it highest.
Hispanics rated the importance of "helping others" somewhat more highly than all
other groups. Blacks, who also rated being rich more highly than others, were also

more likely to report higher importance tor having a job now.

Differences by Grade

Analysis of student ratings on the importance of the values given in section 35

of the questionnaire produced virtually no differences according to grade. Only one

X2 in the "grade" column of Table 7.2 is statistically significant. The cross tabulation

for that item reflects that eighth graders place slightly more importance than sixth

graders on having fun.

Differences by School

Analysis of four of the ten items on values yielded significant differences by

school. However, closer inspection revealed that all of these differences can probably

be explained by disproportionate representation of certain racial/ethnic groups in the

school and/or imbalance by gender. Students in School 3 were significantly more
likely to place high importance on "being rich," but students in this school were
disproportionately black and male (who were more likely to value being rich
regardless of the school they were in).

"Getting good grades" was rated very important by significantly higher
percentages of r,tudents attending School 1 and 3 (83%) than Schools 2 and 4 (73%).

However, wier, a highly significant difference by race/ethnicity was reported for this

item; 85% cf Hispanic students rated "getting good grades" very important while only
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65% of the whites did so. Hispanics were overrepresented in School 1; whites were

disproportionately overrepresented at Schools 2 and 4.

Students in School 4 reported somewhat higher importance on "feeling safe

than the students in School 2, but females overall rated safety higher than males, and

School 4 was the only school in the sample which enrolled more females than males

(52% versus 48%), while School 2 enrolled a substantially higher percentages of
males (59%). "Having a job now" was judged to be very important by a significantly
higher proportion of students in School 3 than School 4, but again, School 3 had a
disproportionate representation of blacks and males (who are more likely to value a

current job regardless of the school they are in), and again, School 4 had more
females.

Willing Teachers and Receptive Learners

Teachers' responses to their questionnaire and to interviews are reported more

fully in later chapters, but their replies to an awl in the Teacher Questionnaire are
previewed here to suggest where the teachers stand on the teaching of values. The

discrepancy between teacher judgements of how successful their schools were in
teaching moral/ethicei values versus how high a priority their schools should place on

the issue is fifth highest, among 31 such comparisons. Clearly, the teachers were

reporting that the schools need to do better in meeting students' needs in moral
education.

The students made an even more strenuous case for the teachers' taking up

this responsibility. Item 21 of the student questionnaire asked them to check the three

most important responsibilities of the teacher's job in their school. More than 98% say

"to help us leam," but the responsibility rated next, by 77% of the students, was "to

teach us right from wrong." "lt comes with the territory." By comparison, 41% chose -to

be our friend;" the same percentage checked "to make us behave," and only 11%

chose "to take care of us" or "other".

Evidence for Dispelling the Stereotypes

The analysis of the importance of values by race revealed several important
differences which were not always consistent with conventional stereotypes. Asians
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placed heavy emphasis on the importance of family and sducation, as expected. And

so did Hispanics, who also varied from the norm in their kisser importance on being

rich and greater importance on getting good grades. However, Hispanic youth who

are supposedly excessively social according to the stereotype, reported values for

friends and having fun, which were dose to the norm for all groups. More importantly,

the Hispanic students were significantly higher than the norm on the more altruistic

value for helping others. Both the Asians and the Hispanics report values which

appear to reflect striving immigrant groups.

Blacks repoOed values which are similar to those of other racial/ethnic groups,

with two exceptions. Blacks placed significantly greater importance on being rich,

especially as compared to Asians and Hispanics, and significantly greater importance

on having a job now.

The greatest number of significant differences contrasted the whites in the

sample from the other racial/ethnic groups. Whites in the sample placed significantly

greater importance on friends and having fun and significantly lesser importance on

future education, getting good grades, feeling safe, and having a current joball of
which suggest a lack of vision for the future and living for the present.

The Presence of an Underclass

The teaching of moral/ethical values and the nurturing of faith in the benefits of

hard work and of hope in one's future may be of especially critical importance to some

of the students in the sample. Economic deprivation cut across racial and ethic groups

in the sample, but different psychological profiles seemed to emerge for these groups,

some according to stereotape, some not. The whites who attended the schools in our

sample appeared to reflect the characteristics of an underclass, "those who no longer

dream the American dream, who cannot imagine working hard and moving from

where they are to where they would like to be, who do not seek employment, who

have concluded the game is lost" (Chicago Tribune, 1986). It is widely held that

Hispanics and blacks constitute most of the underclass, yet in the schools of our

sample, it would appear to be the whites (albeit whose numbers are small) who were

proportionately more likely to reflect the hopelessness of the underclass.
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Very few whites attended the four schools; they constitute 9.1% of the sample

overall, but more striking than their underrepresentation in the school enrollments, was

that they were overwhelmingly male (64%). It appeared that white families in the

school district who had any financial discretion chose to send their daughters to
parochial schools and not to the public schools in t:e sample; if,with limited financial
discretion, they had to choose between sending a son or sending a daughter of
compulsory school age to one of these public schools, they chose a son. Unofficial

estimates from knowledgeable sources in both the public and parochial schools in the

area confirmed these suspicions.

The enrollment figures for whites rangeed from 6.2% to 7.2% in the
academically less effective schools, to 10.8% and 12.6% in the academically more

effective schools. It is shown in later chapters that the whites in these schools were

not behind their classmates on tests of achievement, but their responses to items of
psychological content were cause for concern. As noted earlier, school was important

to the vast majority of students (96%), but whites were three to four times more likely

than other racial/ethnic groups to be in the small minc-ity who said school was not
important. Asked to check the three most important reasons for coming to school,
94% to 95% of Hispanics, blacks, and Asians replied first "to learn", but only 84% of
white chose this option, instead, skipping over it to chose "see my friends" in
significantly greater percentages than the other groups.

Responses to the question on important adults in their lives also varied by race.

Fully 98% of students in all groups chose "Mother" among the three most important
adults in their lives, except the whites, whose figure dropped to 94%. In choosing
"Father, the second option on the list, Asians reported 94% ansd Hispanics 90%, but

blacks and whites drop to 81% in naming their fathers as important adults in their lives.

While the portrayal of values was positive for the overwhelming majority of students, it

is important to monitor these values and especially to note early warning signals for

troubled, disenchanted, dispirited youth.
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Summary

If economically disadvantaged, largely minority youth who attend urban middle

schools hold value systems like those reported by the vast majority of students in the

present study, there is reason to be optimistic about their futures. Teachers complain:

-Just give me students who want to learn! If responsive, effective education can be

made available to these students, it's not too late, because these students want to be

in school, they want to learn, and they recognize the crucial importance of education to

the quality of their lives in the future.

Very substantial percentages of the students used the highest point on the
rating scale to indicate the importance they placed on family (92%), future education

(83%), future job (83%), and getting good grades (79%). The basic human need of
feeling safe was also deemed very important (68%), but the importance placed on
friends, while still very substantial (42% choosing very important), was not as
pronounced as the importance placed on family and education. The distribution of
responses for the more hedonistic value of being rich flattened considerably; having

fun and having a job now were also of relatively lesser importance.

Tests of significance of differences in these values according to gender as well

as race/ethnicity produced several significant differences. While the gender
differences favoring the more positive outlook of females corresponded with the
stereotypes reported for a sample of this socioeconomic level, the differences by
race/ethnicity hold some surprises and did not conform to conventional stereotypes.
Differences by grade were not significant, and differences by school corresponded to

the racial and gender differences which were proportionate to their enrollments.

Teachers recognized the importance of teaching values and serving as role

models to their students. While these responsibilities were not among the highest
priorities for the teachers, they reported that their schools (and by implication
themselves) were remiss in addressing this area of student needs satisfactorily. The

discrepancy noted between success versus priority assigned to this area ranked fifth

among 31 areas rated by the teachers; teachers appeared to recognize the need to

do mom in schools about moral education of their early adolescent students.
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The evidence indicates that the students held very positive traditional value
systems; they wanted teachers to leach us right from wrong"; and teachers concurred

with this need. The emergence of a very small minority in these schools whose values

suggested they have no dream for the future but only the benefits of the.present was

disturbing. These youths who might be part of what has been termed an underclass,

tended to be male, not female, and disproportionately white; to a lesser extent,
disproportionate to the enrollments, they are black, but not Asian, and not Hispanic.



CHAPTER 8

HOW STUDENTS SPEND THEIR TIME OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL

The thrust of this research for effective middle schools has been to help schools

assess their impad on students in a variety of areas, not just basic skills. The research

seeks to provide schools with tools yielding valid indicators of effectiveriess which can

be used to provide bench marks, guide choices, and monitor change. A point of

departure for the research has been that schools do make a difference, however, what

students do outside of school is also of intevest, because that knowledge may help to

guide choices for se,00l reforrr -,nd restructuring.

Time Is Critical

An influential book on school reform from Great Britain was entitled 'Fifteen

Thousand Hours: Secondary Schools and Their Effects on Children,' (Rutter,

Maughan, Mortimore, & Ouston, 1979). The authors introduced their study by noting

that: "'For almost a dozen years during a formative period of their development
children spend almost as much of their waking life at school as at home. In Great

Britain this works out to some 15,000, from the age of five until leaving school, during

which time schools and teachers can have considerable impact on Ile development of

children and youth in their care.

For the schools in the present study, the time for potential influence is
significantly less. Students are in school only six hours a day (three in the
kindergarten year), for 180 days per year, over 13 years, or 13,500 hours--if they don't

become truant or drop out.

But Not More of the Same

The National Governor's Association, The Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development (1989), the National Center for Research on Elementary and Middle

Schools, and several national associations of professional educators, among others

have called for the restructuring of schools to make them more effective. These groups

recognize that superficial refinements and small increments, which are simply more of
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the same ineffective practices, won't work. Effective reform of urban education will

require fundamental restructuring of schools. But how students spend their time is a

factor. Actual time spent learning is critical, and proposals to extend the school day,

le school week, and even the school year may be effective for shaping students'

btsnavior in a variety of positive ways.

In the previous chapter, we noted that schools are being asked to serve as the

conduit for a host of human services which the home can no longer provide. This is

especially so for the homes of economically disadvantaged minority youth, but also for

most children in our society today. Some of the decreased capability is simply a

function of the limited time adults and children in families now spend with each other.

For the majority of husband-wife families with children under 18, both parents are in

the labor force. According to data from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, 55.1% of two-parent families had both parents working in 1987; 69.1% of

women heading single parent households worked, and 92.1% of men in single-male-

headed households worked. The corresponding figures for 1975 36.2%, 59.9%, and

86.1%. Knowledgeable personnel in the schools of our sample report that their
middle school students go home to empty households or they assume responsibility

for the care of younger children in their parents absence.

Gauging Students' Time Out of School

Three sets of items were included on the student questionnaire to gauge how

students spend their time after school, on weekends, and during the summer.
Students were asked to report tho number of hours they spend on various activities

after school and on weekends. They were told: ''If no hours, write O. Respcnses

giving fractional parts of an hour were rounded up to the next full hour. For summer

activities, students were asked: "How did you spend most of your lime last

summer? Check three (3) ways."

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 give the percentages of students reporting how many hours

they spend on each activity. These simple descriptive statistics provide a dramatic

picture of the lives of urban middle school students outside of school. Their

responses suggest what interests them and what they value, but also what
opportunities may or may not be available, as well as what responsibilities they might

have to their families.
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TABLE 8.1

How Students Spend Most of Their Tune After School

Activity

0 1

Hours

2 3 4+

Work outside the home 82.1% 05.2% 03.6% 03.2% 05.9°/o
Do chores 28.6% 48.4% 14.8% 04.3% 04.0%
Do homework 6.7% 50.4% 26.3% 09.6% 07.1%
Afters:hoc! program 77.2% 13.2% 04.7% 02.5% 02.5%
Watch TVMdeos 10.1% 19.5% 21.9% 18.0% 30.4%
Play video games 43.8% 28.7% 12.2% 06.3% 08.9%
Go out with my friends 30.5% 17.5% 15.0% 12.6% 24.6°/o
Read 33.5% 44.2% 13.6% 03.4% 05.4%
Play sports 40.0% 21.6% 15.2% 11.5% 11.7%
Take lessons 86.5% 05.4% 03.2% 02.1% 02.7%
Play music 54.5% 20.2% 09.8% 06.6% 08.7%
Hang out 45.5% 14.9% 11.4% 07.6% 20.8%
Other 79.1% 06.8% 04.3% 03.2% 06.9%

TABLE 8.2

How Students Spend Most of Their Time on Weekends

Activity

0 1

Hours

2 3 4+

Work outside of the home 82.2% 04.6% 03.8% 02.7% 06.5%
Do chores at home 33.7% 33.7% 19.5% 06.5% 06.6%
Do homework 47.8% 32.1% 11.3% 04.8% 03.9%
Watch TVMdeos 12.2% 14.6% 17.8% 15.4% 40.2%
Play video games 41.5% 21.6% 14.9% 08.7% 13.3%
Hang out 36.5% 10.7% 10.3% 11.0% 31.8%
Go to the mall/shopping 22.8% 11.2% 17.2% 17.7% 31.2%
Go to the movies 32.2% 05.0% 26.7% 17.7% 18.4%
Go churcktemple,mosque 53.5% 17.5% 11.0% 07.0% 11.0%
Play sports 41.0% 17.6% 15.4% 12.1% 13.9%
Take lessons 88.9% 03.8% 03.5% 01.3% 02.4%
Play music 55.9% 15.2% 11.2% 05.2% 12.5%
Other 78.5% 03.6% 03.3% 03.3% 11.2%
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Factor analysis using all 26 time variables from the lists of after school and
weekend activities yielded 10 significant factors with eigenvalues greater than one.
Together the factors amounted for 69.4% of the variance. However, several of the

factors were two-item factors, i.e., they had two items with very high loadings ranging

in the .70's to high .80's, and loadings on all other items approaching .00. Inspection

of the item content revealed that where pairs of items existed in the after school and

weekend lists of activities, the pairs loaded together on the same item. If students

spent time playing music after school, they tended to do so on weekends too. The

same could be said for playing sports, working, watching TV, and 'other" activities;
whatever they did after school during the week, they did on weekends.

Two four-item factors also resulted. Students who played video games were

the ones who reported hanging out, both after school and on weekends. This

combination of four very high loadings came out dearly on the first factor. The second

factor also included four high loadings, for doing chores, and doing homework, both

after school and on the weekend, suggesting that the structure and responsibility
reflected by students' doing chores -fas also operative for homework.

Since the factor analysis of 26 items yielded 10 underlying constructs, while

joining of like items reduced the data to almost as small a number of variables, it was

decided to use the simpler data directly, and forego the calculation of factor scores and

the labeling of multiple item factors. Instead, a composite week of time spent on a

given activity was calculated for those items which were included both in the list of
after school activities and the list of weekend activities. Thus, the student's response

for hours spent after school on a given activity was multiplied times four (for school

nights) and the product added to the time he or she reported spending on that activity

on the weekend. If a weekday activity had no weekend counterpart, or vice versa, no

transformation was applied and the original responses were used in subsequent

analyses of those items. The subsequent analyses were four-way analyses of

varianceby school, grade, sex, and raceto determine if there were any significant
differences in the ways students spend tt eir time if they are grouped according tho

these factors. A summary of the statistically significant findings from these four-way
ANOVA's is presented in Table 8.3. Complete ANOVA tables are available from the

Project Director.



TABLE 8.3

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Four-Way Analyses of Variance of How Students
Spend Their time Outside School, and Results of Duncan Tests of the SignWicance of

Mean Differences on Significant Main Effects: School, Grade, Sex and Race

ANOVA Effects: School Grade Sex Racea Interactions
Degrees of Freedom 3 2 1 4

Afterschool Program NS NS NS NS SchXRace

Read NS NS 5.12* NS N S
M<F

Go out with friends NS NS NS 7.93**** N S
A<HW<OB

Work outside the home NS NS 7.70** 3.34** N S
F<M OAB<W

Do chores at home NS NS 16. 42**** NS NS
M<F

Do homework NS 3.14* NS 2.93* N S
6<7<8 OWHB<A

Watch television NS NS NS 2.85'
WHA<B0 N S

Play video games NS NS 29.81**** NS N S
F<M

Play sports NS 5.11** 71.39**** 4.07** GrXRace
8,7<6 F<M A<HOW<B SexXRace

Take Lessons NS NS NS NS N S

Play Music NS NS 7.89** 5.69"' N S
M<F AW<OHB

Go to the mall/shopping NS NS 27.38**** 7.57**** NS
M<F AHW<B

Church,temple,mosque MS NS 4.62 3.2r * GrXRace
M<F A<HWBO

aRace/ethnicity is coded -Asian, Bblack, H-Hirielsnic, W-white, a Id 0-other.
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TABLE 8.4

Percentages Reporting Whether They Have a Job, Chi Square Tests of Significance
And Summary of Four-Way ANOVA of Hours Spent Working,

By School, Grade, Sex, and Race

Basis for Grouping Having a Job Chi Sauare
Yes No Yes/No

Overall 21.7% 78.3%

By School NS

School 1 20.4% 79.6%
School 2 21.1% 78.9%
School 3 25.6% 74.4%
School 4 22.4% 77.6%

By Grade 9.4C**

Sixth graders 24.6% 75.4%
Seventh graders 17.0% 83.0%
Eighth graders 22.8% 77.2%

By Sex 24.86""

Males 26.6% 73.4%
Females 15.9% 84.1%

By Race/Ethnicity 32.39****

Asians 14.4% 85.6%
Blacks 26.4% 73.6%
Whites 33.6% 66.4%
Hispanics 16.8% 83.2%
Others 25.6% 74.4%

ap < .05
**p < .01

****p < .0001
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lime Spent on Out of School Activities

In the sections which follow, the simple descriptive statistics on percentages of

students who participated in each activity are noted for each activity. Results are elso

given from the analysis of variance tests to show what significant differences exist

among groups, by school, grade, sex, and race.

Working Outside the Home

Fully 82% of the students reported in items 11 and 12 that they spent no time

working outside the home. Analysis of variance of the hours spent working by
stidents in a composite week (4 times the hours reported for after school, plus the
hours spent on a weekend) showed that there are significant differences by sex and by

race. Maies report on average working outside the home nearly twice as many hours

as the females (3.51 for males versus 1.81 for females, F = 7.70, p < .006). Duncan

multiple range test showed that the signif^ant effect for race (F = 3.34, p < .01) was

obtained because of those who worked, whites averaging 4.24 and Hispanics
averaging 3.52 hours per week worked significantly longr. than Asians (1.17 hours)

and in turn those in the "other" category who averaged just .58 hours per week.

These results are consistent with those obtained from an P'am on similar content

on the questionnaire. Item 14a asked: "Do you have a job outside the home?" Of

those responding 78.3% said "No." Those who said "yes" had a mean of 8.3 hours for

item 14b: "If yes, how many hours per week do you work?' Chi squares were used to

analyze differences by grade, sex, race, and school in the dichotomous variable,
having a job or not. These results are given in Table 8.4. The results are consistent

with the outcomes of the ANOVA test reported previously on hours spent working
outsiie the home. No school differences were significant in the chi square analysis,
but males were significantly more likety than females to be working outside the home

(26.6% versus 15.9%). The factor of race/ethnicity was also highly significant; white

students were hr more likely to have a job than nonwhites; Asians and Hispanics
were least likely to report having a job.

The chi square for grade differences in having a job was significant at p < .01.

Surprisingly, sixth graders were ma e likely to report having a job (24.6%) than eighth
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graders (22.8%) and in turn seventh graders (17.0%), but, as determined by analysis

of variance, those sixth and seventh graders who did have a job worked a significantly

lower number of hours than eighth graders who worked. The four-way analysis of

variance was used to study differences in students' reports on the number of hours

they work, not only by grade, but also by school, sex, and race. These results are also

summarized in Table 8.4. All main effects were significant, with no interaction effects.

Males worked outside the home a significantly higher number of hours per week than

females. Students at School 4 worked significantly more than students at Schools 3

and 1, but this may simply reflect the higher representation of certain minorities in

those schoolsblacks and Hispanics respectively. Whites worked significantly more

than black and Hispanic students.

Doing Chores

Almost half of the students (48.4%) report spending an hour on chores after

school, and 23% report two or more hours a day doing chores after school. The

average overall for a composite week is 6.4 hours, but there is a highly significant sex

difference on this variable (F .E 16.42, df = 1, p<.0001). Females reported spending
almost twice the time doing limes as males, 8.2 hours versus 4.7 hours. The sex
difference in the previous activity should be noted again; males reported twice the

number of hours working outside the home (no doubt for pay) as females, 3.5 versus

1.8 hours. But on net, the females are working more, probably for low or no pay,
reflecting a sex difference which gets established very early in life.

Doing Homework

Happily, a very small percentage of students (6.7%) reported doing no
homework on a typical day after school; half (50.4%) reported spending an hour, and

more than a quarter (26.3%) of the students said they spent two hours on homework

after school. However, the picture on weekends was not so positive. Almost half

(47.8%) reported doing no homework on weekends, and barely a third (32.1%)

reported spending one hour; 11.3% reported spending two hours of the weekend on

homPwork. The overall average for a composite week was 8.2 hours.

The four-way analysis of variance on this variable produced two significant
main effects and no significant interaction effects. As seen in Table 8.3, the F ratio for



grade was significant at p < .05; not surprisingly, students reported longer hours of

homework each week as they advanced in grade level. The F ratio for differonces

according to race/ethnicity was also significant, at p < .02. Again not surprisingly,
Asians reported spending substantially longer hours doing homework that students in

all other racial/ethnic groups. This difference of approximately 6 hours per week

correlates with the higher achievement levels which Asians demonstrate on measures

to be reported in later chapters.

Goina to Afterschool Programs

The great majority of students (T'.2%) have no involvement in after school
programs. As seen in Table 8.1, 13.2% report spending up to an hour each day in

after school programs and less than 10% spend two hours or more. The mean time

spent in after school programs for the total sample is only 27 minutes. Asked why this

was so, school officials confirmed that budget cutback forced discontinuation of most

after school programs, and many students are not able to take advantage of the few

that remain. Transportation schedules pre-ent many students from staying after
school; and parents, particularly 'Asian parents and 'parents of daughters' want their

children to "go straight home.'

Analysis of variance of the number of hours spent in after school programs each

day produced no significant main effects, but one curious interaction effect was found.

The F ratio of 2.32 for race by school differences was significant at p < .01, because 37

Hispanic students at School 4 reported an average of 2.76 hours on some after school

program(s), when the cell averages ranged from .10 to 1.00 hours.

waighbg TV or Videos

Regrettably but not surprisingly, the urban middle school students in our sample

reported spending more time watching television, both after school and on weekends,

than engaging in any other activity. After school, 90% reprrted watching one or more

hours of television, almost '0% two or more, almost 50% three or more, and 30% four

or more. On weekends, some of the weekday TV watchers find other things to do, so

one- two- and three- hour viewing categories decline by approximately 5%, 4%, and

3% respectively, but those in the four plus hours of viewing category increases by 10%

from weekdays to weekends.
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The analysis of variance of hours spent watching television in a composite
week produced only one significant effect, for race, at p < .03. Blacks were

significantly more likely than Asians, whites, and Hispanics to watch television by a

difference of two or more hours per week. These findings are consistent with those
published in Youth Indicators 1988: Trends in the Well-Being of American Youth by

the U.S. Department of Education Office of Educational Research and Improvement,

which also funded the present study. Black students in grade 8 were more likely than

Hispanics or whites to watch TV more than 2 hours per day (NAEP, 1986). Asians

were not identified as a separate racial/ethnic group in the NAEP report.

Playing Video Games

More than 40% of the sample reported not playing video games, after school or

on the weekend, but of the almost 60% who do, 29% report spending one hour after

school, 22% on weekends, with the difference going to the higher rates of use on

weekends. Students in the socioeconomic brackets of the sample may not have

Nintendos or computers with software games at home and instead have to go to
arcades which they are more likely to visit on weekends.

Hours spent in a composite week playing videogames averaged 6.65 hours for

the entire sample, but analysis of \variance yielded a highly significant sex difference.

Males were much more likely to spend time on videogames than females, 8.89 versus

4.23 hours, F = 29.81, p < .0001. A curious race by grade interaction effect was also
observed; time spent playing video games declines over grade levels for all
racial/ethnic groups except Asians, for whom a startling increase occurs from seventh

to eighth graders, from 2.90 to 15.06 hours per week.

Going Out with Friends

This item was included only in the list of after school activities; inadvertently it

was omitted from the list of weekend activities on the student questionnaire. Factor

analysis of both sets of items, weekday and weekend activities, placed it in the same

cluster of items as taking lessons both after school and on weekends, and with

reading. Analysis of variance for this item produced only one significant effect, for

race/ethnicity, on which Asians scored significantly lower than all other categories.



Beading

Liko the previous activity, reading was also included only in the after school list.

(The marvels of word processing caused us to repeat our mistake.) One-third of the
students in the sample reported doing no reading after school, but 44% read for an

hour, and 22.4% read for two hours or more each day after school. The ANOVA of

time spent after school in reading produced only one significant interaction effect, for

sex. Females were more likely than males to read after school, with average times

reported of 1.38 hours for femaies and 1.00 hour for males.

Playing Sports

Playing sports for an hour or more both .er school and on weekends was

reported by 60% of the students. The average time spent in a composite week was

seven hours for the total population, but the analysis of variance produced several

significant main effects and interaction effects as well. Sixth graders reported playing

sports more frequently than seventh or eighth graders (8.61 hours versus 6.54 and
5.32 hours). Males were more than twice as likely than females to spend time playing

sports 9.80 versus 4.08 hours (F = 71.39, p < .0001). Asians were significantly less

likely to be playing sports as other groups, especially blacks and whites.

Two significant interaction effects were also observed in the analysis of
variance for time spent playing sports. First, a race by grade effect showed declines in

time spent on sports over grade level for all racial/ethnic groups except Asians where

a marked increase occurs between grades seven and eight. (The same pattern was

observed for video games). In addition, significantly different ratios of male to female

participation in sports were found for various racial/ethnic groups; the ratio of hours
spent for male versus females was 2: I for Asians, 2.4:1 for blacks, 3:1 for whites as

well as Hispanics, but 1:2 for the "other" category.

Taking Lessons

The vast majority of students in the sample did not take lessons of any kind.

ANOVA of group differences produced no significant main effects and no significant

interaction effects.
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Plavina Music

This item could have been interpreted by the students to mean listening to a

Walkman or other radio/stereo system (as intended by the designers of the
questionnaire) or "playing a musical instrument,' or both. Several pilot tests did not
reveal any confusion on the part of the students, and so the item survived to the final

form. A surprisingly high percentages reported not playing music either after school

(54.5%) or on weekends (55.9%). Among those who did, several group differences
emerged from the analysis of variance of the measure for the composite week.
Females reported significantly more time playing music than males, 7.99 hours versus

4.76 (F = 7.89, p < .005). Blacks, Hispanics, and 'others' were far more likely than

whites or Asians to spend time playing music. The mean hours were 8.42 , 7.33, and

7.22 for the first three groups respectively, and 2.63 and 1.79 hours for the list two

groups.

Hanging Out

Hanging out was the final category which appeared on the lists of both after

school and weekend activities. More than half of the students (54.5%) reported

spending time hanging out after school; while the hours declined for most of the
students, the percentage shot up to 20.8% for students who spend who spend four or

more hmes per day hanging out, as opposed to some more purposeful activity. Time

spent hanging out increased on the weekend, and the percentage who spend four or

more hours doing it rose an additional 11 points to 31.8%.

The four-way analysis of variance for this item produced significant main effects

for school, sex, and race, as well as one significant interaction effect for school by race.

Students from the two schools to which many are bused (Schools 2 and 4) reported

significantly less time hanging out than students in the largest school which had a
moderate amount of bussing (School 1) and especially the neighborhood school to

whith most students walk (School 3). Males reported significantly more time each

week hanging out than females (11.39 hours versus 9.55; p < .05). The overall
difference by race was highly significant, with blacks spending more than twice as

much time hanging out as Asians and Hispanics, and approximately 50% more than

whites.
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The significant interaction effect for school and race reflected the finding that

among students at the neighborhood school, blacks and especially Hispanics spent a

great deal more time hanging out and whites and Asians considerably less +ime
hanging out than the means for their radal/ethnic groups overall. The reports of blacks

at one of the 'busing schools,' School 2, reported time spent hanging out which was

approximately twice the school average.

Going to the Mall/Sh000ing

This and the remaining items appeared only in the list of activities for the
weekend. Almost 78% of the students reported spending at least some time going to

the mall/going shopping on the weekend. For 31.2% it is a major event cdf the

weekend on which they spend four hours or more.

Analysis of variance for this item produced a significant sex difference in the
predictable direction. Not surprisingly, females reported spending more time going to

the mall/shopping than males, 3.30 hours versus 2.26, a difference which begins at an

early age and probably continues throughout the lifespan. One interaction effect (race

by school) for time spent going to the mall/shopping was significant at the .05 level.

Asians in School 2 and the very small number of whites in school 3 were significantly

less likely to go to the mall/shopping. Several reasons are plausible, including lesser

interest/value for the activity, and, quite possibly, lesser access to transportation to get

to a mall. Mcney to buy things may have littie to do with whether young teens frequent

the 'mils. They go there to socialize and be with their friends, not always with the
blessing of shop proprietors and other age groups(Jacobs, 1990).

Going to th_e_Movies

Students who go to the mall are the ones likely to be going to a movie too. Only

5% report one hour's time devoted to the movies on weekend; but few films are as

short as this. More than a quarter of the students reported spending two hours at the

movies on weekends, while 36% claim to spend three hours or more. The analysis of

variance yielded no significant main effects for this variable, but one significant
interaction effect was observed, for race by school. Proximity to movies theaters and
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access to public transportation in combination with different raciaVcultural patterns on

this activity may account for the differences.

Going to Church. Temple. or Mosque

More than half of the sample of middle school children (53.5%) reportedly

spend no time in formal religious observance on the weekend. Analysis of variance
for this variable yielded significant main effects for sex and race and significant

interaction effects for school by race and for grade by race. Females were significantly

more likely than males to participate in some formal religious observance on the

weekend. Asians were significantly less likely than all other groups to go to church,

temple or mosque on the weekend. Accounting for the significant race by school

interaction effect, those in the "other" categcry at School 1 spent two to three times

more time in services than their counterparts at other schools, and whites at School 4

spent two to four times the number of hours in religious observances as their

counterparts in the other schools. In addition, the "others" in grade six and the whites

in grade 7 reported significantly more time attending services, a curious result which

knowledgeable observers in thd schools cannot explain.

Correlations with Achievement Measures

Individual and composite time measures were correlated with achievement

measures to investigate whether the way in which students spend their time might

influence how well they perform academically. The achievement measures includes

four test scores-- the specially developed Test of Problem Solving (TOPS), the Boston

Public School's Criterion Referenced Test in Mathematics, and the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests of Reading and Mathematics--and five final grades, in reading

English, mathematics, science, and social studies.

The correlations ranged in magnitude from .00 to .26, and the vast majority were

negative, suggesting that the reported after school and weekend activities detracted

somewhat from test scores but more from school grades. Most figures were

statistically significant, a function of the large sample sizes. TV viewing correlated

close to zero with most achievement measures. Doing homework had low positive

correlations with some grades but nonsignificant correlations with test scores. Playing

sports correlated negatively with grades (-.11 in science to -.20 in English), but had no
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correlation with any of the four test scores. Playing music correlated negatively (-.16 to

-.25.i with test scores, math and science grades, but not with the other grades.

Spending time seeing friends, hanging out, and going to the movies correlated
negatively with all achievement measures (correlations ranging from -.12 to -.25)

except with the Metropolitan Reading Test and final grades in English, where the

correlations were not significant. Correlations between achievement measures and

religious observance on weekends were not significant, except with the Metropolitan

Achievement Tests which correlated -.12 in mathematics and .-14 in reading. (Asians

who tend to be the highest achieving are less inclined than other racial/ethnic groups

in the sample to participate in religious services on weekends.)

The time measures were used in multiple regression equations to predict each

of the four achievement tests and the five final grades. Across the nine computer
analyses, the program used between one and six time measures as statistically
significant predictors, but in no case was the R square as high as .10. Collectively, the

time variables contribute no more than 10% to explained variance in the achievement

measures.

Summer Vacations

A different response format was used to elicit students' reports on how they
spend most of their time last summer. From a list of eleven options, including mother,"

they were asked to check the three ways they spent most of their time. Their

responses in Table 8.5 are given as percentages who checked each item as one of

their top three responses.

Among first checks, almost one third indicated 'help around the house,"
skipping over the item in first position, "work outside the home" because most of the

students in the sample are too young to work legally. Very few reported going to
summer school, only 10.5% overall. One quarter went to camp. Playing sports drew

the largest number of second checks, and across the three, totaled 43.4% of the
students, the second highest use of summer time overall.

"Traver received the highest percentages of che-As across all three columns,

46% overall. While travel seems an unlikely option for the most frequent use of
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TABLE 8.5

How Students Spend Their Time During the Summer

Activity Percentage Choosing Among Three

Fire Second Third

Composite

Percentage

Rank

Work outside the home 15.9% 15.9% 7

Help around the house 31.9% 5.2% 37.1% 3.5

Go to summer school 5.7% 4.2% .6% 10.5% 10

Go to camp 15.5% 8.5% 1.4% 25.4% 5

Play sports 14.5% 23.9% 5.0% 43.2% 2

Travel 9 9% 22.0% 14.1% 46.0% 1

Stay home 1. 710 6.9% 4.4% 14.0% 8

Watch TVNideos 1.2% 10.9% 12.1% 24.2% 6

Play video games .3% 3.7% 8.3% 12.3% 9

Hangout .9% 4.7% 32.3% 37.9% 3.5

Other .1% .2% 7.5% 7.8% 11

summer time among an economically disadvantaged population, it may be that

parents of these inner city students give high priority to getting their children out of the

city during the summer, either by leaving with them or more likely, sending them tovisit

relatives. Item placement, i.e., the order in the list, and social desirability may be

influencing students' choices on this question as much as item content (actual summer

activity).

Watching TV, staying home, and playing videogames were not frequently
reported activities, perhaps due to late placement on the list, or perhaps because
students were tired of these activities which take up much of their time during the

school year. 'Hanging our was chosen as frequently as 'helping around the house.'
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Doing Volunteer Work

A separate item on the questionnaire inquired whether the students did any
volunteer work, and if so, what, and how often. Item 15a inquired: "In the last year,

have you done any volunteer work (helping a good cause for no pay)?" Overall, 26.5

% of the students responded yes. Of those who did, 51.5% reported that they did so

weekly, 11.9% monthly, and 36.6% a specific number of times. Typical of the services

they volunteered were "helping elderly people at hospital", "helping elderly with
grocery shopping", "babysitting underprivileged kids", "walk for hunger, "help clean

park", "help at church", and "clean up my mother's house".

Chi square analyses were conducted for differences according to grade, sex,
race, and school both on the dichotomous variable of whether students did volunteer

work or not and on the frequency rated weekly, monthly, or otherwise. Results are

reported in Table 8.6. A significant grade difference was found, with sixth grade
students more likely to report doing any volunteer work than students in seventh graot:

or, in turn, eighth grade. Whites, "othars", and blacks were significantly more likely to

report doing volunteer work than Hispanics and especially Asians who reported the

least. No significant differences were found for sex or school factors. For those who
did report doing volunteer work, no significant differences were observed in the
frequency according to grade, race, sex, or school.

Summary and Discussion

The four urban middle schools in our sample are in session for students exactly

six hours each day. One with a delayed opening begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 2:30;

the three others begin at 7:40 a.m. and send students home at 1:40 p.m. According to

school personnel, many of these students go home to empty houses, where they
watch TV and care for younger siblings who attend the elementary grades. Our data

confirm the extent of television watching. Fully 90% watch for at least an hour, 70%

watch TV for two hours or more, 30% for four hours or more after school. These

viewing rates exceed what was reported nationally for high school seniors in the class

of 1985 (U.S. DOE-OERI, 1988. p. 109). Approximately 75% of high school males and

69% of the females in that graduating class reported watching TV after school. It was

their most common daily activity.
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TABLE 8.6

Percentages Reporting Whether They Do Volunteer Work and
Chi Square Tests of Significance of Differences by

School, Grade, Sex, and Race

Basis for Grouping Yes No Chi Square Valuek
Yes/No Frequencya

Overall 26.5% 73.5%

By School NS N S

School 1 24.4% 75.6%
School 2 26.2% 73.8%
School 3 24.1% 75.9%
School 4 32.2% 67.8%

By Grade 27.48"" N S

Sixth graders 33.7% 66.3%
Seventh graders 24.2% 75.8%
Eighth graders 19.5% 80.5%

By Sex NS NS

Males 25.4% 74.6%
Females 27.6% 72.4%

By Race/Ethnicity 37. 07**** N S

Asians 12.4% 87.6%
Blacks 30.8% 69.2%
Whites 36.4% 63.6%
Hispanics 23.5% 76.5%
Others 35.9% 64.1%

***I) < .0001

aOt those students who reported they had done volunteer work in the past year,
Li.5% said they did it weekly, 11.9% monthly, and 36.6% a specific number of times.
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The figures in Table 8.1 suggest that those who don't go home and watch
television go out with friends after school, or simply 'hang out. Almost 70% of the

sample reported going out with friends for an hour or more and a quarter (24.6%)

spent 4 or more hours this way. 'Hanging our occupied more than half (54.5%) the

students for an hour or more each day, and for 20.8% it consumed four or more hours

a day.

Fully one-third spent no time reading after school, but 44.2% claimed to read for

one hour, few more than that. Half of the students reported spending an hour on

homework after school, another 26.3% spend two hours; 16.7% spend three hours or

more, but only 6.7% claimed to do none. The low percentages of time spent reading

probably reflects choice but also may reflect lack of opportunity, i.e., the scarcity of
reading material in the home. Three of the four schools reported that teachers are

reluctant to send students home with text books. There are not enough to go around,

and the teachers fear the short supply will dwindle further. Instead, they prepare

students vit.h worksheets or assignments in their notebooks.

It is clear from the data that the students have very few choices available to
them. More than three-quarters do not go to after school programs, mostly because

they are not available. Even fewer take lessons, for example in dancing, music, or

language, because lessons are beyond the means of most of these families. Most of

the children leave school by 1:40 p.m., and they have lithe else to do but watch
television, see friends, and hang out, for four or more hours, until their parents get

home.

Weekends present a similar picture of unstructured social activity with even
more television viewing and considerably less homework. There are no Saturday
programs at their schools for these students. Even playing sports occupies very little

time for most of the students; 40% report no time during the week on sports and 41%

spend no time playing sports on the weekend. Slightly more than a quarter play sports

on the weekend for three hours or more; considerably more students prefer to just
hang out. Opportunities to play sports may be very limited; playing fields other than

hardtop playgrounds iri disrepair are not in evidence in the areas which these school

serve.
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Playing sports preempts television, video games, and hanging out in terms of

popularity as a summer activity. It nsay be that pools, rinks, and playing fields
supervised by the Metropolitan District Commission in the areas where these students

live are available during the summer, but not during the school year. The data overall

indicate that the student's choice on how to spend free time is very limited.

.

Volunteer work is something that 26.5% of the total sample has tried. But the

involvement drops off significantly as students advance to higher grade levels. Many

educatcm and other concerned citizens point out that volunteer work is important as a

socially desirable and influential activity in its own sake, quite apart from its possible

influence on student achievement. If this is so, more opportunities ought to be made

available to students to engage in such work. The picture which emerges from the

data overall is that students have few choices and little structure to guide productive

use of their time.

Extending the school day, week, or year to include more of the same things
which presently go on in schools with disappointing results is not the answer. But
purposeful, structured activKies with appropriate resources and adult supervision

ought to be made available to these students.

Recornmepded Item Revisions

Schools and school systems wishing to survey their students on how they
spend their time should consider using different response formats for some of the

items. After school activities which are likely to occur daily may be retained in the

same format as that shown in item 11doing chores, homework, watching TV, going

out with friends, reading, playing sports, and hanging out. Babysitting should be

added to the list, perhaps as two itemsbabysitting for younger brothers and sisters,
and babysiteing for another family. Certain after school activities may not occur daily,

lika working, going to an after school program, and taking lessons. These items
should be separated from the others and their response format changed to "how many

times each week,"for how long.- Despite multiple pilot tests of the instrument, these

points of confusion did not surface until the final administration of the questionnaire.
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CHAPTER 3

PROSOCIAL AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS IN THE SCHOOLS

The school is a social environment in which the behavior of its members
conditions, as as reflects, what is valued and whe.t is permissible in that
environment. Rutter and his colleagues point out that norms and values can be
established in a variety of ways. The chief mechanisms in schools are likely to be: (i)

teachers' expectations about the children's work and behavior, (ii) the models
provided by the teachers' own conduct in school, and by the behavior of other pupils,

and (iii) the feedback that the children receive on what is acceptable performance at
the school (Rutter et at, 1979). The present study examined all of these mechanisms,

from the students' point of view and the teachers' point of view as indicated on
questionnaires, but also through repeated informal observations made by university

participants in the study during the course of site visits. In this chapter, the focus wiil

be on models of student behavior, as reported by both students and teachers.

Direct or Indirect Teaching of Values

"Early adolescence offers a superb opportunity to learn values, skills, and a

sense of social responsibility important for citizensnip in the United States," as the

Carnegie Task Force on Early Adolescence (1989) underscores in its recent report.

Educators agree that their mission includes teaching values for citizenship. Jfficial

statements from school systems about their philosophy or mission often name
important values which they seek to oevelop: regard for human worth and dignity,
respect for the rights and property of others, tolerance and appreciation of human

diversity, honesty, cooperation, social justice.

More and more educators seek to influence these values directly. Several

ncted educators have developed materials and approaches to accomplish this. Ryan

and Ellenwood (1988) have developed one curriculum whicli incorporates classic and

contemporary works of literature to help students address important issues and
confront conflicts whi:th require value judgements; they have also contributed in the

development of a second curriculum about relationships called "Loving Well" (1989).

Slavin has been long been a leader in the field of cooperative learning (1980, 1988).

Wynne and Walberg (1985) offer guidance on school policies that encou, age
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character development and scholarship. Recommending extracurricular 'Carnegie
tinits," the Carnegie Task Force advocates ,outh servicesupervised activity helping

others in the community or in school--as a requirement in the core instructional
programs of all middle schools (1989).

Whether or not schools choose to influence values directly, there is ample
evidence that the teaching of values comes with the territory. In her comprehensive

review of research on school climate, Anderson (1982) cites numerous studies
attesting to the effect of school climate on many student outcomes, including cognitive

and affective behavior (Barker, 1963; Brookover et aL, 1978; Duke & Perry, 1978;

Weber, 1971), but also values (Taba, 1955; Vyskocil & Goens, 1979), and personal
growth and satisfaction (Bailey, 1979; Coyne, 1975; Cox, 1978; Vyskocil & Goens,

1979).

Student Behaviors as an Index of School Climate

Taguri's (1968) conceptualization of organizational climate is useful for locating

students' prosocial and antisocial behaviors as an index of school climate. Climate is

a summary concept which includes the ecology (physical and material aspects), milieu

(presence of ps....ons and groups), social system (patterned relationship; among
persons and groups), and culture (belief systems, values, norms, and meaning

reflected in behavior). These student behaviors are both independent varivbles
shaping the social system of the school and dependent variables reflecting the culture

of the school.

The student and the teacher questionnaires used in the present study contained

parallel sets of items requesting estimates of the frequency of prosocial and antisocial

behaviors exhibited by students in their schools. Percentages of students who choose

each catego-) on a five-point scale of frequency are given in Appendix B for students'

estimates t,f the frequency of prosocial ant4 antisocial behaviors respectively.
Comparabie data summarizing the teachers' vantage point on students' prosocial and

antisocial behaviors are given in Appendix A.

There are a few items in each questionnaire which are not in the student or

teacher counterpart. The items from the teacher questionnaire on showing
appreciation of teachers and showing interest in learning were not included on the
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student questionnaire. The items from the student questionnaire on helping other
students with personal problems and helping students who don't speak English talk to

others had no parallel on the teacher questionnaire. Of the antisocial behaviors, the

items from the teacher questionnaire on sex offenses, and impertinence and
discourtesy to teachers did not appear on the student questionnaire. Finally, the item

from the student questionnaire on teasing students who get good grades had no
counterpart on the teacher questionnaire.

The pro and antisocial behavior items for the teacher questionnaire were
developed first. Since readability was not an issue for these educated adults,
revisions were not necessary. However, the student questionnaire underwent several

pilot tests to improve the level of understanding of the items by the students, many of

whr 71 had reading difficulties. Research associates in the field asked the students to

tell them which items or words they couldn't understand. Items given various
interpretations were split into separate items, and simpler words were chosen to
convey our intent. Thus, fcr example, bad-mouthing and bullying became separate
items on the student questionnaire, and "racial incidents- from the teacher
questionnaire became "make racial insults for the student version, arguably changing

the referent. The teacher questionnaire was not readjusted to reflect the change: in
the student questionnaire. To aid the readers review of the compadsons, parallel
items from the student and the teacher questionnaire are presented next to each other

in Table 9.1 for the prosocial behaviors and Table 9.2 for the antisocial behaviors. The

means are given for teachers' versus stAierts' responses on their respective items.

Inspection of the means in Table 9.1 reveals that students and teachers are
generally consistent in their estmates of the frequency of specific prosocial behaviors

which students exhibit in school. There are only four comparisons on which teachers

and students differ by more than two-tenths of a scale point. Three of these differences

may be attributable to lack of parallelism in the items and one to a real difference in

perception. Students' -helping out at school" on the student form in contrast with

'volunteering" as expressed on the teacher questionnaire showed teachers' estimates

give a more positive view than students' report for themselves by a difference of
almost seven-tenths of a point on a five point scale. Volunteering is arguably the
broader referent, which teachers interpreted to mean offering answers in class as well

as more substantial behaviors. Similarly, 'student involvement in decision making'

from the teacher questionnaire may be a broader notion than whelp make class rules"
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TABLE 9.1

Summary of Mean Differences Between Students' and Teachers'
Perceptions of the Frequency of Students' Prosocial Behaviors

!tern rt/ Actual Wording of Items for
or T Students versus Teachers

X; XT XS XT

36 A/S Help out at school 3.03 -.69
21 Arr Student volunteering 3.72

36 B/S Help plan school activities 2.80
36 J/S Help make class rules 2.32
21 Brr Student involvement in decision making 2.61

.19
-.29

36 C/S Take care of school property 2.64 -.16
21 Ca Taking care of school property 2.80

36 D/S Get along with each other 3.47 .34

21 orr Tolerating others 3.13

36 E/S Make friends with students of other 3.77
racial/ethnic groups

36 M/S Make friends with students who are 3.74
new to the school

21 UT Making Mendships across racial and
ethnic groups

3.64

.13

.10

36 F/S Show respect for teachers 3.40 .32

21 Fn. Showing respect for teachers 3,08

36 G/S Help other students learn 3.06 -.19
21 117 Helping other students /earn 3.25

36 H/S Get into school activities and clubs 3.13 -.20
21 JIT Participating in extracurricular activities 3.33
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TABLE 9.2

Summary of Mean Differences Between Students' and Teachers'
Perceptions of the Frequency of Students' Antisocial Behaviors

Item $11 Actual Wording of Items for Xs kr Xs - XT
S or T Students versus Teachers

37 A/S Steal things from others 2.71 -.34
22 All' Stealing 3.05

37 B/S Destroy school property 2.97 -.40
37 C/S Write graffiti (write on walls) 3.17 -.20
22 B/T Destruction of school property 3.37

37 D/S Bad-mouth other students 3.69 .10

37 E/S Bully other students 3.28 -.31

22 Err Meanness and bullying between students 3.59

37 F/S Fight with other students 3.53 .15

22 Fir Fighting 3.38

37 G/S Make racial insults 3.09 .73

22 G/T Racial incidents 2.36

38 A/S Cut class 2.84 -.58
38 B/S Cut school 2.73 -.69
22 H/T Truancy 3.42

38 C/S Hit teachers 1.82 -.61

22 l/T Physical violence against teachers 2.43

38 D/S Swear or use dirty words 3.56 -.32
22 J/T Using profane or obscene language 3.88

38 E/S Use illegal drugs 1.72 -.48
22 K/T Using illegal drugs 2.20

38 FiS Drink alcohol 1.73 -.17
22 UT Drinking alcohol 1.90

38 H/S Cheat on tests 2.84 -.14
22 wr Cheating on tests 2.98

38 I/S Disturb class 3.37 .06
22 Nn- Creeng classroom disorder or chaos 3.31

38 J/S Smoke in school 1.99 .04

22 0/T Smoking in school 1.95
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as expressed on the student questionnaire. Nonetheless, it is important to note that

students reported the highest percentage by far of responses in the category of "never

happens" (41%) for helping to make class rules than for any other activity. Teachers

who want more share in decision making for themselves may consider appropriate
ways to empower their students--and hold them accountableas a way of changing

the climate of the school for the better.

Students reported higher rates of "getting along with others" than teachers
reported "tolerating others," but again the item revision on the student version
produced non parallel items. Students' "showing respect for teachers" was worded

identically on both the teachers' and the students' versions; still their mean response

to this item differed by .32. It appears that students think they are more respestful of

the teachers than the teachers think they are.

Prosocial behaviors for which students reported high frequencies (greater than

3.50) included making friends with students of other racial/ethnic groups, and making

friends with students who are new to the school. Teachers also reported high

frequencies for students' making friendships across racial and ethnic groups. (One

remarked: "Big deal! This school has been been integratea for more than twenty

years.")

A review of the means in Table 9.2 suggests that teachers generally estimated a

higher frequency of antisocial behaviors than students did on the same items. The

notable exception, where teachers reported a much lower frequency, occurred for the

item on racial incidents. Again the stronger wording on the teachers questionnaires

(racial "incident" versus racial Insults" on the student questionnaire) could account for

the difference as much as the difference in perspectives. The item "cheating on tests"

produced roughly s,.nmetrical distributions for both the students' and teachers'
version, but the teachers' distribution was highly peaked with very few responses in

the extreme categories, whereas the students' distribution was more rectangular,
reflecting frequency estimates across the whole range, from "never happens to

"happens a lor.

The teacher questionnaire allowed space for examples e:f the prosocial and

antisocial behaviors. Some teachers were not inclined to take the time to respond with

specific examples, but others wrote extensively. One exampie which gave a much



clearer perspective to what might be considered a sex offense in a middle school
(where no rapes or attempted rapes have been reported) is Inappropriate touching."
Other examples which gave dearer definition to the indices of prosocial and antisocial

behaviors are included in Appendix A.3.

Factor Analysis of the Student Data

Because the data base for student responses was so large, we were able to use

factor analysis to investigate whether a smaller number of underlying constructs might

explain what the original, larger group of items represent. Since the probability of

statistical significance is in part a function of the number of tests performed, it was
preferable to reduce the number of variables, and not inflate the probability of finding

differences which are simply attributable to chance. Principal components factor

analysis of all 14 items of prosocial behaviors combined with all 18 items of antisocial

behaviors from the student questionnaire produced six factors with eigenvalues
greater than 1.0. Together they accounted for 60.8°k of the variance in the original

data. This analysis was followed by verimax rotation.

Two factors of antisocial behaviors emerged folk dyed by four factors of
prosocial behaviors. They were named as follows:

1. AntisocialLesser Infractions

2. AntisocialMajor Transgressions
3. ProsocialHelping Others Directly
4. ProsociaiHelping with Tasks
5. ProsocialFriendship and Harmony

6. ProsocialShowing Respect

The six factors were very 'clean' in that the items weighted on each factor with

loading usually in excess .0 .60, or not at all, i.e., dose to .00. Very few items loaded

on factors with wcights of .2, .3, or .4. Therefore, .50 was used as the cut off to include

or exclude items on a factor. The results are summarized in Table 9.3, including the

items contributing to each factor, the range of possible values, the midpoint on tha
scale, and the mean for all students. Factor scores were created by adding students'

responses on the items contributing to each factor. These six factor scores were used

as the dependent variables in 4-way analyses of variance to investigate student
differences by school, grade, gender, and race.
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TABLE 9.3

Results of Factor Analysis of 32 Prosocial and Antisocial Behavior
Items from the Student Questionnaire

Factor Number & Name Eigen- Pct of Cum #* of Range Mid- Mean
value Var Pct Items point

1: Lesser Infractions 10.07 31.5 31.5 14 14-70 42 43.82

2: Major Transgressions 4.35 13.6 45.1 4 4-20 12 7.20

3: Help Others Directly 1.56 4.9 50.0 6 6-30 18 17.77

4. Help with Tasks 1.28 4.0 54.0 4 4-20 12 11.95

5. Friendship/Harmony 1.14 3.6 57.5 2 2-10 6 7.19

6. Show Respect 1.05 3.3 60.8 2 2-10 6 5.99

*Only those items with factor weights > .50 were used to create factor scores on a given factor.

Differences in Students' Perceptions of Their Peers' Behaviors

The very large data tlase for responses to the student que-iionnaire (n=1583)

permitted statistical analyses which were not appropriate for the teacher questionnaire

(n=92). Only one-way ANOVA's by school were used to analyze the teachers'
estimates of the frequency of prosocial and antisocial student behaviors. But four-way

analysis of variance of the student responses enabled us to examin differences in

student behaviors which might be a function of the SOCial system and culture of the

school versus a function of milieu, i.e., the characteristics of persons and groups who

are present within the school environment. The ANOVA's of behavior variables by

school, grade, sex, and race ene;led some sorting of possible causes in the
accounting for differences.

This capability was important to the study because school climate research is

plagued by the phenomenelogical debate over the validity of perceptions as measures

of climate. As Anderson (1982) noted, data gathered from individual perceptions are
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flawed because perception depends on individual differences as well as
organizational differences. It has been shown that perceptual data from students differ

by sex, grade, and socioeconomic level, among other factors (Herr, 1965). It has also

been argued that peoples' perceptions are conditioned by previous experiences,

needs, and values (Bloom, 1976; Davis, 1963; Hellriegel & Slocum, 1974; Mitchell,

1967).

Results of the four-way analyses o, variance are summarized in Table 9.4.
Results will be considered first for those independent variables which are inherently
non-manipulable--gender and race, and grade to the extent it is a function of age.

Differences by school, the alterable variable, will be discussed last.

Differences by Gender

Females in all four schools were far more likely than males to report that
antisocial behaviors of lesser infractions" (Factor 1) occur (p<.000I). Females may be

more sensitive to the occurrence of 'stealing, cheating, bullying" in their midst. Their

reports on the frequency of serious transgressions (Factor 2), including hitting teachers

and using alcohol and drugs in school, were not significantly different from male
students.

As far as prosocial behaviors were concerned, females were significantly more

likeiy to report helping others directly (Factor 3, p<.0001), and helping with tasks

(Factor 4, p<.000I). There was no significant difference in the extent to which males

and females reported 'getting along with others" or racial harmony (Factor 5), but on

Factor 6, showing respect for teachers and property, males again scored lower than

females (p<.05), suggesting that males have different standards for these behaviors,

and/or that females are more sensitive to infractions of socially acceptable norms for

behavior. Stereotypes of feminine behavior are oftentimes negative, but the sex
differences in perceptions of student behaviors found in the present study look like

positive ones favoring females.

Differences by Race

Race was a significant factor in the analyses of variance of all the pro and
antisocial behavior factors except one, the perception of general and especially racial
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TABLE 9.4

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Four-Way Anr!yses of Variance of Student Factor
Scores on Prosocial and Antisocial Behaviors, and Results of Duncan Tests of the
Significance of Mean Differences for Main Effects: School, Grade, Sex and Race

ANOVA Effects A B c D AXCC AXDc

Schoola Grade Sex Raceb
Degrees of Freedom 3 2 1 4 3 12

I. Lesser 12.01**** 3.83* 12.35**** 14.77**** 4.851* NS
Infractions 2<4<1,3 6<7,8 M<F A«OHBW M<F, all

but Sch 4

2. Major Trans- 17.72**** 407* NS 6.40**** 6. 19**** N S

gressions 2<4<1,3 6<7,8 M<F A<OHBW M<F, all
but Sch 4

3. Help Others 3.00* 18.68**** 23.06'1*** 10.62**** NS 2.95'11*
Directly 3<2,1,4 8,7<6 M«F WOB<AH

4. Help with NS 13.70*** 13.79*** 3.15* NS N S

Tasks 7,8<6 M<F W<H

5. Friendship/ 3.28* 5.56** NS NS NS 1.95*
Harmony 2,1<4 8<7,6

6. Show Respect 5.75*** 28.14**** 5.30* 7.04**** NS 1.86*
3,1<4,2 8<7<6 M<F OWHB«A

aConsistent with the text, schools are coded School 1, School 2, School 3, and
School 4 in the report of Duncan tests.

bRace/ethnicity is coded A=Asian, B=black, H=Hispanic, W=white, and 0=other
in the report of Duncan tests.

CNo other interaction effects were significant.

1p < .05
1113 < .01

111p < XV
010p < .0001



harmony among students. All five racial/ethnic groups fell very close to the overall

mean of 7.19, fully one scale point above the midpoint on this scale. This perception is

corroborated by the teacher data as well as by continuing discussion and observation

in these schools. There indeed does appear to be a positive level of racial harmony in

the four schools in which blacks and Hispanics are the overwhelming majority.

Differences according to race were pronounced on both factors of antisocial

behaviors. In each case Asians reported substantially lower instances of these
negative behaviors than any of the other racial/ethnic groups. On Factor 1 (for lesser

infractions), Asians averaged ten or more points below the other groups on the 14-item

scale whose range is 56 points. On Factor 2 (for serious transgressions), A lens were

two or more points below the other groups on the four-item scale with a range of 16

points. Both efiects were significant at p < .0001. It may be that the Asians deliberately

choose to ignore negative behaviors, preferring to 'See no evil, hear no evil.* But

other interpretation: are also possible. The Asians, who lend to keep to themselves,"

may not be present w sr the negative behaviors occur and/or they may be focused on

their own aced& lic wor. not looking for trouble."' All of these interpretations have

credibility with observers anti adult participants in the study.

Another highly significant difference (p < .0001) according to race occurred in

the analysis of Factor 3, the prosocial scale for 'Helping Cthers Directly. Asians and

especially Hispanics reported significantly higher instances of the positive behaviors

than the blacks and 'others.- The difference was even greater between the Hispanics

and Asians on the one hand, and the whites, who scored lowest. If the assumption

that Halpin and Croft (1963) made in their original research is valid for the use of

findings about school cli.nate, we can assume that the actual, objective behavior is
less important than the perceived behavior, because it is the latter that controls the

individual's response. This would suggest that the Hispanic and Asian students are

more inclined to help others and in fact do so.

Hispanics again scored highest in reporting helping with tasks. This time the

Ofference was not so pronounced, the F ratio being significant at p < .05. The test of

differences among means showed that the significant difference occurred between the

Hispanics, who vers the highest, and the whites who were the lowest, on Factor 4.
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On the final factor, a measure of showing respect, Asians scored significantly

higher than all other racial/ethnic woo ps. The difference was highly significant, at p <

.0001, and in the expected f.f . elt.mon, consistent with this very positive stereotype for

people from Asian cultures.

Differences by Grade

Grade level was significant in the analysis of every one of the six factor scores.

Sixth graders rerorted significantly fewer antisocial behaviors of both a lesser and

more serious nature than the seventh and eighth graders. Eighth graders reported

higher rates of antisocial behaviors than seventh graders, but not significantly so.

Sixth graders were substantially more likely to report higner frequencies of
helping others directly. Their scores on Factor 3 averaged more than 1.5 scale points

over the seventh and eighth graders. The sixth graders were also more likely to

report higher frequencies of helping with tasks (Factor 4), by a full scale point on

average. The differences according to grade [eve: for both of these prosocial
behaviors were significant at p < .0001.

A significant grade difference with p < .01 was observed for Factor 5. This time

eighth graders were significantly lower than seventh and sixth graders in their
perceptions of general and racial harmony in their schools. Sixth graders had the

most positive outlook on this scale, but they were not significantly higher than seventh

graders.

As far as showing redpect is concerned, eighth graders report significantly lower

perceptions of these behaviors among fellow students than seventh graders. In turn

seventh graders scored significantly lower than sixth graders. The affect of grade on

this variable, Factor 5, was highly significant at p < .0001.

While it was not surprising to those who live and work with middle school youth,

it is nonstheless troubling that students in the higher grades perceive more antisocial

behaviors and fewer prosocial behaviors than sixth graders, whose outlook appears to

be more positive. If perception does indeed condition behavior, then schools need to

target interventions which will halt the decline in students' positive outlook which
oa urs between the sixth and seventh grade. There are important changes which
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occur in the populations served by the four schools in our sample. In most cases the

students who are highest achieving academically transfer to one of the more
prestigious "examinaton schools." This exodus is more pronounced in Schools 2 and

4, but if the schools ware affecting the students differentially by grade, the differences

ought to produce significant school by grade interacton effects. They don't. None is
statistically significant, as seen in the fifth column of Table 9.4.

Differences by School

Happily there were also significant differences in the students' perceptions of

prosocial and antisocial behaviors according to school, suggesting that schools can

shape their environmerls to foster more positive norms and standards among
students, even if some differences in perception are a function of unalterable

variablessex, race, and age. Sthool was g significant effect in the analysis of all the

pro and antisocial behavior factors but one, lielping with tasks.

There were highly significant differences (p < .0001) among schools on the two

factors for antisocial behaviors. Analysis of mean differences among schools on the
factor of lesser infractions showed that School 2 was significantly lower than the other

three schools and that School 4 in turn was significantly lower than Schools 1 and 3.

The tame pattern of significant differences among means occurred for the factor on
more serious transgressions. These differences among schools in the perceptions

reported by students correspond with the observations made by the UnivrIrsity-based

members of the research team who have visited these schools on a regular basis.
That School 2 was significantly lower than the other high achieving school, School 4,

is particularly noteworthy. School 2 was run like a marine drill cairn. Students filed

through the halls in straight lines or else. School 4 had a more inviting atmosphere,

still orderly, but with an ethic of caring. This is the first of several indications in this

ret3arch that the two higher achieving sc;hools are decidedly different in their
climates. Repeated visits to the school pointed to this difference early on; indeed, the

difference was palpable. The quantitative data from students certainly helped to
explain this qualitative finding.

The higher frequency of negative behaviors in Schools 1 and 3 was also
corroborated by informal observational data during site visits. Interestingly, School 1

was the largest and School 1 the smallest, with 1989 enrollments of approximately
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700 and 250 students, respectively. But neither of these schools felt orderly.
Students' arrival and departure from school as well as the change of classes and

lunch periods were far less orderly than in Schools 2 and 4, whose students appeared

to be calmer and more focused on learning. Size might account in part for the higher

rates of antisocial behaviors reported for School 1. The University-based project

coordinator who became a member of School l's "Action Team" likened the school's

environment to "popping pop com." "There are so many students bopping into each

other, skipping through the halls, excited, and full of energy. They're not necessarily

misbehavirs but the environment in their presence is charged."

If size alone were a factor in the differences among schools in antisocial
behaviors, and clearly it is not, School 3 would score lowest on these negative
outcomes. One reason which might explain why it scores higher on reports of
antisocial behaviors is that unlike the othe: three schools and especially Schools 2

and 4, School 3 is a "walking schoor as opposed to a "bussing school." Located in
one of the poorest sections of Boston, it serves students many of whom live in the
immediate neighborhood, and events in their lives which occur outside of school take

overlie social dynamics in the school.

An incident which occurred moments before a visit to School 3 by the principal

investigator and the project coordinator might illustrate this point. School had just

been dismissed, and a fight had occurred on school grcunds. Reportedly five middle-
school aged boys were beating up a girl the same age. Two teachers from School 3

broke up the fight; the principal ran out to escort the girl back into the building, call her

mother, and have her taken home. When we arrived, the principal greeted us warmly,
4.1.....

telliphone in hand, and apologized that she also had to call the nun who was the
princippkof the parochial school a block away. None of the attackers were students at

School 3; they all attended "St. Patrick's" (an alias for the parochial school).

Good schools must have safe orderly environments, but this cannot be

achieved at the expense of running a school like a prison. Doing so would counter a

number of needs expressed by the students themselves for which they would like to

get help in 3chool. In another chapter of this report, it was noted th:t students in
Schools 1 and especially those in School 3 place significantly higher priority on
nonacademic services from the school. Their responses reflect a need for nurturing

and a desire for counseling on a host of issues. One member of the research team
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who had visited School 3 many times returned to the University after an assembly.

Seeing all the students together she remarked: 'They look like little street people.
Students in the other schools are poor, but not like this.'

On the prosocial behavior factor for helping others directly, students in School 3

reported significantly lower frequencies than students in the other three schools. The

difference was significant at p < .05. In light of the foregoing, it may be that the

students in School 3 need more caring and nurturing, and their lower scores reflect
that deficit, as well as actual lower frequencies in instances of helping others.

On the factor called racial/general harmony, whiri included the items on getting

along with each other and making friendships across racial/ethnic groups, students in

Schools 2 and 1 reported significantly lower frequencies of thevi behaviors than
students in School 4. It is especially noteworthy that this factor separated the two

academically higher achieving schcols, School 2 from School 4. (The latter was

highest overall.) It would appear that the very rigid codes of behavior that promoted

law and order in School 2 did so at a price. While there were significantly lower

reports of antisocial behaviors in School 2, there was a lower perception of harmony

and friendship in the school's environment. Again, informal observations on a great

many occasions confirm this difference.

As far 2S showing resoect is concerned, students in Schools 3 and 1 report
significantly lower perceptions of this kind of behavior than students in Schools 4 and

2. Not coincidentally, this split parallels exactly the division between the two schools

in academic adlievement measures.

Interaction Effects

Out of 36 possible first-order interaction effects, only six were statistically
significant, three of these only at the .05 level. By chance, two would be significant at

that level. No higher order interaction effects were significant. Since the sample size

was very large, and even small differences could be statistically significant, only those

meeting more stringent probability levels are reported here.
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School by Sex

Two school by sex interaction effects were significant, one at p < .01, and the

other at p < .0001. Both differences concerned antisocial behaviors, the first for lesser

infractions, the second for more serious transgressions. On both of these measures,

females at School 4 reported lower instances of the antisocial behaviors than did

males at their school. In all other schools, females reported higher frequencies on

average than the males. Earlier, in the discussion of the highly significant main effect

for sex differences in which females reported significantly higher rates of the lesser

infractions, it was suggested that females may be more offended by such behaviors

and more sensitive to their occurrence. But this interaction effezt also suggests that

the presence of females in the environment may affect what behaviors take place in

their midst. The only school in the sample in which females outnumbered males was
School 4. Females constituted 47% of School 1, 41% of School 2, and 43% of School

3, but 52% of School 4. If this is so, the implication for schools wanting to create a

safer, more orderly environment is to recruit girls.

School by Race

Analysis of the factor on helping others directly produced a highly significant

interaction ef;ect for school by race, at p < .0001. All ethnic groups reported higher

rates of helping others directty at School 4. But for other schools, groups reported

helping others more only where they constituted a majority or a sizable minority in their

school. Thus, Hispanics reported high rates of helping others only at School 1, and

those in the racial category called 'other' (which includes Native Americans) report

high rates of helping at School 3. This group at School 3 included several students

who were combination black and American Indian, as was their new principal.

How Teachers View Their Students' Behaviors: Differences by School

The number of usabl, teacher questionnaires was only 92 (after 10 in School 2

which copied and distributed an earlier form had to be deleted), and 25 items were

included for their assessment of students' prosocial and antisocial behaviors. Factor

analysis of all 32 prosocial and antisocial behavior items combined was appropriate

for the student data base which numbered 1583, and six clear factors emerged.
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However, even by separating the teacher items into two groups of 11 prosocial

behaviors, and 14 antisocial behaviors, to enable a higher ratio of respondents to

items in separate factor analyses, it was not possible to approach the ideal of 10 to 1

respondents per item. It was decided to use the teachers' item responses rather than

factor scores as the dependent variables in the analysis of school differences.

One-way analyses of variance were used to investigate differences in teacher

perceptions of their students' behaviors among schools. Results of these analyses for

antisocial behaviors are summarized in Table 9.5. Significant differences in teacher

perceptions among schools were found for only one prosocial behavior. Teachers in

School 4 reported significantly higher rates of students' taking care of their school's

property than did teachers in Schools 1, 2, and 3. The F ratic of 3.54 was significant at

p < .01.

Analyses of the antisocial behaviors produced several significant differences at

p < .05 or beyond. Two additional differences which approach significance at .06 or

.07 are also reported, because the trend of differences is very consistent, even in this

small sample. Teachers in School 4 report significantly lower rates of student
destruction of school property than teachers in Schools 1 and 3 (p < .01). Teachers in

School 4 also report fewer instances of sex offences by students than teathers in

School 3 (p < .06). Regarding impertinence and discourtesy to teachers, again

teachers in School 4 reported less of this kind of behavior in contrast to teachers in

School 1 (p < .07). Teachers in School 4 said there was less meanness and bullying
among their students than teachers in both Schools 1 and 3 (p < .05). As far as
fighting among students was concerned, again teachers in School 4 saw less of this

behavior than teachers in School 1 and 3 (p < .01). The item on truancy yielded the

same result; teachers in School 4 were significantly lower in their reports of truancy
among their students than teachers in Schools 1 and 3 (p < .01).

For the second half of the teacher items on antisocial behaviors, the pattern
continued, with teachers in School 4 reporting lowe- frequencies of negative
behaviors; sometimes they are joined by teachers in School 2 at the lower end of the

scale, sometimes their responses contrast significantly with only one school,
sometimes two, sometimes all three. But each time, teachers in School 4 report the

more positive view of their students' behaviors in school. Teachers in Schools 2 and 4
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TABLE 9.5

Summary of Significant F Ratios from One-Way Analyses of Variance of Teacher
Perceptions of Their Students' Antisocial Behaviors, and Results of Duncan

Tests of the Significance of Mean Differences Among Schools

Item on Teacher Questionnaire Significant F DuncanTesta

A. Stealing N.S.

B. Destruction of school property 4.77 " 4<1,1

C. Sex offenses 2.39+ 4<3

D. Impertinence and discourtesy to teachers 2.38+ 4<3

E. Meanness and bullying between students 3.05* 4<1,3

F. Fighting 4.561' 4<1,3

G. Racial incidents N.S.

H. Truancy 4.10** 4<1,3

I. Physical violence against teachers 3.79** 2,4<3,1

J. Using profane or obscene language 3.05* 4<1

K. Using Mega! drugs N.S.

L. Drinking alcohol N.S.

M. Cheating on tests N.S.

N. Creating classroom disorder or chaos 6.54'1* 4<1,2,3

0. Smoking in school 3.22' 2,4<1,3

aAs in the text, schools are coded School 1, School 2, School 3, and School 4.

+p<.07
" p<.05

** p<.01
111p<.001
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reported significantly less physical violence against teachers than teachers in

Schools 3 and 1. As far as using profane or obscene language was concerned,

Teachers in School 4 reported significantly less of this among their students than

teachers in School 1 (p < .05). Teachers in School 4 reported significantly lower rates

of their students' creating classroom disorder or chaos than all of the other three

schools, including School 2 . The difference was very significant at p < .001. Analysis

of mean differences on the item for sasoking in school placed Schools 2 and 4

significantly lower in teacher reports of this behavior than School 1 and 3.

Finally, it is interesting to note those items which teachers chose to leave blank.

(They were advised at the outset that they should feel free to omit responses to items

which they felt might threaten or incriminate them, even though the instrument was

given anonymously). Fifteen teachers omitted reports on the frequency of sex
offenses; 7 on the item of racial incidents; 17 on using illegal drugs; 19 on drinking
alcohol; 9 on cheating, and 14 on smoking in school. Not surprisingly, most of these

items with large numbers of missing responses did not yield significant differences
among schools. What these items appear to have in common in contrast to the other

antisocial behaviors is that the former group of items include behaviors which the
teacher might be expected to prevent (cheating) as opposed to unlawful behaviors

which they should report to authorities including racial incidents, sex offenses, using
illegal drugs, drinking alcohol, smoking in school. Using bad language or disrupting

class pale by comparison in terms of their severity.

Summary and Discussion

Students' prosocial and antisocial behaviors were used as an index of school

climate. These behaviors shape the social system of the school and reflect its culture,

including its values and norms for permissible behavior. To assess these behaviors,

parallel sets of items were used in the student and teacher questionnaires requesting

their estimates of the frequency of prosocial and antisocial behaviors exhibited by
students in their schools. These perceptual data were used as direct indicators of

normatit ; climate for each school. Observations during site visits by University-based

members of the research team were used to corroborate the perceptual data from

student and teacher groups.
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Consistency of Students' and Teathers' Perceptions

Students and teachers were generally consistent in their assessments of
students' prosocial behaviors in the schools. Differences which occurred could be

attributed to differences in the wording of the items, after changes were made in the

student questionnaire to simplify the reading level. One difference betws en

perceptions of students versus teachers occurred on identically worded items--
students reported that they showed more respect for teachers than the teachers
thought they did. Teachers were consistently more negative in their assessments of

their students' antisocial behavior; students did not see themselves in such an
unfavorable light.

Results of previous studies about the consistency of perception of school
climate among groups of respondents have been mixed. Some researchers have
found that students, teachers, and administrators differ among themselves, but within

one group are consistent (El let et al., 1977, El let & Walberg, 1979). Other researchers

report that student and teachrr measures are associated with more objective
measures of school climate, indicating that both groups perceive the school's climate

in the same way (Davis, 1963; Perkins, 1976). Results from the present study suggest

that both findings may be valid; it depends on the target of the perception, and
precisely how the perception is measured. Tea"tiers and students were similar in their

assessment of most prosocial behaviors. They ware somewhat more discrepant in

how they rated antisocial behaviors; most likely, teachers were more sensitive to,

more offended by, and/or more threatened by, their students' antisocial behaviors than

the students were by their own peers' behavior.

Perceptions as a Function of Individual's Attributes

Previous studies on perception of climate also suggest that variance may be a

function of !ndividual differences as well as organizational differences (Hoover, 1978;

Moos, 1979). If Herr (1965) was correct, people will generalize from their own
experience and environmental press, and differ in their perceptions according to sex,

race, SES, age, and grade. These are largely unalterable variables. The present

study examined students' perceptions of behaviors with a four-way ANOVA design
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which enable investigation of effects by sex, race, grade, but also school. These

analyses produced a host of statistically significant results.

Three gender differences were highly significant at p < .0001. One of these

was significant even well beyond that level. By a substantial margin, females were far

more likely than males to report that students in their schools engaged in behaviors

which involved helping others directly. Also by a substantial margin they were moro

likely than males to report helping with tasks, probably because the females
themselves engage more frequently in the helping behaviors. The females were also

significantly more !ikely than males to report antisocial behaviors in their midst,
arguably because these behaviors are more objectionable to the females.

Four differences attributable to race/ethnicity were highly significant at p<.0001.

Three of these separated the Asians from all other racial/ethic groups. Asians were far

less likely to report antisocial behaviors in their schools, including those which were

classified as relatively lesser infractions as well as those called major transgressions.

It was suggested that Asians may be acculturated to ignore such violations, preferring

to 'see no evil, hear no evil, or they may not be present when these negative
behaviors take place. Several teachers and administrators in the schools have noted

in conversation and in written remarks on questionnaires that the Asians oftentimes

*keep to themselves." Asians were far more likely than all other racial/ethnic groups to

report showing respect, a finding which is consistent with this positive stereotype for

Asian cultures. Another highly significant difference by race separated the Hispanic

and Asians from the others in their reports of helping others directly. Finally whites

were less likely than Hispanics to report helping with tasks.

Grade differences were statistically significant in the analysis of all six factor

scores. In every case, the sixth graders fell toward the more socially desirable
position, reporting fewer antisocial behaviors and moi e prosocial behaviors taking

place than seventh and eighth graders. Again, if perception is a valid indicator of
objective climate, and if climate conditions how people behave, then the sixth graders

are behaving in more socially desirable ways than students in the next higher grades.

The grade differences were especially significant for the prosocial behaviors,
indicating that the younger students probably do have a more positive outlook and are

more disposed to act in prosocial ways by helping others, helping with tasks, getting
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along, making friends, and showing respect. Here is where interventions need to be

targetedthe sixth gradein order to sustain these posiEve behaviors.

Epstein, in personal communication, (1990) commented that these findings
regarding grade differences are especially significant, because most previous studies

which point to negative changes between sixth and seventh grades compared
students who were nut in the same schoolssixth graders in K-6 or 4-6 configurations
of grades, versus seventh graders in junior high schools or 7-12 schools. Even in
longitudinal studies, there was concern that the school might account for the difference

as much as the age. The present study conducted in middle schools which include

grades 6, 7, and 8 suggest that differences can be attributable to both grade and
school (as well PS sex and race).

Differences Attributable to School

Differences among schools were significant in the analysis of all of the prosocial

and antisocial behavior factors except one. Highly significant differences in both

lesser and more serious antisocial behaviors separated the academically higher
achieving schools (Schools 2 and 4) from the two which were less successful
academically. Students in the latter two schools (Schools 1 and 3) repotted much
higher frequencies of antisocial behaviors in their midst. But there was another
significant separation between schools on these variables as well, one which merits

further attention. While the two high academic schools were significantly lower in
antisocial b3haviors than the other two schools, they were significantly different from

each other as well. The school which ranked second on all achievement measures
(School 2) when the more appropriate comparisons were made by program (bilingual,

special education, advanced, etc.) is the school which is lowest by far in antisocial
behaviors. However, it is also lowest when it comes to the measure of friendship and

racial/general harmony among students. To the outside observer, this school
appeared to be run like a marine drill camp,* placing too high a priority on law and

order. Its students were given few social freedoms in schoollike single file changes

of class with no talking--and this policy may have taken its toll on the prosocial
behaviors which involve nurturing.

Significant differences in prosocial behaviors among schools consistently
favored School 4, the top ranked academically. Its students' means for reported
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frequencies were always on the positive side of any significant differences. The other

schools had mixed results. School 3, the smallest and probably poorest school in

terms of its students' level of disadvantage, scored significantly lower than Schools 2,

1, and 4 (ranked from low to high) in the students' perception of the frequencies of

behaviors which involve helping othws directly. This difference may reflect a serious

deficit among the students in School 3 as much as objectively higher frequencies of

helping behaviors in the other schools.

Students in Schools 2 and 1 were significantly lower than students in School 4

in their reports of getting along with each other and making friendships across racial

and ethnic groups. Independent observations also suggested that School 4 was a

friendlier, more harmonious place to be. It is especially noteworthy that this top

ranked school academically appeared to strike a balance in achieving an orderly but

also a friendly environment. On the final measure of prosocial behavior, showing
respect, students in Schools 3 and 1 reported significantly iower frequencies of such

behaviors than students in Schools 4 and 2. This highly significant difference favored

the academically higher achieving schools over the lower achieving schools.

The Value of School Climate Research

While there is general agreement among researchers, reviewers, and
practitioners as to the importance of school climate for school effectiveness, there has

been disagreement on whether it is worth stud"ng. Critics have contested that school

climate is neither measurable (Rutter, et al. 1979; McPartland & Epstein, 1975) nor

manipulable (Haller & Strike, 1979). Results from the foregoing analyses suggest

otherwise. Indicators of prosocial and antisocial student behaviors which were used

in the present study produced results which were consistent, readily interpretable, and

cross validated by conversations and formal interviews with participant reviewers and

by independent observations. Most importantly, the indicators revealed important and

meaningful differences among schools, as well as genders, racial/ethnic groups and

grade levels.

The failure of earlier studies to find significant school effects may have been the

result of inadequate measurement, too few variablet. or the wrong variables. Best

known of these earlier studies, the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966) inquired
about who (persons and their attributes like socioeconomic status and race) and what
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(classrooms, commonroom, special function facilities, books, etc.) were in the building,

rather than how participants used resources or how they related to one another. In

Rutter's opinion (1980), these were grave omissions of previous studies which 'failed

to take into account anything about the internal life of a school: its attitudes, values,

mores or qualities as a social organization. It is just these social, rather than physical

variables that do account for much of the variation between schools.

Implications for Practice

Critics of the value of school climate research considered it a burden to
policymakers who would prefer to know how to manipulate scilool climte to effect
positive outcomes. As Haller and Strike complained: "It is unclear, for example, who

(much less how) an administrator or policy-maker might go about changing an
organization's climate" (1979, p. 236). While it was not an experimental study, the

present study has yielded numerous school differences on climate variables which
suggest important implications for practice.

It would appear from the present study of urban middle schools that high
achieving schools must have orderly environments unencumbered by antisocial
behaviors. However this is not enough. To maximize potential, the schools should
also have an ethic of caring, habits of helping others, getting along and making
friendships across racial and ethnic groups. These prosocial behaviors distinguished

between the first and second ranked schools, the top ranked school appearing to have

both the necessary and the sufficient conditions. The lower achieving schools had

neither.

Many schools do know how to maintain law and order, but as Firestone and his

colleagues (1990) have obaerved, while order and high expectations are important,

an expanded view of school effectiveness must be taken if we are to serve at-risk

students well....When a get tough orientation is overemphasized, safety is too often

purchased at the price of personal freedom and self respect.'
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CHAPTER 10

HOW TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS CONTRIBUTE TO SCHOOL CLIMATE

At both the classroom and the school level, teachers exert pervasive influence

on students' behavior. Their influence includes not only motivating students
academically and promoting their achievement (or failing to do so), but also
establishing and reinforcing norms for social behavior as expressed in myriad ways,

for better or worse, both subtle and blatant. Teachers' influence on climate is not a

matter of choice; it comes with the territory. Rutter et aL (" 979) concluded that the chief

mechanisms by which norms and values are established in schools are teacher
expectations, the models provided by the teachers' own conduct, and the feedback
which children receive on their performance. Barth (1990) goes so far as to say that

"the quality and character of a school and the accomplishments of its stud( nts have

more to do with the nature of the adult relationships in a school than with any other
factor.'

Newmann (1987), summarizing findings from research conducted by the
National Center on Effective Secondary Schools, underscores that generating student

engagement is the central task for schools. 'Unless students put foith serious effort,

with a commitment to the value of mastering schoolwork, they arra unlikely to learn."

Newmann and ochers (Ekstrom, Goertz, Pollack, & Rock, 1986; Firestone, 1989; and

Noddings, 1989) present convincing arguments that the school's SUCCess at this task

requires substantial attention to the social psychological dimensions, and not just the

academic dimensions, of school life.

The social psychological dimensions of schools appear to be particularly
important for students at risk for school failure or dropout. The profile of student
characteristics which predict school failure includes behavior problems, delinquency,

low skill levels, a history of poor achievement, low socioeconomic status, and ;ninority

group membership (Ekstrom, et al., 1986). But now these characteristics of individuals

ars being examined in combination with characteristics of schools which may
themselves be partly responsible for students' academic failure. This shift in thinking

is reflected in the very language used to describe the concept; we no longer speak of
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students with a "deficit" or "disadvantage," we speak of students 'at risk," of negative

consequences of some mismatch between their own and the school's characteristics.

Metz (1983) paints a vivid picture of this mismatch when she describes the
experiences of minority students in schools as nnes that force them to choose between

the culture with which they come to school and the one presented to them by teachers

representing the mainstream white culture. These children pull away from the

teacher's culture and set up strong peer norms and social ties that support their home

culture over the teacher's. Students who observe that race and class are obstacles to

success see little point in striving for academic achievement, which may only alienate

the few who can do well in a competitive context. In order to maintain their pride,

students who are increasingly less capable of competing, proclaim their disdain for the

academic enterprise.

Coleman (1987) has argued that students at risk of school failure are the very

ones who stand to gain the most from the social capital which the school needs to

provide, since families are no longer well equipped to do so. Such vulnerable

students may be even more responsive to positive social and educational
environments than advantaged students whose homes extend the achievement
orientation of their schools and provide moral and social guidance as well. Entwisle et

al. (1987) documented special gains for black children whose kindergarten
experience was more influential than that for white :hildron, and Riehl and Grannis

(1989) extended the finding of differential gains to the 4cademic performance of

middle school students enroled in dropout prevention programs who were more

sensiUve to their schools' environments.

Major studies and reviews of school effectiveness literature have acknowledged

the importance of high expectations and safe, orderiy environments for some time now

(Edmonds, 1979; Cohen, 1983; Purkey & Smith, 1983; Good & Brophy, 1985), but

recognition of the importance of a caring environment, especially to students at risk, is

more recent (Firestone, Rosenblum & Webb, 1987; Firestone, 1989). In a field study

of 10 urban high schools, Firestone and Rosenblum (1989) noted that teachers and

students make a variety of commitments that affect their work, and that these are
mutually reinforcing; if one is low, it will depress the other. In addition to order and

high expectations, factors contributing to cydes of commitment included relevance,
respect and affiliation, administrative support for teachers, consistent and fair treatment
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of students according to clear rules, and having influence or a sense of control over

one's work.

Autonomy and discretion in the classroom are very important to- teachers
(Corbett, Dawson, & Firestone, 1984), and at this level they exert great influence on

student behavior. As Newmann (1987) argues, *Student engagement is most directly

affected by the quality oi interactinn students have with teachers. To the extent that
teachers s'Iow high expectation, support, fairness, and sensitivity to students'
perspectives, students will work.' Bui some of the teachers' influence must b e
orchestreted by the principal, whose role is critical in transforming adversarial
relationships into cooperative and collegial ones (Blum, 1986). As Chub points out:
'in high-performznce schools, decision making is significantly more democratic,
teachers are more involved and influential in establishing disciplinary calls, selecting

textbooks, designing curricula, and even in choosing their colleagt,es than are
teachers in low-performance schools. In high achieving schools, relationships

between teachers and principals are more cooperative. The principal occupies a

central position of leadership, engaging in and modeling the positive behaviors we

want teachers and students to adopt

Assessing the Influence of Teachers and Admirfistrators on School Climate

Rewards and punishments constitute public statements about the behaviors

which sci sools wish to encourage or discourage in students. These are communicated

both at the building level and the classivom level. Norms for behavior are also
communicated in more subtle, yet powerful ways. The teachers' sense of shared
mission, their regard for students, evidence of collegiality, and t:ontrol over one's work

were among the factors assessed in the questionnaire administered to teachers and in

the semistructured interviews. Principals and other administrators were also queried

about these issues, their disposition toward sharing power, and the structures and

schedules which might promote cooperative and collegial behaviors among teachers.

The extent to which students perceived these aspects of behaviors among the adults

in their midst were also included in several sections of the student's questionnaire.
Results from all of .:hese sourc t' ,re addresc,..4 in the sections which follow. The

results are grouped around four tri.mes: commitment to students; respect and
affiliation among teachers; administrative support for teachers; and loyalty to one's

school.
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Commitment to Students

Student/Teacher Relationships

Without question, the vast majority of teachers in this sample of urban middle

schools care about their students or they wouldn't be there. The first of these powerful

signals came from the teachers' response to the set of items in section 17 of the
teacher questionnaire. Asked to rate how important 14 issues are for job satisfaction,

more than 91% of the teachers chose the highest category of importance for
teacher/pupil relationships, and the balance choose the next highest point on the
scale. This item was assigned significantly higher importance than any other item. It

was also the issue with which teachers expressed the highest level of satisfaction.

While this positiv3 response may be reflecting social desirability on the teacher

questionnaire, the intensity and enthusiasm of teachers for their students as revealed

in the interviews could not have been faked. Even those teachers judged to be

"bumed our on the job still cared about the students. Asked: "What do you like about

teaching here?", almost all of the respondents said 7he students!" Only one
complained of the perception that high schools in the system get more of the
resources, but even she listed "the students" as her reason for being there and liking it.

The following remarks from individual teachers are representative:

"The students keep me creqtive."

7he kids, they are reachable."
From a totally burned out teacher, nonetheless, "the age of the kids, the
enthusiasm of the students."

"My students, my kids:"

"I've had opportunities for administrative positions, but that puts me too far from

the kids. I love the kids."

"The aches and pains of puberty are everywhere."

7he Kids; they're racially diverse. You either love or hate this age group; no

one wants it but I love it. You have to be totally fair and consistent."

7he students. They're the reason why I'm here. I teH my students, You don't

work for me, I work for youl"

"We have great students here."
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Conversations with principals echo the same sentiment. On a first meeting with

one principal in the midst of some chatter, introductions, and small talk when a group

was assembling as their schedules would permit "Do you have any children?' "Yes, I

have 700 hundred! She was referring, of 'vurse, to the schools' student enrollment.

Shared Responsibility for Student Achievement

That students' academic achievement and mo.al development are central to

their professional responsibilities is evident in teachers' assessment of their own jobs.

Asked to rank what the most important aspect of their job is, 79.5% said 'To help
students learn' was the top priority; and a total of 77.8% ranked teaching values to
students as first or second in importance. 'Taking care of students' (by way of offering

counse!ing or social services) was rated a distant third, and 'being a friend to students"

an even more distait fourth. Asked what their job should be, teachers rated helping

students learn even more highly, with 86% choosing it as the top ranked responsibility.

The importance assigned to teaching values remained about the same, but the care

giving services assumed considerably lower importance i:1 terms of what teachers felt

their responsibilities should be.

Students clearly recognize the primacy of the academic mission of the school,

as evidence by their responses to several items on the student questionnaire. Asked

to identify the three most important reasons they come to school, students say they are

there primarily "to learn' (93%), 'to get a good job in the future" (74%), and "to get into

college' (70%). The goal 43f learning is also underscored in students' assessments of

the teacher's job as well as their own job in school. The teacher's job is first and
foremost "to help us learn' (98.1%), and second "to teach us rignt from wrong' (51.5%).

Students say their own job in school is "to get an education" (93.9%), and "to study

hard" (77.0%).

What Students Think Teachers Care About

It is interesting to note that there are no significant differences among schools in

the students' assessment of what teachers' and students' jobs should entail. Students

in lower achieving schools report the same pattern of responses as students in the

higher achieving schools. However, there are important differences in their
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TABLE 10.1

Results of Factor Analysis of Student Perceptions of the Ways Their Teachers Promote Learning

Factor Number & Name Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

Cum
Pct

Items on the Factor Weight

1: Encourage Academic
Athevement

2: Promote Competition,
Inoependence

2.66

1.37

29.5

15.2

29.5

44.7

A. Tell students to try hard to do better on tests
D. Tell students to do extra work so that they can

get better grades
E. Make students work hard to get good grades
F. Try to help students who do badly on their school work
G. Think learning is important

B. TeN students to try to gei better grades than their
classmates

C. Do not care if students gat bad grades
H. Allow students to choose what they want to work on
I. Expect students to work on assignments on their own

.73

.63

.70

.68

.65

.57

.53

.67

.58
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perceptions of what their teachers actually do with respect to student achievement.

Section 39 of the student questionnaire included nine items on what students think

teachers do to to promote student learning and what practices they use to promote it.

Subjected to factor analysis, these items yielded two distinct factors, one on
how teachers encourage academic achievement, and the second on whether students

perceive that their teachers promote competition and independence. The items
contributing to each of these factors and their weights are given in Table 10.1. Factor

scores were calculated for each student by adding their raw scores on the items

identified for the factor. Then four-way analyses of variance were used to investigate
differences in students' perceptions by school, by grade, by sex, and by race.

As reported in Table 10.2, there were no significant differences among schools

in students' perceptions of whether their teachers encourage academic achievement.

However, all of the other main effects were significant in the analysis of scores on

Factor 1. Sixth graders were significantly higher than seventh graders and in turn

eighth graders in their perceptions that their teachers encourage academic
achievement. Females reported higher levels of teacher encouragement thIn males.

Asians said their teachers encourage academic achievement to a significantly higher

extent than all other raciaVethnic groups, and Hispanics scored significantly higher on

this factor than blacks, whites, and the *other racial category. These significant
differences by grade, by sex, and by race involved no significant interaction effects.

In the analysis of students' scores on Factor 2, there were significant main

effects for school, sex, and race, but not grade. Overall school differences in students'

perceptions of the extent to which teachers promote competition and independent
work among students were highly significant. Consistent with data from numerous

other sources, School 2 is seen by its students as one in which teachers promote high

levels of competition, significantly more so than students report for Schools 3 and 1;

students in School 4 report lowest levels of all. Males perceived significantly more

competition than females, a difference which is consistent with cultural ascribed
values. Among racial/ethnic groups, whites reported that their teachers promoted
competition and independent work to a lesser extent than 'others, Asians, or

Hispanics; and blacks scored significantly lower than Hispanics on this factor.
However these overall differences need to be qualified as reported in Table 10.2,

since interaction effects were significant as well.
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TABLE 10.2

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Four-Way Analyses of Variance of Stmdent
Factor Scores on Perceptions of How Their Teachers Promote Learning,

And Results of Duncan Tests of the Significance of Mean Differences
On Significant Main Effects: School, Grade, Sex and Race

Significant Effects df F Duncan Tests of Mean Differences

FACTOR 1: Teachers Encourage Academic Achievement

School 3 NS

Grade 2 14.62"" Cirade 8 < Grade 7 < Grade 6

Sex 1 11.9W*** Males < Females

Race 4 5.09" Whites, Blacks < Hispanics < Asians

No interactions

FACTOR 2: Teachers Promote Competition, Independent Work

School 3 7.45"" School 4 < Schools 3, 1 < School 2

Grade 2 NS

Sex 1 20.91"" Females < Males

Race 4 6.96"" Whites < Others, Asians, Hispanics;
Blacks < Hispanics

School X Grade 6 2.70* Variable pattern only for School 3

School X Sex 3 5.41'1" Males 0 School 2 high;
Females 0 School 4 low.

School X Race 12 3.14"" Function of race; races not squally
distributed among schools

ep < .05
"p < .01

< .001
****p < .0001
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Rewards and Punishments

At the building and classroom levels, schools and teachers reinforced students'

behavior publicly by the rewards and punishments they issued. The expressed or

perceived reasons for which the rewards and punishments were given tell students

what they should and shouldn't do in school, what counts, what is valued. Items #25

through 32 on the Student Questionna!re asked students to report on the nature and

frequency of rewards and punishments in their schools. Their responses are

summarized in Appendix B.4. Students reported receiving recognition from their

schools for doing well at rates that are consistent across all four schools; 44% of the

students said they were rewarded, and 52% said they were not. Asked what were they

rewarded for, the students' answers did vaq significantly by school. In Schools 1 and

2, the most frequent reason was for academics; in School 3 it was art, and in School 4

it was accomplishments with computers. Academic excellence was the principal

reason overall, followed by "other," a category which students used to cite computer

use and perfect attendance. Of the 44% of students who reported receiving one or
more rewards, 38.2% said it was for academics 30.4% for "other," 20.3% for sports,
13.7% for art, 8.9% for music, and 1.9% for drama.

Significantly more students reported being rewarded by their teachers (55%) for

doing well than by the school (only 44%). Of the students whose teachers rewarded

them for one or more reasons, 44.0% said it was for classwork, 23.2% for homework,

26.8% for tests, 34.6% for good conduct, 23.2% for helping out, and 4.9% for
something else. Students at School 3, the smaller, predominantly black schoo:,
reported significantly higher rates of being rewarded by their teachers than students in

the other three schools. The bases for the awards were also significantly different

across schools. In School 3, rewards were more likely to be given for dasswork and

for good conduct than in other schools. In School 4, the school with highest academic

achievement overall, rewards were significantly less likely to be given for classwork

and good conduct--they are taken for granted--but significantly more likely +...) be g.ven

for good test performance and for helping others, as compared to the or-er three
schools.

A significant distinction between Schools 3 and 4 also appeared in the analysis

of how teachers express these rewards to students. In School 3 students were far
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more likely (40.7%) and students in School 4 far less likely (24.4%) to receive rewards

in the form of "small but fun prizes" than the total reported fur students over all tour
schools (32.0%). The rates of tangible reinforcement corresponded closely but
inversely with the rankings of the four schools on student achievement measures.
Intangible or symbolic expressions of reinforcement, like teachers' writing nice
comments on homework assignments or tests, and displaying students work were
more likely to be reported in the higher achieving schools, especially School 4.
Overall, students across all four schools reported recs:ving the following kinds of
rewards from teachers: 32.0% received small prizes; 552% had work displayed;
18.9% said teachers sent nice letters home; 59.1% said teachers wrote nice

comments on their test or homework papers; and 11.6% reported some other reward.

Knowingly or by instinct, teacher appeared to be practicing the research finding

that positive reinforcement is more powerful than negative reinforcement. They

rewarded students more frequently than they punished ihem. Almost half of the
students (48.2%) reported that they have never been punished by their teachers;
44.0% said "sometimes;" 5.8% said "a lot;" and 1.9% did not respond. Significant

differences appeared in these responses by school. Students in School 1, the largest

school with a substantial Hispanic enrollment, had 54% of their students reporting
never having been punished by their teachers; _.f those who were, only half as many

(3.9%) reported being punished a lot as compared with students in School 2
(8.0%)and School 3 (8.3%). Students in School 2, whose achievement was
consistently second to that of students in School 4, reported the highest rates of
punishment by teachers, 51.1% reporting "sometimes" and an additional 8.0%
reporting "a lot." Numerous observations combined with teacher interviews and
conversations with the administrators confirm that School 2 emphasized law and
order, and violations were dealt with promptly.

Asked what one way most teachers in their schools punish students, the vast

majority of students (77%) said "by keeping students after school or after class." This

rate was significantly higher than average for School 4 (83%), a finding which was

confirmed by their vice-principal. Students at School 3 reported a significantly higher

than average rate of teachers sending students to the principal's office as a means of

punishment (10.6% versus 7.4% overall); that rate was significantly lower for students

in School 4 (4.'1%) where reportedly teachers did not resort to this punishment very

frequently. Other forms of punishment were also used sparingly in all schools: 1.5%
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of the students say teachers punish them by assigning extra wcrk; .9% by withholding

gym or recess; 2.8% by talking to students privately; .9% by talking to students in front

of everyone; and 3.5% by some other means. However, 4% to 5% of the teachers in

all four schools reportedly resort to yelling at students as a form of punishment.

School level punishments ars reserved for more serious and/or sustained
infractions, such as carrying a weapon, fighting, smoking, or substance abuse in
school, and the punishment is more severesuspension. Most of the students (85.5%)

said they had not been suspended in the last year, but of those who said they had
(n 3%), significantly more than average came from School 3 (20.6%) and significantly

fewer than average came from School 4 (8.2%). School 3 is a small, predominantly
black, neighborhood school which had experienced more than its normal level of
turmoil in the year student questionnaires were administered. School 4, which was
more racially balanced among minority groups, continued to enjoy its distinction for

higher levels of student achievement. It was also the only one of the four schools

which enrolled more females than males; males were almost twice va likely as
females to be suspended.

Suspensions also correlated significantly with grade and with race. Seventh
and eighth graders were about twice as likely to be suspended (15.0% and 18.2%
respectively) as sixth graders (8.2%). Blacks were suspended at a rate which was
approximately four times that for Asians, three times that for whites, and twice that for

Hispanics. The respective percentages were 20.9%(black), 4.0% (Asian), 7.8%
(white), and 10.4% (Hispanic). It could not be determined from the data whether
students of certain racial/ethnic groups engaged more frequently in major
transgressions, or whether schools discriminated against certain groups by applying

the rules unevenly, or both.

Respect and Affiliation Among Teachers

Just as children learn ways of relating to people by watching their parents,
students are influenced by and model to social interactions displayed by teachers
and other adults in schools. Teachers who don't like each other and don't respect

each other, and who act that way in front of students, communicate powerful negative

messages to students about personal values and the value of schooling as an
enterprise. However, among teachers who demonstrate high levels of collegiality,
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commitment to each other, to students, and to their work is strong (Firestone &

Rosenblum, 1985).

Teachers' Assessment of Collegiality by Questionnaire

Collagiality among teachers was assessed by a set of items on the teacher

questionnaire, in teacher interviews, by observation, and in selected items on the

student questionnaire. Percentage distributions of frequency of occurrence for the 14

items on collegial behaviors reported by teachers in all four schools are shown in

Table 10.3. Responses were keyed so that a one meant 'a lor and a five meant

"almost never." Factor analysis was used to identify a smaller number of underlying

scales among these items. Results of this analysis are reported in Table 10.4, along

with a summary of results from one-way analyses of variance by school on the

teachers' factor scores for collegiality. Duncan tests of the significance of differences

among means were used to determine which schools reflected more collegial

behaviors. Although lower scores reflected more collegial behaviors, the ordering of

schools by Duncan tests in Table 10.4 indicates which schools are more collegial.

The first factor to emerge from factor analysis of the 14 items on collegial

behavior on the teacher questionnaire was entitled "interpersonal Behaviors. It had a

very high eigenvalue of 5.46, accounted for 39% of the variance and pulled strongly

worded, positive items like "engage, exchange, greet, share, step in for- referencing

other teachers; all items had unusually high weights ranging from .71 to .86. Analysis

of variance using scores on this factor as the dependent variable produced an F ratio

significant at p < .03 which differentiated School 4 from School 3, the former assessed

by its teachers as more collegial.

Factor 2, accounting for 15.4% of the variance in the 14 items, designated task

oriented behaviors--ones in which teachers work together to develop curricula,

construct tests, or plan new programs, but not complain or joke about working

conditions. It was a surprise to some reviewing this result to find that joking about

difficult situations weighed negatively on this scale. It would seem thM a sense of

humor would be a tremendous asset in urban middle schools. However, if it is

combined with sarcasm or lack of commitment, humor may demoralize or offend

others. One teacher, observed by the project director at the completion of the

administration of student questionnaires, handled a miscue on the changing of classes
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TABLE 10.3

Percentage Distribution of Teachers' Responses to Items on Collegial Behaviors

The Extent to Which Teachers: Percentages

a lot sometimes
&lost
Mar

A. Engage in social conversation 32.6 19.6 39.1 05.4 03.3

B. Exchange Ideas about teaching 18.5 21.7 38.0 12.0 09.8

C. Discuss problems about individual students 40.2 32.6 20." 04.3 02.2

D. Make negative remarks about other teachers 19.5 10.3 34.5 21.8 13.8

E. Greet each other warmly 25.6 k3.9 32.2 08.9 04.4

F. Complain about worldng conditions 34.8 18.5 29.3 10.9 06.5

G. Joke about difficult situations 25.3 25.3 38.5 04.4 06.6

H. Discuss personal problems with each other 05.7 11.4 45.5 22.7 14.8

I. Share teaching materials 13.3 16.7 46.7 12.2 11.1

J. Discuss suggestions for new school programs 12.0 15.2 33.7 20.7 18.5

K. Insult other teachers directly 04.3 06.4 25.5 23.4 40.4

K. Develop curriculum materials together 02.2 11.0 36.3 2C '3 29.7

L. Work on test construction together 02.2 04.4 20.9 16.5 56.0

M. Step in for other teachers In emergencies 29.3 34.8 20.7 12.0 03.3
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TABLE 10.4

Results of Factor Analysis of 14 items on Collegial Behavior Reported by Teachers
And Summary of One-Way ANOVA's and Duncan Tests by School

Factor Number & Name Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

Cum
Pct

Items on the Factor Weight

1: Interpersonal Behaviors 5.46 39.0 39.0 A. Engage in social conversation .77
B. Exchange ideas about teaching .75

F - 3.09; p< .03; C. Discuss Problems about individual students .93
E. Greet each other warmly .86

(Sch 4 < Sch 3)* I. Share teaching materials .80
N. Step in for other teachers in emergencies .71

2: Task Oriented Behaviors 2.16 15.4 54.4 F Complain about working conditions -.72
G. Joke about difficult situations -.63

F = 2.47; p < .06; J. Discuss suggestions for new school programs .57
L. Develop curriculum materials together .84

(Sch 4, 1 < Sch 2)* M. Work on test construction together .84

3: Unprofessional Behaviors 1.61 11.5 65.9 D. Make negative remarks about other teachers .62
H. Discuss personal problems with each other .73
K. Insuk other teachers directly .64

*For Factors 1 and 2, lower means indicate more collegial behaviors.
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with apparent deftness and humor. Asked about his role in the school, other
observers noted he was not on the principal's leadership team, nor was he involved in

any of the school's numerous, externally funded, special projects. Several months

later, an interview transcript explained why. He expressed no commitment to the
school or its mission. His teaching job was a way to bide time t'Jring the school year

until he could make Important money" on his *rear job during the summer.

The F ratio from one-way analysis of variance of scores on Factor 2 among

schools was significant at p < .08. (Liberty has been taken in relaxing the conventional

.05 level for reporting of significant results; because the n's for teachers are small, the

and the degrees of freedom therefore limited, a fairly large difference is required for

statistical significance.) Teachers in Schools 4 and 1 reported significantly higher
rates of task oriented collegial behaviors than teachers in School 2. This was

corroborated in interviews with teachers and principals. Teachers in School 2 had no

common planning time; students were assigned to classes exclusively on the basis of

MAT-Reading scores, and test performance was of overriding importance in the

School. It was not a collegial environment. In contrvt, teachers in the higher
achieving School 4 had been organized in clusters for several years; the principal
made sure that each cluster had its own convenient teachers' room for scheduled
meetings and informal planning. The principal in School 1, one of the lower achieving

schools and by far the largest, recognized the need for her teachers to engage in
collaborative planning and development; she had instituted several programs which

were still in their initial phases at the time of od;:i collection.

The third factor extracted from factor analysis of the items on collegial behavior

was entitled 'Unprofessional Behaviors. It included making negative remarks about

other teachers, insulting them directly, and discussing personal problems. While the

factorsmay be meaningful, the factor scores are suspect for their reliability and validity.

The w of response options was inadvertently omitted for item K, and half of the
res ents left the item blank, while the other half wrote in the number and circled it.

Fact scores for those omitting the item would appear to be far more negative, since

low n b responses indic.:Ated greater frequency of the behavior. Instead,

ANOVA's were computed separately for the two other items which appeared on the

factor, making negative remarks, and discussing personal problems. Neither F ratio

was significant.
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The one te.acher to one classroom model of organization of schools separates

teachers from their colleagues and promotes !solation. But like most other workers,

teachers are more committed to their work when norms and wo;king conditions
promote interpersonal attachments (Buchanan, 1974); isolation from other teachers

and administrators reduces commitment (Zielinsld & Hoy, 1983). Teachers prize the

respect of their colleagues and value opportunities to interact with them (Firestone &

Rosenblum, 1988). Not only do these opportunities promote commitment, they can be

instrumental in improving teaching; teachers learn trom each other, and their teaching

skills are improved when they have frequent professional interaction with each other

(Rosenholtz, 1985).

Commitment and Affiliation as Reflected in Teacher Interviews

Asked what they liked most about teaching in their schools, teachers spoke first

id foremost about their students. However, once they had addressed that subject,

che teachers spoke about professionalism, in positive terms if their needs were being

met, or in terms of the changes they would like to see take place in their schools if they

were unhappy with their situations. Teachers want to be treated like professionals;

they want participation in decision making on important issues. They value collegiality

fostered through cluster programs or other arrangements that give them time to
collaborate on curricular decisions, and to share information about individual students.

Teachers who had these opportunities credited them as major sources of job
satisfaction; those who were unhappy with their situations named isolation and the

lack of opportunities to work with othe, tdachers as things they sorely needed. These

assessments are reflected in the following miscellaneous quotes:

'The duster system meets weekly with administrators but is teacher led.

'Teacher relationships are very good.'

"Even as a first year teacher in the building, you have a voice.-

"We have frequent discussions of students; they don't get lost.'

"It's not unusual for teachers from this school to give up time on their weekends

to help students, or to work on a special project."

"All the teachers here are expected to be good teachers.'

'Not everyone gets along well, but all in all, the teachers here treat each other

with respect.'
'We all work toward the same goalteaching students the best we can.'
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How Students View Teacher Affiliation

Collegial behaviors among teachers are noted by students. The models of
behavior provided by the teachers' own conduct in school are some of the most
important ways in which norms for behavior are communicated to students in the
schools. Students look to teachers to see if they are treating others with kindness and

respect. Students also want respect for themselvesthe knowledge that they are
being treated with fairness and decency by adults in school, most notably the teachers,

with whom their interaction is most frequent and most direct. Wehlage and Rutter
(1986) reported that a substantial group of students in urban high schools believe that

they are routinely treated unfairly by teachers. Natriello (1532) observed that where

students experience unfair treatment, their commitment wanes.

The students' view of their teachers' affiliation with each other, with the
principal, and particularly their care and concern for students were addressed in items

from Section 16 of the Student Questionnaire. Students behaviors toward each other

were also queried. In these items students were asked to make assessments from a

school-wide perspective. Factor analysis of these eleven items yielded three factors

whose eigenvalues, percent of variance and item weights are shown in Table 10.5.

Entitled 'Our School is Better, Factor 1 included items stating that teachers in their
school care more and students learn more than those in other schools. Factors 2 and 3

contained three items each on teacher affiliation and student cooperation respectively.

Factor scores were created by adding raw scores for the items assigned to each factor.

Four-way analyses of variance were conducted on the factor scores to
determine diffennces among students by school, grade, sex, and race. Results are

reported in Table 10.6. The ANOVA using scores on Factor 1 for the dependent
variable produced significant differences by school, grade, and race. Students in

School 3 were significantly lower in their belief that the education they were getbng in

their school was better; seventh and eighth graders were significantly more negative in

this regard than sixth graders. Black, whites, and 'others,' held lower esteem for their

school than Hispanic, and in turn Asians. However, these findings needed some
modification, since two interaction effects were significant. Students in particular

racial/ethnic groups were more positive about their evaluation of some schools than

others: Asians at School 2, whites at School 4, and Hispanics at Schools 1 and 4
were even more positive about their schools than their same race counterparts at other
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TABLE 10.5

Results of Factor Analysis of Student Perceptions of School-Wide Influences on Their Schoors Climate

Factor Number & Name

1: Our School Is Better

2: Teachers Like Others

3: Students Cooperate

Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

Cum
Pct

Items on the Factor Weight

3.35 30.4 30.4 C. Teachers give students extra help with their work .43
H. Students here learn a lot more than students from

other schools
.64

I. Students here are expected to do homework 4-5
times a week

.69

J. Teachers are a lot more about their students than
teachers from other schools

.66

K. Most students feel very close to their teachers .47

1.14 10.4 40.8 E. Teachers seem to like the principal .82
F. Teachers seem to like each other .77
G. Teachers seem to like the students .47

1.07 9.8 50.6 A. There are unfriendly cliques (groups) -.65
B. Students help each other .63
D. Students try to help each other with school work .85
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TABLE 10.6

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Four-Way Analyses of Variance of Student
Factor Scores on Perceptions of School-Wide Influences on School Climate,

And Results of Duncan Tests of the Significance of Mean Differences
On Significant Main Effects: School, Grade, Sex and Race

Significant Effects df F Duncan Tests of Mean Differences

FACTOR 1: Belief That Their School Is Better

School 3 4.46" School 3 < Schools 1, 2, 4
Grade 2 13.01**** Grades 7, 8 < Grade 6
Sex 1 NS
Race 4 12.2r'0 Blacks, Whites < Hispanics < Asians
School X Race 6 1.91*
Sex X Grade 2 3.81'

FACTOR 2: Teachers Like Each Other, the Principal, and Students

School 3 5.90' School 3 < Schools 2, 1, 4
Grade 3 9.20**** Grades 7, 8 < Grade 6
Sex 1 8.10" Males < Females
Race 4 7.02'00' Blacks, Asians < Hispanics
No Interactions

FACTOR 3: Students Are Cooperative, Friendly Toward Each Other

School 3 3.29' School 3 < Schools 1, 4
Grade 2 12 . 860*** Grades 7, 8 < Grade 6
Sex 1 17. 53" " Males < Females
Race 4 6.81***0 Whites, Blacks < Hispanics, Asians
No Interactions

'p < .05
**p < .01

***p < .001
map < .0001
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schools. Males' assessment of the quality of education and care provided by
teachers at their schools continued to decline over grade levels, whereas the
assessment by femaies declined in seventh grade and improved in eighth grade.

Scores on Factor 2 were a composite of the students' perception that their
teachers seem to like each other, the principal, and the students. Four-way analysis of

variance of these scores produced significant results for all main effects but no

significant interaction effects. Again students in School 3 had significantly more
negative perceptions about their teachers' regard for others than students in the other

sthools. Students in grade six held significantly more positive views about their
teachers' Ming others than did students in grades seven and eight. Females were
more positive than males, and Hispanics were more positive in their assessment thar

blacks, 'others," and Asians. Interestingly, this was the only occasion in the study

wnen Asians fall on the negative side of a significant finding regarding affective
behavior.

Analysis of Factor 3 scores on student cooperation once again differentiated

students in School 3 from students in Schools 1 and 4. (The mean for students in

School 2 fell in between those tor Schools 3 and 1.) As for Factors 1 and 2, students

in grade six were more positive in their assessments of students' cooperative, friendly

behaviors than students in grades 7 and 8, and again the females were significantly

more positive than the males. Also consistent with most other findings from the study.

wiiite and black students perceived significantly lower levels of student cooperation in

their schools than Hispanic and Asian students.

Administrative Support for Teachers

There are a number of ways in which principals =,:tn support teachers and

thereby contribute to their performance in the classroom. One of the most important

among these to teachers is the principal's exercise of control over the school's public

places and consistent enforcement of discipline. Teachers expect principals to

provide a sympathetic court of appeals when they have problems controlling students

and when they have disputes with parents. Teachers also expect principals to

minimize disruptions to their classroom routine (Rosenholtz, 1985). In addition to the

principal's fair and consistent use of authority and control, teachers also benefit from
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more proactive, enabling strategies and from instructional leadership. The former

includes the assignment of pleasant workspaces, arrangement of teaching times and

class schedules so that teachers can meet with collesgues and so that responsibilities

are assigned equitably. Teachers also look to the principal for the provision of

necessary materials.

Evidence from Teacher Interviews

Even though questions about principals were not posed directly, the interviews

with teachers revealed a great deal about how they related to their principals and how

supportive he or she was to their teaching efforts. Teachers like principals who hold

dear, high expectations; who practice strict, and consistent enforcement of discipline;

who enforce the schedule to promote attention to academics, and limited interruptions

to classes The teachers wanted their principals to provide adequate resources and to

give them some say in decision making. Principals who drew the highest praise from

their teachers appeared to exercise a delicate balance between strong leadership and

sharing of power with their teachers, as reflected in the following comments:

"We get a lot of support. He's always willing to listen to you. If your idea is

better, he'll change.

"The school is well run. You may not like all of his decisions, but he is a creative

genius, fosters productivity in everyone.

One teacher sought a well disciplined school with firmer control, security, and

safety than the one he had just left so that he would have more opportunity to deal with

curriculum issues; he liked the style of his new principal very much: -Mr. X is

everywhere! There's very little that gets by that man! Another teacher echoed that

praise: 'Mr. X has a lot to do with the atmosphere. There's freedom, trust, and
respect for the people who work in the building. I don't know how he does it. There's

method to his madness....As a specialist, I've worked in several buildings in the
systems, so I've seen a few principals and how building are run. Here its like I died

and went to heaven." Another expressed appreciation for competent management this

way: 1 was at a school where the kids had better home Eves but the school was so

por-!y run, the staff was totally demoralized, I had to get mit. It's much better here."

Teachers also said they valued supervision if it was done constructively:
"There's real supervision in this school; the first week he was in my class eight times;
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he never interrupts, and notices everything, even how you talk to kids in the hall. But

despite the careful observation, teachers and other professionals with effective
principals felt they had the latitude to try new ideas and to risk making mistakes. One

interviewee was a librarian who explained that she had been given complete latitude

in schedu!Ing the use of the library; when she asked her principal what to do about

something, the reply was 1 hired you as a librarian, now be a librarian.'

Evidence from Questionnaires

The principal and other administrators are a crucial source of respect for
teachers. The support principals provide is critical to teachers' classroom performance

and to their retention in the field (Dworkin, 1987). Teachers in the present study

echoed that sentiment. Asked to rate 14 aspects of their job with respect to importance

(See Appendix A, Section 17), teachers placed administrative support in improving
student achievement in third place, after teacher/pupil relationships and job security.

Fourth ranked in order of importance was teacher authority over students, an issue on

whkyi teachers also expe.:t support from principals. Teacher/administrator
relationships was ranked sixth in order of importance, ahead of teacher/teacher
relationships wnich was ranked ninth.

In the teachers' view, the principal's responsibilities should be primarily 'to
oversee school operations and scheduling,' and secondarily, 'to lead curriculum and

program planning.' Providing resources to teachers was ranked a distant third,

followed by disciplining students and supervising teachers. Clearly most of the

teachers prefer to see the principal act in an enabling, facilitating role, rather than in a

supervisory role. Arid while the provision of resources and student discipline are

downpiayed, it was apparent from teacher interviews that when teachers cannot meet

these -.eeds on their own, they place great emphasis on the principal's response to

these needs.

Loyalty to One's School

Teachers who derive satisfaction from helping students learn, and who like and

respect their colleagues, are likely to develop commitment to that particular school.

One of 'he most telling statistics ir, this regard was the percentage of teachers who had

been teaching at their school five years or less, when more than 65% of the sample
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had been teaching 10 years or more. Fully 91% of the teachers at School 3 had been

teaching there 5 years or less; 33% of the teachers there were first year teachers. The

school had a reputation as a troubled place; in a school consolidation plan enacted
just prior to the beginning of the study, it received a number of students from another

school said to be the -dumping ground for behavioral problems before it was dosed.

At the time of data collection for student and teacher questionnaires, School 3 had its

third principal in less than a year. Teachers in junior positions reportedly entered the

system in School 3 and then requested reassignmant to other schools as they gained

in seniority. In contrast, only 31% of the teachers at School 4 had been teaching there

five years or less. It was a place which celebrated student achievement and embodied

an ethic of caring; it was a place where teachers wanted to stay. Schools 1 and 2 fell

between these two extremes; 58% and 64% of their teachers respectively had taught

at these schools five years or less.

Conceivably a school's physical environment might have an influence on
whethPr its users look fo,ward to being there. None of the four schools in the sample

had an attractive physical facility. Both School 3 and School 4, the most troubled

school together with the highest achieving school, were located in decrepit buildings,

parts of which were more than 100 years old, and most of which were poorly
maintained and in great disrepair. School 1, lowest in academic achievement, with its

large student body and strong Hispanic influence, was located in a building whose

condition was slightly better. School 2 had the best physical facility of the four, but it

too needed maintenance and repairs. What was striking about Sclvol 2 in contrast to

the other three schools was the sterile quality of its common places; there were no

posters, murals, paintings or student's papers announcing who was there, only quiet,

dark corridors lined with brown tiles. In contrast, the other three sthools, especially

School 4, lookad alive with brightly colored murals, paintings, maps, flags, and
displays created by the students.

As reported on items 26 and 27 of the teacher questionnaire, the school's
physical environment was the thing teachers liked least about teaching in their school,

and the thing they would most like to change. Numerous comments from the teacher

questionnaire and frequent observations corroborate these reports. These schools

are in great disrepair, and they should be refurbished or replaced. However, the

overwhelming evidence points to teachers and principals and what they do to engage

students in learning as the most important factors in the success of schools.
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Summary and Discussion

Teachers exert pervasive influence on students' behavior. Their realm of

influence includes not only academic achievement, but also social norms and values.

The mechanisms by which they do this include setting expectations, providing models

of behavior, and giving students feedback on what they do. The central task for

schools and for students in particular is to engage students, so that tney put forth

serious effort and develop a commitment to mastering schoolwork. Social

psychological dimensions of this task are not only instrumental to student learning but

also important ends in their own right, such as showing respect for others, affiliating

with others and sharing commitments.

The social psychological dimension of schools appears to be particularly
important for students at risk for school failure x dropout. Rather than viewing these

students as ones with a disadvantage or deficit, it may be more constructive to note

their higher sensitivity to positive school environments. Students at risk of school
failure may be the very ones who stand to gain the most from the social capital which

the schools need to provide, since families are no longer well equipped to do so.
Such vulnerable students may be even more responsive to positive social and
educational environments than students whose homes extend the achievement and

value orientation of their schools.

The importance of a safe, orderly environment to a positive school climate has

been recognized for some time; the influence of high expectations on student
achievement has been known even longer. What is more recent, but perhaps just as

important for students at risk, is careful documentation of the impurtance of a caring

environment. An ethic of caring promotes respect, affiliation and commitment among

the adults and students in the school. These effects are mutually reinforcing for
students and teachers; but if one side is low, it will depress the other. Factors

contributing to this cycle of commitment include not only respect and dailiation, but
a'so relevance, administrative support for teachers, fair and consistent treatment of

students according to clear rules, and having a sense of control over one's work.

Several of these factor! ;-leed to be orchestrated on a school-wkle level by the

principal.
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Indicators of teacher behaviors as well as the influence of teachers and

principals on teachers and students were developed as part of the present study.

Results of these measurb_. were corroborated by interview and observation and shown

to be related to the academic achievement rankings and prosocial behaviors in the

schools. Teachers' commitment to students was attested in teachers' assignment of #1

ranking to the importance of teacher/student relationships to job satisfaction, a finding

which was overwhelming endorsed in interviews. Teachers in all four of the sample

schools serving predominantly minority youth expressed shared responsibility for

student achievement. The primacy of the academic mission of the school was

recognized by students in both higher and lower achieving schools.

What differentiated higher and lower achieving schools was an ethic of caring, a

sense of cooperation among students, collegiality among teachers, and a mutual

commitment between students and teachers. Principals were instrumental in making
this possible, by exhibiting a strong sense of leadership in delicate balance with the

sharing of power. Teachers felt support from each other and from principals; they had

common planning time and a place for meetings. Students in schools whose teachers

exhibited collegial behavior and affiliation toward others in the building were more

likely to cooperate with each other. In turn, more cooperative rather than competitive

teaching patterns, were associated with higher levels of student achievement.

Competition to do better than other students on tests and grades was negatively

associated with achievement measures. Of particular note, this factor provided a clear

separation between the two higher achieving schools. The school whose achievement

was highest overall, and highest in comparisons within regular and special education

programson every measure of achievementhad no advanced woric classes, nor did

it have the Asian bilingual program, both of which favored the second school.
Moreover, the highest achieving school had a physical facility which was not nearly as

pleasant and accommodating as the second-ranked school. Both drew virtually the

same size enrollments from very similar, adjacent communities. If anything, the

second school could be said to be more advantaged, yet it was significantly
outperformed by the first.

An ethic of caring made the difference. It permeated all of the data we
collected--from students, teachers, and principals. The difference was not at all
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obvious at first; the schools felt different; the social interactions were different, but it

was not until months after the study was engaged that a dearer picture emerged.

When this qualitative picture was corroborated among several members of the
research team who had visited the schools several times, the quantitative results of

both student and teacher questionnaires only confirmed the results. The findings are

significant not only for what they say about factors affecting student achievement but

especially because they are alterable variables amenable to change by helping
principals to exercise effective leadership with the sharing of power, and by helping

teachers to employ effective teaching practices with an ethic of caring.
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CHAPTER 11

WHAT IS IMPORTANT AND SATISFYING TO TEACHERS

The United States is experiencing one of the longest periods in its history cf

sustained attention to the problem of improving the quality and productivity of public

schools. Now in its eighth year of highly visible efforts, the movement has heard calls

for reform from presidents, governors, legislators, foundation chiefs, prominent
corporate officials, chief state school officers, union leaders, and academics among

others. Many solutions have been proposed which outstrip knowledge of their effects.

One such example is minimum competency testing for teachers as a means of raising

standards for entry and certification in the teaching profession.

In fact, the United States has the best educated teaching force it is likely to have

for years to come. The reason is quite simple, as Wise (1990) points out: a lot of

teachers had no real options when they made their career decisions, and schools
benefited from their limited opportunities. Now, equality of access to occupations
means that society can no longer trap smart young black people and smart young

women in teaching. Acnording to Feistritzer (1986), the teaching force is now
composed mainly of people in middle to late career; their average age is approaching

50, and 75% have been teaching at least 10 years, 50% for 15 years or more. The

thousand plus pieces of legislation enacted across the nation, in virtually every state to

reform teacher education foals particularly on teacher licensure, for those entering the

profession, and some on the supetvision of beginning teachers (Darling-Hammond

and Berry, 1988).

These efforts will be insufficient for at least two reasons. One is that more
senior members of the teaching force will not be affected by changes in licensure and

they are still many years from retirement. A second is that valid assessment of teacher

competence is a challenge which 1:r outstrips presently available tasting and
assessment procedures. It is argued here that staff development is crucial to
promoting and sustaining teacher competence for both new and veteran teachers, and

that knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy are not all te We should be

concerned about in the selection and supervision of beginning teachers.
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Who Is Attracted to Toathing?

Some blame the decfine in school perfoimance on the declining quality of
teachers (Weaver, 19ES). The solution, as the argument goes, is to attract bright
people to the teaching profession. The problem with this sir ,^,is is that many bright

people are already there, and more bright young people .auting to enter teacher

preparation programs, as salaries become more attract's . alternative professional

pursuits appear less attractive than first envisioned. Others are returning to teaching.

The teachers from the four urban middle schools which constitute the sample for

the present study mirror the national pattern of a highly educated, experienced teacher

force. As reported on their questit..maires and confirmed by school records, the
teachers are highly educated. Their answers to the questicn: 'What is th6 highest

degree you hold?" can be summarized as follows:

1. Less than a Bachelor's degree (0.0 % )

2. Bachelor's degree ( 11.2 % )

3. Some graduate work but less than a Master's degree (27.0 % )

4. Master's degree (19.1% )
5. Mnre than a Master's degree but nol. a Docwrate (42.7 % )

Similarly, the teachers in the sample were highly experienced. In response to

the question: 'How many year3 of experience as a teacher have you had? IrJude

this year as one year of experience, they reported:

(a) 1 - 5 years: 15.4%

(b) 6 - 10 years: 19.8%

(c) 11 - 15 years: 15.4%

(d) 16 - 20 years: 27.5%

(e) 21 - 25 years: 11.0%

(f) more than 25 years: 11.0%

Let's Not Repeat Medicine's Mistake

If academic excellence becomes the over-riding concern in teacher education

programs and teacher selection and licensure, education may stand to repeat the
mistake of medicine in its single-minded pursuit of highly qualified applicants and its
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rewards for high grades above all else. Derek Bok, President of Harvard University,
captured the essence of the problem when he said that schools of medicine were
training the compassion right out of their medical students, undoing the very prized

quality we want to see in doctors who treat us aild our families. Since then Harvard
and several other prestigious institutions have revamped their medical programs and

have provided variable routes to entry in an effort to maintain quality while minimizing

tne negative effects of severe competition.

Even with increases in salary scales, bright young people wil1 not be attracted to

teaching only for the money; there are too many other opportunities for higher paying

work. Individual's value for the other satisfactions which can be derived from teaching

need to be considered. The paradigms for research on teacher effectiveness
(Medley, 1983) and school effectiveness (Newmann, 1987) which have changed our

thinking about how to study teaching and schooling call attention to what actions
teachers and others take to promote achievement, rather than what passive
characteristics or credentials they possess. But rather than being "passive traits, the

value systems of teachers may be necessary but not sufficient conditions for engaging

students and promoting optimal achievement.

This research has already demonstrated that the highest achieving school
combined emphasis on academic achievement with an ethic of caring, whereas the

school which appeared to be outwardly more advantaged stressed test performance

without commensurate levels of cooperation and caring. What may make teachers

excel at their craft are not just mastery ,3f subject matter and expertise in curriculum,

cognition and pedagogy, but also commitment, caring, and dedication to students.

Teachers need to hold important values; schools need to be structured and managed

so that positive values are promoted and reflected in what administrators, teachers,

and students do in schools.

The former principal of the highest achieving school in the study seemed to
have mastered a formula for the right combination of important ingredients in
successful teachers and how to keep them productive. He had just left the school to

assume a position in the central administration after serving as principal of School 4

for 11 years. The teacher force he left behind included a large percentage who had

been recruited by him to their school. In separate interviews, we heard the story of

their acceptance interview with that principal like a popular refrain: 'You have to love
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the kids; you have to be a master of your subject matter; and you have to start teaching

five minutes before the bell rings.'

What Is Important to the Teachers

Teacher interviews began with the question: 'What do you like most about

teaching in this school? Almost all respondents, regardless of the school or the

interviewer, said "the students,' and proceeded to expound on how important and
satisfying were their relationships with students, "my kids." That sentiment was

corroborated by results from section 17 of the teacher questionnaire. Presented in
pairs, fourteen items inquired how important were various issues to job satisfaction,

and how satisfied teachers were with that aspect of their jobs. The percentage
distributions of results for teathers in all four schools are given in Table 11.1. The
importance of teacher/pupil relationships received the highest percentage of teacher

responses in the top category (91.2%.1 and, as shown in Table 11.2, the highest rank

overall. Satisfaction reported from teacher/pupil relationships averaged one and a

half score points lower on the scale, but still received the highest rank for sources of

satisfaction overall.

Job security received the second highest rating in terms of importance to
teachers, but it was an issue about which teachers were among the least satisfied. As

a result, it ranked high in terms of the discrepancy between importance and
satisfaction, as shown in Table 11.2. The timing of data collection may have been
partially responsible for the low level of satisfaction reported by teachers. Many of
them had just received 'pink slips' informing them that their contracts would not be

renewed. It was a rite of spring which these teachers dreaded year in and year out,

whose negative demoralizing effects were diminished only partially when many of the

recipients were rehired the week before school opened, after a summer of uncertainty.

Teachers reported resentment over the criteria which were used in deciding
termination. By all accounts, it was not merit, or competence, or seniority, but other
factors; black, bilingual, and special education teachers were far more likely to be

retained. Unfortunately, the issue of job security took on racial and ethnic overtones.

The annual rite of spring for teachers continued. Front page news in The

Boston Globe announced:
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The Boston School Committee tonight is expected to act on a recommendation by

Superintendent Joseph McDonough that about 370 tenured teachers be laid off to keep the

system within its budget.

if such layoffs are approved warning notices will go oat to a total of 630 tenured teachers

in Boston, because selection of the 370 to be laid off will be determined by whether US

Judge W. Arthur Garrity ends court supervision of school desegregation this month,a s he has

said he plans to do.

They are covering all the bases. If Judge Garrity decides to stay on the case they will

have to use racial percentages to govern layoffs. if he withdraws, then seniority will determine

who gets laid off, said Edward Doherty, president of the Boston Teachers Union.

Layoff notices have already been sent to 400 provisional, or nontenured teachers.(The

Boston Globe, May 8, 1990, p. 1).

Parent/teacher relationships were deemed by teachers to be very important, on

a par with administrative support for teachers, teacher authority over students, level of

student achievement, teacher/administrator relationships, the curricula in the school,

and even slightly more important than teachers' relationships with their colleagues.
However, teacher satisfaction with parent/teacher relationships ranked dead last
among the 14 items, making it the issue over which there was greatest discrepancy
between importarKe and satsfaction. Many of the teachers who were interviewed,

especially thoae in the lower achieving schools, said that they wished they had more

opportunities to involve parents in their children's education, so that teachers and
parents could reinforce each otners' efforts. Some of the teachers wondered whether

their students had any regular supervision at home. A few teachers who lived in the

same neighborhoods as their students told us of the times they called the parents and

went to their home.. when their children were in trouble. It seemed that most teachers

were unwilling or unable to do this. They felt the connections should be made through

the schools.

One of the four schools, School 1, had the lowest level of academic
achievement overall, but a more positive position on several of the social and
behavioral indices. School 1 was by far the largest of the four schools and enrolled a

significant number of Hispanic bilingual students. Despite these challenges, School 1

was far more successful than the other schools in getting parents to come to the
school. Its black female principal insisted that parents come to the school to receive



TABLE 11.1

Percentage Distribution of Teachers' Responses to Items Regarding the importance
And Satisfaction They Assign to Various Aspects of Their Jobs

A. Salary Very important 47.8 29.3 19.6 02.2 01.1 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 17.4 21.7 33.7 18.5 08.7 Very unsatisfied

B. Job security Very important 82.2 10.0 04.5 03.3 30.0 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 1 6.9 11.2 21.3 12.4 38.2 Very unsatisfied

C. Level of student Very important 80.2 12.1 05.5 00.0 02.2 very UrimportaM
achievement Very satisfied 05.4 13.0 35.9 27.2 18.5 very unsatisfied

D. Parent/teacher Very important 79.1 13.2 03.3 01.1 03.3 Very Unimportail
relationships Very satisfied 10.9 08.7 22.8 23.9 33.7 Very unsatisfied

E. Teacher/teacher Very important 58.2 33.0 04.4 02.2 02.2 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 08.7 20.7 43.5 12.0 15.2 Very unsatisfied

F. Teacher/pupil Very koportant 91.2 08.8 00.0 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 20.7 31.5 28.3 08.7 10.9 Very unsatisfied

G. Teacher/administra- Very important 75.6 18.9 03.3 00.0 02.2 Very UnimportaM
tor relationships Very satisfied 17.6 23.1 25.3 14.3 19.8 Very unsatisfied

H. The curricula In Very important 71.7 22.8 04.3 01.1 00.0 Very Unimportant
school Very satisfied 09.9 22.0 38.5 16.5 13.2 Very unsatisfied

I. Teacher Very important 53.9 34.8 09.0 02.2 00.0 Very Unimportant
autonomy Very satisfied 11.4 26.1 35.2 12.5 14.8 Very unsatisfied

J. Teacher authority Very important 73.6 24.2 02.2 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
over students Very satisfied 08.9 23.3 31.1 16.7 20.0 Very unsatisfied

K. Teacher evaluation Very important 37.8 26.7 25.6 04.4 05.6 Very Unimportant
procedures Very satisfied 11.1 11.1 41.1 14.4 22.2 Very unsatisfied

L Recognition for Very important 58.0 28.6 12.1 01.1 02.2 Very Unimportant
teacher achievement Very satisfied 06.7 18.0 25.8 25.8 23.6 Very unsatisfied

M. Participation In Very important 51.6 39.6 07.7 01. 1 00.0 Very Unimportant
making decisions Very satisfied 04.4 07.8 41.1 25.6 21.1 Very unsatisfied

N. Administrative support Very important 74.4 23.3 02.2 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
11 improving student
achievement

Very satisfied 12.4 22.5 33.7 15.7 15.7 Very unsatisfied
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Table 11.2

:lank Crder, Means and Standard Deviations of Ratings Given by Teachers on the
Importance of, and Satisfaction with, Various Aspects of Their Jobs

And the Discrepancy Between importance and Satisfaction

Aspects of Teacher'sJob
Rated High (1) to Low (5)

Irrportance (I) Satisfaction (S) Discrepancy (I - S)

Rank 31 $ Rank I( s Rank 7( s

A. Salary * 13 1.79 .91 * 2 2.79 1.19 *14 -1.00 1.50

B. Job Security * 2 1.27 .72 *12 3.44 1.51 * 2 -2.16 1.70

C. Level of student
achievement

* 5 1.30 .78 *10 3.40 1.10 * 3 -2.10* .47

D. Parent/teacher
relationships

* 8 1.35 .88 *14 3.61 1.33 * 1 -2.26 1.54

E. Teacher/teacher
relationships

* 9 1.55 .87 * 7 3.04' 1.14 *11 -1.49" 1.36

F. Teacher/pupil
relationships

* 1 1.08 .31 * 1 2.58 1.22 *10 -1.50 1.22

G. Teacher/administrator
relationships

* 6 1.33 .76 * 4 2.96 1.37 * 9 -1.63 1.39

H. The curricula in school * 7 1.35 .62 * 6 3.01"1.15 * 8 -1.70" 1.24

I. Teacher autonomy * 11 1.60 .75 * 3 2.93 1.20 *12 -1.36 1.44

J. Teacher authority over
students

* 4 1.29 .50 * 8 3.16 1.24 * 5 -1.87 1.33

K. Teacher evaluation
procedures

*14 2.13"1.14 * 9 3.26 1.24 s13 -1.12* 1.72

L Recognition for
teacher achievement

*12 1.65 .90 *11 3.42 1.22 * 6 -1.81 1.49

M. Participation in
making decisions

*10 1.58 .68 *13 3.51 1.05 * 4 -1.92 1.38

N. Administrative support
in improving student
achievement

* 3 1.28 .50 * 5 3.00 1.23 * 7 -1.72 1.29

Noce.- Teachers responded to each aspect in pairs according to the following format:
Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

*Significant differences exist among school means at p < .05
"Significant differences exist among school means at p < .01
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their children's report cards; in addition, she and her staff also arranged pot luck
suppers for ado olts in the evenims, and family day events on a Spring Saturday.

All of the issues listed in section 17 on the teacher questionnaire were ones
which teachers rated very highly for their importance to job satisfaction. On a scale
ranging from 1 to 5, from very important to very unimportant, the means for all but one

item fell between 1 and 2, the top two points on the scale. The exception was for
teacher evaluation procedures on which there was a significant difference among

schools at p < .01. As noted in Table 11.3, School 4 teachers on average rated that
aspect significantly less important (2.85) than Schools 1, 2, and 3, whose means were

1.78, 2.07 and 1.78 respectively. Interviews with School 4 teachers and administrators

conveyed the sense that teach6rs there !,.new they were good; if they weren't they
wouldn't be there; the principal would somehow have managed to get rid of them.
Such a mindset would explain why teacher evaluation procedures were significantly

less important to those teachers.

How Satisfied Are Teachers with Aspects of Triciir Jobs

If "3% the midpoint of the scale, represents neutrality, then teachers on average

can be said to be reasonably satisfied about most aspects of their jobs. As revealed in

Table 11.2, almost all of the means for satisfaction scores fell within a half a score

point (.5) of the midpoint on the scale. Again teachers were least satisfied with
parent/teacher relationships, but dissatisfaction with participation in decision making

ranked second from the bottom, with the smallest standard deviation. Teachers were

uniformly less than satisfied with their level of participation in decision making.

Significant differences among school means occurred for teacher/teacher
relationships. Teachers in School 4 expressed significantly more satisfaction (a lower

numerical mean) than teachers in the lower achieving schools, Schools 1 and 3. This

came as no surprise to the investigators who had attended numerous duster and

faculty meetings at the schools and had many occasions to observe the teachers

relating to one another. Another significant difference occurred for teachers'
satisfaction with their school's curficula; teachers in School 3 were significantly less

satisfied than teachers in Schools 4, 1, and 2. These significant findings art

summarized in Table 11.3.
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TABLE 11.3

Summary of Significant F Ratios from One-Way Analyses of Variance of Teacher
Ratings of Importance of, and Satisfaction with, Various Aspects of Their Jobs
And Duncan Tests of the Significance of Mean Differences Among Schools

Aspects of Teacher'sJob importance (I) Satisfaction (S) Discr=incy (I - S)
Rated Hign (1) to Low (5)

F R Differences F R Differences F 7( Differences

C. Level of student
achievement

NS NS 2.86' Sch 2,3 <4

E. Teacher/teacher
relationships

NS 3.32' Sch 4 <1,3 4.26" Sch 3,1<4

H. The curricula in
school

NS 4.37" Sch 4,1,2<3 5.05" Sch 3<1,2,4

K Teacher evaluation
procedures

5.77" Sch 1,3,2<4 NS 3.11' Sch 3,1<4

*p < .05
"p < .01

Note.--Lower means indicate higher levels of importance and satisfaction,
because aspects were rated high (1) to low (5). Also, lower means indicate higher
levels of discrepancy, because importance minus satisfaction produced negative
results.
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Discrepancy scores were computed by subtracting satisfaction scores from
importance scores for each teacher in order to provide a gauge on the saliency of the

issues as targets for change. All of the means for discrepancy scores were negative,

because the means for importance of issues were closer to '1*, the high point of the

scale, where as means for satisfaction with those issues were closer to '3", the
midpoint of the scale. In all cases the, teachers expressed greater importance for,

than satisfaction with, the various aspects of their jobs. The greatest discrepancy was

for parent/teacher relationships, as noted previously, but the second and third greatest

were for job security and level of student achievement. Participation in decision

making was fourth. School principals may well be advised to act on the fourth by
involving teachers in planning strategies and seeking their advice for improving levels

of teacher satisfaction with the top three discrepant issues: parent/teacher

relationships, job security, and student achievement. These will be discussed further

in the section on teacher empowerment and staff development.

Significant differences among schools occurred for four discrepancy scores,

three on issues which had significant differences among schools in importance or
satisfaction cCures. There was significantly less discrepancy (p < .05) between the
importance and satisfaction in levels of student achievement reported by teachers in

School 4 than teachers in Schools 2 and 3. Teachers in School 4 reported
significantly less discrepancy between importance and satisfaction on the issue of

teacher/teacher relationships than teachers in Schools 3 and 1. This dirierence was

significant at p < .01. On the issue of curricula in the school, teachers in Schools 4, 2,

and 1 expressed significantly less discrepancy between importance and satisfaction

with the issue than teachers in School 3. Finally, there was less discrepancy between

importance and satisfaction on the issue of teacher evaluation procedures for teachers

in School 4 versus Schools 1 and 3. These school by school differences may be
helpful to principals to establish normative comparisons on the salience of various

issues for their teachers versus teachers in other schools.

Some Notes on the Use of Discrepancy Scores

One might question whether the use of discrepancy scores is analogous to the

use of gain scores, with the attending problem of inflated differences due to the

unreliability of measurement. However, unlike pre-test and post-test achievement
measures, the importance and satisfaction which teachers assign to various aspects of
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their job were not expected to be correlated. Several teachers reporting on the clarity

of the guest:Ions noted how helpful it was to have the dimensions separated. Having

more unidimensional issues facilitated a 'cleaner response. Importance and

satisfaction were seen to require separate judgements. Correlation coefficients

between the importance and satisfaction scores for each aspect of teachers' jobs

confirmed this observation. Only three of the 14 coefficients exceeded .15; these were

.20 for level of student achievement, .26 for teacher/administrator relationships, and

.22 for participation in making decisions. Most pairs correlated less than .10,

approaching 0.0% shared variance.

Nonetheless, since the question of unreliability was important to ask, residuals

were calcualted and the analyses of variance by school were run using residual

scores, as they had been for discrepancy soxes. Significant differences among
schools at p < .001 were found for residual scores between teachers' importance
and satisfaction with teacher evaluation procedures. Just as the ANOVA for
discrepancy scores had found, the difference clearly separated teachers in School 4

from those in the other three schools. Teachers in School 4 were far more satisfied
relative to the importance they placed on teacher evaluation procedures than were the

teachers in Schools 1, 2, and 3. Analyses of residual scores did not produce
significant differences for the other three variables which yielded significant

differences when discrepancy scores were used (level of student achievement,

teacher/teacher relationships, and the curricula in school), although the trends were in

the same direction.

A final r.ote on the use of discrepancy scores is that their ease of computati,n

and conceptual understanding may facilitate the translation of research into practice.

The discrepancy scores do appear fo be useful to school personnel for arriving at a

consensus on what priorities they target for reform. Arguably, interest in the utility of

research should temper concern for methodological purity.

Summary and Discussion

Piecemeal prescriptions for school reform are not likely to succeed because

they fail to address the problems in their complexity. While it is important to make the

profession attractive to bright, talented, competent people, focusing efforts only on

teacher preparation and licensure will be insufficient. The United States has the best
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educated teaching force it is likely to have for years to come, simply because a lot of

teachers preserr.:y in the force had no real options when they made their career
decisions. Now, equality of access to occupations means that society can no longer

trap smart young blacks and women in teaching. The senior members of the teaching

force will not be affected by changes in licensure, and they are still many years from

retirement. Staff development will be crucial to promoting and sustaining teacher

competence for both new and veteran teachers, but up-to-date knowledge of subject

matter and pedagogy should not be the only concerns.

If academic excellence becomes the over-riding concern in teacher education,

selection, and licensure. education may st2rd to repeat the mistake of medicine in its

single-minded pursuit of highly qualified applicants who test well and get good grades.

By highly respected accounts, schools of medicine had managed to soled and train

the compassion right out of its medical students, undoing the very quality we want to

see in doctors who treat ourselves and our families. Since then, medical education

has developed many new programs to thwart the negative effects of severe
competition for what (:an be more readily quantifiedtest scores and grades.

Paradigms for research which have changed our thinking about how to study

effective teaching and schooling call attention to what actions teachers and others take

to engage students and promote achievement, rather than what passive

characteristics or credentials the teachers possess. But rather than being "passive

traits," the value systems of teachers may be crucial for the central tasks ofschools,

although values alone are not sufficient. This hypothesis would be consistent with a

major finding from the present study: what differentiates the performance of the

highest achieving school from one which outwardly had more advantages was an

ethic of caring. Both had high emphasis on achievement, but the more successful

school was seen to be more collegial and cooperative by its teachers and by its

students who also noted higher rates of prosocial behaviors in their midst.

Asked what they liked most about teaching in their schools, teachers named first

and foremost their students. This finding was corroborated by results from the teacher

questionnaire. One section contained 14 issues, presented in pairs, which inquired

how important were %,arious aspects of their job to job satisfaction, and how satisfied

teachers were Jn these issues. Teachers felt that teacher/pupil relationships were

most important, and reportedly they were more satisfied with this aspect than any
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other. Job secw ity was the second most important concern, but among the least
satisfied. Layoff notices have become a rite of spring which has taken on racial and
ethnic overtones, since minority quotas continue to displace seniority as the basis for

retention. Teacher performance is not considered in the dismissal process.

Teacher Atings of importance averaged toward the high end of the scale,
between the highest and second highest score points for all but one of the 14 aspects

of their jobs which were included on the questionnaire. The exception was the issue

of teacher evaluation procedures, which teachers in School 4 rated significantly less

important than teachers in the other three schools. Interviews with teachers and

administrators in School 4 suggested a mindset among those teachers that they knew

they were competent; if they weren't they wouldn't be there. The principal would
somehow have managed to get rid of them.

Average ratings for teacher satisfaction with various aspects of their job were

consistently lower than they were for importance of those issues, but if the midpoint of

the scale represents neutrality, then teachers on average reportedly were reasonably

satisfied about most aspects of tneir jobs. Significant differences among teachers in

different schocls were found for two aspects, teacher/teacher relationships and the
school's curricula. On collegial relationships, teachers in School 4 reported the more

positive position than teachers in Schools 1 and 3; on the school's curricula, the
teachers in School 3 were significantly less satisfied than teachers in the other thy-

schools.

Discrepancy scores were computed by subtracting satisfaction scores from
importance scores for each teacher in order to provide a gauge on the saliency of the

issues as targets for change. The discrepancy between job security and job
satisfaction was second largest behind parent/teacher relationships. The discrepancy

between the importance and satisfaction regarding the issue of salary ranked last out

of fourteen issues. Simply stated, the issue of salary was not an issue for these
teachers in comparison to other, more pressing needs. Teachers reflected third and

fourth highest levels of concern over the level of student achievement and their own
participation in decision making. School principals may well be advised to act on the

fourth-ranked concern by involving teachers in planning strategies for responding to

the top three issues: parent/teacher relationships, job security, and student

achievement.
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CHAPTER 12

EMPOWERING TEACHERS WITHOUT LOSING SIGHT OF STUDENTS

After sustained attention to the need for improving the quality and productivity of

our nations schools, educational reform is at a crossroads. Either legislated

prescriptions will continue to be imposed in the name of reform, or real reform might

take hold through the empowerment of teachers. Wise (1979) warned about the
dangers of legislation, centralization, and regulation to the education enterprise more

than a decade ago. It would be a "world characterized by standardized testing, not

educational standards; by teacher-proof curricula, not wrricular reform; by
standardized teaching, not professional discretion; and by management-by-numbers,

not instructional leadership. Where are we now? The ptture ii complicated.
Revisiting legislated learning, Wise (1988) cites two conflicting trends which have
been evident in the past decade. One is the continuing effort by the states to
consolidate control; the other is the return to the classical conservative view that
educational decisions are best made closest to the people served.

A Crossroads for Both Educational Reform and the Teaching Profession

Not only is educational reform at a crossroads, Wise's colleague, Darling-
Hammond (1988) argues that the teaching profession in America is at a crossroads.

One path reflects the assembly line point of view in which teachers must administer

fixed procedures (schedules, curricula, placement and exit tests), using the tools that

are given them (textbooks and limited other material), while administrators enforce

rules, inspect performance, and maximize efficiency. The alternative path starts from

the assumption that students are not standardized, and teaching is not routine. It

follows that teachers must exercise judgments repeatedly, based on knowledge of
learning theory and pedagogy, curriculum, and assessment, as well as subject matter.

The empowerment of teachers as the most promising strategy for reform goes

hand-in-hand with the transformation of teaching into a true profession. But, as it was

argued in the previous chapter, changes in teacher preparation, while they are part of

the solution, will not be sufficient by themselves. Participatory management and staff
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development must take place alongside strurtural changes in the way schools operate

in order to promote collaboration among teachers and provide opportunities for
continual reform from within. These strategies will be important not only oo attract
talented, dedicated people but to sustain them in a professional work env .onment.

What is coming into focus is that legislated standards and piecemeal 'sic Ins won't

work, and that reforms which lose sight of students will also miss the mark.

Learning from the Past But Looking to the Future

The Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession cautioned that we are

doing better on the old goals at the expense of making progress on what counts most.

"Because we have defined the problem of schools in terms of decline from earlier
standards, we have unwittingly chosen to face backwards when it is essential that we

face forward" (1986, p. 20). Building on this metaphor, Michaels urges that we lake

our eyes off the rearview mirror of first wave reform and look carefully at the 21st

century." The first wave set out to raise standards, increase r.ccountability, and raise
rigor. The second wave is more enlightened, marked by a different and exciting
agenda: participatory school-based management; cooperative, collegial school
environments for both students and staff; flexible use of time; high expectations
alongside an ethic of caring; curricula that focus on students' understanding, not only

of what, but also their understanding of why and how; as well as an emphasis on

high& order thinking and complex problem solving for all students.

Direction from Research

Cuban (1990) offers a penetrating analysis of why reforms recur--again, and
again, and again--using pendulum swings and cycles as images to illustrate the

periodic return of numerous refome Political processes, conflicting values, economic

conditions, and reigning ideologies fuel innovations which tinker with thc system but

leave untouched the regularities of schooling, failing to change in a fundamental way

how schools operate. "...few reforms aimed at the dassroom make it past the door

permanently" (1990, p.11).

Slavin discusses the dynamics of the educational oendulum using the Madeline

Hunter phenomenon as a case in point. "Nineteen years after the Hunter
phenomenon began in earnest, a high-quality, large scale evaluation of ITIP has
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appeared (1989, p. 754). (ITIP refers to Hunter's popular educational training model
called Instructional Theory into Practice.) Results were mixed at bast. In Slavin's view,

two major shifts will have to take place if we are to wean ourselves from faddism and

increase the chances for lasting change:

First, school districts will have to demand high-quality evIuations of
programs before they adopt them....Second, school districts will have to

focus their staff development efforts not on one-shot workshops, but on
extended training and followup for a smaller number of programs of proven

effectiveness. The emphasis in staff development must shift from scattershot

presentations on what's new to systematic implementation of what works

(Slavin, 1989, p 757).

Not only are faddism, political pressures, and reigning ideologies getting in the

way of sustained reform, rationalized reforms can also be misguided. Cutin (1990, p.

5) decries the common practice of 'rational explanation bashing' used as a preface by

those who think their own favored explanation will convince the audience. The

rational model of organizational change is pervasive, particularly among policymakers

and administrators. The problem is that what stands to reason doesn't always work.
State-mandated competency testing is a case in point. Rather than raising standards,

it has depressed them to what is measurable.

Effective solutions are sometimes counterintuitive. In addition, for problems as

complex and long entrenchw4 as the ills of urban public schooling, solutions will have

to be comprehensive anci il.odfaceted, rooted in research evidence synthesized from

many sources. Scheerens (1989) has attempt,' d sucn an integrative model; it is
systems oriented, embodies a multilevel framework, and contains substantive findings

from different types of educational effectiveness research.

The second wave of reform calls for restructuring schools in pervasive ways:

changing the use of time and space; making schedules more flexible; altering the
allocation of resources; rethinking the roles professional personnel assume,
introducing more para-professionals and other professionals, sucn as social workers,

health experts, and counselors. But in all of this, the role c' the teacher is central,
because teachers ard the basis of schooling (Maeroff, 1989) and the engagement of

student learning is their central task (Newmann, 1987). Participatory decision making
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through school based management is a strategy for reform which can enable
structural changes to reac.1 the student.

Participatory Decision Making

If bureaucratic control over resources is moved from a district to a school level,

where a single individual--the principal--makes the decisions bureaucratically, not
much will change in the classroom. If schools restructure themselves by changing

fixed rows of desks into dusters and call it cocnerative learning, if they alter the length

of class periods a bit and call it flexible scheduling, or they rotate teachers throilah
lectures and call it team teaching, nothing will change ultimately. More than ti6.

is needed; neither is the locus of decision making the key issue. Principal!' ..,

teachPrs need to participate in decisions to affect what teachers do in the classroom

This conception of school-based management requires a structure for decisirr .

rrlking in ihich teachers identify problems, propose tentative solutions, and identify

the resources needed to try them out. Team leaders, duster coordinators, department

heads, and assistant principals might serve as the advocates and negotiators for their

teams of teachers. Principals must make the decisions on the acquisition and
allocation of resources, while serving as the school's advocate to upper echelons of

the system.

Teachers as Profess;onals

This participatory role for teachers in decision making at the site level requires

that administrators recognize teachers as professionals who ar6 trained to cope with

uncertainty (Backarach & Conley, 1986) and who make scores of nontrivial decisions

in the space of a single lesson (Berliner, 1984). Administrators must view teachers

not as assembly line workers following fixed procedures, announcers following a
script, or paper pushers keeping track, but as decision makers and problem solvers--

true professionals who continuously refine and adapt their pedagogical knowledge to

new situations and changing needs of students.

There has been considerable debate over which kinds of decisions teachers
want to influence. Some researchers have found it striking how much teachers lack

interest in major policy decisions, like budget, curriculum, and new programs
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(Firestone & Rosenblum, 1988). Teachers may be willing to forego participation in

majoe policy decisions because they take time from teaching (Cnrtott, Dawson &

Firestone, 19E14). Research indicates that teachers want the greatest influence over

operational classroom decisions including what to teach, how to teach and what
textbooks to use(Mohrman, Cooke, & Mohrman, 1978; Backarach, Bauer, & Conley,

1986; Shedd, 1988). It would seem that day-to-day decisions rather than strategic
choices are most important, but salience may be a factor, teachers are usually more

concerned about budgets when they do not get the supplies they need.

Reportedly the decisions in which teachers feel most deprived are those w;,ich

affect the boundary between the classroom and the school, which constrain teachers'

decision making. These issues include student placement and promotion, rules of
discipline and their enforcement, teachers' course assignments and schedules
(Conley, 1988). Indeed, some of the greatest constraints on classroom practice may

occur at the district level (Shedd, 1988). The critical factor may be the individual's

sense of control over one's own work. Individuals demonstrate greater commitment to

jobs that give them autonomy and discretion, in part because they have a sense of

making a greater contribution to the organization (Steers, 1977).

The debate over which decisions teachers want to make and ought to make
may stem from different points of view on what constitutes their professional identity

and expertise. Secondary school teachers may view their expertise more in terms of

subject matter and may want to participate in curricular decisions at the district level; in

contrast, elementary school teachers may view their expertise more in terms of their

clientele and want to devote more time to intraorganizational issues which may
address students' needs. Whatever the decisions which they are empowered to make,

to do so effectively teachers need good information, not only from their own
professional insights and considerable experience in their schools, but from research,

including participatory research.

Teachers as Researchers

Good (1989) argues for the linking of research on taacher effectiveness to the

research on effective schools, and especially for the involvement of teachers as
researchers in this integration. Practit;oners have not had a voice in setting the
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research agenda for education, which may explain in part why so little research gets

translated ink% practice and used in the classroom. The American Educational
Research Association called attention to this problem when it established

collaboration between researchers and practitioners as the theme for its 1987 Annual

Meeting. The situation is changing, as Lieberman notes (1988), especially as
teachers are being asked about their new roles and relationships in school reforms,

and what organizational changes appear necessary to complement these changes.

Cochran-Smith and Lytle say that little attention has been given by academic

rosearcher3 to the roles teachers might play in generating a knowledge base about

teaching. "What is missing...are the voices of the teachers themselves, the questions

they ask, ...and the interpretive frames teachers use to understand and improve their

own classroom practices (1990, p. 2). From their perspective as university-based
teacher educators and researchers, the authors charge that both of the paradigms

which have dominated research on teaching over the last two decades-- especially

process-product research, but also qualitative, interpretative studieshave constrained

and, at times, even made invisible, teachers' roles in the generation of knowledge
about teaching and learning in the classroom.

The experience of the present study has been different. The research was
collaborative from the start, with practitioners, espedally teachers, contributing to the

creatio, of instruments and critiquing successive drafts. On the occasions when
teachers were presented with summaries of questionnaire data from their ov.m schools

with district wide summaries for refererce, the bochers engaged in animated, task
oriented discussion and critique of their own schools. Posturing and argument over

the present status of issues, as observed in so many previous discussions, seemed to

give way to an energized exchange of ideas on what they might change, and what

positive results they should sustain as a reflection of good practice.

Unfortunately, we could nc4 continue this level of collaboration, because new

sources of support could not be obtained to pursue the next critical steptranslating

research into practice. Despite the substantial gains in the knowledge about what

constitutes an effective school, much less is known about how to use this information

for school improvement. A fuller investigation is needed of the processes by which
schools increase, decrease, or maintain effectiveness. Efforts have been mounted by

a number of school districts to implement projects based on models of effective
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schools, but information is lacking on the procedures followed, the obstacles

encountered, and the results, both positive and negative, intended and unintended.

Thus, the literature is increasingly dear about what effective schools ars like, but not at

all dear on how to get there. Several proposals to conduct research on the translation

process had been submitted to different agencies and foundations, unsuccessfully.

What follows here are the results of the instruments which teachers helped tc create,

and how practitioners might use these results to bring about school refoffn.

Indicators to Guide the Process of Reform

The point of departure for the present study has been that school effectiveness

has been measured too narrowly, by standardized tests of basic skills for the most

part. It is important to assess other outcomes, such as performance on tasks of
complex problem solving, creative endeavors, and prosocial behaviors, if we want

schools to strive for more. It is also important that educators examine carefully the

inputs and the processes of schooling, in order to make informed decisions about

which reforms to undertake and how to proceed. The present study considered

demographic characteristics of students and teachers, what values students hold, and

what is important and satisfying to teachers might be considered indicators of inputs.
We also developed process indicators which might be used to guide restructuring,

help participants establish priorities, and identify strategies for change.

Teachers' Areas of Influence

As noted earlier in this chapter, research has indicated that teachers want the
greatest influence over operational classroom decisions including what to teach, how

to teach, and what textbooks to use. But the decisions over which teachers feel most

deprived are those which affect the boundary between the classroom and the school,

which constrain their decision making, including decisions on student placement and

promotion, teaching schedules, and course assignments. The items in Section 14 of

the Teacher Questionnaire were developed to assess teachers' perceptions of how

much say they have in 25 areas of influence. Their responses are summarized as

percentage distributions in Table 12.1. Means, overall rank order, and school
differences in means for each of the areas are summarized in Table 12.2.
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TABLE 12.1

Percentage Distribution of Responses to Items on Teacher's Areas of Influence

How much say do you have in Does not
determining the following issues? aPPIY A lot

Moderate
say None

A. Your teaching schedule 05.4 08.7 04.3 12.0 10.9 58.7

B. Your room assignment 08.7 02.2 04.3 12.0 06.5 66.3

C. Your cluster or team assignment 12.4 10.1 02.2 12.4 06.7 56.2

D. Your cluster's (team's) leader 11.2 09.0 04.5 06.7 06.7 61.8

E. What courses you teach 10.0 16.7 08.9 14.4 06.7 43.3

F. Which ability levels you teach 13.3 05.6 06.7 12.2 10.0 52.2

G. What content you teach 10.2 31.8 14.8 14.8 04.5 23.9

H. What instructional objectives are set 03.4 37.1 16.9 18.0 06.7 18.0

I. What teaching methods you use 04.4 73.6 14.3 04.4 01.1 02.2

J. What textbooks you use 05.6 20.0 07.8 1.0 17.8 28.9

K. What other materials you use 02.2 56.2 18.0 11.2 05.6 06.7

L. What standardized tests are given 12.4 04.5 0.00 06.7 04.5 71.9

M. What informal tests are given 04.6 60.9 17.2 03.4 02.3 11.5

N. What sluoent grades are assigned 03.4 55.1 13.5 07.9 04.5 15.7

0. Whether students are promoted 02.2 13.2 24.2 25.3 12.1 23.1

P. How students are placed 03.3 11.0 15.4 29.7 13.2 27.5

0. How teachers are evaluated 05.6 02.2 01.1 00.0 11.2 79.8

R. Who evaluates you 03.3 02.2 01.1 00.0 07.7 85.7

S. When your classes are observed 06.7 02.2 04.4 23.3 15.6 47.8

T. What staff development takes place 05.7 04.6 05.7 17.2 21.8 44.8

U. Which teachers serve on committees 06.7 04.5 07.9 33.7 15.7 31.5

V. Which teachers attend conferences 05.6 01.1 02.2 21.3 09.0 60.7

W. How inservice days are used 00.0 02.2 05.5 15.4 18.7 58.2

X. How professional days are used 01.1 04.4 05.5 13.2 09.9 65.9

Y. How school budgets are spent 02.2 01.1 01.1 06.6 05.5 83.5
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Table 12.2
Rank Order, Means and Standard Deviations and Summary of ANOVA Resuitt by School

For Teachers' Perceptions of Their Influence on Various Issues

25 Issues Rated Hi Mt° Low (5) % No
on Degree of Teacher Influence Opinion

Summary for &Four Schools
Rank X s

School
Differences

A. Your teaching schedule 05.4 *15 4.13 1.33

B. Your room assignment 08.7 *21 4.43 1.04

C. Your cluster or team assignment 12.4 *14 4.10 1.39

D. Your cluster's (team's) leader 11.2 *17 4.23* 1.37 1,3<4,2

E. What courses you teach 10.0 *10 3.57 1.60

F. Which ability levels you teach 13.3 *15 4.12 1.28

G. What content you teach 10.2 * 6 2.71 1.63

H. What Instructional objectives are set 03.4 * 5 2.50 1.52

L What teaching methods you use 04.4 * 1 1.37 .82

J. What textbooks you use 05.6 * 8 3.29 1.51

K. What other materials you use 02.2 * 3 1.86 1.24

L. What standardized tests are given 12.4 *22 4.59 1.01

M. What informal tests are given 04.6 * 2 1.81 1.36

N. What student grades are assigned 03.4 * 4 2.09 1.52

0. Whether students are promoted 02.2 * 7 3.08 1.37

P. How students are placed 03.3 * 9 3.32* 1.31 1<4,3,2

O. How teachers are evaluated 05.6 *24 4.75 .74

R. Who evaluates you 03.3 *25 4.80 .71

S. When your classes are observed 06.7 *14 4.10** 1.08 4,1<2

T. What staff development takes place 05.7 *12 4.02 1.17

U. Which teachers serve on committees 06.7 *11 3.66* 1.17 4<1,3

V. Which teachers attend conferences 05.6 *20 4.33 .99

W. How Inservice days are used 00.0 *18 4.25 1.05

X. How professional days are used 01.1 *19 4 29 1 16

Y. How school budgets are spent 02.2 *23 473* .73 1<3

*Signifies significant differences among school means at p < .05
gnifies significant differences among school means at p < .01
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The distributions of percentages of teachers choosing each option to each item

show striking skewness; either teachers feel they have a lot of say over a given issue

or almost none. Very few distributions reflect a middle range of influence. This

observation is corroborated by the means reported in Table 12.2. Not surprisingly,
teachers say they have greatest control over their own teaching methods; the second

and third highest areas of influence have means which cluster about one-half of a
scale value away indicating somewhat lesser influence over what informal tests are
given, what supplementary materials they use, followed by the fourth ranked mean for

what student grades are assigned. Means ranging from 2.5 to 3.1 indicating a

moderate level of influence are reported for the items on what instructional objectives

are set, what content they teach, and whether students are promoted, which ranked

fifth, sixth, and seventh respectively in degree of teacher perception of influence.

More than half of the areas (14 out of 25) received mean ratings by teachers

which were in excess of 4.0 on a five point scale, where a "5" meant no influence,
indicating the teachers feel they have very little if any say about many areas related to

their work. What is especially striking is that loathers report having even less
influence over how they are evaluated and who evaluates them than they do over
budgets and what standardized tests are given in the system, and, perception not

withstanding, it is affirmed that in fact teachers have no say on budgets or

standardized tests.

Factor analyses were used to determine if a smaller number of underlying

clusters could account for these 25 items. Since the number of teacher respondents

was only 92, the items were sorted into two sets for separate factor analyses. The

sorting was done by three referees who assigned the itsms into two groups by content:

those regarding professional issues, and those which dealt with pupil and curricular

issues. Few disagreement arose, and these were resolved by consensus. The results

for each analyses are given in Tables 12.3 and 12.4.

Factor analysis of teacners' perceptions of their influence regarding
professional issues yielded three significant factors; together they accountee for
69.2% of the variance. As reported in Table 12.3, the factors separated these items

according to the locus of decision-making: the items on Factor 1 dealt with decisions

made at the school level; the items on Factor 2 included issues which were addressed
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TABLE 12.3

Results of Factor Analysis of 13 Items on Teachers Influence in
Decisions Regarding Professional Issues

Factor Number Item Weight
& Name

Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

(Aim
Pct

1: School Level
Decisions

O. Teacher evaluation .80
R. Who evaluates .77
S. When observed .66

5.87 45.1 45.1

T. What staff development .76
U. Who on committees .79
V. Who to conferences .78

2: Classroom/Cluster
Level Decisions 1.67 12.8 58.0

A. Teaching schedule .78
B. Room assignment .74
C. Cluster assignment .85
D. Team leader .85

3: System Level
Decisions 1.46 11.2 69.2

W. Inservice days .89
X. Professional days .76
Y. Budgets .60
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TABLE 12.4

Results of Factor Analysis of 12 Items on Teachers' Influence in
Decisions Regan2ng Pupil and Curricular Issues

Factor Number Item
& Name

Weight Eigen-
value

Pct of
Var

Cum
Pct

1: System-wide
Curriculum

3.50 29.2 29.2

H. Instructional obiectives .74

I. TeacNng methods .50

J. Textbooks .78

L Standardized tests .71

2: School Curriculum 1.73 14.4 43.6

E. Courses you teach .77
F. Ability levels you tsach .85

G. Content you teach .84

3: Student Placements 1.40 11.7 55.2

N. Student grades .46

0. Student promotions .84

P. Student placements .77

4: Classroom Level
Issues 1.09 9.1 64.3

K Other materials used .56

M. Informal tests .82
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at the classroom or duster level; and the items on Factor 3 were decisions made at the

system level. The separations were very 'clean, with item weights ranging from .60 to

as high as .89, only a few in the .30-.35 range, and the vast majority much lower.

One-way analyses of variance by school conducted for each of the three factor scores

produced no significant results.

Factor analysis of the items asking teachers about their influence in decisions
on student and curricular issues produced four significant factors accounting for
64.3% of the variance. As reported in Table 12.4, items on Factors 1 through 4 dealt

respectively with system-wide curricular !ssues, the school's curriculum, student
promotion and placement, and classroom level issues. However, Factor 1 joined

items on instructional objectives and teaching methods, which one might expect the

teacher to control, with items on the selection of textbooks and choice of standardized

tests which in the Boston Public School are unequivocally decisions made at tho
central level. What would explain the cluster, which is based on empirical correlation,

is that teachers feel they must teach to the te41, and specifically the Metropolitan
Reading Test and the Harcourt Brace Janovich Unit Tests from their basal reading

series. It would appear from the factor analyses, the only decisions which teachers

make independently relate to the supplementary materials they use in teaching and

the informal tests they give. Once again, ANOVA's of factor scores produced no
significant differences among the four schools.

Factors Affecting the School's Curriculum and Teachers' Objectives

In light of the research indicating that teachers want to make those decisions
that have direct influence on their classroom teaching, it was decided to create
separate sets of items to check teachers' perceptions of influences on curriculum at the

school level which border on classroom practice, as well as factors determining what

objective teachers set for their own students. The former were assessed in Section

16, Items A-G of the Teacher Questionnaire; the latter in Section 20, Items A-G. Table

12.5 contains the percentage distributions of teachers' responses to items regarding

their perceptions of influences on the school's curriculum, while Table 12.6 contains

the results of factor analyses of those items. Tables 12.7 and 12.8 contain the
corresponding results for items on teachers' perceptions of factors which determine

their own teaching objectives.
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TABLE 12.5

Percentage Distribution of Teachers' Responses to Items Regarding
Their Perceptions of Influence on the School's Curriculum

Degree of !rdluence each over decisions
about the school's curriculum a bt 50TO

aknost
Wm

A. Individual teachers 02.2 10.1 28.1 21.3 38.2

B. Groups or dusters of teachers 03.3 '3.3 36.7 20.0 26.7

C. Prindpal 33.0 28.4 13.6 12.5 12.5

D. Tradition 22.9 22.9 27.7 10.8 15.7

E. District level administrators 34.9 21.7 15.7 08.4 19.3

F. Central office administrators 45.2 14.3 14.3 06.0 20.2

G. School committee 34.9 20.5 15.7 04.8 24.1

TABLE 12.6

Results of Factor Analysis of Seven Items Regarding Teachers' Perceptions
Of Factors or Groups Which Influence the School's Curriculum

Factor Number Item Weight Eigen- Pct of Cum
& Name value Var Pct

1: They Decide 3.42 48.9 48.9
Principal .71
Tradition .62
District Admin. .90
Central Admin. .92
School Comm. .83

2: We Decide 1.90 27.2 76.1

Individual Ts .86
Groups of Ts .89
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TABLE 12.7

Percentage Distribution of Teachers' Responses to Items Regarding
Their Perceptions of Factors Which Influence Teaching Objectives

lrnportsnce of each factor in determining
teaching objectives for your students

very
inthortant

somrshmt
Important

very
untrpcdort

A. School policy 28.1 21.3 303 12.4 07.9

B. Student Interest 42.2 31.1 16.7 10.0 00.0

C. individual student ability 57.1 31.9 07.7 0:3.3 00.0

D. Your personal preference 15.9 295 39.8 11.4 03.4

E. Available texthooks 42.7 23.6 15.7 10.1 07.9

F. Other available resources 335 23.9 26.1 06.8 045

G. What will be tested 21.6 25.0 352 05.7 12.5

TABLE 12.8

Results of Factor Analysis of Seven Items Regarding Teachers' Perceptions
Of Factors Which Influence Their Teaching Objectives

Factor Number Item Weight Eigen- Pct of Cum
& Name value Var Pct

1: Practical/Actmal 2.66 28.0 38.0
Student ability .50
Available texts .85
Other resources .65
What is tested .61

2: Theoretical/Ideal 1.04 14.9 52.9

School policy .65
Student interest .67
Teacher preferehcs 70
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The distributions of percentages in Table 12.5 are very skewed; the first two

rows of percentages indicate that the teachers felt they and their colleagues had very

little influence on the school's curriculum. In contrast, the last five rows show higher

percentages toward the direction of much influence, which they attribute to
administrators, the school committee (which is factually arguable), and tradition. The

results of factor analysis in Table 12.6 confirm this, yielding a ''we-they split.

As shown in Table 12.7, teachers rated their own personal preferences as least

important, and school policy only slightly higher. Teachers rated individual student
ability as the most important, yet, as shown in Table 12.8, these three items feH
together on the second factor, distinct from the remaining four which weighted on the

first factor. What appears to separate the two groups of items is the distinction
between practical or actual influences on objectives which contribute to Factor 1, as

opposed to theoretical or ideal considerations which comprise Factor 2.

Meeting Student Needs: Assessing Accomplishments and Setting Priorities

Section 18 on the Teacher Questionnaire comprised a very long set of items
given in two parts. Teachers were asked to indicate for each of 31 areas first, how
suc..z.'essful their school has been with regard to meeting student needs, and second,

what priority their school should place on that area. Teachers were instructed to leave

the item blank if they had no opinion. Percentage distributions of their responses to

these items are given in Table 12.9. The rank order, means and the standard
deviations for each item are given in Table 12.10. Discrepancy scores were

calculated by subtracting teacher ratings for the priority they would assign to a given

item from their estimate of the success which their school had achieved. The

discrepancy scores are designed to indicate the salience or importance of each area

,,` need.

The overall mean for the four schools would indicate that teachars assess their

greatest success to be in the area of teaching computer skills. However, a highly

significant difference among the school means was found for this item. As indicated in

Table 12.11. the great success in teaching computer skills was reported by teachers in

School 4, whose mean reflected nearly twice the level of success reported by teachers

in the other three schools. The outcome was not surprising because for years the
former principal of School 4 had been writing proposals and winning support and
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equipment for computer environments in that school. Analysis of the discrepancy
scores to- this area also produced a very significant difference among schools.
Inspection of the means showed that teachers in School 4 felt their school had been

so successful in teaching computer skills that it exceeded the priority which should be

assigned to that area. It was the only case in the 31-item set for which a negative

mean value was obtained kr a discrepancy score. As an overall school mean, it
ranked dead last in terms of needs to address. But again, since highly significant

differences were found, individual school means should be examined.

In the area of bilingual education, significant differences were found among

schools for both the success and the priority assigned. On both measures, teachers in

Schools 1 and 2, which have bilingual programs, offered more positive ratings than

teachers in Schools 2 and 4, which do not. However, since the discrepancies were

minimal, bilingual education was an area rated second to last for warranting attention,

for all four schools.

Several of the more successful efforts by the schools, which were noteworthy

from the teachers' point of view, dealt with socioerootional needs and values: creating

a caring environment, showing concern for students' personal needs, and providing

positive role models, which ranked second, fourth, and fifth, respectivvly. Teaching
special education ranked third among teacher estimates of success; all four schools

had a substantial number of their students in some form of special education program.

The low ranking for discrepancy suggests that special education may be
overemphasized, or that the schools' emphasis is balanced on that issue. Teachers

judge their schools to be least successful in providing pregnancy counseling, teaching

art and music, sex education, and occupational counseling, which rank in ascending

order from the bottom. But while they feel they are not successful in these areas,
teachers do not assign high priority to some of the areas, and they differ by school in

their assignment of priorities to others of these issues, notably teaching art and music,

and providing occupational counseling, so school level decisions appear to he
important.
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TABLE 12.9

Percentage Distribution of Teachers' Responses to items Regarding How Successful Their School Has Been in
Meeting Student Needs in Various Areas, and What Priority Should B. Placed on Those Areas

A. Teaching basic literacy skills

B. Teaching writing
each cat-missing 7

C. Teaching mathematics
each cat-missing 10

D. Teaching science
suc-miu 12, pri-miss 11

E. Teaching social studies
arc-miss 12, pri-miss 13

F. Teaching computer skins
soz-miss 15, pri-miss 16

G. Teaching thinking sidUs
suc-miss 10, pri-miss 9

H. Teaching bilingual education
each cat-missing 32

I. Teaching special education
arc-miss 14, pri-miss 13

J. Teaching multicultural education
suc-mtst 17, pri-miss 18

K. Teachi 1g art and Mak
sic-miss 19, pri-miss 21

L. Teaching the gifted and talented
arc-miss 20, pri-misa 19

M. Teaching moral/ethical values
suc-miss 14, pri-miss 13

N. Teaching social courtesies
each cat-missing 12

0. Promoting students self esteem
SIC-M1311 9

P. Providing occupational
counseling
suc-miss 19, prl miss 18

0. Providing educational
counseling
each al-missing 16

very 44/CrAssful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very succsssful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very succeesfui
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very success:id
high priority

very successful
high priority

11.4 23.9 45.5 12.5 M8
72.1 18.6 06.8 02.3 012

11.8 22.4 44.7 14.1 07.1
65.9 20.0 08.2 03.5 02.4

20.7 22.0 42.7 09.8 04.9
00.5 23.2 06.1 012 00.0

10.0 27.5 41.2 10.0 11.2
40.7 214 222 07.4 012

15.0 40.0 35.0 13.7 06.3
41.8 32.9 20.3 02.5 02.5

36.4 19.5 31.2 10.4 02.6
39.5 35.5 17.1 07.9 00.0

14.6 15.9 26.8 26.8 15.9
63.9 16.9 08.4 072 03.6

21.7 21.7 30.0 10.0 16.7
36.0 18.3 21.7 10.0 15.0

21.8 38.5 28.2 05.1 06.4
55.7 24.1 152 05.1 00.0

13.3 22.7 36.0 14.7 13.3
35.1 25.7 21.6 09.5 08.1

05.5 12.3 26.0 192 37.0
26.8 21.1 32.4 02.8 16.9

12.5 292 15.3 23.6 19.4
34.2 32.9 20.5 04.1 082

14.1 10.3 24.4 23.1 282
48.8 152 253 06.3 06.3

10.0 10.0 30.0 22.5 27.5
45.0 260 20.0 03.7 06.3

15.7 21.7 36.1 19.3 072
59.3 18.6 17.4 03.5 012

08.2 09.6 30.1 260 26.0
29.7 23.0 27.0 12.2 06.1

07.9 27.6 25.0 19.7 19.7
38.2 31.6 15.8 10.5 03.9

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
lcm priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccuski
low priority

very unsuccessful
lc* priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very uns.ccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority
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Table 12.9 (cont.)

R. Maidng rooms/corridors
attractive

S. Providing general heaith
education
suc-rniss 12, pri-miss 14

T. Providing nutritious meals
pd-miss 9

U. Providing a drug education
Program

Y. Providing an AllDS education
Pro! Yam
suc-miss 12. pri-miss 10

W. Providing a sex education
Program
arc-miss 16, pd-miss 9

X. Providing pregnancy counseling
suc-miss 17, pri-miss 12

Y. Providing referrals to social
service agencies
suc-rniss 17,pri-miss 13

Z. Providing positive role models
each cat-missing 9

a Providing a safe, orderly
environment

b. Creating a caring environment

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high PrioritY

very successful
high PrioritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high PrioritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

c. Showing concern for students' very successful
personal needs high PrioritY

d. Setting high expectations
for students

C. involving parents in
student learning

very successful
high r laity

very successful
high priority

23.6 27.0 28.1 10.1 11.2
40.9 33.0 18.2 03.4 04.5

10.0 26.7 262 18.8 16.2
38.5 34.6 14.1 07.7 05.1

244 23.3 233 04.7 24.4
42.2 241 19.3 02.4 12.0

25.3 29.9 21.8 09.2 13.8
54.0 26.4 12.6 01.1 05.7

16.2 20.0 22.5 18.8 22.5
48.8 23.2 18.3 03.7 06.1

09.2 11.8 22.4 28.9 27.6
39.8 20.5 19.3 10.8 09.6

08.0 10.7 18.7 20.0 42.7
33.7 1.,.0 20.0 '2.5 13.7

22.7 21.3 34.7 107 10.7
45.6 26.6 20.3 05.) 02.5

21.7 32.5 31.3 09.6 04.8
48.2 31.3 13.3 06.0 01.2

21.1 40.0 14.4 12.2 12.2
70.8 19.1 06.7 01.1 OZ2

26.7 32.2 28.9 07.8 04.4
65.9 18.2 10.2 04.5 01.1

22.5 33.7 32.6 06.7 04.5
59.8 23.0 11.5 03.4 OZ3

146 26.1 34.8 14.6 07.9
54.5 28.4 11.4 03.4 023

08.9 14.4 26.7 27.8 22.2
58.1 22.1 06.8 06.8 08.1

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

ver: unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
iow priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
ow priorityI

very unsuccessful
low priority
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Table 12.10
Rank Order, Means and Standard Deviators of Ratings Given by Teachers in NI Four Schools on

How Successful Their Schools Have Been in Meeting Various Students' Needs,What Priority
Their Schools Should Place on Each Area, and the Discrepancy Between the Two

31 Areas Rated
Hi (1) to Low (5)

Success (S) Priority (P) Discrepancy (S - P)

Ronk R a Rank R a Rank R $

A. Teaching basic
literacy sidils

*14 2.80 1.03 *2 1.42 .80 *4 1.39 1.31

B. Teaching writing *17 2.82 1.05 *4 1.56 .96 * 6 1.25 1.54

C. Teaching maths-
mates

* 7 2.56 1.08 * 1 1.39 .66 *8 1.20 1.28

D. Teaching science *18 2.85 1.10 * 1 9 2.00 1.02 *18 .85 1.39

E. Teaching social
studies

*11 2.66 1.09 *14 1.91 .98 *21 .77 1.28

F. Teaching computer
skills

* 1 2.23"1.13 *16 1.93 .94 *31 .31*" 1.22

G. Teaching thinking *23 3.13 1.28 * 9 1.70 1.12 * 3 1.40 1.82
Sdlls

H. Teaching bilingual
education

*13 2.78" 1.35 *29 2.52""1.44 *30 .33 1.39

I. Teaching special
education

* 3 2.36 1.08 *9 1.70 .91 *27 .64 1.19

J. Teaching multi-
cultural education

*19 2.92 1.21 *26 2.30 1.27 *28 .59* 1.46

K. Teaching art and
music

*30 3.70" 1.24 *31 2.626 1.37 *12 1.13 1.83

L. Teaching the gifted
and talented

*21 3.08 1.35 *25 2.19 1.20 *19 23 1.53

M. Teaching moral/
ethical values

*26 3.41 1.37 *22 2.10 1.25 * 5 1.29 1.66

N. Teaching social
courtesies

*27 3.48 1.27 *20 2.01 1.17 * 2 1.49 1.65

0. Promoting students'
riff esteem

*15 2.81 1.14 * 7 1.69 .96 *11 1.14 1.48

P. Providing occupa-
tonal counseling

*28 3.52 1.21 *28 2.016 1.17 *14 1.08* 1.62

0. Providing educe-
tonal counseling

*24 3.16 1.25 *23 2.11 1.15 *16 1.03 1.52
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Table 12.10 (cont)

31 Areas Rated
Hi (1) to Low (5)

Success (S)

Rank

R. Making roomW * 9
corridors attractive

S. Providing general *20
health education

T. Providing nutritious *16
meals

U. Providing a drug *8
education program

V. Providing an AIDS *22
education program

W. Providing a sex *29
education program

X. Proviuing pregnancy *31
counseling

Y. Providing referrals to *10
social agencies

Z. Providing positive * 5
role model

a. Providing a safe, *6
orderly environment

b. Creating a caring *2
environment

C. Showing concern for *4
students'personal needs

d. Setting high expecte- *12
tions for students

e. involving parenb in *25
student learning

Priority (P) Discrepancy (S -

7( 3 Rank X a Rank X 3

2.58" 1.27 s17 1.98 1.07 *26 .64" 1.56

3.03" 1.24 *21 2.06 1.14 *17 .99 1.57

2.81' 1.49 *24 2.18 1.34 *25 .67 1.62

2.56 1.34 *11 1.78 1.09 *20 .78 1.45

3.11' 1.40 *18 1.95 1.17 * 9 1.17 1.61

3.52" 1.27 *27 2.30 1.35 *10 1.15 1.70

3.79' 1.32 1130 2.53 1.42 * 7 1.24 1.72

2.65 1.25 *15 1.92 i.n5 *22 .74 1.32

2.43 1.08 *12 1.81 .97 *29 .58 1.39

2.54"l .29 *3 1.45 .85 *13 1.10" 1.43

2.31' 1.09 *5 1.57 .93 *23 .74 1.26

2.37 1.05 * 6 1.66 .97 *24 .71 1.29

2.73 1.12 * 9 1.70 .96 *15 1.03 1.41

3.40 1.23 *13 1.84' 1.26 * 1 1.60 1.65

Note.- Teachers responded to each aspect in pairs according to the following format

very successful 1 2 3 4 5 very unsuccessful
high priority 1 2 3 4 5 la': priority

'Signifies significant differences among school means at p < .05
"Signifies significant differences among school means at p < .01

""Signifles significant differences among school means at p .0001.
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If discrepancy scores are indicative of the magnitude of need, then teachers feel

that involving parents in student learning should receive foremost attention. Teachers

made the same assessment in their response to items from another section of the

questionnaire on what is important to them. Teaching social courtesies also stands

out as an area requiring attention from the teachers' point of view, regardless of the

school. On still another section of the questionnaire, teachers rated their students'
prosocial behaviors more positively and their antisocial behaviors more negatively

than the students did for themselves. But a review of teachers' examples suggested

that some of them were citing very minor niceties to illustrate positive behaviors, and

fairly objectionable infractions to illustrate anitsocial behaviors. (See Appendix A.4 for

these examples.)

The descrepancy score for teaching thinking skills (comparing what the
teachers think how well schools are doing versus what the priorities should be) ranked

third, just barely ahead of the discrepancy score for teaching basic literacy skills. The

difference in these ranks is not significant. Teachers feel that both are areas of great

need in their schools, and indeed, their judgements are corroborated by much
independent evidence. It is also important to note that the teaching of moral and
ethical values drew an assessment of great importance to teachers. While it is an
issue which ranks low in terms of how successful they are, the discrepancy between

the estimates of success and priority places it close to the top as an area in need of the

school's attention.

Individual Differences Among Schools

School differences in the teachers' estimates o success their schools have
achieved in various areas, the priorities which should be assigned, and the
discrepancy values are highlighted in Table 12.11. Especially striking is the number of

areas on which schools differ significantly in the rates of success reported by their

teachers. It is also noteworthy that for the most part, these teachers' judgements
correspond closely with other independent assessments about their schools.

Special Instructional Programs

The first major difference which is reported in Table 12.11 separates School 4

from the other three schools for its special emphasis on computers, something which
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TABLE 12.11

Summary of Signifidant F Ratios from One-Way Malyses of Variance of Teacher Ratings of
Their School's Success Versus Priorities in Meeting Students' Needs and Duncan

Tests of the Significance of Mean Differences Among Schools

Aspect of School Program
Rated High (1) to Low (5)

Success (S) Priority (P) Discrepancy (S-P)

F X Differences F X Differences F Differences

F. Teaching computer
skills

9.20****Sch 4<2,3,1 NS 7.34*" Sch 4<3,2,1

I. Teaching bilingual
education

4.46" Sch1,2<3,4 8. 68****S c h 1,2 <3,4 NS

J. Teaching multicultural
education

NS NS 3.36* Sch 2,4<1,3

K Teaching art and
music

4.61" Sch 2,3<1,4 3.63" Sch 3<4 NS

P. Providing occupa-
lona! counseling

N S 2.92 Sch 1,3<4 2.92* Sch 4<3,1

R. Making rooms/
corridors attractive

4.27" Sch 2,4<3 NS 4.85" Sch 2,4<1,3

S. Providing general
health education

5.01" Sch1,3,2<4 NS NS

T. Providing nutritious
meals

3.42 Sch 2<4,3 NS NS

V. Providing an AIDS
education !' ogram

335* Sch 3,1<4 NS NS

W. Providing ex
education program

4.16" Sch 3,1 <4,2 NS NS

X. Providing pregnancy
counseling

a. Providing a safe,
orderly environment

b. Creating a caring
environment

e. Involving parents in
student learning

2.85* Sch 1,3<2

10.65" Sch 2,4<1<3

3.37* Sch 2,4<3

NS

NS

NS

NS

2.89* Sch 2,1<3

NS

3.84" Sch 2,4<1,3

NS

NS

<

"p < .01

Note.Lower means indicate higher levels of success and priority and smaller discrepancies.
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is readily confirmed on inspection of the school sites. Interestingly teachers in School

4 felt that their school's success in this area exceeded what the priority should be. The

second significant difference was found in the area of bilingual education, for which

teachers in Schools 1 and 2 reported greater success and also placed greater priority

than teachers in Schools 3 and 4, not surprisingly because the former schools had
bilingual programs serving students who were not fluent in English, where as the latter

two schools did not.

Physical Appearance of School Facilities

Teachers in schools 2 and 4 rated their schools' success more highly on
making common spaces in their school attractive than teachers in School 3; and the

need to do something about this issue is suggested by the significantly higher
discrepancy scores for teachers in both Schools 1 and 3. These differences did not
correspond with the state of repair of the physical plants, except for School 2, which

was judged to be the most advantaged physical facility. Schools 3 and 4 were the

oldest and most decrepit facilities of the four, but despite its age (about 100 years old),

School 4 reflected the efforts of its members to improve its appearance with extensive

murals, paintings, banners, etc., made by its students. There was some evidence of
attempts to improve the cosmetic appearance of School 3 but the efforts were very

uneven throughout the building.

Attributes of the School Environment

Environmental sociologists would not be surprised to find that making schools

and corridors attractive, as well as providing a safe, orderly environment were issues

on which school differences reflected similar patterns, the former probably following

the latter as a necessary precondition. A safe, orderly environment is a basic human

need as well as a critical feature of successful schools which is well substantiated by

research. Teachers in the higher achieving schools, Schools 2 and 4, reported very

significantly higher levels of success by their schools in providing safe, orderly
environments than teachers reported for Schools 1 and 2; the contrast between the

higher achieving schools and School 3 was especially noteworthy.

School 1 is much larger than the others and serves a heterogeneous mix of
racial and ethnic minorities, including a large group of black Hispanics in its bilingual
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program as well as substantial numbers of native born black Americans. The noise
and energy levels which explode upon change of classes by 700 early adolescents

impress even the most casual observer of School 1. Size alone may account for the

tenuous sense of safety and order reported by its teachers. Its student composition

may be a contributing factor. An incident observed by the principal investigator
illustrates this point. Just as the principal had given me an enthusiastic greeting, two

students appeared in the reception area complaining in halting English about an
episode with another student . The principal, herself an articulate, dedicated, and

dynamic black woman of stately presence, began an animated conversation with the

students, first in Spanish, then Haitian French. The matter was settled quickly and the

young black youths returned to their classrooms. The principal turned to ma laughing:

"They were complaining about 'the American.' That's what they call black students

who were born here. The incident was not about race or class, but about language

and culture.

The teachars in School 3 rated their school's success in providing a safe,
orderly environment much lower than any of the other three schools. School 3 was a

troubled school in a troubled area. The principalship of this predominantly black
neighborhood school had changed hands three times in six months. The ex-marine

who was in charge when the study was first engaged was reassigned in August, 1988,

when a new, inexperienced, former vice principal was appointed to the post. A student

of the effective schools literature, the second man set out to create a five-year plan for

the school, ignoring the substantial efforts of the continuing vice-principal and a
coalition of the faculty on another plan. He was dismissed in January, 1989, amidst

growing staff turmoil; next, a woman was named in charge. She had apprenticed as

vice principal under a principal considered to be one of the finest in the system, a
person who saw fit to give hands-on field experience to his vice-principals in a school

noted for its excellence. The newest principal had only four months to lead School 3

when the data were collected from the teacher questionnaire.

Not only were internal problems evident in School 3, tensions had increased in

the surrounding neighborhood. The relative calm of Summer, 1988 gave way to
episodes of gang violence in areas dose to the school. Some of the teachers claimed

the school's climate was worsened by the assignment of students from warring gangs

to their school. However, among this staff marked by rapid turnover of more junior
faculty members, senior teachers who lived in the neighborhood as well as the
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assistant administrators who provided much needed stability, saw the situation
differently. The tensions outside the school were unmistakable, but inside the school
gang related unrest was not the case, in their view. An incident reported previously in

this report illustrates this view. A fight had occurred a few yards outside the school's

front door; five boys were beating up on a girl, all young adolescents, none of whom

was a student at School 3. They had been walking home from early dismissal from a

parochial school nearby.

Consistent with the findings just presented, teachers in Schools 2 and 4 feel
their schools have been more successful in creating caring environments than
teachers in School 3. School 1, which figured on the iegative side of the significant
differences in the schools' success in providing safe, orderly environments, was not

significantly different from the other schools in creating an orderly environment. By

many accounts and from other parts of the questionnaire data, it can be said that
School 1 has an ethic of caring, bi ' Ize may detract from the order, if not the safety,

of the environment.

The item on providing nutritious meals is included in this section on attributes of

the school environment because significant differences among schools correspond

directly with whether or not the school has a cafeteria. School 2, which teachers

judged to be most successful in this regard, has a cafeteria; Schools 3 and 4 do not.

(They have lunch rooms, but there are no cooking facilities.) School 1 has a cafeteria

but its mean ranked in between and was not significantly different from the others.

Education and Counseling on Contemporary Issues and Problems

Several items were posed to teachers which dealt with students' need for
education in areas which were not part of a school's traditional curriculum: general
health, drug abuse, AIDS, sex education, and pregnancy counseling. The only one

of these for which teacher estimates of success did not differ significantly among
schools was success in providing a drug education program. This issue received a
high rank both in terms of success (#8 from the top) and in terms of what its priority

should be (#11 from the top out of 31 issues). Widespread, well founded fears on the

influx of crack cocaine into the Boston area in Summer, 1988 was met with stepped up

attention to drug education in the schools beginning in September, 1988. The priority
has been sustained, and police have reported minor relief that use of crack did not
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skyrocket as predicted, although gang violence has escalated to unprecedented
levels.

Significant differences among schools in teacher estimates of success were

found for the items on meeting students' needs in other areas of health education and

counseling. A dear pattern emerged. As shown in Table 12.11, teachers in Schools 1

and 3 uniformly rated their schools' success higher than teachers in one or both of the

more academically oriented schools (Schools 2 and 4) on all of the following issues:

providing general health education, AIDS education, sex education, and pregnancy

counseling. Despite the lesser success of Schools 2 and 4 in these areas, the
teachers did not think their schools should assign greater priority to these issues, as

reflected in the lack of significant differences for discrepancy scores in the areas. The

higher success rates in the nonacademic areas estimated by teachers for Schools 1

and 3 are consistent with what these teachers had to say in interviews and informal
conversationthat their students had basic needs which were not being met at home

and had to be met by the schools first, if the teachers were to move on to more
academic issues.

The final item in this set dealt with the schools' involving parents in student
learning. While success in this area was rated low (1125 out of 31), from the teachers'

point of view, parental involvement ranked first in terms of the discrepancy between

the school's success versus what priority it should receive. The schools were not
significantly different on these findings. However, there were significant differences in

the levels of priority which teachers felt their schools should assign. to promoting
parent involvement. As noted in Table 12.11, teachers in Schools 2 and 1, the schools

with bilingual programs, assigned higher priority to this issue than teachers in School

3, the predominantly black neighborhood school. Teachers in School 3 already

worked closely with the parents when they could, but there were many single working

parents, and reportedly, absent parents. For the teachers in School 3, more parental

involvement did not hold great promise for success with their students.

Priorities for Teachers from the Students' Point of View

A much shorter list of priorities for teachers from the students' p :lint of view was

included on page 15 of the Student Questionnaire (See Appendix 8.1). Nine teacher

behaviors were prefaced with the stem: "It is important that teachers...." Factor analysis
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TABLE 12.12

Results of Factor Analysis of Students' Perceptions of What Teachers Should Do

Factor Number Item Weight
& Name

Egan-
value

Pct of
Vag'

Cum
Pct

1: Traditional Helping
and Caring

3.44 38.2 38.2

A. Help me do u well as I can on tests. .59
B. Teach me about right and wrong. .74
C. Show me how to get along with

other people.
.76

E. Teach me how to read and write well. .67
F. Make school a pleasant place to be. .55
I. Care about my future. .56

2: Discuss Major Teen 1.36 15.1 53.3
Problems

D. Discuss drug abuse. .70
G. Discuss teenage pregnancy. .85
H. Discuss suicide. .86

of students' responses produced two significant factors which are presented in Table

12.12. The first factor entitled 'Traditional Helping and Caring behaviors drew six

items loading .55 or higher. The second factor called 'Discussing Major Teen
Problems," drew three very homogeneous items--that it is important for teachers to

discuss: drug abuse, teenage pregnancy, and suicide. All had very high weights, .70,

.85 and .86 respectively.

Traditional Helping and Caring Behaviors from Teachers

A four-way analysis of variance of factor scores for Factor 1 produced clean,

clear, ai 4 sipificant results. All main effects were significant; there were no
significant interactions. These results are summarized in TaNe 12.13. The overall
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TABLE 12.13

Summary of Significant F Ratios from Four-Way Analyses of Variance of Factor Scores
On What Students Think Ideal Teachers Should Do, and Results of Duncan Tests

Of the Significance of Mean Differences on Significant Main Effects:
School, Grade, S. and Race

Significant Effects df F Duncan Tests of Mean Differences

FACTOR 1: Traditional Caring, Helping Behaviors

School 3 3.43* School 1 < School 2
Grade 2 9.76**** Grades 8 < Grade 6
Sex 1 7.22** Males < Females
Race 4 3.950* Whites, Blacks < Asians
No interactions

FACTOR 2: Discussing Major Teen Problems

School 3 School 2,4 < Schools 1,3
Grade 2 NS
Sex 1 40.54**** Males < Females
Race 4 3.37** Others, Whites, Asians < Hispanics
School X Grade 6 2.82** Very variable

*p < .05
**p < .01

***p < .001
****p < .0001
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school difference significant at p < .05 was essentially a differenze between students

in School 1 versus School 2. An interpretation based on salience seems most
appropriate. Students and teachers in School 1 reported significantly higher
frequencies of prosocial, caring behaviors than students and teachers in School 2

(See Chapter 9.) As reported in Chapter 6, students in School 2 were more likely to

say that their teachers promoted competition for test scores and independent learning

as opposed to cooperative learning.

Grade diffP; ences and sex differences in the importance students assigned to
traditional caring, helping behaviors by teachers were highly significant at p < .0001,

and p < .01 respectively. Not surprisingly, students in grade 8 scored significantly

lower on this factor than students in grade 6, and males reported significantly less

caring on their part for caring, helping behaviors on the part of teachers.

Differences in racial ethnic groups on Factor 1 were sign %cant at p < .01. White

and black students reported significantly less value than Asians for traditional caring

and helping behaviors offered to them by their teachers. Many explanations are
possible; one is most consistent with data from the present study. As noted in Chapter

7, those students who have lesser value for the benefits of education for their future,

are more often white and black students in the sample schools. More than Hispanics

or Asians, whites and blacks attending these inner city schools don't value education

for future jobs. And, as shown in Table 12.13, the don't care as much as Asian about

traditional helping caring behavior demonstrated to them by teachers.

Teachers' Discussing Major Teen Problems

Results of a four-way analysis of variance applied to students' factor scores for

the importance of having teachers discuss major teen problems are reported in Table

12.13. School differences were highly significant at p < .0001. The test of mean
differences showed that students in Schools 2 and 4 telt it was significantly less

important than students in Schools 1 and 3 that their teachers discuss drug abuse,

teen pregnancy, and suicide with them. This finding parallels dosely the differences

between teachers in the four schools, which were summarized earlier in Table 12.11.

Teachers in School 1 and 3 recognized their students' needs in the areas of
pregnancy counseling, sex education, and AIDS education, and they reported their

schools' greater success in these areas. Teachers in Schools 2 and 4, like their
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students, do not feel that these areas are important responsibilities for tt. a schools. It

could be argued that the students and teachers in the schools are simply reinforcing

each other's points of view on these issues, and do not reflect real need, but visits to

the schools and conversations with schok.. personnel quickly dispel that argument.

Tne main effect for Lrade was not significant, although the intriaction effect for
grade and school was significant at p < .01. Inspection of the table of cell means for

grades by schools showed several small, variable fluctuations in no particular pattern.

The fact that there was no statistically significant grade effect among sixth, seventh,

and eighth graders is itself of practical significance. If students feel a need for their

teachers' help in discussing the major problems, tha need is already established by

sixth grade.

The analysis of Factor 2 scores Produced a highly significant sex difference at p

< .0001. Females in all schools placed substantially more importance than males on

their teachers' discussing major problems with them. Since the factor included an
item on teen pregnancy, as well as drug abuse and suic;de, one might expect the
females' scores to be higher, however, the sex difference may also reflect these
females' greater willingness to ask for help. The significant difforence by race/ethnicity

placed Hispanics significantly higher thar whites and Asians in the importance they

assign to teachers' discussing major problems with them. The increasing rates of teen

pregnancy among Hispanics, not just in these schools but nationally, may be reflected

the students' response. But the difference may also parallel general cultural
differences, with Hispanics more verbal and inclined to discuss issues with nonfamily

members, and for young Asi-n eudents whose families prize academic achievement,

these problems would be unthinkable.

De.veloping Strategies and Setting Priorities for School Reform

In the opening pages of this chapter, it was noted that both the school reform

movement and the teaching profession are at a crossroads. The path of tearher
empowcrment in the reform of schools will require that schools become more
participatory, collegial work environments for teachers, enabling them to behave as

true professionals. If participatory, school-based management is to succeed as a

strategy for implementing reforms, then a decision-making structure must be
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developed in which teachers identify problems, identify the resources needed to solve

them, and work collaboratively toward their solution.

The mnst successful of the four schools in this study had been using a duster

system for many years, not unlike those used in many successful suburban middle
schools, in which teachers worked together with the same group of students in all
subject areas. Some teachers would ha-e particular responsibility for certain subjects,

but rigid teaching assignments by discipline were not used. The arrangement enabled

the teachers to get to know their students well, ana to shape the curriculum prescribed

from "downtown" in ways that were responsive to their students' needs and ahilities.

("Downtown" is the euphemism teachers Lise to identify the system's bureaucratic
central administration.) The teachers in School 4 reported through their leader to the

principal, who served as the decision maker with regard to the acquisition and
allocation of resources.

Indicators for Deciding Which Issues to Address

Once an organizational structure is in place which will permit teacher
participation in decision making, a strategic question must be addressed about which

decisions teachers will L. :nvolved in making. Sections of the teather questionnaire
which were reported on in this chapter can be very useful to this end. The items in

Section 14 can be used to determine those areas in which teachers feel they do have

influence. Reconstructed as two-part items ("How much say do you have/should you

have...), like those in Sections 17 and 18, the items can also be used to determine the

broad areas in which teachers feel they ought to have a larger share in decision
making. The items in Section 17 can provide another means for assessing what is

most important to teachers in relation to their work. Then the specific content of the

issues might be set according to the teachers' responses to questions about areas of

success and priority fvt- their schools. modeled after the items shown in Section 18.

The analysis of the data need be no more sophisticated than calculating means

'or each item and establishing their rank order. Tne ranks should not be used to mask

what can be sligh. differences between adjacent means; rather, the extreme ranks are

most telling about the school's high points and sore spots. If a much larger sample of

teachers is surveyed, say in a large district, factar analysis might be used on the longer

sets of items to discover a smaller number of underlying dusters. Factor scores would
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be calculated and their means determined by school. However, practitioners with

whom we were able to discuss the results seemed to appreciate data which were

directly linked to the actual questions their teaahers answered.

It is also important to note two dramatically different kinds of experiences which

we encountered in reporting the results to practitioners in the system. When we

addressed teachers and principals with summaries of the student and teacher
questionnaire results for their CM/r7 schools they seemed fascinated with the results,

studying them carefully, discussing them earnestly, pausing to contemplate, then
going back for more. This was uniformly the case for group discussions with teachers

and individual meetings with principals. However, when we presented some of the

same data anonymous/y to Directors of Instruction for all middle schools in the system,

identifying *le data only as a summary from four of the system's middle schools their

response took other forms, from posturing ("Oh, well that wouldn't be true for the XYZ

Schoor), to disinterest ("This has nothing to do with my school"), to mild interest ("I

think it would be interesting to see how our school would respond").

The Concept of Discrepancy

The concept of discrepancy was very useful for formatting complex dims, and

for promoting efficient response. It also proved to be useful for analyzing the results of

these lengthy item sets, reporting their results to principals and teachers in a
meaningful fashion, and using the results to plaii ceforms. As applied in Section 17,

the two-part format posed items which inquired about the importance teachers place

on various aspects of their jobs and how satisfied they are with that aspect.
Discrepancy scores were computed by subtracting satisfaction scores from importance

scores for each teacher in order to provide a gauge on the saliency of the issues as

targets for change. Important issues which were least satisfied received high
discrepancy scores, as Wes the case for parental involvement. Important issues which

provided high levels of satisfaction received low scores, as was the case for teacher

student relationships. As shown in Table 11.2, the means by item for importance
versus satisfaction versus their discrepancy are easily rank ordered. The format
disentangles complex issues and aids the choice of targets for change.

Similarly, the items in Section 18 were given in two parts. Teachers were asked

to indicate for each of 31 areas first, how successful their school has been with regard
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to meeting student needs, and second, what priority their school should place on that

area. Discrepancy scores were calculated by subtracting teacher ratings for the
priority they would assign to a given item from their estimate of the success which their

school had achieved. The discrepancy scores are designed to indicate the salience or

importance of each area of need. There were several examples of areas on which
schools were significantly different by teacher estimates of success, but it was also the

case that teachers did not hold high priorities for some of those areas. Again the

concept of discrepancy proved useful for choosing problems to work on in their own

schools.

It is recommended that the two-part format used in Sections 17 and 18 be

applied to the items in Section 14. In retrospect, it would have been very useful to

know the discrepancy between responses to: "How much say do you have in

determining the following issues?", versus "How much say should you have...?
...

The Role of the Principal in All of This

The key issue in the success of school-based management for school reform is

not decentralization but participation in decision making by the school's professional

staff. Principals must share power with teachers. New forms of participation in

decision making will require d-trification of the basic tasks of administrators and

teachers in this context. Debunking the myth of the "Great Principal" who surfaced in

the literature from the first wave of school reform (Purkey & Smith, 1983), may be

especially appropriate at this time.

Rallis and Highsmith make a compelling case that "the first realistic step in

school improvement is to recognize that s,:hool management and instructional
leadership are two different tasks that cannot be performed well by a single individual"

(1986, p. 300). Principals must be managers first. They are responsible for the

acquisition and allocation of a school's resources, and for establishing and reinforcing

a climate that is conducive to learning, one that is free of disciplinary problems and

embodies high expectations for student achievement. Some principals may be able to

take on instructional leadership as well, but most do not have the time or resources to

do both. This is particularly true in small schools, but even in larger schools with

assistants who could assume some of the management functions, principals are not

likely to have the content knowledge and pedagogical expertise to lead instructional
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development. Moreover, degree programs for administrators cover policy making,

personnel management, financc, school law, and organizational theory, notsubject

matter content, teaching, curriculum, or philosophy of education.

Schools would be best advised to look within their own teaching ranks for
instructional leaders who have the requisite breadth and depth of content,
pedagogical and curricular knowledge, mediated by practical experience and
sensitivity to human needs. Experienced master teachers within the schools should

be identified and given the responsibility and accountability for working with their
colleagues in meaningful systems of professional decision making. But, as Rallis and

Highsmith are quick to point out, even someone with the necessary qualities and
experience to be an instructional leader cannot be effective unless someone else is

working full-time to manage the school. "The leader can empower; the manager must

enable (Rallis & Highsmith, 1986, p. 303).

The move to school-based participatory management might begin by
differentiating management and leadership functions and determining who should

assume those responsibilities. Again, the indicators developed through the present

study can be useful to this end, but some disagreements should be expected. For

example, administrators may think it is their prerogative to supervise teachers closely

and assume sole authority for their evaluation, while teachers may feel that their peers

should have a role in the evaluation process. Indeed, current research attests to this

difference in point of view.

In a national survey of principals conducted by the Center for Research on
Elementary and Middle Schools, 99.7% of the public and private school principals at

all levels--elementary, middle, junior, and high school, indicated overwhelmingly that

one component of their jobs is most important: observation of teachers and feedback

on their performance. Other leadership components of their jobs received high

ratings by principals, but some management functions were deemed to be less
important. Only 300/0 of the principals cited personnel management as being above

average in importance; the figures were 35% for coping with disorder, 400/o for parent-

community relations, and 53% for instructional management (CREMS, 1986).
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Middle school teachers who constituted the sample for the present study had a

different point of view, as illustrated in their responses (shown as percentages) to the

following question from the teacher questionnaire:

25. What do you think the principal's job should be? Please rank order the following in terms of their

importance, '1 being most important 'V' being least Important

1. to discipline the students

1: 10.5 2: 16.3 3: 15.1 4: 20.9 5: 37.2

2. to supervise the teachers (Missing responses - 7)

1: 09.4 2: 10.6 3: 25.9 4: 31.8 5: 22.4

3. to lead mirriculum and program planning (Missing responses - 7)

1: 21.2 2: 32.9 3: 25.9 4: 11.8 5: 08.2

4. to oversee school operations and scheduling (Missing responses - 8)

1: 58.3 2: 22.6 3: 10.7 4: 07.1 5: 01.2

5. to provide resr.urces to teachers (Missing responses - 15)

1: U.1 2: 26.0 3: 26.0 4: 22.1 5: 16.9

The teachers assigned their first and second place ranks overwhelming to the

importance of the principal's management function in overseeing school operations

and scheduling (80.9%), and least of all to supervising the teachers (20.0%). If the
item is scored by weighting the ranks which teachers gave to the importance of the job

function, a first place rank being a '5," a second place rank a '4," and so on, then the

points resulting from this computation for each option are distributed as follows: 1.)

242 points; 2.) 253 points; 3.) 347 points; 4.) 429 points, and 5.) 289 points.
Overseeing school operations and scheduling received by far the highest score;
leading curriculum and program planning was a distant second, and providing

resources to teachers a distant third. Disciplining students and supervising teachers

fell close together at the bottom of the ratings.



In interviews, teachers had very strong statements to make about their
principals. There appeared to be little equivocation about what their job should be

and how they should engage it. Teachers liked principals who hold clear, high
expectations; who practice strict, and consistent enforcement of discipline; who
enforce a schedule which promotes attention to academics, and who limit
interruptions to classes; who provide adequate resources to teachers; and who give
teachers some sey in decision making. All of our interviews noted a delicate balance

between strong leadership and the sharing of power with teachers.

The research has been noting for some time the importance of the principal's

leadership but the research is less clear on how the principals accomplish these
things. Several quotes and anecdotes are reported here to specify how leadership is

portrayed.

Ms. X is very supportive of the bilingual. She wanted the kids, fought for

the new teachers she needed, and did all the extra work to reschedule

the teachers in the middle of the semester.

Another teacher related an anecdote about one bilingual St .dent who was
extremely upset and concerned about a serious problem at home. That student
choose to seek help from an assistant principal, a real compliment to that person, she

felt. One teacher seeking a well disciplined school with firmer control, security and

safety and, therefore, more opportunity to deal with curriculum issues transferred to

one of our schools and liked the style of his new principal very much: "Ms. Z is

everywherer There's very little that gets by that woman Another teacher: Mr. X has

a lot to do with the atmosphere. There's freedom, trust, and a respect for the people

who work in the building. I don't know how he does it. There's method to his

madness..As a specialist, I've worked in several buildings in the systems, so I've seen

a few principals and how buildings are run. Here it's like I died and went to heaven."

Clearly not all roles and responsibilities for teachers and administrators will fall

out naturally. Teachers in this Boston sample reported dramatically different views on

whe +he principal's role should be than principals reported for themselves in a
national survey (CREMS, 1986). It should also be noted that principals were asked

what were the most important aspects of their job, not how do they actually spend their

time. In any case, negotiation will be needed among the professional staff if
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participatory school-based management is to be tried honestly. It may be that the

*Great Principar is one who is willing to share power with teachers, to enable them, so

that they can empower themselves.

Summary and DIscussion

After several years of sustained attention to the need to improve our nation's
schools, the school re:storm movement is at a crossroads. So too is the future of the

teaching profeseion in America. Either legislated prescriptions intended to raise

standards will continue to strip teachers of opportunities to exercise seasoned
judgement and professional discretion, or teachers will be empowered to engage in
instructional leadership in schools which provide collegial work environments and

opportunities to share in dacision making.

The first wave of reform set out to raise standards, increase accountability, and

promote rigor. The second wave is more enlightened, marked by a different and
exciting agenda: particOatory school-based management; cooperative, collegial
school environments for both students and staff; flexible use of time; high expectations

alongside an ethic of miring; curricula that focus on students' understanding, not only

of what, but also their understanding of why and how; as well as an emphasis on
higher-order thinking and complex problem solving for all students. This demanding

agenda requires that teachers assume positions of instructional leadership in a work

environment that treats them as protessionals. Administrators cannot do it alone.

Teachers as prefessionals must be central to the new reform efforts. Staff

development will be part of the solution, but it must be sustained and focus on .)ntent

and programs which have solid grounding in research. Exte.,cled training and
followup in a small nurr1r of programs of proven effectiveness must prevail over
faddism, political pressure3, and reigning ideologies. Otherwise we will see the

pendulum swings of recurring reforms whic.i only tinker with the system but fail to

change in fundamental ways the way schools operate.

Participatory decision making through school based management is a strategy

for reform which can enable structural changes to reach the student. Principals anc'

teachers need to partidpate in decisions to affect what teachers do in the classroom.
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This conception of school-based management requires a structure for decision making

in which teachers identify problems, propose tentative solutions, and identify the
resources needed to try them out. Team leaders, duster coordinators, department

heads, and assistant principals might serve as the advocates and negotiators for their

teams of teachers. Principals must make the decisions on the acquisition and
allocation of resources, while serving as the school's advocate to upper echelons of

the system.

This participatory role for teachers in decision making a+ the site level requires

that administrators recognize teachers as professionals who are trained to cope with

uncertainty (Backarach & Conley, 1986) and who make scores of nontrivial decisions

in the space of a single lesson (Berliner, 1984). Administrators must view ' _achers

not as assembly line workers following fixed procedures, but as decision makers and

problem solverstrue professionals who continuously refine and acapt their
pedagogical knowledge to new situations and changing needs of students.

There has been considerable debate over which kinds of decisions teachers
want to influence. Some researchers have found it striking how much teachers lack

interest in major policy decisions, like budget, curriculum, and new programs.
Research indicates that teachers wan't 4.41e greatest influence over operational
classroom decisions including what to teach, how to teach and what textbooks to use.

It would seem that day-to-day decisions rather than strategic choices are most
important, but salience may be a factor; teachers are usually more concerned about

budgets when they do not get the supplies they need. Reportedly, the decisions in

whics, teachers feel most deprived are those which affect the boundary between the

classroom and the school, which constrain teachers' decision mRking.

The debate over which decisions teachers Want to make and ought to make
may stem from different points of view on what cznstitutes their professional identity
and expertise. Whatever the decisions which they are empowered to make, to do so

effectively teachers need good information, not only from their own professional
insights and considerable experience in their schools, but from research, including

participatory research. It is time for school reforms which promote more professional

work environments for teachers including greatei participation in decision making
and involvement in research which can be used to inform the issues for decision
making.
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The present study developed many indicators whi.:h can be used to gauge
school effectiveness, including product measures or outcomes. But it is also important

that educators examine carefully the inputs and the processes of schooling, in order to

make informed decisions about which reforms to undertake and how to proceed. The

study considered demographic characteristics of students and teachers, what values

students hold, and what is important and satisfying to teachers might be considered

indicators of inputs. We also developed process indicators which might be used to
guide restructuring, help participants establish priorities, and identify strategies for

change.

The items in Section 14 of the Teacher Questionnaire were developed to
assess teachers' perceptions of how mu :h say they have in 25 areas of influence. The

distributions of percentages of teache.s choosing eall option to each item show
striking skewness; either teachers feel they have a lot of say over a given issue or

almost none. Very few distributions reflect a middle range of influence. Not

surprisingly, teachers say they have greatest control over their own teaching methods

and somewhat lesser influence over what informal tests are given, what
supplementary materials they use, and what student grades are assigned. Means

indicating a moderate level of influence are reported for the items on what
instructional objectives are set, what content they teach, and whether students are

promoted. More than half of the areas (14 out of 25) received mean ratings by
teachers which were in excess of 4.0 on a five point scale, where a '5" meant no
influence, indicating the teachers feel they have very little, if any, say about many

areas related to their work.

Section 18 on the Teacher Questionnaire was designed to assist school
personnel in vssessing their accomplishments and in setting priorities for meeting

student needs. It was a long set of items given in two parts. Teachers were asked to

indicate for each of 31 areas first, how successful their school has been with regard to

meeting student needs, and second, what priority their school should place on that

area. Teachers were instructed to leave the item blank if they had no opinion.
Discrepancy scores were calculated by subtracting teacher ratings fok the priority they

would assign to a given item from their estimate of the success which their school had

achieved. The discrepancy scores were designed to indicate the salience or
importance of each area of need.
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If discrepancy scores are indicative of the magnitude of need, then teachers feel

that involving parents in student learning should receive foremost attention. Teachers

made the same assesment in their response to items from another section of the

questionnaire on what is important to them. Teaching social courtesies also stands

out as an area requiring a'dention from the teachers' point of view, regardless of the
school. Teaching thinking skills ranked third in terms of what the teachers think
schools are doing well versus what the priorities should be, and just barely ahead of

teaching basic literacy skills. The difference in these ranks is not significant. Teachers

feel that both are areas of great need in their schools, and indeed, their judgements

are corroborated by much independent evidence. It is also important to note tha the

teaching of moral and ethical valubs drew an assessment of great importance to
teachers. While it is an issue which ranks low in terms of how successful they are and

also what the priority sho,,Id be for that area, the discrepancy between the estimates of

success and priority plack.I it close to the top as an area in need of the school's
attention.

School differences in the teac.hers' estimates of the success their schools have

achieved :n various areas, the priorities which should be assigned, and the
discrepancy values are highlighted. Especially striking is the number of areas on

which schools differ significantly in the rates of success reported by their teachers. It is

also noteworthy that, for the most part, these teachers' judgements correspond closely

with other independent assessments about their schools. Oftentimes the areas in

which schools differed significantly in their rates of success did not reflect significantly

different discrepancy scores, because teachers did not uniformly hold high priorities

for those items. The concept of discrepancy proved to be useful for helping teachers

choose problems to work on in their own schools.

Once an organizational structure is in place which will permit teacher
participation in decision making, the sets of items from the teacher questionnaire can

be used to address the strategic question about which decisions teachers will be
involved in making. The broad areas in which teachers want to play larger roles in

decision making can be determined first by the kinds of items in Section 14 (How
much say do you havoovel the following issues, versus "How much say should you

have...?"). The items in Section 17 can provide another means for assessing what is

most important to teachers in relation to their work. Then the specific content of the
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issues might be set according to the teachers' responses to questions about areas of

success and priority for their schools, modeled after the items shown in Section 18.

The analysis of the data need be no more sophisticated than calculating means for

each item and establishing their rank order. The ranks should not be used to mask

what can be slight differences between adjacent means; rather, the extreme ranks are

most telling about the school's high points and sore spots.

It is also important to note two dramatically different kinds of experiences which

we encountered in reporting the results to practitioners in the system. When we

addressed teachers and principals with summaries of the student and teacher
questionnaire results for their own schools they seemed fascinated with the results,

studying them carefully, discussing them earnestly, pausing to r;ontemplate, then

going back for more. However, when we presented some of the same data
anonymously to Directors of Instruction for all middle schools the system, identifying

the data only as a summary from four of the system's middle schwls, their response

took other forms, from posturing, to mild interest, to disinterest.

The key issue in the success of school-based management for school reform is

not decentralization but participation in decision making by the schcol's professional

staff. Principals must share power with teachers. New forms of participation in

decision making will require clarification of the basic tasks of administrators and
teachers in this context. Debunking the myth of the 'Great Principar who surfaced in

the literature from the first wave of school reform may be especially appropriate at this

time.

Rallis and Highsmith make a compelling case that "the first realistic step in
school improvement is to recognize that school Management and instructional
leadership are two different tasks that cannot be performed well by a single ir.dividual"

(1986, p. 300). Principals must be managers first. They are responsible for the

acquisition and allocation of a school's resources, and for establishing and reinforcing

a climate that is conducive to learning, one that is free of disciplinary problems and
embodies high expectations for student acKevement. Some principals may be able to

take on instructional leadership as well, but most do not have the time or resources to

do both.
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Schools would be best advised to look within their own teaching ranks for
instructional leaders who have the requisite breadth and depth of content,
ped2gogical and curricular knowledge, mediated by practical experience and
sensitivity to human needs. Experienced master teachers within the schools should
be identified and given the responsibility and accountability fix working with their
colleagues in meaningful systems of professional decision maKing. But, even those

with the necessary qualities and experience to be an instructional leader cannot be

effective unless someone else is working full-time to manage the school. It may be

that the "Great Principal is one who is willing to share power with teachers, to enable

them, so that teachers can empower themselves, and minister to students more
effectively.
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CHAPTER 13

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SIGNIFICANCE

Impetus for thu Study

The most widely used metric for assessing school effectveness has been student

score:, en standardized tests of basic skills. But this practice fails to credit schools for

providing health and social services meeting basic human needs for a number of their

students, and it provides little incentive for schools to go beyond basics. This research

sought to define more broadly the desired outcomes of effective schooling and to

examine the practices and conditions in the school environment which promote
positive behaviors

The importance of school climate for school effectiveness cannot be
underestimated, according to the findings of several major studies. The school climate

communicates important messages for peer group norms, student interaction, and
studentteacher interaction. There is also important research on how work norms
among the faculty appear to be especially important determinants of school
effectiveness. When teachers have a shared sense of collegiality and collectively
embrace the need for continuing improvement, they create more constructive and

productive environments for teaching and learning.

Incrwaingly, schools are being targeted as the center for the dissemination of a

broad range of health and social services. This is particularly so for schools in
disadvantaged urban areas. Here many students go to school to find an environment

which is safer, warmer, or more secure than home, where they can get a nutritious
breakfast and lunch they would not otherwise have, and where they can interact with

caring adults. Hospitals, courts, and other social agencies have targeted urban
schools as the points to access children and youth in need of prevention and
intervention prograrrs, before it's too late. Schools are being charged with meeting

basic human needs formerly served by the family, the church, and other institutions in

society. Without these services, we may well have a society in chaos.
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Strategies for Collaborative Research

University/school collaboration in the conduct of this research was envisioned

from the start. The thrust was to develop valid, practical indicators which can capture

information about school climate which the research literature has demonstrated is
relevant to student achievement. We sought results which could be used to inform
educators and policy makers about school level practices which need to be instituted

or changed to promote student achievement. The definition of student achievement

was broadened to include not only performance on standardized tests of basic skills

but also higher order thinking and problem solving, prosocial behavior and

community service.

Student and teadler questionnaires were developed in collaboration with
educators in the schools. They were designed to yield comprehensive portraits of
school climate, including the peoplo and their attributes, the social system and its
patterns of relatonships and interactions, and the culture of the school, including the

norms, values, and beliefs reflected in the behavior of its members. Teacher

interviews and observation were used to complement and cross-reference the data

obtained from the previous sources.

Teacher questionnaires were administered at a time when teachers were
occupied with demands for system wide testing and other end of the year activities.

Many teachers were worried about lay-offs, and morale was low, in some schools

more than others. Against these odds, the rate of return for teacher questionnaires

was approximately 50%. The student questionnaire was administered earlier, in

March, 1989, with outstanding cooperation from the teachers and administrators in the

schools. The return rate equalled the attendance rate for the days of administration,

80%. In fact, we had a larger response rate to the student questionnaire than the
Boston Public School had for its grade and test files on the students in the sample.

The usable number of cases for all student instruments and measures are listed

below:

Student Climate Survey 1583

MAT Reading 1279

MAT Mathematics 1265

CRT-Math 1145
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Test of Problem Solving 972

Final Grade in Reading 1175

Final Grade in Math 1548

Final Grade in English 1484

Final Grade in Science 1337

Final Grade in Social Shrdies 1263

The Schools and the Students They Serve

The four middle schools in the sample were described using information
collected about each school on each of the following aspects: the buildings and their

neighborhoods; the resources; the principals; the students; the teachers; and the
school activities, both curricular and extracurricular. Data were gathered from city
records, newspapers, interviews, and observations over three years. While the four

middle schools in this sample are part of the same school system, teach the same
grades, and draw from a similar pool of students and teachers, there were notable

differences.

The sample sites for the research were four middle schools located in one
district of the Boston Public Schools which had been paired officially with Boston

University for 15 years, as part of a court ordered desegregation plan. While the
neighborhoods were diverse, the students who attended the schools were more
homogeneous economically, if not ethnically and racially, than their neighborhoods.

This was the case because oftentimes families with financial discretion did not send

their children to the public schools. The pattern was especially true for parents of

females, who , if they had marginal financial discretion, would choose to send their
sons, but not their daughters, to these schools. One of the first and most starthng
findings about the four schools in the sample was the overall sex ratio: almost 55% to

45%, males to females.

The one relatively more affi tent neighborhood which was the setting for
Schools 2 and 4 in the sample included a preponderance of childless households,

including elderly people and young professionals. College and graduate students
and unrelated people living together to shne expenses were attracted to these
neighborhoods, and inflate the median household income. Middle school students
were bussed to Schools 2 and 4 in larger numbers than to the other two schools,
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which drew more heavily from their own neighborhoods. The neighborhood for

School 3 would be considered the most disadvantaged.

Figures reported in City of Boston's Neighborhood Profiles (1988) show the

following differences based on 1984 data:

Neighborhood Median Household Unemployment Percent in

Income Rate Poverty

School 1 $16,950 11% 31%

Schools 2 & 4 $22,400 3% 17%

School 3 $13,000 14% 31%

Citywide $19,250 6% 21%

The administration of student questionnaires in the four schools was extremely

successful in achieving a return rate which was equal to the attendance rate, or about
85% of the schools' enrollments, thanks in large measure to the high degree of
cooperation offered by the teachers and administrators in the schools. Student data

reported in the study was corroborated by data available from the Boston Public
Schools. The figures on students presented here are those taken from self reports.

Most of the students in the sample schools were minority group members. Of

the major ethnic groups, Schools 2 and 4 presented a more balanced student
population, while School 1 with its Hispanic bilingual program had a majority of
Hispanics, while School 3 in a predominantly black neighborhood had an enrollment

which was more than two-thirds black. Their racial/ethnic distributions were as follows:

Race/Ethnicity

School 1 2.4% 30.3% 7.2% 55.8% 4.3%

School 2 24.4% 25.7% 10.8% 33.2% 5.8%

School 3 2.9% 67.1% 6.2% 18.6% 5.2%

School 4 26.8% 36.0% 12.6% 18.6% 6.0%
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The vast majority of students at the four schools reported their ages to be
between 12 and 14, in March of thel school year. Only 12% were younger than 12
years of age, and 10.5% were older than 14. School 4 was significantly different from

the other three schools in enrolling a majority of girls. The sex ratios taken from

student questionnaires in the four schools were as follows:

Sex Ratio Male Female

School 1 53.1% 46.9%

School 2 59.2% 40.8%

School 3 56.6% 43.3%

School 4 48.0% 52.0%

Building, Size, and Scheduling

An of the school buildings were old, consequently needing constant and costly

maintenance. School 3 and a part of School 4, having been built at the turn of thi
twentieth century, were thirty years older than the other schools. The others, Schools

1 and 2, and the annex to School 4, were built in the 1930's. School 1 housed the
largest student population; almost two and a half times that of School 3, and 1.67

times the size of Schools 2 and 4.

Scheduling at School 1 differed from that of the other three schools. School 1

had 5 periods plus homeroom and a silent reading period. The additional time

needed for each period at School 1 may have been necessary simply for its very large

student body to move from class to class. The other three schools had six periods
plus homeroom and silent reading periods. They scheduled 45-minute classes,

creating an additional period from the saved minutes.

Scheduling at School 4 was very precise. A teacher said, *Classes start five
minutes before the official time. The filing rule means all students and all teachers are

in corridors as students file in single file along corridors to the next class. Clocks,

watches, etc. are synchronized.'
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Principals

During the past 10 years, Schools 1 and 4 had experienced the sustained
leadership of one principal for 10 and 8 years respectively. The principal of Schod 4

had resigned that positon to assume an assistant superintendency. His successor

was assigned in a smooth, orderly fashion. School Zs principal was entering his
third year in office there during the yerr of most data collection for the study; he was

transferred in the final year of the study, and replaced by another man. But School 3

had had a succession of three principals in the year and a half of data collection.
Among all of the principals, the six men included one Asian, one white, two Hispanics

and two blacks. Both women were black. All were very highly educated, with many
credits beyond a master's degree but not a doctcrate. All were experienced educators

with at least some formal, supervised training in administration and leadership.

Teachers

Percentages of teachers responding were: in School 1, 48%; School 2, 33%

(and an additional 19% who responded to an earlier version of questionnaire); School

3, 80%; and School 4, 58%. The teachers in the four schools were not significantly

different from each other on a number of demographic characteristics. Their

male/female ratio was 40.2% to 59.8%. Their racial/ethnic distribution was as follows:

Asian, 1.2%; black, 16.5%; Caucasian, 63.5°k; Hispanic, 10.3%; and other, 5.9%; the

balance, 2.3% would not say. The teachers constituted a highly edJcated work force.

All of them had a least a bachelor's degree; 27% reported having some graduate
work; 19% had a master's degree and 43% had credits beyond a masters degree.

The teachers represented a wealth of teaching experience. Only 15.4% had

between 1 and 5 years of experience; 20% had 6 to 10 years; 15.4% had 11 to 15

years; 27.5% had 16 to 20 years; 11% had 21-25 years, and 11% had more than 25

years. The fact that the teachers did rot differ significantly among schools in any of

these demographic characteristics was not surprising, because there is a great deal of

transferring among teacheis from one school to another within the system. Only
School 4 differed significantly in this respect. It had the highest percentage of
teachers at the school for more than 5 years, 70%. The percentage of teacher who

had been at School 1 more than 5 years was 32%, School 2, 36%, and School 3, only
19%.
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School Differences in Student Achievement

The Boston Public Schools had instituted a program of extensive testing of
students with Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) subtests in reading and
mathematics, system-wide criterion referenced tests (CRTs) in four subject areas, as

well as a writing sample. All of these measures were to have been used for analysis in

the present study. However in the year of data collection for the study, 1989, the
schools cut back on the quantity of testing, limiting test administration to the use of the

two MAT subtests and the CRT in mathematics only. Only some schools collected and

scored a writing sample, whose grade was supposed to be incorporated into the final

grade in English. A new measure of high order thinking call Test of Problem Solving,

or TOPS was administered with representative results from two of the four schools..

Since the criterion-referenced tests wh'xh were preferred for the present study

as measures more closely aligned with the goals of instruction were no longer being

used, we elected to examine teachers' final grades in academic subjects. Teacher
grades are idiosyncratic, because teachers are known to use a variety of methods and

criteria for assessing student performance. Grade to grade or school to school
comparisons are virtually meaningless indicators of school differences. But grades
have some utility in correlational analyses with test data and students' reports of
rewards and punishments by the school and by teachers.

Several kinds of analyses were reported for the student achievement data.

First, descriptive statistics and graphic representation of mean scores were presented

for all four achievement test measures. Then two-way analyses of variance by school

and by gradewere summarized. For all measures, school differences were highly

significant, as were most grade differences, but so were the interaction effects for these

two factors. School to school differences had to be qualified according to grade level.

School 1 showed the same pattern of performance relative to the other schools

on all measures of achievement. It ranked at or near the bottom, and its students'
performance declined, but not sharply, over grade levels. School 2 had consistent

profiles for comparisons on each achievement measure; in each case student
performance dropped precipitously from grade six to grade seven, then rose sharply in



grade eight. The probable reason for this pattern was that better students left School 2

after grade six to attend the more prestigious examination schools in the system, and

that lower achieving students dropped out after grade seven. School 3 showed very
variable patterns on different measures of achievement. School 4 students were
consistently at or near the top on all achievement measures at all grade levels but one;

reading scores for their sixth grade students were lower than those of School 2.

Since tracking occurs in the schools through student assignment to special
programs, it was decided that a fairer way to compare the schools was program by

program. All four schools had students assigned to regular programs with no special

intervention, and all four schools had special education programs. Only Schools 1
and 2 had bilingual programs, School 1 for Hispanics, and School 2 for speakers of

Asian languages. Also, Schools 1 and 2 were the on!y ones with advanced work
classes. In analyses by programs where all four schools :ould be compared, School 4

was consistently among the highest for which singificant differences were found, and

School 1 was consistently at the bottom or among the combination of schools
anchoring the low end. The pattern of highs and lows for School 3 was erratic, but
most often School 3 ranked among the lower achieving schools. Students in School 2

performed higher than students in School 1 on every achievement variable in every

analysis, overall, by grade, and by program.

Correlations among achievement measures showed that regardless of subject,

grades correlate with grades and test scores correlate with test scores, producing
moderate to high correlation coefficients ranging from .52 to .76. Scores on the CRT

and the MAT in mathematics correlated .76 and .61 respectively with final grades in

mathematics. Intercorrelations between reading test scores and grades were not

nearly as high, ranging from .17 to a maximum of .31. The finding that test scores and

final grades in reading correlate only .17 was alarming to most observers who know

the stress assigned to reading scores in the placement and promotion of students in

the Boston Public School system.

Students' reports of rewards and punishments accorded to them by the school

and by teachers showed noteworthy correlations with test scores and with grades.

Students who reported having been suspended or punished by teachers tended to

have lower grades, but their test scores did not distinguish their achievement from

those of students who reportud no suspensions or other punishments. Students who
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reported being rewarded by the school or by teachers tended to have somewhat
higher grades, but the correlation did not hold for test scores. Students who thought
their teachers promoted competition among students actually did more poorly on

tests.

Finally, since funds could not be obtained to conduct a.longitudinal study in the

schools, it was decided to pull from the larger sample those eighth grade students who

reported attending their present school since the sixth grade. This strategy enabL. d

investigation of the schools' influence on student achievement over time. Flesults from

these analyses confirmed those reported earlier. School differences in achievement
showed the same patterns when the analyses were limited to eighth graders who had

attended their schools for three years as they did for students overall.

avond Basics: Assessment of Higher Order Thinking

Highly critical of the education being offered to students in middle grades in

many of this country's schools, the Carneige Council on Adolescent Development
charged that: "Nowhere is this failure more evident than in the development of
American young adolescents' critical reasoning and higher order thinking." Under
various labels, exhortations to teach for "critical thinking,"higher order cognitive
functioning," and "complex problem solving," have been voiced for decades. What

has changed dramatically is the way we gauge our society's productivity. No longer

ars we in an industrial age, but rather an age of information technology, in which many

people need to make a living by thinking, and not by rote assembly. Educaticnal goals

and objectiwes previously reserved for the elite are now being held for the masses.

Fueling this renewed interest in teaching for higher order thinking skills is "the

single most important message of modern researth on the nature of thinking"
(Resnick, 1987, p. 8) that the kinds of processes traditionally associated with higher

order thinking are not limited to advanced levels of development. In fact the term

"higher order skills is fundamentally misleading, because it suggests that lower order

skills need to come first in a very linear fashion. The growing body of research in
cognitive science on the acquisition of thinking skills particularly in reading, but also

mathematics, attests to this finding. Long years of drill on the "basics" before thinking

and problem solving are required can no longer be justified.
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Yet, higher order thinking and critical reasoning have not been taught
extensively, probably because teachers are unprepared to teach them well. Pervasive

use of standardized tesis of basic skills as the primary vehicle for accountability no
doubt contributes to the problem, Despite the reason, the outcome is well
documented; schoolchildren in this country do learn large amounts of information, but

they do less well on what are variously called the 'higher order skills or the

metacognitive skillshow to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate that information for their

own use.

Defining higher order cognitive functioning is the first problem which writers on

the topic must address. Disciplinary perspectives often color their choice of terms;

philosophers promote logical thinking and critical reasoning; developmental
psychologists point to metacognition; educators advocate teaching study skills and
real life problem solving; cognitive scientists focus on cognitive strategies and
heuristics for problem solving. Resnick's definition of higher order skills provides a

fine complement to so many other definitions which emphasize the component
processes. Her comprehensive yet succinct dufinition calls attention to the attributes

of the problem situaSon and the reactions of the thinker as well.

Higher order thinking involves a cluster of elaborative mental
activities requiring nuanced judgement and analysis of complex
situations according to multiple criteria. Higher order thinking is
effortful and depends on self-regulation. The path of action or correct

answers are not fully specified in advance. The thinker's task is to
construct meaning and impose structure on situations rather than to

expect to find them already apparent(Resnick, 1987, p. 44).

If the definition of higher order thinking is problematic, the measurement of
higher order thinking is even more so. All 50 states use nationally normed
standardized testsof basic skills, but these tests emphasize recall of declarative or

procedural knowledge, not the level or quality of student's thinking. Two compelling

reasons for testing thinking are first, to determine how effectively thinking is being

taught, and second is to ensure that it is. Several states have mandated both the

teaching and testing of higher-order cognitive skills in their schools, but the mandate
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outstrips the availability of appropriate measuring devices if not knowledgeable
practice as well.

The present project undertook the challenge of developing an instrument to
measure higher order thinking in the context of high interest, realistic problems

requiring scientific reasoning. The effort began with an existing instrument, previously

developed by the principal investigator with support from the National Science
Foundation. The test was revised according to the recommendations made in the
previous study (Shann, 1976); questions with pocr item statistics were dropped; new

items were created, but the general format context-dependent items centered around a

realistic scenario was retained. In addition, the language was updated. Children's

names and surnames were varied to reflect the predominantly black and Hispanic

student enrollments in the sample schools of the present project.

The new test was named TOPS, or Test of Problem Solving It contained 31

items on five scenarios: "Pets in the Classroom" "Bike Transportation;" "The Winc low

Sill Garden:" and "A Busy Corner;" and "A Classroom Temperature Chart." Both

Spanish and Vietnamese translations of TOPS were obtained. The test was
administered during students' science periods; usable returns were collected from 972

students.

Several technical aspects were studied to appraise the psychometric qualities of

TOPS: item analysis. subtest analysis, reliability and validity. Item analysis included

the determination of item difficulty and item discrimination levels, as well as item-total

correlations using serial and point biserial methods. The difficulty levels represented

a broad range, the easiest answered correctly by 91% of the students, and the most

difficult answered correctly by only 23%. Discrimination indices ranged from .17 to

.68.; most were moderate or better, ranging from .50 and up. Each of the five subtests

showed moderate to moderately high internal consistency reliability coefficients as
determined by Cronbach's alpha. The values ranging from .50 to .67 are considered

quite good for 6- and 7-items subtests. Reliability for the total test as determined by

Cronbach's alpha was .84.

Validity for the TOPS was established primarily through content analysis.
Several opportunities were used to gather critiques of TOPS from graduate students in

science and mathematics, from middle and secondary school teachers of these and
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uther subjects, and from professors of education, psychology, and related disciplines.

Construction validation was also addressed through the use of multiple regression

analyses to study skill in problem solving in relation to reading comprehension,
mathematics concepts, mathematics achievement, and grade level. The resurs dearly

endorse the importance of language and not just mathematical reasoning in higher

order thinking.

Teaching Behaviors Which Promote Higher Student Achievement

The major thrust of the present study has beer to create and validate indicators

which can be used to monitor the process of school reform and to gauge whether
schools are becoming more effective in various ways. In all of this, school level rather

than classroom level variables have been more salient for studying how the norms

and culture of the school influence the behavior of its participants. Nonetheless,

effective teaching is at the core of effective schooling. While the researchers could not

engage the study of teaching through sustained, direct observation, the team decided

to include items of the teacher questionnaire which requested self-reports of the
frequency of use of a variety of instructional practices. Teachers responded on a scale

of one to five, and their scores were transformed so that a "one indicated "almost
never," and a "five" reflected "a lot."

Factor analysis of the responses to the 16 items, as reported by 92 teachers,

produced five significant factors with exceptionally clear results and dean loading.
The five dusters accounted for 66.0% of the variance in the wiginal data, and the
majority of items loaded on only.one of the five factors with weights in excess of .70.

Factor scores were created by adding those items which weighted .50 or higher on

each factor. The five teaching patterns were named as follows: Use of (1)

Laboratory/Demonstration; (2) Direct Teaching (lecture and discussion with the

whole dass); (3) Field Trips/Class Projects; (4) Small Groups/Student Led; and (5)

WorkbooksAndividual Assignments.

These factor scores were used as dependent variables in the analysis of
variance of teaching patterns by school. Instead of examining differences among all

four schools a priori, post hoc designs were used in which the teachers were grouped

by school according to the results of Duncan tests of the significance of mean
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differences in student achievement among schools, within grade level. Depending

on where significant differences existed among groups of schools on the measures of

student achievement, teachers of those subjects at each grade level were sorted into

the same groupings of schools for the analysis of variance of teaching factor scores.

Factor 1, on the use of Laboratory/Demonstration techniques, emerged as a
strong, dear first factor; but teachers who used these techniques were in the minority

The factor was not significant in the analysis of any school differences in teaching

patterns. However, it is important to note that the physical facilities, material resources,

and class schedules which the teachers in the sample had to work with precluded all

but heroic efforts to use laboratory and demonstration methods in their teaching on

any regular basis.

The limited use of laboratory and demonstration techniques by science and
mathematics teachers should be cause for concern. The American Association for the

Advancement of Scienca (1989) in its landmark report, Science for All Americans,

urges teachers to employ well-tested practices for effective teaching of science,
mathematics and technology, chief among them, engaging students in active inquiry

and investigation. Teachers should foster varied opportunities for interviewing,
surveying, and observing behavior as well as using hand lenses, microscopes,
thermometers, cameras, and other common instruments. In addition, the National

Science Foundation has sponsored many stuaiis of student inquiry which show that

giving students opportunities to design experiments and manipulate science materials

fosters positive effects of both a cognitive and affective nature regarding science (e.g.,

Shann, 1977).

The second factor, entitled 'Direct Teaching," included items on 'teacher
lecturing to the whole class, and "teacher leading discussion among whole class,

which were weighted .83 and .81 respectively. It is traditional, or conventional whole-

group teaching done well. Practices associated with direct teaching include rapid

presentation of new content in small steps, guided student practice with close
monitoring by the teacher, and regular review with corrective feedback and
instructional reinforcement. This factor differentiated the teachers of seventh grade

students who were more successful than their counterparts in other schools on three

of the four test measures: MAT-Mathematics, CRT-Mathematics, and TOPS, whose

items reflect both science and mathematics contexts. Direct teaching was also
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associated with higher student TOPS scores at the sixth and eighth grade levels.

Teachers of the higher achieving students reportedly used direct teaching practices

more frequently than teachers of lower achieving students.

Factor 3 on the use of Field Trips/Class Projects differentiated between teachers

of high versus lower achieving sixth grade students as determined by their scores on

the MAT-Reading. Teachers of students in the higher scoring school reported more

frequent vie of supervised trips and project-centered, whole class activity.

The fourth factor, entitled "Student Led/Small Groups represented a teaching

pattern which was associated witfl higher student achievement at both the sixth and

the eighth grade levels on the MAT-Reading and at all three grade levels on TOPS.

In addition it differentiated teachers of higher versus lower achieving eighth graders on

the MAT-Mathematicb. Teachers who reported more frequent use of "Small
Groups/Student Led" supposedly fostered activities in which students took
responsibility for presentation and discussion of ideas among each other while the

teadier visited the groups. This teaching pattern was associated with higher levels of

student achievement in five of ten comparisons.

The final factor which emerged from factor analysis of self-reported teaching

behaviors was the use of "Workbooks/Individual Assignments." This factor was
associated with differences in student achievement in four out of ten possible

comp& isons, but in three out of four of these significant findings, students who had

more class time spent on workbook and individual assignments had significantly lower

scores than their counterparts whose teachers did not use this pattern so frequently.

The one exception in which more frequent use of workbooks and individual

assignments favored the highest achieving school was found for eighth graders from

School 3 scoring highest on the CRT-Mathematics, whose teachers were known to

spend considerable time teaching for t 4 test with practice on examination items.

Sixth grade and seventh grade students who performed less well on the MAT-

Mathematics, and eighth grade students who scored significantly lower on the MAT-

Reading all had teachers in tt-lk, subject ar As who reported more frequent use of

workbooks and individual assiko h lents than higher achieving students, whose

teachers used significantly less of this pattern of teaching. Eighth grade students

showed mixed results on the CRT-Mathematics in relation to their teachers reported
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use of workbooks and individual assignments; it appeared that corresponding

emphasis on direct teaching in conjunction with practice in workbooks may have
produced the superior results for classes at one school, but over reliance on
workbooks without corresponding use of direct teaching was associated with the

poorest performance on the CRT-Mathematics.

If these striking res.its are indeed valid, teachers should be advised to limit

students' use of workbooks and individual assignments during class time. Instead

they should use teaching patterns which promote higher student engagement,
particularly the kinds of activities suggested by Factor 4, which are reflected in
cooperative learning. Workbook exercises and individual assignments allow students

to look like they are busy at work,when in fact they may not be. These assignments

may be useful for some purposes as homework assignments. Even then, students
should receive written comments on what they do (Walberg, 1990).

The analysis of teaching patterns associated with higher levels of student
achievement was accomplished indirectly. After school differences in student
performance on each of four achievement tests were observed to be significant at
every grade level, Duncan tests were used to specify which school means were
different from other school means. Sorting teachers into the sam-s% dusters of schools

which differentiated students according to the achievement data, we conducted on

analysis of their teaching patterns as measured by the factor scores of self-reported

teaching practices.

Methodological purists would caution that aggregation effects may account for

any association between differences in student achievement and differences in
teaching patterns, on the argument that higher achieving students and better qualified

teachers would assemble at the same schools, more often those in advantaged
suburbs than those in disadvantaged urban areas. While this may be a valid criticism

of studi,c which suggest causal links between higher student achievement anti higher

teacher qualifications (Weaver, 1986), it is not a valid argument for the present study.

Two-thirds of the teachers reported earning advanced degrees, suggesting that there

is little variability in their achievement levels, and all were teaching students who came

from disadvantaged urban communities. However, if the use of actual teaching

behaviors does correlate with student achievement, the finding has important
implications for teacher training, staff development and classroom practice.
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The inquiry about classroom teaching practices was secondary to the main
thrust of the study; the measures were self-reports, and the design was weak; it did not

make strong connections between student achievement and actual classroom
teaching practices of those students' teachers. Still, strong, dear factors emerged

which distinguished teaching patterns used by more effective versus less effective

teachers, as determined by student achievement.

Given that Factor 1 included Laboratory/Demonstration activities which could

not be used realistically in the schools, differences in the remaining four teaching

patterns were being compared, paralleling significant differences among schools on

three achievement tests, at each of three grade levels, making 36 possible differences.

Since analysis with the fourth measure of student achievement (TOPS) produced no
singificant schoolXgrade interaction effect, differences in the four teaching patterns

were not qualified by grade. In all then, there were 40 possible differences (36 + 4)

which might have been found in the analyses of teaching behaviors, and 13 were
found to be significant at approximately the .05 level or beyond. Fully one-third were

statistickilly significant, whereas only about 5%few4: than threewould have have

been significant by chance alone.

These findings on teacher effectiveness suggest important choices for staff

development, scheduling, and coaching--all of which are school luvel, rather than

classroom level decisions, with immediate implications for strategies for school

improvement.

The Students and What They Value

if economically disadvantaged, largely minority youth who attend urban middle

schools hold value systems like those reported by the vast majority of students in the

present study, there is reason to be optimistic about their futures. Teachers complain:

"Just give me students who want to learn! If responsive, effective education can be

made available to these students, it's not too late, because these student.. want to be

in school, they want to learn, and they recognize the crucial importance of education to

the quality of their lives in the future.
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Very substantial percentages of the students use the highest point on the rating

scale to indicate the importance they place on family (92%), future education (83%),

future job (83%), and getting good grades (79%). The basic human need of feeling
safe is also deemed very important (68%), but the importance placed on friends, while

still very substantiai (42% choosing very important), is not as pronounced as the
importance placed on family and education. The distribution of responses for the more

hedonistic value of being rich flattens considerably; having fun and having a job now

are also of relatively lesser importance.

Tests of significance of differences in these values according to gender as well

as race/ethnicity produce several significant differences. While the gender differences

favoring the more positive outlook of females correspond with the stereotypes reported

far a sample of this socioeconomic level, the differences by race/ethnicity hold some

surprises and do not conform to conventional stereotypes. Differences by grade are
not significant, and differences by school correspond with the racial and gender
differences which their disproportionate enrollments rdpresent.

Teachers recognize the importance of teaching values and serving as role
models to their students. While these responsibilities are not actively high priorities for

the teachers, tney report their schools (and by implication themselves) remiss in
addressing this area of student needs satisfactorily. The discrepancy noted between

success versus priority assigned to this area ranks fifth among 31 areas rated by the

teachers; teachers appear to be reporting that they recognize the need to do more in

schools about moral education of their early adolescent students.

The evidence indicates that students hold very positive traditional value
systems; they want teachers to "teach us right from wrong'; and teachers concur with

this need. The emergence of a very small minority in these schools whose values
suggest they have no dream for the futui e but only the benefits of the present is
disturbing. These youths who might be part of what has been termed an underclass,

tend to be male, not female, and disproportionately white; to a lesser extent,
disproportionate to the enrollments, they are black, but not Asian, and not Hispanic.
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How Students Spend Their Time Outside of School

The four urban middle schools in our sample are in session for students exactly

six hours each day. One with a delayed opening begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at 2:30;

the three othe,s begin at 7:40 a.m. and send students home at 1:40 p.m. According to

schod personnel, many of these students go home to empty houses, where they
watel TV and care for younger siblings who attend the elementary grades. Our data
confirm the extent of television watching. Fully 90% watch for at least an hour, almost

70% watch TV for two hours or more, 30% for four hours or more after school. These

viewing rates exceed what was reported nationally for high school seniors in the class

of 1985 (U.S. DOE-OERI, 1988. p. 109). Approximately 75% of high school males and

69% of the females in that graduating class reported watching TV atter school. It was

their most common daily activity.

The figures suggest that those who don't go home and watch television go out

with friends after school, or simply -hang out." Almost 70% of the sample reported
going out with friends for an hour or more and a quarter (24.6%) spent 4 or more hours

this way. 'Hanging our occupied more than half (54.5%) the students for an hour or

more each day, and for 20.8% it consumed four or more hours a day.

Fully one-third spent no time reading atter school, but 44.2% claimed to read for

one hour, few more than that. Half of the students reported spending an hour on

homework after school, another 26.3% spend two hours; 16.7% spend three hours or

more, but only 6.7% claimed to do none. The low percentages of time spent reading

probably reflects choice but also may reflect lack of opportunity, the scarcity of rzading

material in the home. Three of the four schools reported that teachers are reluctant to

send students home with text bcoks. There are not enough to go around, and the

teachers fear the short supply will dwindle further. Instead, they prepare students w:th

worksheets or assignments in their notebooks.

Students have very few choices available to them. More than three quarters do

not go to after school programs, mostly because they are not available. Even fewer

take lessons, for example in dancing, music, or language, because lessons are
beyond the means of most of hese families. Most of the children leave school by 1:40
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p.m., and they have little else to do but watch television, sea friends, and hang out, for

four or more hours, until their parents get home.

Weekends present a similar picture of unstructured social :.6ivity with even
more television viewing and considerably less homework. There are no Saturday

programs at their schools for these students. Even playing sports occupies very little

time for most of the students; 40% report no time during the week on sports and 41%

spend no time playing sports on the weekend Slightly more than a quarter play sports

on the weskend for three hours or more; considerably more students prefer to just

hang out. Opportunities to play sports may be very limited; playing fields other than

hardtop playgrounds in disrepair are not in evidence in the areas which these school

serve.

Playing sports preempts television, video games, and hanging out in terms of

popularity as a summer activity. It may be that pools, rinks, and playing fields
supervised by the Metropolitan District Commission in the areas where these students

live are available during the summer, but not the school year. The data overall
indicate that the student's choice on how to spend free time is very limited.

Volunteer work is something that 26.5% of the total sample has tried. But the

involvement drops off significantly as students advance to higher grade levels. Many

educators and other concerned citizens point out that volunteer work is important as a

socially desirable and influential activity in its own sake, quite apart from its possible

influence on student achievement. If this is so, more opportunities ought to be made

available to students to engage in such work. The picture which emerges from the
data overall is that students have few choices, and little structure to guide productive

use of their time.

Extending the school day, week, or year to include more of the same things

which presently go on in schools with disappointing results is not the answer. But
purposeful, structured activities with appropriate resources and adult supervision

ought to be made available to these students.

Schools and school systems wishing to survey their students on how they

spend their time should consider using different response formats for some of the
items. After school activities which are likely to occur daily may be retained in the
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same format as that shown in item 11doing chores, homework, watching TV, going

out with friends, reading, playing sports, hanging out. Babysitting should be added to

the list, perhaps in two itemsfor younger brothers and sisters, and for another family.

Certain after school activities may not occur daily, like working, going to an after school

program, and taking lessons. These items should be separated from the others and

their response format changed to 'how many times each week", for how long.'

Despite multiple pilot tests of the instrument, these points of confusion did not surface

until the final administration of the instrument.

Prosocial and Antisocial Behaviors in the Schools

Students' prosocial and antisocial behaviors were used as an index of school

climate. These behaviors shape the social system of the school and .4fiect its culture,

including its values and norms ior permissible behavior. To assess these behaviors,

parallel sets of items were used in the student and teacher questionnaires requesting

their estimates of the frequency of prosocial and antisocial behaviors exhibited by
students in their schools. These perceptual data were used as direct indicators of
normative climate for each school. Observations during site visits by university-based

members of the research team were used to corroborate the perceptual data from

student and teacher groups.

Students and teachers were generally consistent in their assessments of
students' prosocial behaviors in the schools. Differences which occurred could be

attributed to differences in the wording of the items, after changes were made in the

student questionnaire to simplify the reading level. One difference between
perceptions of students versus teachers occurred on identically worded items--
students reported that they showed more respect for teachers than the teachers

thought they did. Teachers were consistently more negative in their assessments of

their students' antisocial behavior; students did not see themselves in such an
unfavorable light.

Results of previous studies about the consistency of perception of school
climate among groups of respondents have been mixed. Some researchers have
found that students, teachers, and administrators differ among themselves, but within

one group are consistent (El let et al., 1977, El let & Wa lberg, 1979). Other researchers

report that student and teacher measures are associated with more objective
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measures of school climate, indicating that both groups perceive the school's climate

in the same way (Davis, 1963; Perkins, 1976). Results from the present study suggest

that both findings may be valid; it depends on the target of the perception, and
precisely how the perception is measured. Teachers and students were similar in their

assessment of most prosocial behaviors. They were somewhat more discrepant in

how they rated antisocial behaviors: most likely, teachers were more sensitive to,

more offended by, and/or more threatened by, their students' antisocial behaviors than

the students were by their own peers' behavior.

Previous studies on perception of climate also suggest that variance may be a

function of individual differences as well as organizational differences (Hoover, 1978;

Moos, 1979). It Herr (1965) was correct, people will generalize from their own
experience and environmental press, and differ in their perceptions according to sex,

race, SES, age, and grade. These are largely unalterable variables. The present

study examined students' perceptions of behaviors with a four-way ANOVA design

which enabled investigation of effects by sex, race, grade, but also school. These
analyses produced a host of statistically significant results.

Three gender differences were highly significant at p < .0001. One of these

was significant even well beyond that level. By a substantial margin, females were far

more likely than males to report that students in their schools engaged in behaviors

which involved helping others directly. Also by a substantial margin they were more

likely than males to report helping with tasks, probably because the females
themselves engage more frequently in the helping behaviors. The females were also

significantly more likely than males to report antisocial behaviors in their midst,
arguably because these behaviors are more objectionable to the females.

Four differences attributable to race/ethnicity were highly significant at p <

.0001. Three of these separated the Asians from all other raciaVethic groups. Asians

were far less likely to report antisocial behaviors in their schools, including those
which were classified as relatively lesser infractions as well as those calleLl major

transgressions. It was suggested that Asians may be acculturated to ignore such
violations, preferring to -see no evil, hear no evil, or they not be presen Nhen these

negative behaviors take place. Several teachers and administrators in the schools
have noted in conversation and in written remarks on questionnaires that the Asians

oftentimes -keep to themselves: Asians were far more likely than all other
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raciaVethnic groups to report showing respect, a finding which is consistent with this

positive stereotype for Asian cultures. Another highly sigrificant difference by race

separated the Hispanic and Asians from the others in their reports of helping others

directly. Finally whites were less likely than Hispanics to report helping with tasks.

Grade differences were statistically significant in the analysis of all six factor

scores. In every case, the sixth graders fell toward the more socially desirably
position, reporting fewer antisocial behaviors and mors prosocial behaviors taking
place than seventh and eighth graders. Again, if percepthn is a valid indicator of
objective climate, and if climate conditions how people behave, then the sixth graders

are behaving in more socially desirable ways than students in the next higher grades.

The grade differences were especially significant for the prosocial behaviors,
indicating that the younger students probably do have a more positive outlook and are

more disposed to act in prosocial ways by helping others, helping with tasks, getting

along, making friends, and showing respect. Here is where interventions need to be

targetedthe sixth gradein order to sustain these positive behaviors.

Epstein, in personal communication, (1990) commented that these findings
regarding grade differences are especially significant, because most previous studies

which point to negative changes between -!xth and seventh grades compared
students who were not in the same schoolssixth graders in K-6 or 4-6 configurations

of grades, versus seventh graders in junior high schools or 7-12 schools. Even in

longitudinal studies, there was concern that the school might account for the difference

as much as the age. The present study conducted in middle schools which include

grades 6, 7, and 8 suggests that differences can be attributable to both grade and

school (as well as sex and race).

Differences among schools were significant in the analysis of all of the prosocial

and antisocial behavior factors except one. Highly significant differences in both

lesser and more serious antisocial behaviors separated the academically higher

achieving schools (Schools 2 and 4) from the two which were less successful
academically. Students in the latter two schools (Schools 1 and 3) reported much
higher frequencies of antisocial behaviors in their midst. But there was another

significant separation between schools on these variables as well, one which merits

further attention. While the two high academic schools were significantly lower in

antisocial behaviors than the other two schools, they were significantly different from
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each other as well. The school which ranked second on all achievement measures
(School 2) when the more appropriate comparisons were made by program (bilingual,

spectal education, advanced, etc.) is the school which is lowest by far in antisocial

behaviors. However, it is also lowest when it comes to the measure of friendship and

racial/general harmony among students. To the outside observer, this school
appeared to be run like a marine drill camp, placing too high a priority or law and

order. Its students were given few social freedoms in schoollike no talking at lunch,
single file changes of class, segregated seating by sex in the cafeteriaand this policy

may have taken its toll on the prosocial behaviors which involve nurturing.

Significant differences in prosocial behaviors among schools consistently
fsvored School 4, the top ranked academically. Its students' means for reported

frequencies were always on the positive side of any significant differences. The other

schools had mixed results. School 3, the smallest and probably poorest school in
terms of its students' level of disadvantage, scored significantly lower than Schools 2,

1, and 4 (ranked from low to high) in the students' perception of the fmquencies of
behaviors which involve helping others directly. This difference may reflect a serious

deficit among the students in School 3 as much as objectively higher frequencies of

helping behaviors in the other schools.

Students in Schools 2 and 1 were significantly lower than students in School 4

in their reports of getting along with each other and making friendships across racial

and ethnic groups. Independent observations also suggested that School 4 was a

friendlier, more harmonious place to be. It is especially noteworthy that this top

ranked school academically appeared to strike a balance in achieving an orderly but

also a friendly environment. On the final measure of prosocial behavior, showing
respect, students in Schools 3 and 1 reported significantly lower frequencies of such

behaviors than students in Schools 4 and 2. This highly significant difference favored

the academically higher achieving schools over the lower achieving schools.

The Value of School Climate Research

While there is general agreement among researchers, reviewers, and
practitioners as to the importance of school climate for school effectiveness, there has

been disagreement on whether it is worth studying. Critics have contested that school

climate is neither measurable (Rutter, et al., 1979; McPartland & Epstein, 1975) nor
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manipulable (Haller & Strike, 1979). Results from the foregoing analyses suggest

otherwise. Indicators of prosocial and antisocial student behaviors which were used

in the present study produced results which were consistent, readily interpretable, and

cross validated by conversations and formal interviews with participant reviewers and

by independent observations. Most importantly, the indicators revealed important and

meaningful differences among schools, as well as genders, racial/ethnic groups and

grade levels.

The failure of earlier studies to find significant school effects may have been the

result of inadequate measurement, too few variables, or the wrong variables. Best

known of these earlier studies, the Coleman Report (Coleman et aL, 1966) inquired

about who (persons and their attributes like SES and race) and what (classrooms,
common room, special function facilities, books, etc.) were in the building, rather than

how participants used resources or how they related to one another. In Rutter's

opinion (1980), these were grave omissions of previous studies which *failed to take

into account anything about the internal life of a school: its attitudes, values, mores or

qualities as a social organization. It is just these social, rather than physical variables

that do ac "aunt for much of the variation between schools.

Critics of the value of school climate research considered it a burden to
policymakers who would prefer to know how to manipulate school climate to effect

positive outcomes. As Haller and Strike complained: it is unclear, for example, who

(much less how) an administrator or policy-maker might go about changing an
organization's climate (1979, p. 236). While it was not an experimental study, the
presert study has yielded numerous school differences on climate variables which

suggest important implications for practice.

It would appear from the present study of urban midd,3 schools that high
achieving schools must have orderly environments unencumbered by antisocial
behaviors. However this is not enough. To maximize potential, the schools should

also have an ethic of caring, habits of helping others, getting along and making

friendships across racial and ethnic groups. These prosocial behaviors distinguished

between the first and second ranked schools, the top ranked school appearing to have

both the necessary and the sufficient conditions. The lower achieving schools had

neither.
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Many schools do know how to maintain law and order, but as Firestone and his

colleagues (1990) have observed, 'while order and high expectations are important,

an expanded view of school effectiveness must be taken if we are to serve at-risk

students well....When a get tough orientation is overemphasized, safety is too often

purchased at the price of personal freed= and self respect.'

How Teachers and Principals Promote School ZNimate

Teachers exert pervasive influence on students' behavior. Their realm of

influence includes not only academic achievement, but also social norms and values.

The mechanisms by which they do this include setting expectations, providing models

of behavior, and giving students feedback on what they do. The central task for

schools and for students in particular is to engage students, so that they put forth
serious effort and develop a commitment to mastering schoolwork. Social

psychological dimensions of this task are not only instrumental to student learning but

also important ends in their own right, such as showing respect for others, affiliating

with others and sharing commitments.

The social psychological dimension of schools appears to be particularly
important for students at risk for school failure or dropout. Rather than viewing these

students as ones with a disadvantage or deficit, it may be more constructive to note

their higher sensitivity to positive school environments. Students at risk of school

failure may be the very ones who stand to gain the most from the social capital which

the schools need to provide, since families are no longer well equipped to do so.
Such vulnerable students may be even more responsive to positive social and
educational environments than students whose homes extend the at 'iievement and

value orientation of their schools.

The importance of a safe, orderly environment to a positive school climate has

been recognized for some time; the influence of high expectations on student
achievement has been known even longer. What is more recent, but perhaps just as

important for students at risk, is careful documentation of the importance of a caring

environment. An ethic of caring promotes respect, affiliation and commitment among

the adults and students in the school. These effects are mutually reinforcing for
students and teachers; but if one side is low, it will depress the other. Factors
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contnbuting to this cycle of commitment indude not only respect and affiliation, but
also relevance, admiristrative support for teachers, fair and consistent treatment of

students according to clear rules, and having a sense of control over one's work.
Several of these factors need to be orchestrated on a school-wide level by the

principal.

Indicators of teacher behaviors as well as the influence of teachers and
principals on teachers and students were developed as part of the present study.
Results of these measures were corroborated by interview and observation and shown

to be related to the academic achievement rankings and prosocial behaviors in the
schools. Teachers' commitment to students was attested in teachers' assignment of #1

ranking to the importance of teacher/student relationships to job satisfaction, a finding

which was overwhelmingly endorsed in interviews. Both students and their teachers

in all four of the sample schools serving predominantly minority youth expressed
shared responsibility for student achievement. The primacy of the academic mission

of the school was recognized by students in both higher and lower achieving schools.

What differentiated higher and lower achieving schools was an ethic of caring, a

sense of cooperation among students, collegiality among teachers, and a mutual
commitment between students and teachers. Principals were instrumental in making

this possible, by exhibiting a strong sense of leadership in delicate balance with the

sharing of power. Teachers felt support from each other and from principals; they had

common planning time and a place for meetings. Students in schools whose teachers

exhibited collegial behavior and affiliation toward others in the building were more

likely to cooperate with each other. In turn, more cooperative rather than competitive

teaching patterns, were associated with higher levels of student achievement.

Competition to do better than other students on tests and grades was negatively

associated with achievement measures. Of particular note, this factor provided a clear

separation between the two higher achieving schools. The school whose achievement

was highest overall, and highest in comparisons within regular and special education

programson every measure of achievementhad no advanced work classes, nor did

it have the Asian bilingual program, both of which favored the second school.
Moreover, the highest achieving school had a physical facility which was not nearly as

pleasant and accommodating as the second ranked school. Both drew virtually the

same size enrollments from very similar, adjacent communities. If anything, the
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second school could be said to be more advantaged, yet it was significantly
outperformed by the first.

An ethic of caring made the difference. It permeated all of the data we
collected--from students, teachers, and principals. The difference was not at all
obvious at first the schools felt different; the social interactions were different, but it

was not until months after the study was engaged that a dearer picture emerged.
When this qualitative picture was corroborated among several members of the
research team who had visited the schools several times, the quantitative results of
both student and teacher questionnaires oi,:: -onfirmed the results. The findings are

significant not only for what they say about facto . lffecting student achievement, but

especially because they are alterable variables amenable to change by helping
principals to exercise effective leadership with the sharing of power, and by helping
teachers to employ effective teaching practices with an ethic of caring.

Some Very Important Qualities in Teachers

While it is important to make the profession attractive to bright, talented,
competent people, focusing efforts only on teacher preparation and licensure will be
insufficient. The United States has the best educated teaching force it is likely to have

for years to come, simply because a lot of teachers presently !n the force had no real

options when they made their career decisions. Now, equality of access to
occupations means that society can no longer trap smart young blacks and women in

teaching. The senior members of the teaching force will not be affected by changes in

licensure, and they are still many years from retirement. Staff development will be

crucial to promoting and sustaining teacher competence for both new and veteran

teachers, but up-to-date knowledge of subject matter and pedagogy should not be the

only concerns.

If academic excellence becomes the over-riding concern in teacher education,

selection, and licensure, education may stand to repeat the mistake of medicine in its

single-minded pursuit of highly qualified applicants who test well and get good grades.

By highly respected accounts, schools of rnetdicine had managed to select and train

the compassion right out of its medical students, undoing the very quality we want to

see in doctors who treat ourselves and our families. Since then, medical education
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has developed many new programs to thwart the negative effects of severe
competition for what can be more readily quantifiedtest scores and grades.

Paradigms for research whidi have changed our thinking about how to study

effective teaching and schooling call attention to what actions I mtchers and others take

to engage students and promote achievement, rather than what passive
characteristics or credentials the teachers possess. But rather than being *passive

traits, the value systems of teachers may be crucial for the central tasks of schools,

although values alone are not sufficient. This hypothesis would be consistent with a

major finding from the present study: what differentiates the performance of the

highest achieving school from one which outwardly had more advantages was an

ethic of caring. Both had high emphasis on achievement, but the more successful
school was seen to be more collegial and cooperative by its teachers and by its

students who also noted higher rates of prosocial behaviors in their midst.

Asked what they liked most about teaching in their schools, teachers named first

and foremost their students. This finding was corroborat-d by results from the teacher

questionnaire. One section contained 14 issues, presented in pairs, which inquired
how important were various aspects of their job to job satisfaction, and how satisfied

teachers were on these issues. Teachers felt that teacher/pupil relationships were

most important, and reportedly they were more satisfied with this aspect than any

other. Job security was the second most important concern, but among the least

satisfied. Layoff notices have become a rui.: of spring which has taken on racial and

ethnic overtones, since minority quotas continue to displace seniority as the basis for

retention. Teacher performance is not considered in the dismissal process.

Teacher ratings of importance averaged toward the high end of the scale,
between the highest and second highest score points for all but one of the 14 aspects

of their jobs which were included on the questionnaire. The exception was the issue

of teacher evaluation procedures, which teachers in School 4 rated significantly less

important than teachers in the other three schools. Interviews with teachers and

administrators in School 4 suwested a mindset among those teachers that they knew

they were competent; if they weren't they wouldn't be there. The principal would

somehow have managed to get rid of them.
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Average ratings for teacher satisfacJon with various aspects of their job were
consistr fitly lower than they were for importance of those issues, but if the midpoint of

the scale represents neutrality, then teachers on average reportedly were reasonably

satisfied about most aspects of their jobs. Significant differences among teachers in

different schools were found for two aspects, teacher/teacher relationships and the
school's curricula. On cohegial relationships, teachers in School 4 reported the more

positive position than teachers in Schools 1 and 3; on the school's curricula, the
teachers in School 3 were significantly less satisfied thar teachers in the other three

schools.

Discrepancy scores were computed by subtracting satisfaction scores from
importance scores for each teacher in order to provide a gauge on the saliency of the

issues as targets for change. The discrepancy between job security and job
satisfaction was second largest behind parent/teacher relationships. The discrepancy

between the importance and satisfaction regarding the issue of salary ranked last out

of fourteen issues. Simply stated, the issue of salary was not an issue for these
teachers in comparison to other, more pressing needs. Teachers reflected third and
fourth highest levels of concern over the level of student achievement and their own
participation in decision making. School principals may well be advised to act on the

fourth-ranked concern by involving teachers in planning strategies for responding to

the top three issues: parent/teacher relationships, job security, and student
achievement.

Empowering Teachers Without Loosing Sight of Students

After several years of sustained attention to the need to improve our nation's

schools, the school reform movement is at a crossroads. So too is the future of the

teaching profession in America. Either legislated prescriptions intended to raise

standards will continue to strip teachers of opportunities to exercise seascne...
judgement and professional discretion, or teachers will be empowered to engage in

instructional leadership in schools which provide collegial work environments and
opportunities to share in decision making.

The first wave of reform set out to raise standards, increase accountability, and

promote rigor. The second wave is more enlightened, marked by a different and
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exciting agenda: participatory school-based management; cooperative, collegial
school environments for both students and staff; flexible use of time; high expectations

alongside an ethic of caring; curricula that focus on students' understanding, not only

of what, but also their understanding of why and how; as well as an emphasis on
higher-order thinking and complex problem solving for all students. This demanding

agenda requires that teachers assume positions of instructional leadership in a work

environment that treats them as professionals. Adrrgnistrators cannot do it alone.

Teachers as professionals must be central to the new reform efforts. Staff

development will be part of the solution, but it must be sustained and focus on content

and programs which have solid grounding in research. Exttinded training and

followup in a small number of programs of proven effectiverle3s must prevail over

faddism, political pressures, and reigning ideologies. Otherwise we will see the

pendulum swings of recurring reforms which only tinker with the system but fail to

change in fundamental ways the way schools operate.

Participatory decision making through school based management is a strategy

for reform which can enable structural changes to reach the student. Principals and
teachers need to participate in decisions to affect what teachers do in the classroom.

This conception of school-based management requires a structure for decision making

in which teachers identify problems, propose tentative solutions, and identify the
resources needed to try them out. Team leaders cluster coordinators, department

heads, and assistant principals might serve as the advocates and negotiators for their

teams of teachers. Principals must make the decisions on the acquisition and
allocation of resources, while serving as the school's advocate to upper echelons of

the system.

This participatory role for teachers in decision making at the site level requires

that administrators recognize teachers as professionals who are trained to cope with

uncertainty (Backarach & Conley, 1986) and who make scores of nontrivial decisions

in the space of a single lesson (Berliner, 1984). Administrators must view teachers

not as assembly line woricers following fixed procedures, but as decision makers and

problem solvers--true professionals who continuously refine and adapt their
pedagogical knowledge to new situations and changing needs of students.
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There has been considerable debate over whictr.1 kinds of decisions teachers

teachers want to influence. Some researchers have found it striking how much

teachers lack interest in major policy decisions, like budget, curriculum, and new

programs. Research indicates that teachers want the greatest influence over
operational classroom decisions including what to teach, how to teach am+ what

textbooks to use. It would seem that day-to-day decisions rather than strategic choices

are most important, but salience may be a factor; teachers are usually more

concerned about budgets when they do not get the supplies they need. Reportedly

the ,ecIsions in which teachers feel most deprived are those which affect the

boundary between the dassroom and the school, which constrain teachers' decision

making.

The debate over which decisions teachers want to make and ought to make

may stem from different points of view on what constitutes their professional identity

and expertise. Whatever the decisions which they are empowered to make, to do so

effectively teachers need good information, not only from their own professional
insights and considerable experience in their schools, but from research, including

participatory research. It is time for schooi reforms which promote more professional

woric environments for teachers including greater participation in decision making
and involvement in research which can be used to inform the issues for decision
making.

The present study developed many indicators which can be used to gauge
school effectiveness, including product measures or outcomes. But it is also important

that educators examine carefully the inputs and the processes of schooling, ir order to

make informed decisions about which reforms to undertake and how to proceed. The

study considered demographic characteristics of students and teachers, what values

students hold, and what is important and satisfying to teachers, which might be
considered indicators of inouts. We also developed process indicators which might be

used to guide restrut.iuriog, help participanis establish priorities, di it.i identify strategies

for change.

The items in Section 14 of the Teacher Questionnaire were developed to asses

teachers' perceptions of how much say have in 25 areas of influence. The

distributions of percentages of teachers choosing each option to each item show
striking skewness; either teachers feel they have a lot of say over a given issue or
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almOst none. Very few distributions reflect a middle range of influence. Not

surprisingly, teachers say they have greatest control over their own teaching methods

and somewhat lesser influence over what informal tests are given, what
supplementary materials they use, and what student grades are assigned. Means

indicating a moderate level of influence are reported for the items on what
instructional objectives are set, what content they teach, and whether students are

promoted. More than half of the areas (14 out of 25) received mean ratings by
teachers which were in excess of 4.0 on a five point scale, where a '5* meant no
influence, indicating the teachers feel they have very little if any say about many areas

related to their work.

Section 18 on the Teacher L. uestionnaire was designed to assist school
personnel in assessing their accomplishments and in setting priorities for meeting

student needs. It was a long set of items given in two parts. Teachers were asked to

indicate for each of 31 areas first, how successful their school has been with regard to

meeting student needs, and second, what priority their school should place on that

area. Teachers were instructed to leave the item blank if they had no opinion.
Discrepancy scores were calculated by subtracting teacher ratings for the priority they

would assign to a given item from their estimate of the success which their school had

achieved. The discrepancy scores were designed to indicate the salience or

importance of each area of need.

If discrepancy scores are indicative of the magnitude of need, then teachers feel

that involving parents in student learning should receive foremost attention. Teachers

made the same assessment in their response to items from another section of the

questionnaire on what is important to them. Teaching social courtesies also stands

out as an area requiring attenti, i from the teachers' point of view, regardless of the
school. Teaching thinking skills ranked third in terms of what the teachers think
schools are doing well versus what the priorities should be, and just barely ahead of

teaching basic literacy skills. The difference in these ranks is not significant. Teachers

feel that both are areas of great need in their schools, and indeed, their judgements

are corroborated by much independent evidence. It is also important to note that the

teaching of moral and ethical values drew an assessment of great importance to
teachers. While it is an issue which ranks low in terms of how svccessful they are and

also what the priority should be for that area, the discrepancy between the estimates of
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success and priority places it close to the top as an area in need of the school's

attention.

School differences in the teachers' estimates of success their schools have
achieved in various areas, the priorities which should be assigned, and the

discrepancy values are highlighted. Especially striking is the number of areas on

which schools differ significantly in the rates of success reported by their teachers. It is

also noteworthy that for the most part, these teachers' judgsinents correspond closely

with other independent assessments about their schools. Oftentimes the areas in

which schools differed significantly in their rates of success did not reflect significantly
different discrepancy scores, because teachers did not uniformly hold high priorities

for those items. The concept of discrepancy proved to be useful for helping teachers

choose problems to work on in their own schools.

Once an organizational structure is in place which will permit teacher
participation in decision making, the sets of items from the teacher questionnaire can

be used to address the strategic question about which decisions teachers will be
involved in making. The broad areas in which teachers want to play larger roles in

decision making can be determined first by the items which inquire what say they do

have over various areas versus what say they think they ought to have over those

issues. Additional pairs of items can be used to assess what is most important to

teachers in relation to their work versus what is most satist!eing. Those issues about

which there is greatest disaepancy between importance and satisfaction might be
targeted for special attention. Then the specific content of the issues might be set

according to the teachers' responses to questions about areas of success and priority

for their schools, modeled after the items shown in Section 18. The analysis of the
data need be no more sophisticated than calemlating means for each item and
establishing their rank order. The ranks should not be used to mask what can be

slight differences between adjacent means; rather, the extreme ranks are most telling

about the school's high points and sore spots.

It is also important to note two dramatically different kinds of experiences which

we encountered in reporting the results !n practitioners in the system. When we

addressed teachers and principals with summaries of the student and teacher

questionnaire results fotheir own schools they seemed fascinated with the results,

studying them carefully, diAssing them earnestly, pausing to contemplate, then
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going back for more. This was uniformly the case for group discussions with teachers

and individual meetings with principals. However, when we presented some of the

same data anonymously to Directors of Instruction for all middle schools in the system,

identifying the data only as a summary from four of the system's middle schools, their

response took other forms, from posturing (0h, well that wouldn't be true for the XYZ

Schoor), to disinterest ("This has nothing to do with my schoor), to mild interest (1

think it would be interesting to see how our school would respond").

Participatory School Based Management

The key issue in the success of school-based management for school reform is

not decentralization but participation in decision making by the school's professional

staff. Principals must share power with teachers. New forms of participation in

decision making will require clarification of the basic tasks of administrators and
teachers in this context. Debunking the myth of the "Great Principal" who surfaced in

the literature from the first wave of school reform may be especially appropriate at this

time.

Rallis and Highsmith make a compelling case that "the first realistic step in

school improvement is to recognize that school management and instructional
leadership are two different tasks that cannot be performed well by a single individual'

(1986, p. 300). Principals must be managers first. They are responsible for ihe

acquisition and allocation of a school's resources, and for establishing and reinforcing

a climate that is conducive to learning, one that is free of disciplinary problems and

embodies high expectations for student achievement. Some principals may be able to

take on instructional leadership as well, but most do not have the time or resources to

do both.

Schools would be best advised to look within their own teaching ranks for
instructional leaders who have the requisite breadth and depth of content,
pedagogical and curricular knowledge, mediated by practical experience and

sensitivity to human needs. Experienced master teachers within the schools should

be identified and given the responsibility and accountability for working with their

colleagues in meaningful systems of professional decision making. But, even those

with the necessary qualities and experience to be an instructional ieader cannot be

effective unless someone else is working full-time to manage the school. It may be
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that the 'Great Principar is one who is willing to share power with teachers, to enable

them, so that teachers can empower themselves and minister to students more
effectively.

Significance

The middle school has been largely ignored in the schoo: effectiveness literature.

On several counts, it can be said that here is the level of greatest need for inquiry on

effective school practices. The curriculum at this level nstionaliy has been termed a
'wasteland by responsible educators. Moreover, it can be argued, here is where the

trouble begins. Academically, basic skills plateau or decline, as attested by recent
reports of test scores released for the Boston Public Schools. Nationally, NAEP data

mirror the same pattern, with declines in criterion referenced performance measures

beginning at the fourth grade level. But the risks are pervasive; as Dr. David A.

Hamburg noted in his recent address for the Carnegie Commission, early
adolescence, the age of most middle schoolers, is an age of particular vulnerability, for

drop out, pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, suicide, and delinquency.

Schools can and do make a difference. Students at greatest risk for failure in life
are those who drop out of school, who do not achieve basic functional literacy skills.

Using appropriately designed studies and sensitive indicators of what schools actually

try to do, evidence can be obtained to document the successes achieved in effective

schools. The research can also be used to establish the linkages between effective
practices and the desired outcomes, and to guide efforts to make other schools more

effective. It is this kind of evidence which can be most persuasive in seeking greater

public and corporate support for school improvement.
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APPENDIX A.1

TEACHER CIUMIONAIBE

RESEARCH FOR EFFECTIVE MIDDLE SCHOOLS PROJECT

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

This questionnaire is being used to gather information from teachers in middle schools about the
responsibilities and conditions you face, and the resources and opportunities you have as professionals.
Complete confidentiality is assuret it is very Important that you be as candid as possible in your answers.
Do not respond to any question that you feel is too personal or that, for any other reason, you prefer to
leave unanswered. We will report back to you the summary data for your school, but only group statistics
will be reported.

1. Are you male or female? 1. Male ( ) 2. Female ( /

2. What race/ethnic group do you belong to?
1. Asian ( )

2. Black ( )

3. Caucasian ( /
4. Hispanic ( /
5. Native American ( )

6. Other ( ); please specify

3. How many years of experience as a teacher have you had? Include this year as one year of
experience. __years.

4. How long have you been a teacher in this school? years

5. What grade(s) are you teaching? Check all appropriate grades.
1. eth grade ( 1

2. 7th grade ( 1

3. 8th grade ( /

6. What is the highest degree you hold?
1. Less than a Bachelor's degree ( 1

2. Bachelor's degree ( 1

3. Some graduate %mark but less than a Master's degree ( 1

4. Master's degree ( )

5. More than a Mastees degree but not a Doctorate ( /
6. Doctoral degree ( )

7. What was your major as an undergraduate?
1. Education ( /
2. Liberal Arts ( )

3. Education and a dirciplIne area ( ) : please specify discipline
4. Other ( ): please specify
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8. Why was your major as a masters student?
1. Not applicable ( )

2. Education ( ) : please indicate speciality
3. Liberal Arts ( ) : please specify discipline
4. Education and a discipline area ( ) : please specify discipline
5. Other ( ) : please specify

9. What was your major as a doctoral student?
1. Not applicable ( )

2. Education ( ): please indicate speciality
3. Liberal Arts ( ) : please specify discipline
4. Education and a discipline area ( ) : please specify discipline
5. Other ( ) : please specify

10. What subject(s) do you teach? (Check all which apply.)
1. Lancsiage Arts ( )

2. Mathematics ( 1

& Science ( )

4. Social Studies ( )

5. Physical Education ( )

6. Other; please specify

11. What language or languages do you teach in? (Check all which apply.)
1. English ( )

2. Spanish ( )

3. Vietnamese ( )

4. French ( 1

5. Haitian-Creole ( )

6. Other ( ); please specify

12. Are you responsible for (participate in) any special programs in your school? (Check all that apply.)
1. No ( )

2. Bilingual ( )

& Lab School ( 1

4. Special Education ( )

5. GifteZieneral ( )

6. Special Gifted ( )

7. Supplemental/Remedial ( )

8. Other ( ); please specify

13. In what other capacities do you serve students in the school, formally or informally, besides teaching?
1. Athletic coaching ( )

2. Career counseling ( )

3. Academic counseling ( )

4. Personal counseling ( )

5. Cluster/team leader ( )

& Department head ( )

7. Nurse ( 1

& Librarian ( )

9. Other ( ); please specify
9. Other professional role:
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14. How much say do you have in determining the following issues?

Does not
aPPlY A lot

Moderate
wry None

A. Your teaching schedule 0 1 2 3 4 5

B. Your room assignment 0 1 2 3 4 5

C. Your cluster or team assignment 0 1 2 3 4 5

D. Your cluster's (team's) leader 0 1 2 3 4 5

E. What COUIVIS you teach 0 1 2 3 4 5

F. Which ability levels you teach 0 1 2 3 4 5

G. What content you teach 0 1 2 3 4 5

H. What insbuctional objectives are set 0 1 2 3 4 5

I. What teaching methods you use 0 2 3 4 5

J. What textbooks you use 0 1 2 3 4 5

K. What other matb,42!:. you use 0 1 2 3 4 5

L. What standardized tests are given 0 1 2 3 4 5

M. What informal tests are given 0 1 2 3 4 5

N. What student grades are assigned 0 1 2 3 4 5

0. Whether students are promoted 0 1 2 3 4 5

P. How students are placed 0 1 2 3 4 5

0. How teachers are evaluated 0 1 2 3 4 5

R. Who evaluates you 0 1 2 3 4 5

S. When your classes are observed 0 1 2 3 4 5

T. What staff development takes place 0 1 2 3 4 5

U. Which teachers serve on committees 0 1 2 3 4 5

V. Which teachers attend conferences 0 1 2 3 4 5

W. How insetvice days are used 0 1 2 3 4 5

X. How professional days are used 0 1 2 3 4 5

Y. How school budgets are spent 0 1 2 3 4 5
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15. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate the extent to which
teachers in your school exhibit the following behaviors:

almost
alot sometimes never

A. Engage In social conversation 1 2 3 4 5

B. Excnange ides I about teaching 1 2 3 4 5

C. Discuss problems about Individual students 1 2 3 4 5

D. Make negative remarks about other teachers 1 2 3 4 5

E. Greet each other warmly 1 2 3 4 5

F. Complain about working conditions 1 2 3 4 5

G. Joke about difficuft situations 1 2 3 4 5

H. Discuss personal problems with each other 1 2 3 4 5

I. Share teaching materials 1 2 3 4 5

J. DI3CUSS suggestions for new school programs 1 2 3 4 5

K. Insuit other teachers directly

K. Develop curriculum materials together 1 2 3 4 5

L. Work on test construction together 1 2 3 4 5

M. Step in for other teachers in emergencies 1 2 3 4 5

16. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate the degree of
Influenc each of the following factors. Individuals or groups have over decisions
about the school's curriculum.

a lot some
almost

none

A. Individual teachers 1 2 3 4 5

B. Groups or clusters of teachers 1 2 3 4 5

C. Principal 1 2 3 4 5

D. Tradition 1 2 3 4 5

E. District level administrators 1 2 3 4 5

F. Central office administrators 1 2 3 4 5

G. School committee 1 2 3 4 5
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17. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate first how
important each item is for your Job satisfaction, and second, how well satisfied you are
presently with that aspect of your Job.

A. Salary: Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

B. Job security Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 e-, Very unsatisfie

C. Level of student Very important 1 2 3 4 5 very Unimportant
achievement Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 very ursatisfied

D. Parent/teacher Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

E. Teacher/teacher Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

F. Teacher/pupil Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

G. Teacher/adrninistra- Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
tor relationships Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatirfied

H. The curricula in Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
school Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

I. Teacher Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
autonomy Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

J. Teacher authority Very imports-it 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
over students Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

K. Teacher evaluation Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
procedures Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

L Rocco ition for Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
teacher achievement Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

M. Participation in Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
making decisions Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied

N. Administrative Very important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Unimportant
support in improving
student achievement

Very satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very unsatisfied
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18. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate first how successful
you think this school has been with regard to matins studnt needa in the areas listed below,
and second, what priority you think your school should place on that area if you don't know or if
you have no opinion, please leav the item blank.

A. Teach log buic literacy skills

B. Teaching writing

C. Teaching mathematics

D. Teaching science

E. Teaching social studies

F. Teaching computer skills

G. Teaching thinking *ins

H. Taaching bilingual education

I. Teaching special education

very successful
high pfkifitY

very successful
high priority

-, very successful
high priority

very successful
high Priorih/

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high PriofitY

1

I

1

1

1

I

1

1

I
I

1

I

I
1

very successful 1

high PriofitY 1

very successful 1

high priority 1

J. Teaching multicultural education very successful
high primly

K. Teaching art and music very successful
high priority

i

i
I

L. Teaching the gifted and talented very successful 1

high priority 1

M. Teaching moral/ethical values

N. Teaching social courtesies

0. Promoting students self esteem

P. Providing occupational
counseling

O. Providing educational
counseling

very successful
nigh priority

1

1

very successful 1

high priority 1

very succsasful 1

high priority 1

very successful 1

high priority 1

very successful 1

high priority 1
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2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

wry ulsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
las pdori

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priodty

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority



18. (Cont.) Again, please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate first how
successful you think this school has been with regard to int ".-ne student needs In the areas
listed below, and second, what priority you think your school should place on that area. If you
don't know or If you have no opinion, pleas* Wave the item blank.

R. Making rooms/conidors very successful
attractive high priority

S. Providing general health very wccessful
education high Primly

T. Providing rotritious meals very successful
high PrioritY

U. Providing & drug education wry successful
Program Nil. PrloritY

V. Providing an AIDS edit ation
Program

W. Providing a sex education
Program

X. Providing pregnancy counseling

Y. Providing referrals to social
service agencies

Z. Providing positive role models

a. Providing a safe, ordarly
environment

very successful
high priority

vary succauful
high PhoritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very succsurful
high priority

very succeisful
high priority

b. Creating a caring environment very successful
high priority

c. Showing concern for students' very successful
personal needs high priority

d. Setting high expectations
for students

e. Involving patents in
student learning

very successful
high priority

y successful
high priority

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

vety unsuccessful
low priority

vety unsuccessful
low primity

vety unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
tow plority

vety unsucci..z*ful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority
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19. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to Indicate how often you use the
following methods in your trAching:

almost
a Id sometimes new

A. Teacher lecturing to the whole class 1 2 3 4 5

B. Teacher leading discussion among whole class 1 2 3 4 5

C. Teacher visiting small groups within the class 1 2 3 4 5

D. Teacher giving demonstration with equipment 1 2 3 4 5

E. Students giving presentations to the class 1 2 3 4

F. Students discussing problems in small groups 1 2 3 4

G. Students writing papers, stories, assignments 1 2 3 4 c,

H. Students filling in workbook or exercise sheets 1 2 3 4 5

I. Students measuring, collecting data 1 2 3 4 5

J. Students creating things 1 2 3 4 5

K. Students working in laboratories 1 2 3 4 5

L. Students taking supervisled field trips 1 2 3 4 5

M. Students working all on the same lesson 1 2 3 4 5

N. Students waiking rbout the room 1 2 3 4 5

0. Whole class working together 1 2 3 4 5

P. Students working on a project of their choice 1 2 3 4 5

20. How important are each of the following factors in determining teaching objectives for your
students?

vety
imported

sornembet
important

very
urirrportart

A. School policy 1 2 3 4 5

B. Student Interest 1 2 3 4 5

C. Individual student ability 1 2 3 4 5

D. Your personal preference 1 2 3 4 5

E. Available textbooks 1 2 3 4 5

F. Other available resources 1 2 3 4 5

G. What will be tested 1 2 3 4 5
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21. Circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate the degree to which
each of the following behaviors is typical of students in your school. Also, please give a
recfint example of each.

never happens very typical

A. Student volunteering 1 2 3 4 5

Example:

1 3 4 5S. Student involvement in decision inaldng
Example:

1 2 3 4 5C. Taking care of school property
Example:

1 2 3 4 5D. Tolerating others
Example:

1 2 3 4 5
E. Maidng Mendshini across racial

and ethnic groups
Example:

1 2 3 4 5F. Showing respect for teachers
Example:

1 2 3 4 5G. Showing appreciation of teacners
Example:

1 2 3 4 5H. Showing interest in learning
Example:

1 2 3 4 5I. Helping other students learn
Example:

1 2 3 4 5J. Participating in extracurricular activities
Example:

1 2 3 4 5K. Complimenting other students for
good work
Example:
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22. Circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale below to Indicate the degree to
which each of ths following behaviors Is typical of students in your school. Also, please
give a recent example of each.

no problem/
never happens verYtYPical

A. Stealing 1 2 3 4 5

Example:

1 2 3 4 5B. Destruction of school property

Example:

1 2 3 4 5C. Sex offences

Eyample:

1 2 3 4 5D. Impertinence and discourtesy to
teachers

Example:

1 2 3 4 5E. Meanness and bullying between students

Example:

1 2 3 4 5F. Fighting
Example:

1 2 3 4 5G.. Racial incidents
Example:

1 2 3 4 5H. Truancy

Exa mple:
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no problem/
never happens yell tYPical

I. Physical violence against teachers 1 2 3 4 5

Example:

2 3 4 5J. Using profane or obscene language 1

Example:

2 3 4 5K. Using illegal drams 1

Example:

2 3 4 5L Drinidng alcohol 1

Example:

.1& 3 4 5M. Cheating on tests 1

Example:

2 3 4 5N. Creating classroom disorder or
chaos

1

Example:

2 3 4 50. Smoking in school 1

Example:
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23. What is your job? Please rank order the following in terms of their importance, '1 being most important '5" being
least important.

1. to help students learn
2. to be a friend to students
3. to teach values to students
4. to take care of students (gMng counseling, medical, social, or other services)
5. other please specify

24. What do you think your job should be? Please rank order the following in terms of their importance, "1" being
most important, "5' being least important

1. to help students learn
2. to be a Mend to students
3. to teach values to students
4. to take care of students (giving counseling, medical, social, or other services)
5. other, please specify

25. What do you think the principal's job should be? Please rank order the following in terms of their importance, "V
being most important, 'V being least important

1. to discipline the students
2. to supervise the teachers
3. to lead curriculum and program planning
4. the oversee school operations and scheduling
5. to provide resources to teachers

26. Please rank order what you like most about teaching in this school?

1. the students
2. the teachers
3. the principal
4. the physical environment
5. other, please specify

27. Please rank order what you would like to change in this school?

1. student assignments
2. the teaching staff
3. the principal
4. the physical environment
5. other, please specify
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28. Do you particpate in planning and decision making when you have the opportunity to do so?

never
1 2 3 4

a lot
5

29. Do you participate in committees within your school besides cluster meetings?

never a lot
1 2 3 4 5

30. Do you participate in district or system wide committees?

never
1 2 3 4

a lot
5

31. How are these opportunities cornunicated to you? Please check all that apply.

1. word of mouth (other teachers) ( )
2. staff meetings ( )

3. loud speaker/Intercom ( )

4. notices posted on a board ( )

5. mass mailings to all teachers
G. personal request or invitation by leader ( )

7. other ( )

32. Do you participate in any professional development activity outside of your work for the Boston Public
Schools?

Yes ( ) No ( )

If yes, please specify

33. Do you think this middle school has some special characteristics distinguishing it from other middle schools?
Yes ( ) No ( )

b. tf yes, would you please note briefly what you think those characteristics are?

34. Please provide any other comments which you think should be added to this questionnaire.

You've finished! Thanks a lot! You'll be hearing from us with the results.
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APPENDIX A.2

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE FIESPONSES- ALL SCHOOLS

RESEARCH FOR EFFECTIVE MIDDLE SCHOOLS PROJECT

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

So that teachers would be as candid as possible in their answers, they were advised not to respond to any
questions that they fet were too personal or that, for any other reason, they preferred to leave
unanswered. Complete confidentiality was assured. This report summarizes responses for all four
schools.
NOTE: Flgures are valid %s. Missing responses are *missing (only reported if > 6).

1. Are you male or female? 1. Male ( 402 ) 2. Female (59.8 1

2. What race/ethnic group do you belong to?
1. Man ( 12 )
2. Black (16.5 )
a Caucasian ( 63.5 )
4. Hispanic ( 10.6 )
5. Native American ( 2.4 )
6. Other (3.5 ) please specify
Two people reported a combination - one was 3 & 4; the other was 3 & 5. Missing responses 7.

3. How many years of experience as a teacher have you had? include this year as one year of experience.
1 - 5 year= 15.4 6 - 10 years: 19.8 11 - 15 years: 15.4
16-20 years: 27.5 21-25 years: 11.0 rnore than 25 years: 11.0

4. How long have you been a teacher in this school?
1 year: 20.0 2 years: 9.4 3 years 5.9 4 years: 9.4
6-10 years: 17.7 11-15 years: 8.4 more than 15 years: 13.2

5. What grade(s) are you teaching? Check all appropriate grades.
1. 6th grade ( 20.0 ) 6th & 7th grades (8.2)
2. 7th grade (5.9 ) 6th & 8th grades (1.2)
3. 8th grade (4.7 ) lth & 8th grades (15.3)

6. What is the highest degree you hold?
1. Less than a Bachelor's degree (0.0 1

2. Bachelor's degree ( 11.2 )
3. Some graduate work but less than a Master's degree (27.0 1

4. Master's degree (19.1 )

5. More than a Master's degree but not a Doctorate (42.7 )

6. Doctoral degree ( 0.00 )

5 years: 16.5
Missing responses-7.

All 3 grades (44.7)
Missing responses-7.

7. What was your major as an undergraduate?
1. Education (40.7 1
2. Liberal Arts (20.9 )
3. Education and a discipline area (22.0 ) : please specify discipline.
4. Other (16.5 ) : please specify. .
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a What was your major as a masters student?
1. Not applicable (14.1 I
2. Education ( 565 ) : please indicate speciality.
a Liberal Arts (5.9 ) : please specify discipline.
4. Education and a discipline area ( 17.6 ) : please specify discipline.
5. Other ( 5.9 ) : please specifl .
\Aiming responses-7.

9. What was your major as a doctoral student?
1. Not applicable (98.4 I
2. Education (1.6 ) : please indicate speciality.
3. Liberal Arts (0.0 ) : please specify discipline.
4. Education and a discipline area (0.0 ) : please specify discipline.
5. Other (0.0 1: please specify..
Missing responses-31.

10. What subject(s) do you teach? (Check all which apply.)
1. Language Arts (26.5 I
2. Mathematics (22.3 I
3, science (10.6 I
4. Social Studies (20.0 I
5. Physical Education (1.8 I
6. Other (18.8); please specify.
Missing responses-7.

11. What language or languages do you teach in? (Check all which apply.)
1. English (82.8 I
2. Spanish (15.2)
3. Vietnamese (0.0)
4. French (0.0)
5. Haitian-Creole (0.0)
6. Othe' ( 2.0 ); Please sPactfy..

12. Are you responsible for (participate in) any special programs in your school? (Check all that apply.)
1. No ( 28.2)
2. Bilingual ( 10.0)
3. Lab School ( 5.5)
4. Special Education (20.0)
5. Gifted-general (3.6)
6. Special Gifted (2.7)
7. Supplemental/Remedial (13.6)
8. Other (16.4); please specify. .
Missing responses-8.

13. In what other capacities do you serve students in the school, formally or informally, besides teaching?
1. Athletic coaching ( 8.9 )
2. Career counseling ( 10.9 )
3. Academic counseling ( 21.8 I
4. Personal counseling ( 29.7 I
5. Cluster/team leader (9.9 I
6. Department head (4.0 I
7. Nurse (1.0 I
8. Ubrarian ( 0.0 I
9. Other (13.8 ); please specify.
9. Other professional role (0.0)
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14. How much say do you have In determining the following Issues?

Does not Moderate
aPPly A lot say None

A. Your teaching schedule 05.4 08.7 04.3 12.0 10.9 58.7

B. Your room assignment 08.7 02.2 04.3 12.0 06.5 66.3

C. Your cluster or team assignment 12.4 10.1 02.2 12.4 06.7 56.2

D. Your clustees (team's) leader 11.2 09.0 04.5 06.7 06.7 61.8

E. What courses you teach 10.0 16.7 08.9 14.4 06.7 43.3

F. Which ability levels you teach 13.3 05.6 06.7 12.2 10.0 52.2

G. What content you teach 10.2 31.8 14.8 14.8 04.5 23.9

H. Whei instructional objectNes are set 03.4 37.1 16.9 18.0 06.7 .8.0

I. What teacNng methods you use 04.4 73.6 14.3 04.4 01.1 02.2

J. What textbooks you use 05.6 20.0 07.8 20.0 17.8 28.9

K. What other materials you use 02.2 56.2 18.0 11.2 05.6 06.7

L. What standardized tests are given 12.4 04.5 0.00 06.7 04.5 71.9

M. What Informal Lets are given 04.6 60.9 17.2 03.4 02.3 11.5

N. What stident grades are assigned 03.4 55.1 13.5 07.9 04.5 15.7

0. Whether students are promoted 02.2 13.2 24.2 25.3 12.1 23.1

P. How studeds we placed 03.3 11.0 15.4 29.7 13.2 27.5

O. How teachers are evaluated 05.6 02.2 01.1 00.0 11.2 79.8

R. Who evaluates you 03.3 02.2 01.1 00.0 07.7 85.7

S. When your classes are observed 06.7 02.2 04.4 23.:- 15.6 47.8

T. What staff development takes place 05.7 04.6 05.7 17.2 21.8 44.8

U. Which teachers serve on committees 06.7 04.5 07.9 33.7 15.7 31.5

V. Which teachers attend conferences 05.6 01.1 02.2 21.3 09.0 60.7

W. How inservice days are used 00.0 02.2 05.5 15.4 18.7 58.2

X. How professional days err used 01.1 04.4 05.5 13.2 09.9 65.9

Y. How school budgets are spent 02.2 01.1 01.1 06.6 05.5 83.5
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15. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate the extent to
which teachers in your school exhibit the following behaviors:

a let sometimes
almost

never

A. Engage in social conversation 32.6 19.6 39.1 05.4 03.3

B. Exchange ideas about teaching 18.5 21.7 38.0 12.0 09.8

C. Discuss problems about Individual students 40.2 32.6 20.7 04.3 02.2

D. Make negative remarks about other teachers 19.5 10.3 34.5 21.8 13.8

E. Greet each other warmly 25.6 28.9 32.2 08.9 04.4

F. Complain about working conditions 34.8 18.5 29.3 10.9 06.5

G. Joke about difficult situations 25.3 25.3 38.5 04.4 06.6

H. Discuss personal problems with each other 05.7 11.4 45.5 22.7 14.8

I. Share teaching materials 13.3 16.7 46.7 12.2 11.1

J. Discuss suggestions for new school programs 12.0 15.2 33.7 20.7 18.5

K. Insult other teachers directly (missing resp.-45) 04.3 06.4 25.5 23.4 40.4

K. Develop curriculum meter' sis together 02.2 11.0 36.3 20.9 29.7

L. Work on test r.onstruction together 02.2 04.4 20.9 16.5 56.0

M. Step in for other teachers in emergencies 29.3 34.8 20.7 12.0 03.3

16. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate the degree
of influence each of the following factors, individuals or groups have over
decisions about the school's curriculum.

a Id SOMIS

ainxIst
nore

A. Individual teachers 02.2 10.1 28.1 21.3 38.2

B. Groups or clusters of teachers 03.3 13.3 36.7 20.0 26.7

C. Principal 33.0 28.4 13.6 12.5 12.5

D. Tradition (Missing resp.-9) ?2.9 22.9 27.7 10.8 15.7

E. District level administrators (Missing resp.-9) 34.9 21.7 15.7 08.4 19.3

F. Central office adrninistratots (Missing resp.41) 45.2 14.3 14.3 06.0 20.2

G. School committee (Missing resp.-9) 34.9 20.5 15.7 04.8 24.1
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17. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale io indicate first how
important each item is for your Job satisfaction, and second, how well satisfied you are
presently with that aspect
of your job.

A. Salary: Very important 47.8 29.3 19.6 02.2 01.1 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 17.4 21.7 33.7 18.5 08.7 Very unsatisfied

B. Job security Vi-.7V important 82.2 10.0 04.5 03.3 00.0 Very Unimportant
Very satisfied 1 6.9 11.2 21.3 12.4 38.2 Very unsatisfied

C. Level of student Very important 80.2 12.1 05.5 00.0 02.2 very Urimportant
achievement Very satisfied 05.4 13.0 35.9 27.2 18.5 very unsatisfied

O. Parent/teacher Very important 79.1 13.2 03.3 01.1 03.3 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 10.9 08.7 22.8 23.9 33.7 Very unsatisfied

E. Teacher/teacher Very important 58.2 33.0 04.4 02.2 02.2 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 08.7 20.7 43.5 12.0 15.2 Very unsatisfied

F. Teacher/pupil Very important 91.2 08.8 00.0 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
relationships Very satisfied 20.7 31.5 28.3 08.7 10.9 Very unsatisfied

a 7eacher/adrninistra- Very important 75.6 18.9 03.3 00.0 02.2 Very Unimportant
tor relationships Very satisfied 17.6 23.1 25.3 14.3 19.8 Very unsatisfied

H. The curricula in Very important 71.7 22.8 04.3 01.1 00.0 Very Unimportant
school Very satisfied 09.9 22.0 38.5 16.5 13.2 Very unsatisfied

I. Teacher Very important 53.9 34.8 09.0 02.2 00.0 Very Unimportant
autonomy Very satisfied 11.4 26.1 35.2 12.5 14.8 Very unsatisfied

J. Teacher authority Very important 73.6 24.2 02.2 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
over students Very satisfied 08.9 23.3 31.1 16.7 20.0 Very unsatisfied

K. Teacher evaluation Very important 37.8 26.7 25.6 04.4 05.6 Very Unimportant
procedures Very satisfied 11.1 11.1 41. 1 14.4 22.2 Very unsatisfied

L Recognition for Very important 56.0 28.6 12.1 31.1 02.2 Very Unimportant
teacher achievement Very satisfied 06.7 18.0 25.8 25.8 23.6 Very unsatisfied

M. Participation in Very important 51.6 39.6 07.7 01.1 00.0 Very Unimportant
making decisions Very satisfied 04.4 07.6 41.1 25.6 21.1 Very unsatisfied

N. Administrat /e Very imp:, ant 74.4 23.3 02.2 00.0 00.0 Very Unimportant
support in improving
student achievement

Very satisfied 12.4 22.5 33.7 15.7 15.7 Very unsatisfied
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18. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate first how successful
you think this school has been with regard to "'Retina studeaLpiggi in the areas listed below,
and, second, what priority you think your school should place on that area. If you don't know or
if you have no opinion, please leave the item blank.

A. Teaching basic literacy skills very successful
high priority

B. Taaching writing very successful
each cat-missing 7 high priority

C. Teaching mathematics very successful
each cat-missing 10 high priority

D. Teaching science very successful
suc-miss 12, pri-rniss 11 high priority

E. Teaching social studies very successful
suc-rniss 12, pri-miss 13 high priority

F. Teaching computer skills
suc-miss 15, pri-miss 16

very successful
high PrioritY

G. Teaching thinkir4 aldUs very successful
suc-miss 10, pri-miss 9 high priority

H. Teaching bilingual education very successful
each cat-missing 32 high priority

I. Teaching sucial education very successful
suc-miss 14, pri-miss 13 high priority

J. Teaching multicultural education very successful
suc-miss 17, pH-miss 18 high priority

K. Teaching art and music
suc-miss 19, pri-rniss 21

very successful
high PrioritY

L. Teaching the gifted and talented very successful
suc-miss 20, pri-miu 19 high priority

M. Teaching moral/ethical values very successful
suc-miss 14, pri-miss 13 high priority

N. Teaching social courtesies
each cat-missing 12

very successful
high priority

0. Promoting students self esteem very successful
suc-miss 9 high PreoritY

P. Providing occupational very successful
counseling high Priorhy
suc-miss 19, pri-rniss 18

0. Providing educational
counseling
each csi-missing 16

very
high

successful
PrioritY
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11.4 23.9 45.5 12.5 06.8
72.1 18.8 06.8 02.3 012

11.8 22.4 44.7 14.1 07.1
65.9 20.0 08.2 03.5 02.4

20 7 22.0 42.7 09.8 04.9
E9.5 23.2 06.1 012 00.0

10.0 27.5 412 10.0 112
40.7 28.4 22.2 07.4 012

15.0 30.0 35.0 13.7 06.3
41.8 32.9 20.3 02.5 02.5

36.4 19.5 312 10.4 02.6
39.5 35.5 17.1 07.9 00.0

14.6 15.9 26.8 26.8 15.9
as 16.9 08.4 072 03.6

21.7 21.7 30.0 10.0 16.7
35.0 18.3 21.7 10.0 15.0

21.8 38.5 28.2 05.1 06.4
55.7 24.1 152 05.1 00.0

13.3 22.7 36.0 14.7 13.3
35.1 25.7 21.6 09.5 08.1

05.5 12.3 26.0 192 37.0
28.8 21.1 32.4 02.8 16.9

12.5 292 15.3 23.6 19.4
34.2 32.9 20.5 04.1 08.2

14.1 10.3 24.4 23.1 282
46.8 15.2 25.3 06.3 06.3

10.0 10.0 30.0 22.5 27.5
45.0 25.0 20.0 03.7 06.3

15.7 21.7 36.1 19.3 072
59.3 18.6 17.4 03.5 012

08.2 00.6 30.1 28.0 26.0
29.7 23.0 27.0 122 08.1

07.9 27.6 25.0 19.7 19.7
38.2 31.6 15.8 10.5 03.9

ar C

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low pricrIty

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority



18. (Cont.) Again, please circle the s?propriate numt-r on the 5-point scale to indicate first how
successful you think this school has been with regard to meetina student needs in the areas
listed below, and second, what priority you think your school should place on that area. If you
don't know or if you have no opinion, please leave the Item blank.

R. Maldng roomeicorridors very successful
attractive high Priority

S. Providing general health
education
suc-rniss 12, pri-miss 14

T. Providing nutritious meals
pri-miss 9

U. Providing a drug education
program

V. Providing an AiDS education
program
SLIC-Milli 12. on-miss 10

W. Providing a sex education
program
S1C-Milli 16, prl-miss 9

X. Providing pregnancy counseling
SLIC-MiSs 17, pri-miss 12

Y. Providlog referrals to social
service agencies
suc-mias 17,pri-miss 13

Z. Providing positive role models
each cat-mining 9

L Providing a safe, orderly
environmerK

b. Creating s caring environment

c. Showing concern for students'
personal needs

d. Setting high expectLtions
for students

e. liwolving parents in
student learning

very successful
high PrioritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high PriciritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successftil
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority

very successful
high PricritY

very successful
high priority

very successful
high priority
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216 27.0 28.1 10.1 112
40.9 330 182 03.4 04.5

10.0 28.7 26.2 18.8 16.2
38.5 34.6 14.1 07.7 05.1

24.4 23.3 23.3 04.7 24.4
42.2 24.1 19.3 02.4 12.0

25.3 29.9 21.8 092 13.8
54.0 26.4 12.6 01.1 05.7

18.2 20.0 22.5 18.8 22.5
48.8 23.2 18.3 03.7 08.1

092 11.8 22.4 219 27.6
7..;.8 20.5 19.3 10.8 09.6

010 10.7 18.7 20.0 42.7
33.7 20.0 20.0 1:- 5 13.7

22.7 21.3 34.7 10.7 10.7
45.6 26.6 20.3 06.' 02.5

21.7 32.5 31.3 09.6 04.8
48.2 31.3 13.3 06.0 012

21.1 40.0 14.4 122 12.2
70.8 19.1 06.7 01.1 022

26.7 32.2 28.9 07.8 04.4
65.9 18.2 10 2 04.5 01.1

22.5 33.7 32.6 06.7 04.5
39.8 23.0 11.5 03.4 02.3

14.6 28.1 34.8 14.6 07.9
54.5 28.4 11.4 03.4 02.3

06.9 14.4 26.7 27.8 22.2
58.1 22.1 05.8 05.8 08.1

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very uhsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unst.:cessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority

very unsuccessful
low priority
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19. Please circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to indicate how often
you use the following methods in your teaching:

a lot sometimes
almost
war

A. Teacher lecturing to the whole class 17.0 31.8 35.2 10.2 05.7

B. Teacher leading discussion among whole class 23.6 31.5 38.2 04.5 02.2

C. Teacher visiting small groups within the class 32.2 27.8 22.2 11.1 06.7

D. Teacher giving demonstration with equipment 19.3 23.9 22.7 13.6 20.5

E. Students giving presentations to the class 03.4 23.9 29.5 22.7 20.5

F. Students discussing problems in small groups 12.5 26.1 29.5 13.6 18.2

G. Students writing papers, stories, assignments 4/.2 17.4 23.3 08.1 07.0

H. Students filling in workbooks or exercise sheets 202 29.2 37.1 06.7 06.7

I. Students measuring, collecting data (Miss. resp-9) 10.8 22.9 31.3 16.9 18.1

J. Students creating things (Missing resp.-11) 23.5 22.2 29.6 11.1 13.6

K. Students working in laboratories (Miss. resp.-18) 12.2 08.1 05.4 04.1 70.3

L. Students taking supervisied field trips (Miss resp-8) 09.5 10.7 33.3 15.5 31.0

M. Students working all on the sarna lesson 26.4 23.0 36.8 03.4 10.3

N. Students walking about the room (Missing resp.-7) 04.7 09.4 30.6 18.8 36.5

0. Whole class working together 31.5 23.6 39.3 03.4 02.2

P. Students working on a project of their choice 11.5 20.7 41.4 14.9 11.5

20. How important are each of the following factors in determining teaching objectives
for your students?

very
irriportant

sonmstat
irnportant

very
urirrnrtant

A. School policy 28.1 21.3 30.3 12.4 07.9

B. Student Interest 422 31.1 16.7 10.0 00.0

C. Individual student ability 57.1 31.9 07.7 03.3 00.0

D. Your personal preference 15.9 79.5 39.8 11.4 03.4

E. Available textbooks 42.7 23.6 15.7 10.1 07.9

F. Other available resources 38.6 23.9 26.1 06.8 04.5

G. What will be tested 21.6 25.0 35.2 06.7 12.5
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21. Circle the appropriate number on the 5-point scale to inditste the degree to which
each of the following behaviors is typical of students in your school. Also, please give
a recent example of each.

never happens very typical

A. Student volunteering 03.7 14.8 21.0 27.2 33.3
Example: (Missing resp.-11)

23.7 21.2 31.3 17.5 06.3B. Student involvement in decision making
Example: (Missing resp.-12)

10.3 25.3 44.8 12.6 06.9C. Taking care of school property
Example:

01.2 18.6 53.5 19.8 07.00. Tolerating others
Example:

01.1 4;.8 31.8 23.9 28.4
E. Making friendships across racial

and ethnic groups
Example:

03.4 23.9 43.2 20.5 09.1F. Showing respect for teachers
Example:

10.1 27.0 37.1 15.7 10.1G. Showing appreciation of teachers
Example:

03.4 22.5 46.1 20.2 07.9H. Showing interest in learning
Example:

03.4 11.4 52.3 22.7 10.2I. Helping other students learn
Example:

01.2 15.1 45.3 26.7 11.6J. Participating in extracurricular activities
Example:

06.9 34.5 31.0 19.5 08.0K. Complimenting other students for
good WO*
Example:
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22. Circle the appropriate rumber on the 5-point scale below to indicate the degree to
which each of the following behaviors Is typical of students In your school. Also.
please give a recent example of each.

no problenY
never happens vitYtYrksi

A. Stealing 04.5 35.2 27.3 17.0 15.9

Example:

02.2 25.8 27.0 22.5 22.58. Destruction of school property

Example:

22.1 42.9 26.0 03.9 05.2C. Sax offencu
(Missing responses - 15)
Example:

02.3 11.5 21.8 29.9 34.5D. Impertinence and discourtesy to
teachers

Example:

01.1 13.6 30.7 34.1 20.5E. Meanness and bullying between students

Example:

00.0 22.7 35.2 23.9 182F. Fighting

Example:

16.5 43.5 29.4 08.2 02.4G. Racial incidents
(Missing responses - 7)
Example:

02.3 19.8 32.6 24.4 20.9H. Truancy

Example:
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no probiern/
never happens worY tWical

I. Physical violen-s against teachers 11.1 47.8 30.0 08.9 02.2

Example:

02.2 14.6 20.2 19.1 43.8J. Using profane or obscene language

Example:

38.7 21.3 04.0 06.7K Using illegal drugs 29.3
(Missing responses - 17)
Example:

42.5 35.6 15.1 02.7 04.1L Drinking alcohol
(Missing responses - 19)
Example:

03.6 28.9 41.0 19.3 07.2M. Cheating on tests
(Missing responses -9)
Example:

04.5 20.5 33.0 23.9 18.2N. Creating classroom disorder or
dace

Example:

30.8 51.3 11.5 05.1 01.30. Smoking in school
(Missing responses - 14)
Example:
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23. What is your Job? Please rank order the following in terms of their importance, '1 being most important,
'5' being least important.

1. to help students learn
1: 79.5 2: 11.4 3: 04.5 4: 03.4 5: 01.1

2. to be a friend to students (Missing responses - 10)
1: 02.4 2: 15.9 3: 24.4 4: 46.3 5: 11.0

3. to teach values to students (Missing responses - 14)
1: 11.5 2: 60.3 3: 21.8 4: 06.4 5 00.0

4. to take care of students (giving counseling, medical, social, or other services)
(Missing responses-19)

1: 12.3 2: 17.8 3: 37.0 4: 30.1 5: 02.7

5. other; please specify.. (Missing responses - 73)
1: 21.1 2: 05.3 3: 15.8 4: 10.5 5: 47.4

24. What do you think your job should be? Please rank order the following in terms of
'1' beingomost important, I" being least important.

4. 1. to help students learn (Missing responses - 7)
e1: 85.9 2: 09.4 3: 02.4

2. to be a friend to students (Missing responses - 15)
1: 02.6 2: 13.0 3: 29.9

3. to teach values to students (Missing responses - 17)
1: 09.3 2: 65.3 3: 18.7

ir importance,

4: 01.2 5: 01.2

4: 46.8 5: 07.8

4: 06.7 5: 00.0

4. to take care of students (giving counseling, medical, social, or other services)
(Missing responses-22)

1: 04.3 2: 12.9 3: 45.7 4: 31.4 5: 05.7

5. other please specify. (Missing responses - 74)
1: 16.7 2: 16.7 3: 05.6 4: 16.7 5: 44.4

25. What do you think the principal's job should be; Please rank order the following in terms of their
irnportance, '1' being most important, '5" being least important.

1. to discipline the students
1: 10 5 2: 16.3 3: 15.1 4: 20.9 5: 37.2

2. to supervise the teachers (Missing responses - 7)
1: 09.4 2: 10.6 3: 25.9 4: 31.8

3. t ) lead curriculum and program planning (Missing responses - 7)
1: 21.2 2: 32.9 3: 25.9 4: 11.8

5: 22.4

5: 08.2

4. to oversee school operations and scheduling (Missing responses - 8)
1: 58.3 2: 22.6 3: 10.7 4: 07.1 5: 01.2

5. to provide resources to teachers (Missing responses - 15)
1: 09.1 2: 26.0 3: 26.0 4: 22.1
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26. Please rank order what you like most about teaching in this school?

1. the students FIRST
2. the teachers SECOND
3. the principal THIRD
4. the physical environment TIED WITH 'OTHER'
5. other: *au specify. TIED WITH "PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT'

27. Please rank order what you would like to change in this school?

1. student assignments SECOND
2. the teaching staff FOURTH
a the prircipel THIRD
4. the physical em,ronment FIRST
5. other, please specify. FIFTH

28. Do you petticoats in planning and decision making when you have the opportunity to do so?
(Missing responses - 8)

never
06.0 04.8 41.7

a lot
22.6 25.0

29. Do you participate in committees within your school besides cluster meetings?
(Missing responses - 7)

20.0 1 4. 1 25.9
a lot

22.4 17.6

30. Do you participate in district or system wide committees?

never
40.7 26.7 20.9

a lot
04.7 07.0

31. How re these opportunities comunicated to you? Please check all that apply.

1. word of mouth (other teachers) (82.6 )
2. staff meetings (75.0 )
3. loud speaker/Intercom (52.2 )

4. notices posted on a board (38.0 )
5. mass mailings to all teachers (16.3)
6. personal request or invitation by leader (5.4
7. other ( 1.1

32. Do you participate in any professional development activity outside of your work for the Boston Public
Schools?

Yes (56.3 No ( 43.8 ) Missing responses - 12

If yes, please specify
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33. Do you think this middle school has some special characteristics distinguishing It from other middle
schools?

Yes C77.9 i No I 22.1 i Missing responses - 15

b. lf yes, would you please note brisfly what you think those characteristics are?

34. Please provide any other comments which you think should be added to this questionnaire.

You've finished! Thanks a lot! You'll be hearino from us with the results.
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APPENDIX A.3

EXAMPLES OF PROSOCIAL AND ANTISOCIAL STUDENT BEHAVIORS

PROVIDED BY TEACHERS IN THE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

PART I: PROSOCIAL BEHAVIORS

A. Student Volunteering

-Student Council projects
-6aldng, decorations, Valentines
-Local nursing home, Aids unit, Pine St. Inn
-Multicultural festival-students doing flowers, dressing, all voluntary
-A boy asking me if he could do a puzzle map of South America
-To work in cafeteria
-A girl volunteered to take a message to the dean.
-Decorations for hall bulletin boards
- Pass out work
- Open House, Evening Escorts
-Students in class often volunteer to help teacher
-Keeping school dean*
-Students voluntarily participate only after they have been promised a reward
-Decorate the auditorium in another school/talent show
-Water at Boston Marathon
-To run errands, to answer questions
-Students are eager to volunteer sometimes for altruistic reasons but often times to
enhance their own self-esteem

-Volunteers for oratorical contest

B. Student Involvement in Decision Making

-Student Council representatives
-Change in school format. No students asked.
-Deciding test date
-They are too irresponsible
-Many seem to like and be able to cooperate to make decisions as a class, re:
project theme

-Vote on how will do an assignment
-Community meetings
-Student discussion to solve problems', debates
-Where to go on fleldtrips/where to eat on fleldtrips
-How to decorate classroom
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C. Taking Ca.e of School Property

-Books still suffer while graffiti has gone down
-Bathroom dean up
-Arranging desks, washing floor
-Willingness to dean room
-Cleaning school*
-Voluntary painting
-Students cleaning before Open House
-Cleaning" up painting
-Using computer, each student is responsible for the computer he or she is using.
It is checked after each class.

-Caring about each other
-Only if asked to pick up paper, etc.

D. Tolerating Others

-Refrain from fighting
-Asking one person tr srK together with another
-Live and let live is the usual attitude although there is the one boy this year who is
the "goat"

-Within my class, students are tolerant of acting out behaviors of one particular
boy.

-A group of students allow a non-English speaking child to receive help in English
while they work alone daily.

-At least seem to know or say "Let's get along" in presence of teachers. Observed
some cruel pupil to pupil interactions

-Rare arguments
-Pupils ignore wise cracks
-The kids seem to get along well
-When a death in family
-Ignoring difficult behavior
-Helping others with social problems
-Yes, for the sake of a peac:eful rinvironment
-This is subjective, rather objective. Cannot generalize

E. Making Friendships Across Racial and Ethnic Groups

-School has been integrated for over 20 years. Its no big deal
-Field trips, class activities and mainstream activities
-I see it all the time
-White-black friends
-I sometimes choose children from different ethnic backgrounds to work together
-These seem to last only during the school day. Only one or two inter-racial
relations seem to endure outside of school

-Except with Vietnamese-they keep to themselves
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-New girl (black) and Hispanic girl are friends. Latter one has shown former one
around bldg. and they arrive at class together

-Rarely done
-Sc-ie progress
-Students not racially problematic
-My classes are mixed ethnic groups
-All races work together on a project
-Especially after classes on racism
-Helping one another with a difficult lesson
-Sports
-Black/hispanic relationships occur but no black/white, black/vietnamese occur
-In classes, in shows
-Students help with projects and share ethnicity during class
-Black and white friends-calling home, exchanging numbers
-Peer racial harmony
-Depends upon rapport students have with each other. Not a conscious decision
-Yes, from what I've seen-no racial problems

F. Showing Respect for Teachers

-Most students greet teachers respectfully
-Saying please when asking for something
-50-50-Some are excellent, others answer the teachers in rude, obnoxious
manners

-A student complimented a teacher on appearance
-Observed and experienced some
-No problems
-Hold door, say hello!
-Disrespectful in tone and choice of address (Man! Yo!)
-Again moderating behavior when teacher returned after a death in family
-Working together
-Speak when spoken to, listen to teacher
-When demanded

G. Showing Appreciation of Teachers

-Classroom disruption
-Students gave me flowers for Mother's Day
-Helping
-Bringing in plants/flowers
-Concern over impending lay-offs
-Never!
-Kidding around (tongue-in-cheek) about age, gray hair, etc.
-A student gave a Christmas card to a teacher
-Visits after graduation
-Say thank you! Smile
-They enjoy to learn about other talents you may have.
-Thanking for a class
-Kids saying Thank-you' for fieldtrip
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-Offer to make get well or thank you cards & B-day
-Some small gifts, chips, candy
-With good behavior
-Sometimes seen a student hugging a teacher

H. Showing Interest in Learning

-Diner kids asking to attend field trips/speakers for my classes
-Volunteering for special projects
-Those who wish to go to an Exam School
-My students show some interest
-A group of four students follow directions, respond and do assignments. They all
have a good disposition and are seldom cantankerous

-6th graders especially eager
-Advanced class projects
-Love to win prizes, get into Latin etc.
-These kids do not want to learn. All they talk is sex, basketball, fighting and sex.
-Active participation in class
-Excited when the computer tells them they have done a good job
-Doing work
-Wanting to learn another language
-Sitting attentively
-Yes, with lesson completion
-Very oftentimes students are easily distracted & learning is put at the bottom of
their agenda

-For Science fair projects

I. Helping Other Students Learn

-Work in group and individual work projects
-In cooperative learning, they help each other a lot'
-Wang Lab
-A group of of our students often assist each other in understanding words and
sharing dictionaries.

-Quite willing to share knowledge of computers
-Peer tutoring
-Often help each other in writing
-Some bilingual kids help other kids with their Spanish
-Working in group projects
-Student volunteering to help others who are having difficulty
-When one student finishes finishes their work, sometimes helps another

J. Participating in Extracurricular Activities

-Sports, Dance Program
-Field Trips
-Lot' cf students in festival, talent show, team,...
-Baseball dub, trip to Fenway Park
-Basketball & track.* Need much more'
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-Sports** and clubs
-Computer club**
-Track; film dub; sports/interscholastic
-Basketball** enthusiasm
-After school ACT Program
- Generally students enjoy after-school sports; a chance to release energy in a
constructive way

K. Complimenting other students for good work

- Written Awards, Certificates, Audio visual activity
- Several kids pass to Latin School. No students say anything to those going.
- If work is neat, I show class paper as example of what work should be, or I
compliment the person

-Clapping for winners of contests
- Recent competitions
- I've never seen it*
- When tests are returned
-Some, more respond by copying
- Rare
-Clap when one or other pupils win an award
- Talent show, exciting hair-do
-Yes, saving a piece of artwork is good even though they dedn't like the student
who did it

-Support* and encouragement
-Competitive lesson achievement
-Everyday in my room

PART II: ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS

A. Stealing

-Money** and objects from parents
-Money from teachers' wallets
-Had some camera film stolen from me yestei day
-$50 stolen from 8th grade fund
-Stealing white lined paper
-Others' pencils**-moner-even a teacher's sandwich
-Other studonts' supplies, VCR, tape recorder
-Pens, magic markers, etc., were removed from an absent teacher's desk
-Calculators
-Very seldom
-Not often in my dass, but does happen in school
-Ghost will pocket ary unclaimed property/money
-Teacher's wallet
-Children's work
-My phone has been stolen, money, computers from school, numerous break-ins
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-Teachers' bags
- Keep pocketbook in middle of desk so dishonest glid honest student keep an eye
on it

-A teacher's leather coat was stolen

B. Destruction of Selool Property

-Graffiti
- Books, graCti on school walls**, classroom glass doors
-Many textbooks have pages torn out
- We have very distructive kids in the building
-Write; on desks -No care of books", will write or tear them, lose them- Write
on walls*

- Rare graffiti**
-Broken windows, graphity, etc.
-Destroying pencils, wasting paper
-My office was destroyed last Sept.

C. Sex Offenses

-Hands all over pretty girls
-Obscene jestures, touching/rape and obscene idnguage
-Last was in December, twe boys molested a girl
-Patting girls on breast or fanny-obscene remarks and pictures
-Boys touching girls" while filing"
-Have seen leuod behavior
-Verbal and occasional unwarranted touching
-It seems to be a game among them
-Touched a staff's breast
- Feeling another student in privue places*, verbal suggestions
- Inappropriate gestures"'
-A girl was raped on the way to school
-Once a student of mine was coming down the stairs, a boy pushed her into the
auditorium and felt her breasts

D. Impertinence and Discourtesy to Teachers

- Disrespectful in tone and choice of address (Man! Yo!)
-Lot of mouthy behavior by even best kids toward teachers they don't know
- Punching and kicking doors
-Shouting at teachers and answering with sarcastic remarks
- Name calling
-Use of foul language
-I have been asked to Fuck myself on various occasions
- Students try their best to abuse teachers
- Constant teacher baiting-typical "You didn't tell me not to dc it-you told him'
- In classrooms & hallways especially toward teachers who they do not have
in class.
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- Every day!
- A boy swore at a teacher in Spanish. He said the equivalent of sass hole'
- Lots of back-talk when reprimanded and general bad attitude toward adults
- Refusing to throw gum away
- Regular teachers have no pioblem, Substitute teachers have problem*
- With regards to gum/fighting
- An attitude of disrespect toward all authority
- These kids hiae no manners
- "Fuck you"
- Telling teachers to shut-up*, cursing teachers*
- Bad mouthing

E. Meanness and Bullying Between Students

- Some students calling each other names, making fun of the way he or she
dresses

- One good slap deserves another is the motto in this school
- Lots of *he said, she said meanness that leads to fights/argurne ..... among some
of our girls

- Threats, verbal assault
- One kid hit other in face opening skin because of a rumor
- Constant extortion of money
- Especially during filing
- A boy in the lunchroom kept pushing another boy in the face
- Especially in lab and sub. sep. dasses who see one another all day and don't
change chases

- Not regularly*
- Towards shy types
- Unless constantly observed and monitored and disciplined
- Girls beating small boys
- Throwing a kid down a staircase
- Pushing, grabbing others
- Kids are mean to others especially when not viearing the right clothes
-Saying mean tt:ngs loudly
- Capping
-Just tease-t-..so

F. Fighting

- Almost daily*
- A boy was suspended for fighting with a girl. He hit her, punched and kicked her.
- Not too often. More verbal than physical competition
- Fighting over girlfriends
- Usually outside of school
- Peer pressure, petty jealousies
Occasionally over a silly problem
- It is e way of life, but not excessive
- Everyday practice
- Fighting because c! trivial reasons*, -She looked at me wrong'
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-Gang wars planned after school
-Once in a while

C. Racial Incidents

-Youngsters from P.R. and Dominican Republic challenge each other, fight outside
school, racial slurs

- Hispanic and black girls fighting in gym and shop.. They don't like way other
walks, or dresses, ...

- Asian slurs are frequent-directed at Asians by white/black/hispanic
-SpanishNietnamese, Spanish/Black, Black/Vietnamese
- A black boy and a Puerto Rican boy cailed each other 'nigger and aspic"
-Haven't witnessed physical confrontations but hear some put-downs
-Rare, but if it takes place it is usually between black pupils
-I have never seen that
- Students when angry accuse students of racism
-Open insult
-Not much anymore

H. Truancy

-Parents cover for kids and/or have no control and don't initiate action. School
must.

-Babysitting younger brother or sister or working
-Marcos cut homeroom yesterday
-Parents don't care or have no control and/or nothing of any consequence is done
to parent or stulent.

-Luz Qui les (14) lives with her boyfriend, mother doesn't know address
-Not sure how much is excused as absences, same kids at risk
-One student has attended only 3 of last 50 school days
-Students rarely are truant
- Late, absent with no excuse note
- One student comes to school when feels like it
-Hiding from class
-One student was absent a lot

I. Physical Violence Against Teachers

-Punching and hitiir.g, throwing objects
-One teacter was hit by student
-If teacher should demand a student to do something he doesn't wish to do, will hit,
punch or push

-Within my own classroom
-A boy pushed the teacher when she tried to straighten the standing board which
he hr 4 pushed aside.

-Breaking up fights is risky. Verbal thrsats heard, have seen no contact
-Some classes, especially SPED
-3 or 4 court cases this year
-A student kicked me once
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- Restraint necessary
-Once I got hit trying to stop a fight
-Out of school
-Many times teachers have been hit or bitten

J. Using Profane of Obscene Language

- Fuck you, Mother Fucker
-In class when there is an argument between students
-Boy telling girl "Fuck You", Sent for parent, Seems to be a problem which is
increasing!

- This is part of everyday speech
-It is part of a normal conversation which that they hear at home
-Almost seems like it's part of the school curriculum
-It can be heard when the students come out of school at dismissal. Such words
as *fuck* and *suck" are common.

-Constantly without even knowing what they're saying-not just in anger either.
...orridors are filled with obscene dialogue between students

-Anger situations
-Try to not let this happen by not allowing pupils to speak when angry
-Even 'nice' girls routinely use the common obscenities (not mild ones either!)
-Fuck you*, suck my dick
-Swearing at teachers, I'm going to wreck you
-Swear words to friends
- Like breathing

K. Using Illegal Drugs

-Cigarettes, inhaling from pen tube
-Outside school, is happening a lot
- Hard to prove
-Some do but not in school, that I know ot.
-Question use by a few students, hear some talk of it
-Only hearsay
-Lunch
-A lot of kids use or deal drugs

L. Drinking Alcohol

-Smell of alcohol
-Outside school. Minors can buy alcohol and cigarettes in streets
-Before school
-Seems familia- to many in discussions or off hand comments
-Hearsay "I've got a hangover
-Not usually in school but many times the night before
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M. Cheating on Tests

-Kids don't know asking questions of each other
- Look at someone else's answer or talking
- Sometimes a child will open a bool *. inside desk
-Looking on another's paper or giving the answers to another
-They don't care
-Not observed, as they are watched
-i lave caught several
0...casionally*
- In competitive situations
- Apathy prevails over disposition
-Copying papers
- Spelling

N. Creating Classroom Disorder or Chaos

-Depends upon teacher
-Running and yelling
-Sometimes students with pens
-Sit on desk-walk around the room-yell at teacher- then ignore the teacher* when
reprimanded-thit happens when the rest of the class enjoys the diversion

- Especially with inexperienced teachers. They're not he-e to learn, they're here for
a free lunch!

-Passing notes
-Same kids, every class has soms
-If called to office, classroom is unattended
-Lower academic levels
- Usually remove studerh to another room
- Special Ed. kids can be repetitive
- Fading*, laughing, etc.
-Talking loudly, being disruptive
-Looking out windows, walking around
- Talk a lot

0. Smoking in School

- Anti-smoking campaigns are working
- Bathrooms arid buses
- Never encountered this
-Have seen none
-A handful of students
-Hearsay!
- Usually not during school

*Items marked with one or more asterisks were mentioned by several teachers.
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1 2 3 4 3 6 7 5 9 10 11

1

STIME111-0.11ESTISMAIRE
SCHOOL CLTMATE STUDY

This questionnaire is put of a study being carried out to learn more about what it is
like to be a student in a middle school.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CHECIING THE BOX NEXT
TO THE CORRECT ANSWER OR FILLMG IN THE bLAPIE. IGNORE THE
BRACKETED NUMBERS ON THE LErT.

(12] 1. Are you male or female? ( ) 1. male ( ) 2. female

(13).(141 2. How old are you? years old.

(15],(16) 3. What race/ethnic group(s) do you belong to?

( ) 1. Asian
( ) 2. Black
( ) 3. Caucasian (white)
( ) 4. Hispanic
( ) 5. Native American
( ) 6. Other; please specify

07).(15m 19) 4. How many years have you been at this school? years

j20] 5. What grade are you in?

(
(

(

) 1. Sixth grade
) 2. Seventh grade
) 3. Eighth grade

121),(22),(23) 6. Check if you are in any special program in this school?.

) 1. No
) 2. Bilingual
) 3. Lab Class/ Cluster .

) 4. Special Education - Resource Room
) 5. Advanced Work Class
) 6. Chapter 1 - Reading
) 7. Chapter 1 - Math
) 8. Targeted Reading
) 9. Sports
) 10. Other; please specify



2

[241 7. Do you think it is important to come to school?

( ) 1. Yes
( ) 2. No

Pi] 8. How do you get to school on most days? (Check ONE answer only)

) 1. School bus
) 2. The T
) 3. Car
) 4. Walk

(26),(27),[211 9. Check the three (3) most important reasons why you come to school.

) 1. To learn
) 2. To see my friends
) 3. To get into college
) 4. Tv participate in sports
) 5. To get a job in the future
) 6. To get breakfast and lunch
) 7 . For something to do
) 8. Because my parents make me
) 9. Because it's nicer than home
) 10. Because I like a certain teacher
) 11. Because I like a certain class

(29] 10. In ganeral, are you happy about your life?

( ) 1. Yes, very much
( ) 2. Yes, sometimes
( ) 3. No, not at all.

rIP", c'N
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(30] [551 1 1. How do you spend most of your time after school? (Write the
number of hours on the line next to each activity. If no hours, write 0.)

1. Work outside the home
2. Do chores
3. Do homework
4. Afterschool program
5. Watch TV/videos
6. Play video games
7. Go out with my friends
8. Read
9. Play sports

10. Take lessons (dance, art, music, language, etc.)
11. Play music
12. Hang out
13. Other; please specify

[56] [so] 1 2. How do you spend most of your time on weekends? (Write the
number of hours on the line next to each activity. If no hours, write 0.)

1. Work outside of the home
2. Do chores at home
3. Do homework
4. Watch TV/videos
5. Play video games
6. Hang out
7. Go to the mall/shopping
8. Go to the movies
9. Go to church, temple, or mosque

10. Play sports
11. Take lessons (dance, music, language, etc.)
12. Play music
13. Other; please specify
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[11) - MI 1 3 . How did you spend most of your time last summer?
(Check three(3) ways)

[84]

) 1. Work outside the home
) Z. Help around the house
) 3. Go to summer school
) 4. Go to camp
) 5. Play sports
) 6. Travel
) 7. Stay home
) 8. Watch TV/videos
) 9. Play video games
) 10. Eang out

1.1
\ 11) . Other; please specify

14a. Do you have a job outside the home?

(
(

) 1. Yes
) 2. No (If no, please go on to question #I5a)

[85],[56) 14b. If yes, how many hours do you work? hours/week

187; 15a. In the last year, have you done any volunteer work
(helping a good cause for no pay)?

( ) 1. Yes
( ) 2. No (If no, please go on to question #I6)

[88] 15b, If yes, what was it?

(891 15c. If yes, how many times did you do it?

( ) 1. Weekly
( ) 2. Monthly
( 1 3. A specific number of times. How many?
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190) 16. My parents (or guardians) think that school is:

( ) 1. Very important
( ) 2. Important
( ) 3. Not important

191) - 1931 17. Have your parents (or guardians) visiteJ the school this year?

( ) 1. Yes; why?
( ) 2. No; why not?

[94).195) 1 8 . What language or languages do you speak at home?

196) - 1981 19. Check the three (3) most important ad ults in your life.

( ) I. Mother
( ) 2. Father
( ) 3. Other relative; who?
( ) 4. A teacher
( ) 5. A coach
( ) 6.

.
Other; who?

20. What are most of your grades like in your classes?

( ) 1. A's
( ) 2. B's
( ) 3. Cs
( . ) 4. D's
( ) 5. Fs
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(IOU - [1031 21. What do you think the teacher's job is in this school?
(Check the three(3) most important things.)

DOA)
Doc

) 1. To help us le=
) 2. To be our friend
) 3. To teach us right from wrong
) 4. To take care of us
) 5. To make us behave
) 6. Other; please specify

22. What do you think the principal's job is in this school?
(Check the three(3) most important things.)

) 1. To run the school
) 2. To help the teachers
) 3. To help the students
) 4. To make students behave
) 5. To be the teachers' boss
) 6. To make sure that students are safe
) 7. Other; rlease specify

0071 OM 23 . What do you think the student's job is in this school?
(Check the three(3) most important things.)

) 1. To get an education
) 2. To learn about other cultures
) 3. To get along with others
) 4. To do my best
) 5. To study hard
) 6. To help others
) 7. To help make decisions in school
) 8. Other; please specify
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(110) 24. If you had a serious personal problem, is there any adult in
this school you would go to for help? (Check ONE answer only)

) 1. No
) 2. Teacher
) 3. Guidance Counsellor
) 4. Nurse
) 5. Director of Instruction
) 6. Principal
) 7. Coach
) 8. Other; please specify

rim 25. Are the rules of discipline of this school clear to you?

( ) 1. Yes ( ) 2. No

(112) 26. In the last year, have you been suspended?

( ) 1. Yes ( ) 2. No

(1133 - (115) 27. What does this school expect you to do? (Check three(3) things)

( ) 1. To study hard
( ) 2. To get along with others
( ) 3. To do my best
( ) 4. To get good grades
( ) 5. To help others
( ) 6. To behave

[116] 28. In the last year, have you been punished by your teachers?

( ) 1. Never
( ) 2. Sometimes
( ) 3. A lot
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[117] 29 . How do most teachers in this school punish students?
(Check ONE answer only)

) 1 . Keep students after school/class
) 2. Give students extra work
) 3. Send students to the principal's office
) 4. Keep students from recess and gym
) 5. Talk to students privately
) 6. Talk to students in front of everyone
) 7. Yell at students
) 8. Other; please specify

[nu 3 Oa. In the last year, has the school presented ycu with anything
for doing well?

( ) 1 . Yes
( ) 2. No (If no, please go on to question #311

[1191 [121] 3 Ob. If Yes, what was it for?

) 1 . Academics
) 2. Sports
) 3. Music
) 4. Art
) 5. Drama
) 6. Other; please specify

[1221 - 11261 3 1 . Check the special things teachers do for students when they do well.
Check all that apply)

) 1 . Give out small but fun prizes
) 2. Put up my work in the room
) 3 . Send nice letters home
) 4. Write nice comments on tests and homework

) 5 . Other; please specify
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[127) 32a. Have you been rewarded by your teacher for doing well?

1123)

(

(

) 1. Yes
) 2. No (If no, please go on to question #33)

- [130) 32b. If yes, what was it for?

( ) 1.
( ) 2.
( ) 3.
( ) 4.
( ) 5.
( ) 6.

Classwork
Homework
Tests
Gooe conduct
Helping out
Other, please specify

(131) - (133) 33. Do you like to come to school?

( ) 1. Yes; why?
( ) 2. No; why not?

[134) - [136) :) 4. Do you feel safe at school?

( ) 1. Yes; why?
( ) 2. No; why not?

You're doing a great job! Keep going.'

3r3
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35. Please circle the number below to show how important
the following items are to you.

not
important

sort ot
important

very
important

(137) A. Family 1 2 3 4 5

OM B. Being rich 1 2 3 '. 5

(139) C Friends 1 2 3 4 5

(140) D. Future education 1 2 3 4 5

11411 E Having fun 1 2 3 4

(142) F. Getting good grades 1 2 3 4 5

(1:3) G Feeling safe 1 2 3 4 5

(144) H. Helping others 1 2 3 4 5

(145) I. Having a job now 1 2 3 4 5

[146) J. Future job 1 2 3 4 5
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36. Please circle the number below to show how students
act in your school.

never happens happens
happens sometimes a lot

Students:
[147] A. Help out at school 1 2 3 4 5

(161] B. Help plan school activities 1 2 3 4 5

[149) C Take care of school 1 2 3 4 5

property

cm] D. Get along with each other 1 2 3 4 5

[151] E. Make friends with
students of other 1 2 3 4 5

racial/ethnic groups

tis23 F. Show respect for teachers 1 2 3 4 5

(153) G Help other students learn 1 2 3 4 5

[154) H. Get into school activities 1 2 3 4 5

and clubs

(155) I. Compliment other 1 2 3 4 5

students for good work

[156] J. Help make class rules 1 2 3 4 5

[157) K Decorate classrooms 1 2 3 4 5

and halls

1151] L. Help other students 1 2 3 4 5

with personal problems

[159] M. Make friends with students 1 2 3 4 5

who are new to the school

(160] N. Help students who don't 1 2 3 4 5

speak English talk to others

3 c 5
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37. Please circle the number
about the following items.

In this school, students:

below to

;NW
happens

show how you

happens
sometimes

feel

happens
a lot

[1611 A. Steal things from others I 2 3 4 5

11621 B. Destroy school property 1 2 3 4 5

11631 C Write graffiti (write on walls) 1 2 3 4 5

(164) E. Bad-mouth other students 1 2 3 4 5

(165) F. Bully other students 1 2 3 4 5

(166) G Fight with other students 1 2 3 4 5

(167) H. Make racial insults 1 2 3 4 5

OW I. Tease students who get
good grades

1 2 3 4 5

35'6
.',.,".
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38. Please circle the number
about the following items.

In your school, students:

below to

newer
happens

show how you feel

happens
sometimes

happens
a lot

9691 A. Cut class 1 2 3 4 5

(170) B. Cut school 1 2 3 4 5

(1711 C Hit teachers 1 2 3 4 5

[172] D. Swear or use dirty words 1 2 3 4 5

(173) E Use illegal drugs 1 2 3 4 5

9743 F. Drink alcohol 1 2 3 4 5

[175) G Copy homework 1 2 3 4 5

(1761 H Cheat on tests 1 2 3 4 5

[177] I. Disturb class 1 2 3 4 5

(17s1 J. Smoke in school 1 2 3 4 5

:W7
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38. Please circle the number below to show how you feel
about the following items.

In your school, students:

never
happens

happens
sometimes

happens
a lot

r169] A. Cut class 1 2 3 4 5

1170) B. Cut school 1 2 3 4 5

[171) C Hit teachers 1 2 3 4 5

11723 D. Swear or use dirty words 1 2 3 4 5

[173) E. Use illegal drugs 1 2 3 4 5

Du] F. Drink alcohol 1 2 3 4 5

/175) G Copy homework 1 2 3 4 5

/176) H. Cheat on tests 1 2 3 4 5

[177] I. Disturb class 1 2 3 4 5

(171) J. Smoke in school 1 2 3 4 5

o Ct : ' u
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39. Please circle the number
about the following items.

In this school,
how many teachers:

0791 A. Tell students to try hard
to do better on tests?

(180] B. Tell students to try and
get better grades than
their classmates?

(181] C Do not care if students
get bad grades?

(182] D. Tell students to do extra
work so that they can get
better grades?

(183) E. Make students work hard
to get good grades?

(184] F. Try to help students who do
badly on their school work?

(US] Q Think learning is important

(166] H. Allow students to choose
what they want to work on?

(187] I. Expect students to work out
assignments on their own?

below to show

none cf the
teachers

how you feel

half of the
teachers

all of the
teachers

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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40. Please circle the number
about the following items.

It is important not
that teachers:

below to show how you

important sort of
at all important

feei

very
important

[188] A. Help me do as well as 1 2 3 4 5

I can on test .

[ 89] B. Teach me about right
and wrong.

1 2 3 4 5

[190] C Show me how to get
along with other people.

1 2 3 4 5

1191] D. Discuss drug abuse. 1 2 3 4 5

[192] E Teach me how to read
and write well.

1 2 3 4 5

[193] F. Make school a pleasant
place to be.

1 2 3 4 5

[194: G Discuss teenage pregnancy 1 2 3 4 5

[195] H. Discuss suicide 1 2 3 4 5

[196] I. Care about my future 1 2 3 4 5

3
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41. Please circle the number
about the following items.

In my school,

(197) A. There are unfriendly
cliques (groups).

(198) B. Students help each ether

:1991 C Teachers give students
extra help with their
school work.

;2001 D. Students try to help each
other with school work.

(201) E Teachers seem to like
the principal.

(2021 F. Teachers seem to like
each other.

(203) G. Teachers seem to like the
students.

[2041 H. Students here learn a lot more
than students from
other schools.

(2051 I. Students here are expected
to do homework 4-5 times
a week.

[2061 J. Teachers care a lot more
about their students than
teachers from other schools.

;2071 K Most students feel very
close to their teachers.

below to

strongly
disagree

show how

disagree

you feel

agree
strongly

agree

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

YOU FINISHED. THANKS A LOT!!!!!!!!

31
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CVEBTIOYARIO VARA EBTUDIANTES

IRM19_0_21.212L_ESSOM

Este cuestionario es parte de un estudio clue se ha hecho para

saber cómo sot siente ser estudiante de escuela intermedia.

POR FAVOR CONTESTS LAB PREGONTAB BIGGIENTEE =XENIX UNA MARCA EN

LA CABILLA AL LADO DE LA CONTEBTACION CORRECTA 0 LLENANDO AL EBPA-

CIO EN BLANCO. IGNORE LOB MEWS ENTRE CORCEETEB A BU UQUIERDA.

(14 1.

1=4 2.

usum 3.

anis hombre o mujer? ( ) 1. hombre ( ) 2. mujer

LQuit edad tienes? Tango afts

ai quit raza/grupo êtnico perteneces?

1. Asiiitico
2. Negro
3. Blanco
4. Hispano
5. Americano
6. Otro; por favor especifica

Magum 4 . LCutntos anos llevas en esta escuela? azios

t201 5. an glad grado estás?

) 1. Sexto grado
( ) 2. Séptimo grado
( ) 3. Octavo grado

m13.Z22un16. Marca si en esta escuela estás en algun programa especial.

(
(
(

)

)

)

1.
2.

3.

No
Bilingue
Laboratorio Escolar

( ) 4. Educacidn Especial - Salon de Recursos

( ) 5. Class de Educacidn Avanzada
( ) 6. Capitulo I - Lecture

( ) 7. Capitulo I - Matemitica

( ) 8. Lecture con Objetivo

( ) 9. Deportee
( ) 10. Otro; por favor especifica
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1251

7. eCrees que es importante venir a la escuela?

( ) 1. Si
( ) 2. Nc

8. zOdmo llegas a la escuela la mayoria de las veces?

(Marca UNO solamente)

( ) 1. Autobtis escolar

( ) 2. Tranvia / Tren
( ) 3. Carro
( ) 4. Caminando

aarmus, Escoqe las troll (3) razones mas importantes por las cuales

vienes a la scuela.

( ) 1. Para aprender
( ) 2. Para ver mis amistades
( ) 3. Para ir a la universidad
( ) 4. Por participar en deportee

( ) 5. Para obtener trabajo on el futuro

( ) 6. Por comer desayuno y almuerzo

( ) 7. Per hacer algo
( ) 8. Porque mis padres me obliqan

( ) 9. Porque es major qua *star an casa
( ) 10. Porque me qusta aign maestro/maestra

( ) 11. Porque me qusta alquna clase

(291 10. En general, Lestas contento/a con tu vida?

( ) 1. Si, mucho
( ) 2. Si, algunas veces
( ) 3. No, de ninquna manera
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DM-MI 11. eCOmo usas la mayor parte del tiempo que tienes despuös de la

escuela? (Escribe el ndmero de horas en la linea al lado de

cada actividad. Si no usas horas, ascribe 0.)

1. Trabajo fuera de la casa
Maga tareas del hoqar
gage mis asiglaciones
Voy a un programa después de clases

2.

3.
4.
5. Veo television / Videos
6. Juegos de video
7. Salqo con mis amistades
8. Leo
9. Jump deportee

10. Cojo lecciones (bails, mdsica, lanquaje, etc.)

11. Oiqo mdsica
12. Salo a matar tiempo
13. Otro; por favor especifica

"'I'm 12. Lama pasas la mayor parte de tu tiempo durante los fines de

semana? (Escribe 411 ndmero de horas en la linea al lado de

cada actividad. Si no usas horas, escribe 0.)

1. Trabajo tuera de la casa
2. H.Ago tareas en el 'mar
3. Haqo asignaciones
4. Veo televisiOn / Videos

5. Jueqo con Jos videos
6. Salqo a matar tiempo
7. Voy a las tiendas / de compras
8. Voy al cine
9. Voy a la iqlesia, al templo o al mezquita

10. auego deportee
11. Cojo lecciones (baile, mdsica, lenquaje, etc.)

12. Oiqo musics
13. Otro; por favor especitica
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4

13. eQud hiciste la mayor parte del tiempo durante el verano

pasado? (Marca tree (3) contestaciones)

( ) 1. Trabajd fuera de la casa
( ) 2. Ayudd en la casa
( ) 3. Fui a escuela de verano
( ) 4. Fui al campamonto
( ) 5. Mice deportee
( ) 6. Viajd
( ) 7. Me gued4 en la casa
( ) 8. Viendo televisidn / Videos
( ) 9. Jugando con videos
( ) 10. Matando el tiempo
( ) 11. Otro; por favor especifica

14a. eTienes trabajo fuera de la casa?

( ) 1. Si
( ) 2. No (Si no, por favor continua con la pregunta #15a)

Rnmc 14b. Si tu respuesta es si, ecuantas horas trabajas?
horas/semanal

(If]

15a. El alio pasado, ehiciste algdn trabajo voluntario?
(ayudando a otros sin recibir pago)

( ) 1. Si
( ) 2. No (Si no, por favor continda con la pregunta #16)

15b. Si tu respuesta s si,

15c. Si tu respuesta es si,

igud hiciste?

ecuantew veces lo hiciste?

( ) 1. Semanal
( ) 2. Mensual
( ) 3. Un ndmero especifico de veces. ecuantas?

c
.)
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PM 16. Mis padres (o encargados) piensan que la escuelas as:

( ) 1.

( ) 2.
( ) 3.

Buy important.
important.
So importante

(91)-(911 17. Oals visitado tus padres (o encargados) la escuela este afio?

( ) 1. Si; Lpor gut?
( ) 2. No; Lpor gut no?

moos] 18 . LQuil lengliaja o lenguajes hablas an la casa?

190*M1 19. Marca los tres (3) adultos ma. importantes en tu vida.

( ) 1. Madre
( ) 2. Padre
( ) 3. Otro miembro de familia; auitin?

( ) 4. Un maestro/a
( ) 5. Entrenador
( ) 6. Otro; Lquién?

041.(m) 20. LCuales son tus notas en la mayor parte de las clases?

( ) 1. A
( ) 2. B
( ) 3. C
( ) 4. D
( ) 5. r

*I= 3r C
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(1011-0011 21. 40A1 cress que es el trabajo de un lotestro en la escuela?

(Marca las tres (3) mis importantes)

(

(

)

)

1.
2.

Ayudarros a aprender
Ser nuestro smiqo/a

( ) 3. Insefiarnos lo bueno y lo malo

( ) 4. Cuidarnos
( ) S. Racer que nos rartemos bien

( % E. Otro; por favor especifica

no4100111 22. 4Cull crees qua es el trabajo ddl principal en tu escuela?

(Marca las tres (3) mis importantes)

( ) 1. Diriqir la escuela
( ) 2. Ayudar a los maestros
( ) 3. Ayudar a los ostudiantes
( ) 4. Disciplinará a los studiantes
( ) S. Ser el jefe de los maestros

( ) 6. Asequrarse de la sequrldad de los estudiantes

( ) 7. Otro; por favor especifica

0071.00,;23. Cuãl cress que es el trabajo de un estudiante en la escuela?

(Marca las tres (3) maw importantes)

( ) 1. Recibir educación
( ) 7. Aprender otras culturas
( ) 3. Llevarnos bien
( ) 4. /lacer lo major qu: puada
( ) 5. Rstudiar con ahinco
( ) 6. Ayudar a otros
( ) 7. Ayudar a hacer decisiones en la escuela

( ) 8. Otro; por favor eroecifica
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inM 24. Si tienes un problema serio, ehay alqqn adulto en la escuela

al cual irias pidiendo ayuda? (Marca una respuesta solamente)

( ) 1. No
( ) 2. Maestro/a
( ) 3. Consejero
( ) 4. Inlermera
( ) 5. Director de /nstruccidn
( ) 6. Principal
( ) 7. Entrenador
( ) 8. Otro; por favor especifica

11111 25. Las reglas de disciplina de la escuela, Lson claras para ti?

1114

( ) 1. Si ( ) 2. No

26. eTe suspendieron en la escuela el afio pasado?

( ) 1. Si ( ) 2. No

nm.Dul 27. au4 espera esta escuela que tu hagas? (Marca tres (3) cosas)

(114)

( ) 1. Que ostudie fuerte
( ) 2. Qua me 11eve bien con los otros

( ) 3. Quo haqa lo major que pueda

( ) 4. Quo tenqa buenas notas
( ) 5. Quo ayude a otros
( ) 6. QUe me porta bien

28. ere han castiqado tus maestros durante el tiltimo afio?

( ) 1. Nunca
( ) 2. Alqunas veces
( ) 3. Muchas veces

S
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29. 4Cdmo la mayoria de maestros an esta escuela castiga a los

studiantes? (Marca UNA respuesta solamente)

( ) 1. Los dejan on la escuela des-uds de clases

( ) 2. Ddndoles trabajo adicional
( ) 3. Mandindolos a la oficina del principal

( ) 4. No los mandan a recreo ni al gimnasio

( ) 5. Les habla en privado
( ) 6. Las habla frente a todo el mundo

( ) 7. Las grita
( ) 8. Otro; per favor especifica

olc 30a. Durant. el dltimo aft, 4te ha presoatado la escuela algdn

premio por hAcer buen trabajo?

( ) 1. Si
( ) 2. No ( Si no, por favor continda con la pregunta #31)

min.tun 30b. Si tu respuesta as si, Lpor quit?

( ) 1. Trabajos acaddmicos
( ) 2. Deportes
( ) 3. Mdsica
( ) 4. Arta
( ) 5. Drama
( ) 6. Otro; por favor especifica

tux-awn. Marca las cosas especiales que los maestros hacen para los

estudiantes cuando hacen algo buena. (Marca todo lo que

aplica)

( ) 1. Dan regalos; baratos pero buenos

( ) 2. Exhiban los trabajos en el salón

( ) 3. Envian cartas bonitas a nuestras casas

( ) 4. Escriben buanos comentarios en los examenes y asig-

naciones
( ) 5. Otro; por favor aspecifica
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urn 32a. as ha premiado tu maestro/a por hacer bion?

( ) 1. Si
( ) 2. No (Si no, por favor continua con la pregunta #33)

tr.11-tuol 32b. Si tu respuesta 45 si, Lpor qui?

( ) 1. Trabajo en la class
( ) 2. Trabajo en la casa/asignaciones
( ) 3. Eximenes
( ) 4. Buena conducta
( ) S. Ayudar a otros
( ) 6. Otro; por favor especifica

11321-(1331 33. ae gusta venir a la escuela?

11341 11W 3 4

( ) 1. Si; Lpor qui?
( ) 2. No; epor qui no?

Lire sientes seguro en la escuela?

( ) 1. Si; Lpor qui?
( ) 2. No; Lpor qui no?

iEstis haciendo muy buen trabajo!

iCont

4L
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3$ . Per favor oiraula el numero tbajo para indioar cuin impor-

tant. son los siquientes artianlos.

No Algo Muy
Important* =portant. Important.

urn A. Pcmilia 1 2 3 4 5

11311 B. Ser rico/a 1 2 3 4 5

1139] C. Amistades 1 2 3 4 5

I1401 D. Educacidn futura 1 2 3 4 5

Um]
E. Diversift 1 2 3 4 5

um
F. Obtener buenas notas 1 2 3 4 5

(1431 G. Sentirse Seguro/a (a salvo) 1 2 3 4 5

11411 H. Ayudar a otros 1 2 3 4 5

(143]
I. Tamer trabajo ahora 1 2 3 4 5

(140
J. Trabajo futuro 1 2 3 4 5

414
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(1571
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(139)
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U. Por favor circula el ndsro abajo para indicar cómo los

studiantes e comportan on tu oscuela.

Los !stud/antes:

NUnca
Moed

Bucede
Algunas Imam:

Suceds
Mucha. veces

A. Ayudan en la escuela 1 2 3 4 5

B. Ayudan a planear activi-
dades escolares

1 2 3 4 5

C. Cuidan la propisdad de la 1 2 3 4 5

scusla

D. S. llevan bien 1 2 3 4 5

E. Hacen amistades con estu-
diantes ds otros grupos
raciales/itnicos

1 2 3 4 5

F. Demuestran respeto por los

maestros

1 2 3 4 5

G. Ayudan a otros studiantes
a apronder

1 2 3 4 5

H. Se envuelvsn en actividades
escolares y clubes

1 2 3 4 5

I. Alagan a otros estudiantes
por hacer buen trabajo

1 2 3 4 5

J. Ayudan a hacer reglas en

su clase

1 2 3 4 5

R. Decoran salones y pasillos 1 2 3 4 5

L. Ayudan a otros estudiantes
con problems. personales

1 2 3 4 5

M. Hacen amistad con estudian-
tes nuevos en la escuela

1 2 3 4 5

N. Ayudan a estudiantes gue no
hablan Inglés a hablar con

otros

1 2 3 4 5
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37. Por favor airmail al muse= tbajo para indioar odao te

siestas de los sir:lentos artioulos.

NUsca
Sucede

En esta souela, los estudiastes:

Puoode
Algunas Times

aucsedo
Muchas veces

D60 A. Hoban cosas 1 2 3 4 5

11621 H. Destruyen propiadad de

la escuela

1 2 3 1 5

ticsi C. Escriben en las parades
de la escuela

1 2 3 4 5

11641
D. Hablan mal a otros estu-

diantes

1 2 3 4 5

E. Intimidan a otros ostu- 1 2 3 4 5

!RS] diants

0661 F. Pelean con otros estudi-
antes

1 2 3 4 5

(1671
G. Hacen comentarios raciales 1 2 3 4 5

D611 H. S. burlan de estudiantes
con mejores notas

1 2 3 4 5
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31. Poor favor circuit el admen, &bail) pars indicar cómo te

sientes d los siguientes articulos.

OW

Mune=

En esta escuela, los studiantes:

Swede
Algunas veos

Sucede
Aluchas veces

min

A. Faltan a clasas 1 2 3 4 5

B. Faltan todo el dia As class 1 2 3 4 5

OM

um

C. Le pagan a los maostros

D. Hlasfeman o usan insultos

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

D7111
E. Usan drogas ilegales 1 2 3 4 5

MO F. Usan bebidas alcohdlicas 1 2 3 4 5

Irfl G. Copian asignacionas 1 2 3 4 5

tim H. Copian extmenas 1 2 3 4 5

11771 Z. Interrumpen cities 1 2 3 4 5

J. Fuman en la escuala 1 2 3 4 5

4n4
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39. Vor favor ciraula el ndmero tbajo pars indica: cómo te sien-

tes en manto a los signientes articulos.

In esta escuela,
Lcuintos maestros.:

winguno La sited Todos

de silos de ellos ellos

A. Dican a los estudiantes que 1 2 3 4 5

traten de majorar en los
exftenes?

B. Dicen a los estudiantes que 1 2 3 4 5

traten de obtener mejor nota
que sus comparleros?

pin C. No les importa si los estu- 1 2 3 4 5

diantes tienen males notas?

(112)
D. Le dicen a los estudiantes 1 2 3 4 5

que hagan trabajo adicional
pare obtener mejores netas?

1184
E. Hacen que los estudiantes 1 2 3 4 5

trlbajen fuerte para obte-
ner buenas notes?

(um F. Tratan de ayudar estudian- 1 2 3 4 5

tes con su trabajo escolar?

G. Crean que aprender es impor- 1 2 3 4 5

tante?

H. Permiten a los estudiantes 1 2 3 4 5

escoger en lc que quieren
trabajar?

11,73 I. Esperan que los estudiantes 1 2 3 4 5

hagan sus asignaciones solos?

4r 5
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40. Par favor airaula el ndmero abajo pars indiaar auAn impor-

tant. son los siguientes artiaulos.

('tt)

(119]

(1901

(191]

11921

11931

(194]

(193]

ON)

Ns important. qua los
maestros:

A. Me ayuden a hacer lo major
ague puedo en exAmenes.

S. Me nsenen sobre lo bueno
y lo malo.

C. Me ensmien a llevarme con
otra gente.

D. Discutan sobra el abuso
de drogas.

E. Me nsmien a leer y escribir
bien.

F. Hagan de la scuela un
lugar agradable para estar.

G. Discutan sobre el embarazo
de adolescentes.

H. Discutan sobre suicidio.

I. Se intercom.: en mi futuro

No
Zmportante

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3. 2

1 2

Alga
Importante

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

/guy

Important.

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5
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41. Per favor circula el ntimero abajo pare indicar cuin impor-

tante son ltos siguientes articulos.

Puertemente No Estoy Puertemente

en stoy de de de

d'Alacuerdo acuerdo acuerdo acuerdo

En mi escuela;

11971 A. Hay grupos hostiles.

MC B. Los estudiantes se
ayudan unos a otros.

11901 C. Los maestros proveen
ayuda adicional para
trabajo escolar.

pon D. Los estudiantes tratan
de ayudarse unos a otros
con el trabajo scolar.

111011 E. Los maestros parecen ll -
varse bien con el princi-
pal.

pan F. Los maestros parecen lle-
"arse bien unos con otros.

1204 G. Los maestros parecen lle-
verse bien con los estu-
diantes.

12043 H. Los studiantes aprenden
mucho alas que estudian-
tes de otras escuelas.

posi I. Se spera que los stu-
diantes tengan asigna-
ciones de 4 a 5 veces
a la semana.

12041.J. Los maestros se intere-
san mits por los estu-
diantes que maestros de
otras scuelas.

12071K. La mayoria de los stu-
diantes se sieaten muy
unidos a los maestros.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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CAU S011 MAC NGIESEMI CSC SOC

NhAg ciu traC aghiem sau dIty 11 mOt phin cda nghien dang duct thtic hien de e-M hieu

can, nghi cis hoc sinh ó m6i mbng Thing-hoc alp MOt (Middle School).

zarig TPA LO1 NIfeNG CAU Hdf D1161` DAY BANG CiCH DANH DALI
VA-0 CHO,NGOAC ( )_GAN CAU SRA WI DUNG HOAC DIEN VAO CHO TkONG.

DUNG DE Y TOI NHUNG SO NH TRONG NGOAC VUONG BEN TRAI.

1123 1. Narn hoac ? ( ) 1. nam ( ) 2. mi.

031.04) 2. Em bao nhieu tu8i.

1151.1161 3. Em thu6c chting t6c nao ?

( ) 1. A-Chiu
( ) 2. Da-Den
( ) 3. Da-Trang
( ) 4. Tay Ban Nha
( ) 5. Ngtibi MS; Da dd
( ) 6. Khic hon. ndi r6

(171.(11].(191 4. Em di hoc O tniting nay ctioc miy nam ? narn.

(20] 5. Em dang theo hoc 16p mdy ?

( ) 1. Ldp 6

( ) 2. Ldp 7

( ) 3. 1.,6p 8

(20.12214231 6. Darth dâu vao nhtfng chuong trinh däc biet ma em dang theo hoc d miOng nay

( ) 1. Không c6

( ) 2. Song ngti

( ) 3. Ldp nghiem

( ) 4. Giio duc dit biet

( ) 5. Mu1-414 cho hoc sinh kha

( ) 6. Cluidng 1 - Tip doc

( ) 7. Chtldng 1 - Toin

( ) 8. Tap doc

( ) 9. The duc, than

( ) 10. Khic h6n, ndi rc3

4 n
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t241 7. Em c6 nghfraig di den tru6ng li quan along khOng ?

( ) 1. C6
( ) 2. KhOng

cis) 8. Em deii trtiang bang phtiong tien nio nhieil nhic ? (chi' dinh din via mot chco)

( ) 1. Xe bus ctia traIng

( ) 2. Xe bus, xe dien ngirn

( ) 3. Xe hai

( ) 4. Di bli.

f26.:27m2s) 9. Danh du vio 3 6 do quan trong nhitTai sao em den tnieTng ?

( ) 1. De hoc

( ) 2. Digip ban be

( ) 3. Di Ott& vio Dai hoc

( ) 4. De dtioc chai the thao

( ) 5. Di &km viec lam trong Wong lai

( ) 6. Di du& aln sang vi an tnia

( ) 7. Di lim bat ctl chuyen 0-

( ) 8. Boi vCcha me lip buOc

( ) 9. 1344 vTtrti-öng hoc tOt hem C5 nhi

( ) 10. BCH vi em th(ch thiy/c6 rilo 216

( ) 11. BOi vlem thiCh lOp hoc nio 216

,

t29) 10. N6i chung, em c6 sung Wong ve dbi song cua em khOng ?

( ) 1. CO, rit nhieu

) 2. CO, thiiih thciang

( ) 3. KhOng, khOng mOt tinio A.
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;301 - ISS3 1 1 . Em di clang tht-ii giO ctia em nhti the nao sau khi tan hoc ? (Viit segii; vio cli6

tr8ing gall mOi hanh dOng. Neil không c6, viet 0)

1. Lam viec sau giO hoc
2. Tap hat
3. Lam bii vós
4. Chtidng trinh hoc them
5. Xem ti-vi/phim
6. Choi video games
7. Di choi voi ban b6
8. Doc sicti
9. Choi thE thao
10. Hoc kheu vti, nghe thult, am nhac, nein ngu...v.v..
11. Choi am nhac
12.Di chbi
13. Khic hOn, n6i r8

1=1.

i

36] 11103 12. Ern da dangthoi gio cua em.nhti the nao vao ngiy cutli tail ? (Viet so gio vie,-- s

ch6 tn.:mg gal mOi hanh Ong. Neu không c6, viet 0)

1. Lam viec sau gio hoc
2. Tap hat tai nha
3. Um bai vti
4. Xern ti-vi/phim
5. Chbi video games
6. Di chOi
7. Di dein nhting trung tam butin ban, mall/shopping
8. Di xem xi:ne
9. Di nha th6, chaa, hoac dam tang
10. ChOi t 1:.t thao
11. Hoc kheu vii, ngh:e thuat, am nhac, ng8n ngti....v.v..
12. Chbi am nhac
13. Khic h6n, n6i r8

4 1 U
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MI 113] 13. Em dA dung thot gid cua em nhil the* nio trong mita he qua ? (WM au 3 ch6)
,

( ) 1. Larn vitc sau gio hoc
( ) 2. Gitip do ve chuyt.n nhi
( ) 3. Di hoc he
( ) 4. Di trai he
( ) 5. Choi the" thao
( ) 6. Di du lich
( ) 7. 6 nha
( ) 8. Xem ti-vi/phim
( ) 9. Ch6i video games
( ) 10. Di choi
( ) 11. Khac h6n, n6i r6

ig4] 14a. Em c6 viec lam không?
( ) 1. C6
( ) 2. Không (niu Meng, dip tuc o cau hai 15a)

TISM16] 14b. Neu c6, em lam bao nhieu gió rn6i tuan?

[87]

gio/tuaii

15a. Trong nim qua, em c6 lam nhting viec tinh nguyen nio không ?
( ) 1. Co
( ) 2. Không (niu Ichông, dip tuc 6 cau h6i 16 )

LIC 15b. Neu c6, em dA lam gi?

r.89]

1

15c. Neu c6, em dA lam bao nhieu lin?
( ) 1. Halg tub
( ) 2. Hang Oiang
( ) 3. M6t so MIL bao nhieu ?



MO) 16.

[91] - M33
17.

1941.t9S1
18.

[06] - 19C 19.

[94. .. i 100) 20.

5

Cha me epi nghrriiig trtrong hoc la:
( ) 1. Rat quan tong
( ) 2. quan tong
( ) 3. Kheng quan tong

zCha me em c6 den tham tniông tong nain hoc nay Icheng?

( ) 1. C6, lido?
( ) 2. Kheng, li do?

Ern dung nlaing tkni tieng nio dt n6i chuyen sis nhi?

Dinh du vio 3 nguöi Ion zuoi quan tong nhit tong doi em?

( ) 1. M;
( ) 2. Cha
( ) 3. Bi con; ai?
( ) 4. Thly/c6 giio
( ) 5. Thty day the- duc
( ) 6. Khic hon; ai?

p

Hang diern nao ma em thuong dat dUoc tong cic lop em hoc?

( ) 1. A's
( ) 2. B's
( ) 3. C's
( ) 4. D's
( ) 5. F's

4 3 2



(1011 (103)

(104) DOC

j107) (109)

21. Theo ern nghl: nhiem vu ctia they c6 i0o tong trtiong la gi?
(không dilOc dinh dit nhieu han 3 ch6)
( ) 1. Gitip dO c.4c em hoc tiip
( ) 2. lam ban vPi clic em
( ) 3. Day cic em nhtmg dieu hay i phai
( ) 4. Sin s6c cac em
( ) 5. Kbac hem; n6i r6

22. Theo em nghl, nhieril vu ctia thiy Hieu trtiong trong tru'ong a gi?

(không dtioc dinh dau nhieii holt 3 ch6)
( ) 1. Dieu kkienstrticing hoc
( ) 2. Ghlp do thly/c6 giio
( ) 3. Gi.!ip do hoc sinh
( ) 4. Trung phat hoc sinh
( ) 5. Lam chit cac thiy co
( ) 6. Bic) dam hoc sinh dOdc an toin
( ) 7. Khic lion; n6i r6

23. Theo em nghl, nhiem vu ctia ngu6i hoc sixth tong trubng hoc nay la gi?

(không dtioc dinh dau nhieu hon 3 ch6)
( ) 1. Dtioc sti giio duc
( ) 2. Hoc hpi ve the gidi
( ) 3. Lam quen voi hoc sinh khic
( ) 4. De lam theo stic minp
( ) 5. Di hoc tip tham chi
( ) 6. Degitip hoc sinh khic,
( ) 4. Phu ghip de lam quyet dinh trong tniông
( ) 5. Khic hón; n6i r6



n lol 24. Neu em c6 mat In; ngai train trong, epi se hOi ai de cia sv gitip do-?
(khang duoc danh dAu nhieu hon 3 ch6)
( ) 1. Kheing c6 ai
( ) 2. ThAsy 63 gilt()
( ) 3. Thty a htiOng din
( ) 4. Yta_
( ) 5. NviOi chfdao tniim hoc
( ) 6. /lieu tnia`ng
( ) 7. Tlify day the duc

( ) 8. Khic hon; n6i r6

DM 25. Em cd tang Weil nhung le lai ye kY luit cia truong nay khang?
( ) 1. C6 ( ) 2. Khang

11121 26. Trong nam hoc qua, em c6 bi duai hoc hay Mang ?
( ) 1. C6 ( ) 2. Ithong

27. Tnijng mong mu6n cac em lam gi" ? (danh diii 3 ch6)
( ) 1. Hoc tap cham chi`
( ) 2. Um quen vai hoc sinh kligic
( ) 3. Lam theo khi ang ctia em
( ) 4. Duck dkein tai
( ) 5. Gitip ad nttisbi khác
( ) 6. Ngoan ngoan

11163 28. Trong nam hoc qua, eni c6 bi trUitg phat bcii thiy/co giio Mang ?
( ) 1. Khang bap gid
( ) 2. Thinh thpang
( ) 3. Nhik lAn

11131 - (115;

..

4 .:t



(117)

8

29. Hail hel cic ttsy cf) giio trong mfeing nay trtiiig phat hoc sinh bang cich nio?
(danh ail chi 1 ch8)
( ) 1. GUI hoc sinh lai truimg sau khi tan hoc
( ) 2. Cho hoc sinh lam them bai lam
( ) 3. Gui hoc sixth den van phöng Hieu trOng
( ) 4. Không choilCc sinh ra choi trong gid chOi vi gid the duc
( ) 5. N6i chuyen voi ca nhan hoc sinh
( ) 6. N6i viii hoc sinh tnidc ca ldp
( ) 7. La hét hoc sinh
( ) 8. Khic hon; n6i rEI

, : .
um 30a. Trong nam hoc qua, em c6 dtioc trUong ban thuong gi khong ?

[119) - n21)

f 122) - i126)

( ) L C6 ,

( ) 2. Không (neu kheing, ti8p tuc o cau hbi 31)

30b. Niu c6, em di duoc loai khen thutong ye' chuyen gi?
( ) 1. Hoc tap
( ) 2. The' thao
( ) 3. Am nhac
( ) 4. Nghe thuat
( ) 5. Kich
( ) 6. Khic hon; n6i rd

31. Thfy ce) giio trong tniOng emso lam gi at biet cho hoc sinll khi hoc :.inh dat
duoc xuat sac không ?(danh dau nhting phan c6 lien quan)

( ) 1. Cho nhting phan thtiOng nho nluing thd vi

( ) 2. Treo bai lam cilia em trong lop
( ) 3. Giii thd !Olen venha
( ) 4. Viet nhung 16i phe khuyeh khitch tren bai thi va bai lam
( ) 5. Khic hon; nOi ri5

4 I. 5
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11271

(121) (130)

9

32a. Em c6 bao gió thick thiy c6 giáo khen thdong xuat sac không?

( ) 1. C6
( ) 2. Kheng (neiz không, tiep mc 6 du hOi 33)

32b. Neil c6, dticic khen thSong vi van die
( ) 1. BE larn O tniOng
( ) 2. MI lam d nhi
( ) 3. BE thi
( ) 4. Ngoan rigo-an
( ) 5. Gitip do nVbi khac
( ) 6. Khac bOn; n6i ró

33. Em thiCh li de'n trifong không ?
( ) 1. C6; tai sao?
( ) 2. Không; tai sao?

34. Ezn c6 cim tha9 an toin o miong không ?

( ) 1. C6; tai sao?
( ) 2. Không; tai sao?

v U
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35. Hay khoanh ton nluing sd dtibi a chi muc do quan tong ctia tthung di muc duOi

day dOi v6i em.

ti 37) A. Gia diith

11311 B. Dtioc giau sang

039) C. Ban be

1140) D. SU giao duc trong ttiong lai

0413 E. CO sti vui choi

(142) F. Dtioc di8M tit (cao)

[143) G. Carn thiy an toin

1144) H. Gill') dO npiói khic

(1451 I. C6 dtioc viec lam t6t

11463 J. Viec lam trong ttiOng lai

417

Khong
quan tong

hoi rit
quan trong quan tong

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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36. Hay khoanh ran nhung s6 dd6i ae chi mdc d6 quan tong ctia nhdng de muc dudi

day dbi vdi em.

Ihe!bg bao ski ini211 tho'ing Thuang xuYtt
xay ra xay ra ziy ra

Hoc sinh:

[147] A. Gidp dE lin nhau tong tniiing

D") B. Phu vach ke hoach sinh boat cila trU6ng

[149] C. Otim s6c tai sin cda trde;ng

Dm D. Hba nhi vcsii hoc sinh khic

Mil E. Lam ban vt;i nhting hoc sinh thutic
chung tbc khic

[M] F. Kinh tong thfy cd giao

1233] G. Gidp dE hoc sinh khac hoc hOi

OW H. Tham gia vio hbi dean vi sinh boat
tong tu6ng

-
vss) i. Chtic tung nhlin; hoc sinh khac ho

dat duck xuat sac

(1561 J. Gitip lam ki luat tong kip

1157) K. Trang tr4 phbng hoc vi 161 di tong tni6ng

um L. MO dihoc sinh khic vOi nhag van
deca nhart

[159] M. Lam ban voi nhdng hoc sinh rneli

[160] N. Ghip anhting hocsinh clula bit titng Anh
ndi chuyen voi nhting hoc sinh khic

4 I 8

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 - 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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37. Hay khoa.nh trbn nhting so' duOi de ciii =lc 66 quan tong cull nhung di muc da6i

day d6i v6i em.

Trong trzi.ong hoc nay, hoc sinh:

11611 A. Tr6m caP d6vat ctia nglibi khic

(162) B. Phi htiy tii sin ctia nha tang

110] C. viei nhirn (vitt len atông)

1164'i D. Da man vi bat lich su vOi hoc sinh khic

110) E. N6i nhung diiu tin ic vOi hoc sinh khic

(166) F. Bit nit hoc sinh khic

[I") G. Dinh lOn vOi hining hoc sinh khic

11611 H. Phe binh 1cS7 thi chting t§c

I. Choc gheo nhting hoc sinh thioc diein cao

4 ! 5

ICI tin g boo giO Tliih thdavg Thdong xuye,
xay rit xiy ra xiy ra

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 rJ

1 2 3 4 5
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38. Illy khoanh temnlitilg seSIdtiOi dechi mtic do quan trong am nhtfig dimuc chiOi

day dói vdi em.

Trong triong hoc nay, hoc sinh:

naps boo joi
xay ra

migi dining ThuOng xuyen
xly ra xay ra

p 69) A. BO 14 1 2 3 4 5

11"1 B. TreM hoc 1 2 3 4 5

1171J C. Dánh duly a giao 1 2 3 4 5

Du) D. Chili the hob: chtli tuc 1 2 3 4 5

11731 E. Dung si ke, ma niy, cal sa , v.v.. 1 2 .) 4 5

(1743 F. Uting ruóu/beer 1 2 3 4 5

i'm G. Chip lai bii lam ni ngUZ)i khic 1 2 3 4 5

1176] H. Gian Lin trong bai thi 1 2 3 4 5

t177] A.

, ,

Phi rig lop hoc 1 2 3 4 5

/17,) I. Ha dui& trong mans hoc 1 2 3 4 5

420
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39. Hay khoanh oft nhting s6 dubi dichi muc dO quan trong ctla nhIng de-Epc dubi

dly d6i v6i ern.

Trong trilang hoc nay, cd bao nhiiu
thly cd gido:

Dm A. Khuyen bio hoc sinli cO gang de
lam bii tbi t6t hdn ?

f

W csO) B. Khuyen ti hoc sinh c6 ging de dat
thick diem VA han hoc sinh cungl6p ?

MI) C. KhOng lo ling khi hoc sinh duck
die& xiii ?

j112) D. Khuyen bio hoc sinh lam them bii lam
de`hoc sinh c6 the` dat duck dieht tort kin ?

, .

E.
at

Urn hoc sinh c6 ging de dat dti6ctali) r'
diem tdt ?

I I sit, F. Gulp do; nhtiilg hpc sinh kern ?

1113) G. NghfrAil hoc h`oi 11 quan trong ?

o$G) H. Cho phip hoc sinh1;ia chon ditu ml
hoc sixth mu6n lam ?

11871 I. Mong muOn hoc sinh ni Mrnh1am
!Ai v6 ?

421

.106ng mat Nui 95" rai cit
tidy c6 nio thly c6 thAy c6

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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40. Hay khoanh iron thing so5 Idd6i dichim4Ic d6 quan tong dia thing 'dimuc dubi

day d6i v6i em.

Su quan trong vi thly cö gido:

IC126ng hoi rat
quan tong quan tong quan tong

mil A. Gill') 6-ern 1am WI thi vOi ktii
ning cna em

1 2 3 4 5

11191 B. Day em nhuig dieu thing vi sai. 1 2 3 4 5

II901 C.
,

(Ili- cho em biet each haa thOn
voi ngtdi khic.

1 2 3 4 5

(191) D. Ban thio V& sti a hai ctia xf-ke,
ma-nly, caii -sa, v.v..

1 2 3 4 5

1192) E. Day em cich doc vi viei gitii. 1 2 3 4 5

i193) F. Lim cho trti;ng hoc trO thanh mt
ndi thdai mai vi dec.*.

1 2 3 4 5

t194] G. Ban thioyivan dic6 thai clia
thieii nien.

1 2 3 4 5

1195) H. Ban thia vevil'a deal van. 1 2 3 4 5

(1943 I.
' , . ,

Lo Ling ve along la' cua em. 1 2 3 4 5

I

4 2 2
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41. I-Ay khoanh trön nhtirig sOcitiOi des chicanic des quan tong ctia nhting der rnuc duOi

day d6i v6i em.

rat khOng kh_Ong rat

7
Wig y citing Y dong y d6ng Y

4,Trong_truong cua _env
11973 A. C6 nining hoc sinh mat aim tinh

ow B. Hoc sinh gp do; Lin nhau

11991 C. Thiy c6 giao gitipdô them hoc sinh
ye bii tam 6 trtiOng.

12003 D. Hoc sinh Op dO Lin nhau ve bai
1am O tuong.

1201) E. 'MAY c6 giio c6 ve thiCh thiy/c6
Hieu tnióng.

12021 F. nay co giao c6 ve thiCh lin nhau

12033 G. Thai, co giáo c6 ye thiCh hoc sinh.

12043
FL Hoc sinh hoc hOi nhiesu hon nhting

hoc sinh tii tru6ng khic.

12053 I. Hoc sinh ph:1i lam bai Snha khciang
4-5 lin mosi tuin.

12063
J. 'Illy co gilo lo ling vi hoc sinh

nhieu hon la thiy c6 ctia trUcing khac

12073
K. 1-ifu het hocssinh aim this)? than

thiet voi thly a gitio.

_

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

,. 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

CliM ON CfiC EM M!
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Boston University-Boston Public Schools Collaborative Project on
RESEARCH FOR EFFECTIVE MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Mary H. Shann, Project Director

STUDENT OUESTIONNAIRE - ALL FOUR SCHOOLS
Number of Respondents .. 1583; Surveyed March, 1989

1. Are you male or female ? (53.3%) male (45.50/0) female (1.2%) missing

2. Average age - 12.9 y:. ars. Missing (2.4%)

3. What race/ethnic group(s) do you belong to?

12.8% Asian
32.8% Black

8.9% Caucasian (white)
36.2% Hispanic

1.7% Native American
3.3% Other
2.5% Combination
2.0% Missing

4. Average number of years at this school 1.9 years. Missing (6.6%)

5. What grade are you in?

38.9% Sixth grade
31.40/0 Seventh grade
29.4% Eighth grade

.3% Missing

6. Check if you are in any special program in this school?

22.5% No
11.60/o Bilingual

2.5% Lab Class/Cluster
5.8% Special Education - Resource Room
8.7% Advanced Work Class

13.5% Chapter 1 - Reading
3.3% Chapter 1 - Math

.6% Targeted Reading
3.0% Sports
5.7% Other

16.2% Combination
4.7% Missing

7. Do you think It is important to come to schoor?

96.4% Yes 3.5% No 0.1% Missing

8. How do you get to school on most days?

40.4% School bus
16.6% The T
12.1% Car
30.9% Walk

.5% Missing

4° 44,....

1



9. Check the 3 most important reasons why you come to school.

1st To learn (93.4%)
To see my friends (20.4°4)

3rd To get Into college (70.5°k)
To participate In sports (7.9%)

2nd To get a job In the future (73.6%)
To get breakfast and lunch (1.0%)
For something to do (4.0%)
Because my parents make me (9.8%)

10. In general, are you happy about your life?

518% Yes, vary much
43.1% Y03, sometimes

3.1% No, not at all
1.3% Missing

11. How do you spend most of your time after school? (Percentages not includincl missing data)

Activity Hours
0 1 2 3 i+

Work outside the home 82.1% 05.2% 03.6% 03.2% 05.9%

Do chores 28.6% 48.4 °/o 14.8% 04.3% 04.0%

Do homework 6.7% 50.4% 26.3% 09.6% 07.1%

Atterschool program 77.2% 13.2% 04.7% 02.5% 02.5%

Watch TVMdels 10.1% 19.5% 21.9% 18.0% 30.4%

Play video games 43.8°k 28.7% 12.2% 06.3% 08.9%

Go out with my friends 30.5% 17.5% 15.0% 12. 6°/o 24.6°/o

Read 33.5% 44.2% 13.6% 03.4% 06.4%

Play sports 40.0% 21.6% 15.2% 11.5% 11.7%

Take lessons 86.5% 05.4% 03.2% 02.1% 02.7%

Play music 54.5% 20.2% 09.80/0 06.6%
Hang out 45.5% 14.9% 11.4% 07.6% 20.8%

Other "9.1% 06.8% 04.3% 03.2% 06.9%

12. How do you spend most of your time on weekends? (Percentages not including missing data)

Activity Hours
0 1 2 3 4+

v/ork outside ofthe home 82.2°/o 04 . 6 °Jo 03 .8 °Jo 02.7% 06.5%

Do chor s at home 33.7% 33.7% 19.5°/0 06.5% 06.6%

Do homework 47.8% 32.1% 11.3% 04.8°4 03.9%

Watch TVNideos 12.2% 14.6% 17.8% 15.4% 40.2%

Play video games 41.5% 21.6% 14.9% 08.7% 13.3°/o

Hang out 36.5% 10.7% 10.3% 11.0% 31.8°/o

Go to the malVshopping 22.8% 11.2% 17.2% 17.7% 31.2°Jo

Go to the TOVies 32.2% 05.0% 26.7% 17.7% 18.4%

Go church.temple,rnoscpe 53.5% 17.5% 11.0% 07.0% 11.0%

Play sports 41.0% 17.6% 15.4% 12. 1 °to 13.9%

Take lessons 88.9% 03.8°/o 03. 5 °/o 01.3% 02.4%

Play music 55.9% 15.2% 11.2% 06.2% 12.5°/o

Other 78.5% 03.6% 03.3% 03.3% 11.2%
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13. How did you spend most of your time last summer? Check 3 ways.

1st - Travel 2nd - Play sports 3rd - Hang out

14a. Do you have a job outside the home?

20.6% Yes 74.5% No 5.0% Missing

14b. tf yes, how many hours do you work per week? Average 8.3 hour&

15a. In the last year, have you done any volunteer work?

26.5% Yes
73 .5°/o N o

6.9% MiSSing

15c. Lyn how many times did you do tt?

51.50/0 Wee' y
11.90/0 Monthly
36.6°/o A specific number of times

(76.8% did not do volunteer work, or did not answer)

16. My parents (or guardiam) think that school is:

92.8% Very important
6.7% Important

.3% Not important
2°/o Missing

17. Have your parents (or guardians) visited the school this year?

60.4% Yes
34.5°/o No

5,2% Missing

19. Check th- 3 most important adults in your life

1st Mother (97.0%)
2nd Father ((133.5%)
3rd Other relative (55.6%)

A teacher (14.6%)
A coach (22%)
Other (15.2%)

20. What are most of your grades like in your classes? (Two responses keyed)

A's 32.8%
B's 35.3% + 22.7%
Cs 20.9% + 12.3%
D's 4.0% + 3.4%
F's 2.2% + .9%

4 f-43
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21. What do you think the teacher's job is In this school. Check the 3 !post important things.

1st To help us learn (98.1%)
To be our friend (41.2%)

2nd To teach us right from wrong (77.40/0)
To take care of us (10.7%)
To make us behave (40.9%)
Other (11.2%)

22. What do you think the principal's job is In this school? Check the 3 most important things.

1st To run the school
2nd To make sure that students are safe
3rd To help the students

23. What do you think the student's job is in this school? Check the 3 most important things.

1st To get an education
2nd To study hard
3rd To do my best

24 If you had a serious personal problem, is there any adult in this school you would go to for help? Check

one answer only.

37.70/0 No
28.7% Teacher
15.2% Guidance Counsellor

4.6°/0 Nurse
1.00/0 Director of Instruction
7.3% Principal
1.1% Coach
4.40/o Other
2.30/0 Missing

25. Are the rules of discipline of this school clear to you?

86.70/0 Yes 12.3°/o No 1.00/0 Missing

26. In the last year, have you been suspended?

13.3% Yes 85.50/0 No 1.4% Missing

27. What does this school expect you to do? Check 3 things.

1st To study hard (64.2%)
To get along with others (37.30/0)

3rd To do my best (55.8°/0)
2nd To get good grades (70.1%)

To help others (7.7%)
To behave (38.5%)

2. In the last year, have you been punished by your teachers?

48.2% Never
44.0% Sometimes

5.8% A lot
1.9°/0 Missing

4
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29. How do most teachers in this school punish students?

77.0% Keep students atter school/class
1.5% Give students extra work
7.40/0 Send students to the principal's office

9% Keep students from recess and gym
2.7% Talk to students privately

.9% Talk to students in front of everyone
4.7% Yell at students
3A% Other
1.6% Missing

30a. In the last year, has the school presented you with anything for doing well?

44.1% Yes 52.1% No 3.8% Missing

30b. If Yes, what was it for?

1st Academics
?nd Other (perfect attendance, computer work)
3rd Sports
4th Art
St h Music
6th Drama

31. Check the special things teachers do for students when they do well. Check all that apply.

1st Write nice comments on tests and homework
2nd Put up my work in the room
3rd Give out small but fun prizes
4th Send nice letters home
Sth Other

32a. Have you been rewarded by your teacher for doing well? Missing-61

55..no Yes 41.0% No 3.8% Missing

32b. tf yes, what was it for?

1st Classwork
2nd Good conduct
3rd 7ests
4th tie Homework
4th tie Helping out
Bth Other

33. Do you li'll to come to school?

78.9% Yes 16.9% No 4.2% Missing

34. Do you feel safe at school?

69.1% Yes 25.2% No 5.8% Missing



35. Please circle the number below to show how important the following Items are to you.

not

Importent

sort of

important

very

important

Item 1 2 3 4 5

A. Family .4% .4% 2.7% --.A .."A,4u 92.1%

B. Being rich 24.5% 11.4% 35.2% 10.6% 18.2%

C. Friends 3.6% 4.9% 26.8% 22.4% 42.2%

D. Future education 9% 1.6% 5.3% 8.8% 83.4%

E. Having fun 8.4% 9.9% 33.1% 21.2% 27.4%

F. Getting good grades .7% .610 5.1% 14.9% 78.7%

G. Feeling safe 1.7% 2.3% 9.1% 18.5% 58.4%

H. Helping others 320/. 6.2% 27.4% 28.4% 34.70/0

I. Having a job now 12.8% 8.9% 24.5% 17.5% 36.3%

J. Future job 1.1% Bolo 5.1% 9.70/o 83.4%

36. Please circle the number below to show how students act in your school.

Item

missing

never
happens

happens
sometimes

haPpens
a lot

1 2 3 4 5

Students:
A. Help out at school 11.4% 10.6% 53.8% 11.6% 12.6%

B. Help plan school activities 22.7% 15.0% 34.2% 16.1% 12.00/o

C. Take care of school property 30.1% 16.6% 27.9% 10.3% 15.1%

D. Get along with each othar 6.6% 10.4% 36.4% 22.1% 24.5%

E. Make friends with students of
other racial/ethnic groups

6.3% 7.2% 27.8% 20.8% 38.0%

F. Show respect for teachers 10.1% 12.0% 33.6% 16.6% 27.7%

G. Help other students team 15.2% 15.7% 34.4% 17.6% 17.0%

H. Get into school activities and 18.4% 11.7% 29.5% 19.1% 21.3%
I. Compliment other students for

good work
20.1% 15.0% 30.5% 17.0% 17.4%

J. Help make class rules 41.1% 17.7% 20.6% 9.7% 11.0%

K. Decorate classrooms and hells 15.5% 13.6% 31.3% 17.8% 21.9%

L Help other students with personal
problems

26.0% 16.4% 27.9% 14.0% 15.8%

M. Make friends with students who
are new to the school

4.7% 7.8% 30.6% 22.7% 34.2%

N. Help students who don't speak 21.3% 11.7% 27.4% 14.8% 24.8%
English talk to others

6
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37. Please circle thri numbsr below to show how you feel about the following items.

Item never
happens

heppens
sometimes

happens
a lot

1 2 3 4 5

In this school, students:

A. Steal things from others 31.7% 12.9%. 28.7% 06.4% 20.3%

B. Destroy school property 27.7% 11.2% 24.5% 10.4% 26.3%

C. Wrtte graffiti (write on walls) 26.2% 10.3% 18.40/0 10.3% 34.9°/0

D. Bad-mouth other students 13.9% 08.2% 19.0% 12.9% 46.1%

E. Bully other students 20.90/0 10.2% 21.2% 15.1% 32.6%

F. Fight with other students 14.0% 10.0% 23.1% 14.40/0 38.5%

G. Make racial insults 24.2% 11.7% 23.0% 13.10/0 27.9%

H. Tease students who get good
grades

31.2% 10.7% 19.9°/0 13.2% 25.0%

38. In your school, students:

A. Cut class 29.40/0 12.0% 27.4% 07.8% 23.3°/o

B. Cut school 32.30/0 13.0% 24.5% 10.1% 20.1%

C. Hit teachers 60.8% 13.8% 14.5% 04.8% 06.1%

D.Swear or U38 dirty words 17.4°/0 09.5% 17.9 °/o 09.4% 45,70/s

E. Use illegal drugs 66.0% 11.4% 13.0% 03.5% 06.1%

F. Drink alcohol 66.1% 11.3% 12,0% 04.4% 06.2%

G. Copy homework 16.8% 12.1% 21.9% 12.0% 37.2%

H. Meat on tests 31.3% 12.9% 20.9% 09.8 °/o 25.0%

I. Dirt.rb class 18.9°/0 10.6% 20.8% 14.0% 35.7%

J. Smoke In school 60.3% 09.8% 12.8% 04.7% 12.4°/o

7
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39. Please circle the number below to show how you feel about the following items.

Item none of the half of the
teachers teachers

1 2 3

In this school, how many teachers:

4

all of the
teachers

5

A. Tell students to try hard to do better on tests? 02.9% 03.8% 22.6% 12.8% 57.9%

B. Tell students to try & get better grades than
their classmates?

28.5% 11.1% 21.6% 12.0% 26.8%

C. Do not care if students get bad grades? 53.00/0 13.5% 18.4% 05.4% 09.7°/o

D. Tell students to do extra work so that they can
get better grades?

06.9% 08.0% 26.50/0 17.7% 41.0%

E. Make students work hard to get good grades? 05.7% 08.3% 20.6% 19.4 °/0 46.0%

F. Try to help students who do badly on their
school work?

08.6% 06.40/0 17.9% 19.70/0 47.4°4

G. Think learning is important? 02.0% 02.70/0 08.30/0 12.0% 74.9°4

H. Allow students to choose what they want to
work on

42.0% 16.4% 24.1°/o 07.90/0 09.60/0

I. Expect students to work out assignments on own? 15.0% 10. 6% 26.4% 15.0% 32.9 °/o

40. Please circle the number below to show how you feel about the following items.

Item not irnportant sort of very

at d important important

1 2 3 4 5

It is important that teachers:

A. Help me do as well as I can on tests. 03.3% 02.9% 16.3% 14.7% 62.9%

B. Teach me about right and wrong. 06.2% 06.4% 17.2% 15.8% 54.3%

C. Show me how to get along with other people. 08.5% 08.5% 23.20/a 18.90/o 40.8%

D. Discuss drug abuse. 10.9% 04.5% 12.0% 12.1 °/o 60.5%

E. Teach me how to read and write well. 04. 1% 02.2% 08.6% 13.0% 72. 1 °/o

F. Make school a pleasant place to be. 03.4% 03.9% 17.1% 19.4% 56.3%

G. DISCUSS teenage pregnancy. 16.0% 06.3% 17.3% 14.9% 45.6%

H. Discuss suicide. 16.5% 07.6% 18.5% 13.6% 43.8%

1. Care about my future. 05.1% 03.6% 09.6% 12.2% 69.4%

8
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41. Please circle the number below to show how you feel about the following items.

Item slrongiy
disagree disagree agree

1 2 3

In my school,

strongly
agree

4

A. There are unfriendly cliques(groups). 13.6% 24.3% 43.1°/o 19.0°/o

B. Students help each other. 06.6% 21.6% 53.8% 18.1%

C. Teachers give students extra help with their
school work.

05.0% 12.5°/o 48.6°4 33.9%

D. Students try to help each other with their
school work.

07.7% 20.4% 50.5% 21.4%

E. Teachers seem to like the principal. 06.4% 14.0% 48.0% 31.6%

F. Teachers seem to like each other. 04.1% 11.2°/o 50.5 °/o 34.2%

G. Teachers seem to like the students. 07.0% 18.2% 49.7°/o 25.1%

H. Students here learn a lot more than students
from other schools.

16.7°/o 37.1% 29.5°/o 16.7%

I. Students here are expected to do homework 09.4% 14.9% 39.2% 36.6%

4-5 times a week.

J. Teachers cars a lot more about their students
than teachers from other schools.

11.5% 28.8°/o 35.3°/o 24.5%

K. Most students feel very close to their teachers. 16.3°/o 23.7% 37.1% 22.9%

9
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APPENDIX B.5

Examples of Volunteer Service Offered by Students

Serve Teals at the Pine St Inn (for homeless men)

Edit a movie

Work in a store

Help older people with jrocery shopping

Helping a sick lady and her kids

Going to the store for elders

Help my aunt babysit

Going to nursing homes

Helping elderly people at hospitals

Babysitting underprivileged kids.

Helped with multicultural fair

Walk for Hunger

Help at YMCA

Clean up my mother's house

Help my neighbors fix their house

Help dean the park

Help people leGm to swim

Help at church

Help people with groceries

Do gardening and yardwork

Pass out flyers

Help at library

Clean Chandler's Pond

Help at Salvation Army

421
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TOPS

TEST OF PROBLEM SOLVING
This booklet asks questions about how you would solve problems. The problems are
like thosG you might find in everyday life, in or out of school.

There are 31 questions in all. Each one has four possible answers. Please choose
the answer which you think is best. Mark your answer on the separate answer sheet
by filling in the circle having the same letter as the answer you choose. Here are two
examples:

1. Which of the following is an animal?
A. Bed
B. Box
C. Chair
D. Dog

Since only the dog is an animal, you should have chosen letter D for the first sample
question. You would show your answer by blackening in the circle on you answer
sheet with the letter D. It should look like this:

1 A B C

Here is the second sample question:

2. What is the middle of the day called?
E. Morning
F. Noon
G. Evening
H. Midnight

Since the middle of the day is called "noon," you should have chosen letter F. Your
answer should look like this:

2 E 0 G H

Make your answer marks heavy and black. Mark only one answer for each question.
Please answer all of the questions.
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PETS IN THE CLASSROOM

Mrs. Boyd's class kept guinea pigs and tropical fish in their classroom.

1. Trudy's family gave the class two little guinea pigs and two cages. The students
wanted to find out if dark whole-wheat bread is better for health and growth than white
bread. How could they test this?

A. Give both guinea pigs white bread.
B. Give both guinea pigs whole-wheat bread.
C. Give one guinea pig whole-wheat bread and the other white bread.
D. Give one guinea pig whole-wheat bread and the other no bread at all.

The students decided to give the two guinea pigs different diets. They weighed the new
pets each Friday. They kept a growth record and made a chart.

Ounces 18

16

14

12

10

a

a /
2

\
,

0
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 Weeks

2. From this chart, tell what happened to the guinea pigs.

E. Number 1 gained more than number 2.
F. Number 2 gained more than number 1.
G. Both gained the same amount r.lf weight.
H. Number 2 iust weight.

1



3. From this chart, wt at was the difference in weight between the two guinea pigs after
nine weeks?

A. Number 1 weighed 6 ounces more than number 2.
B. Number 2 weighed 18 ounces more than number 1.
C. Number 2 weighed 6 ounces more than nurrter 1.
D. Number 2 weighed 12 ounces more than number 1.

4. Fred took one guinea pig home from school and fed him properly over the weekend.
The guinea pig seemed calm and rested when Fred returned it to school on Monday
morning. Carl took the other one home, but he forgot to feed it. On Monday morning
that guinea pig ran around the cage and bit Carl's fingers. What do you think the
students learned from this report?

E. Guinea pigs can live for days without food.
F. Guinea pigs sleep when they are hungry.
G. Guinea pigs fight each other for food.
H. Hunger changes a guinea pig's actions.

5. One afternoon the students were looking at the colorful, tiny, tropical fish in their
aquarium. Tropical fish are found naturally in waters near the equator. Maria asked:
"Why is the water in the aquarium heated for these fish?" Which classmate gave the
best answer?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Jose said:
Anna said:
Clyde said:
Judy said:

"To keep the water from freezing."
'To kill harmful germs which might be in the water."
"To keep the water clean and clear for the fish."
"To give the fish a home like the one they came from."

6. The students wanted to add more tropical fish to the aquarium. They learned from the
expert at the pet store that certain fish couldn't live together. The red fish would eat the
blue fish; the blue fish would eat the yellow fish but not the red fish; and the yellow fish
only eat plants. Which color fish should the children put in the same aquarium?

E. Red and blue fish
F. Red and yellow fish
G. Blue and yellow fish
H. No two colors can live together.

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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BIKE TRANSPORTATION

Lots of students like to ride their bikes to the King School, but there have been some bike
accidents this year. The students in Mr. Brown's class want to try to make it safer and easier
for students to ride bikes to school.

7. If Mr. Brown's class wants tc help make bike riding safer, what information below will
be most helpful to them.

A. What kinds of bicycles the students have.
B. Where they bought the bikes
C. Why the bike accidents happened.
D. How many bike accidents there were.

8. The class invited a policeman to explain bike safety rules. Later John and Jake went
to the library to look up bike safety rules in some books. They found three safety rules
which the policeman did not tell them. What do you think they should do?

E. Tell the policeman he missed three rules.
F. Use only the rules from the book.
G. Put all the rules together in one Ast.
H. Pick the rules they like the best.

9. John's group decided to teach bike safety rules to other kids. What should they do to
find out how much the students know about bike safety?

A. Make a test of the rules and give it to the students.
B. Graph the number of kids who have had accidents.
C. Ask the students if they ride bikes safely.
D. Make a list of the safety rules and ask each student to read it.

10. Jake's group warted to find out it the students follow the rules for bike safety. What
shol''.d they do to answer this question?

E. Give a written test on the rules.
F. Give a questionnaire on what the students do.
G. Ask the students face to face what they do.
H. Watch them while they ride their bikes.

3
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11. Tina's group wanted to find out which bicycle routes the students use to get to and from
school. They got this information from all the students who rode their bikes to school.
Then they made a graph. Which three routes are used the most?

30

25

20
Numbw

ci 15
Stvdents

1 0

5

Bike Route

A. A, B, and E.
B. B, D, and E.
C. C, D. and E.
D. D, E, and F.

12. The students decided to concentrate on the three routes which the bike riders use
most. What additional information should the stunents get about these routes?
E. How many bike accidents happened on eacn route.
F. How many students keep their bikes in good cordition.
G. How many students take the bus instead.
H. Which route is the shortest one to school.

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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THE WINDOW SILL GARDEN IN MRS. JACKSON'S CLASS

The students in Mrs. Jackson's science class were conducting experimr -.:s on conditions
that affect the growth of plants. First, they wanted to find out if plants grow better in natural
sunlight or under electric grow lights. They considered two hypotheses. (Hypotheses are
por ;ible explanations.)

Hypothesis I: Plants grow better in natural sunlight.
Hypothesis II: Plants grow better under electric grow lights.

They put one plant on the window sill and an identical plant under grow lights on a shelf
away from the window. The students kept a notebook on the growth of the two plants. In

the next four questions, items 13 to item 16, determine which hypothesis is supported by
notes the students made.

13. After twc weeks, the plant grown in natural sunlight was 8 inches tall and the plant
grown under grow lights was 5 inches tall. Which hypothesis does this information
suppori?

A. Only Hypothesis I
B. Only Hypothesis II
C. Both Hypothesis I and Hypothesis II
D. Neither Hypothesis I nor Hypothesis ll

14. The leaves were smaller in the plant grown in natural sunlight than in the plant grown
under grow lights. Which hypothesis does this observation support?

E. Only Hypothesis I
F. Only Hypothesis Il
G. Both Hypothesis I and Hypothesis II.
H. Neither Hypothesis I nor Hypothesis II.

15. Both of the plants developed V- illow spots on the under sides of the leaves. Which
hypothesis does this information support?

A. Only Hypothesis I
B. Only Hypothesis ll
C. Both Hypothesis I and Hypothesis II
D. Neither Hypothesis I nor Hypothesis II

16. After ten weeks, the plants were cut off at the soil line, washed, and weighed. The
plant grown in natural sun light weighed 15 grams, and the plant grown under grow
lights weighed 11 grams. Which hypothesis does this information support?

E. Only Hypothesis I
F. Only Hypothesis II
G. Both Hypothesis I and Hypothesis II
H. Neither Hypothesis i nor Hypothesis II
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17. Tom wanted to test whether fertilizer would really make plants grow better. He
thought of three different exreriments.

*1
Experiment *1: Add fertilizer to one pot
of soil. Plant three bean seem, in the jot.
Give each plant the same care, and
watch their growth. Fertilizer

Experiment *2., Get two pots of soil. Add
fertilizer to the soil of both pots. Plant
three bean seeds in each pot. Give the
same care, and watch the plant growth.

Experiment *Z: Get two pots of soil. Add
fertilizer to one of the pots. Plant three
been scads in each pot. Give each pot
the same care and watch the plant
growth.

*2

*3

Fertilizer Fertilizer

Fertikzer No Fertilizer

expe.nent would show if the fertilizer was good for the plants?

A. Experiment *1
B. Experiment #2
C. Experiment #3
D. None of the experiments would tell whether the fertilizer was helping.

18. Tanya wanted to see which type of soil would be best for growing plants from seeds.
She found three flower pots and filled the first with loam, the second with sand, and the
third with clay. Then she planted three bean seeds in each pot. Tanya placed the pots
side by side on the window sill and gave each pot the same amount of water.

Loam Sand Cray

The bean plants grew best in the loam. Why did Mrs. Jackson say this experiment
wi..s NOT a good experiment and did not prove tht loam was the best soil for plant
growth?

E. The plants in one pot got more sunlight than the plants in the other pots.
F. One pot should have been placed under grow lights.
G. The students should have tried different kinds of seeds.
H. The amount of soil in each of the pots was not the same.
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A BUSY CORNER

Most students walk to the Franklin School, and they have to cross the street at the corner of
Lincoln Avenue and Broadway. This is a very busy intersection, with speeding cars and no
traffic light or stop sign. Although there is a crossing guard, she is afraid there will be a
serious accident.

19. Mrs. Carter's class talked about the problem one morning. The students asked many
questions. Which question do you think was the most important for soling the
problem?

A. What time of day is the crossing gLard on duty?
B. Who has the right of way, drivers or walkers?
C. What do the red, yellow, and green colors of a traffic light mean?
D. How can the intersection be made safer?

20. They decided to try to do something about the problem. What would be the most
important thing to ViCA on?

E. Have all the parents drive the kids to school.
F. Ask for an extra crossing guard.
G. Figure out how to stop the speeding cars.
H. Find out how many others are afraid.

21. One group wanted to measure how long it takes to cross the street. How should they
do it?

A. Measure the width of the street with a tape measure.
B. Time the cars going by with a stop watch.
C. Time the kids going across with a stop watch.
D. See who can cross the fastest.
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22. Carlos and Fred decided to time Lee crossing the street. Carlos said it took Lee eight
seconds; Fred said it took ten. They both used stop watches. What should they do
now?

E. Try again, using new stop watches.
F. Try again, using the teacher's wrist watch.
G. Try again, both starting when Lee steps off the curb and stopping when he steps

on the curb on the other side.
H. Try again, but this time tell Lee to run from curb to curb in exactly eight seconds.

23. Carlos and Fred timed adults and students from each grade as they crossed the street.
They found that the average crossing time was 11 seconds. What would you suggest
to make the crossing safer?

A. Put up a walk light that stops cars for 11 seconds every two minutes.
B. Put up a walk light that stops cars for 15 seconds every two minutes.
C. Tea,Th everyone to cross the street in less than 11 seconds.
D. Have the crossing guard stop traffic every 11 seconds.

24. Mrs. Carter's class haa written a report about their study of the busy corner. The report
includes recommendations based on the data they collected. What do you think they
should do now?

E. Get permission to tell other children in the Franklin School about their project.
F. Ask Mrs. Carter to grade the students for their work on tise project.
G. Ask the principal for materials to build a traffic light.
H. Invite someone from the police department to l;sten to their report.

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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A CLASSROOM TEMPERATURE CHART

Mr. Da Costa's classes kept a record of hourly temperatures indoors and outdoors, on a fall
day. Their data looked like this:

Temperature Readings in Fo on October 1st

8 a.m 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 11 a.m. 12 noon 1 p.m. 2.p.m. 3.p.m.

Indoors 620 710 800 750 720 740 750 720

Outdoors 610 650 680 720 780 820 790 750

Use the information from this chart to answer questions 25 through 31.

25. At what time was the room too cold for comfort?

A. 8 a.m.
B. 9 a.m
C. 1 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

26. What time of day was a necessary to open the windows to make the classroom
comfortable?

E. 8 a.m.
F. 9 a.m.
G. 10 a.m.
H. 12 noon

27. When was the increase in outdoor temperature the greatest?

A. Between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.
B. Between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m.
C. Between 11 a.m. and 12 a.m.
D. Between noon and 1 p.m.
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28. On a day like this, when would students most likely need a sweater?

E. Only in the morning
F. Only in the afternoon
G. Outdoors throughout the day
H. Indoors throughout the day

29. If a student wore a sweater or jacket to class, between what hours would he probably
want to take it off?

A. Between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m.
B. Between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.
C. Between 10 a.m. and 12 noon
D. Betweeo 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.

30. When was there the greatest difference between indoor and outdoortemperature?

E. 9 a.m.
F. 10 a.m.
G. 12 noon
H. 1 p.m.

31. The thermometers drawn below show the indoor and outdoor temperatures for what
time of day?

A 9 a.m.
B. 11 a.m.
C. 2 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

Indoor Thermometer Outdoor Thermometer

141- go - 90

.. so - so

- 7o - 70

- 60 - eo

THE END.

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS.
1 0

ti 4' i;



EXAMEN DE RESOLVER PROBLEMAS

Este libreto hace preguntas en cuanto a cOmo resuelves problemas.
Los problemas son parecidos a aquellos que encuentras todos los
dies, en o fuera de la escuela.

Encontrards 31 preguntas. Cada una tiene cuatro posibles respues-
tas. Por favor, escoge la mejor contestaci6n. Marca tus respuestas

en el otro papel oscureciendo el circulo que tiene lc. misma letra

de la respuesta que escojas. Aqui tienes dos ejemplos:

1. 1.Cual de los siguientes es un animal?

A. cama
B. caja
C. silla
D. Perro

Como solamente el perro es un animal, debes haber escogido la letra
D para la primer pregunta de ejemplo. Demostraras tu respuesta
oscu.:eciendo el circulo en tu hoja de respuestas con la letra D.

Debe verse de la siguiente manera.

1. A 8 C

Aqui estg el segundo ejemplo:

2. 1.COmo se le llama a la mitad del die?

E. Mafiana
F. Medio-dfa
G. Tarde
H. Media-noche

Como sabemos que se le llama "medio-dfa", debes haber escoqido la
letra F. Tu respuesta debe verse de la siguiente manera.

2. E G

Has tus marcas bien fuerte y negras. Marca una respuesta solamente
por cada pregunta. Por favor, contesta todas las preguntas.
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ANIMALES DOMESTICOS EN EL SALON DE CLASE

La clase de la Sra. Boyd tenra conejillos de Indies y peces trSpi-
cales en su saldn de clase.

1. La familia de Trudy le regalda la clase dos conejillos de
Indies y dos jaulas. Los estudiantes guerfan saber si el
pan de trigo-puro era mejor que el pan ulanco para la salud
y el crecimiento. Como podrfan averiguarlo?

A. andole a los dos conejillos pan blanco.
B. andole a los dos conejillos pan de trigo-puro.
C. Ddndole a un conejillo pan de trigo-purv y al

otro pan blanco.
D. Dindole pan de trigo-puro a un conejillo y no darle

nada al otro.

Los estudiantes decidieron darle a los dos conejillos dietas
diferentes. Ellos pesaban los inimales domisticos todos los
viernes. Tambidn mantenfan un registro de crecimiento e hicieron
una esquema grafica.

Onzas 18

18

14

12

10

a

2

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 semanas

2. Dejandote llevar por este esquema grgfico, cuinta lo que le
paso' a los conejillos de Indias.

E. Ntimero 1 aumentO teas que ntimero 2.
F. Ntimero 2 aumentS mas que ntimero 1.
G. Los dos pesaron lo mismo.
H. Ntimero 2 rebajcide peso.
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3. Del esquema gr4fico, cugl fug la difeiencia en peso entre los
dos conejillos despugs de nueve semanas?

A. Ndmero 1 peso' 6 onzas mds que ndmero 2.

B. NOmero 2 pesd 18 onzas mgs que ntamero 1.

C. Ndmero 2 peso'6 onzas mds que ndmero 1.

D. Ndmero 2 peso'12 onzas mAs que nómero 1.

4. Fred se llevo'un conejillo de la escuela a la casa y lo alime:to'
apropiadamente por un fin de semana. El conejillo lucla en cal-
ma y descansado cuando Fred lo devolvio a la escuela el lunes en
la maffana. Carl se llevo' el otro conejillo a su casa, pero se
olvidO de alimentarlo. El lunes en la manna, el conejillo corria
alrededor de la jaula y mordid a Carl en los deaos. (2114 crees

que los estudiantes aprendieron de este reporte?

E. Conejillos de Indias pueden vivir sin comer por dias.

F. Conejillos de Indias duermen cuando tienen hambre.
G. Conejillos de India peledn unos con otros por comida.

H. El hambre cambia las acciones de los conejillos.

5. Una tarde los estudiantes estaban mirando su pecera llena de
pequefios peces trOpicales de muchos colores. Los peces t,rdpicales
se encuentran en aguas cerca del ecuador. Maria pregunto: " Por
que se calienta el agua de la pecera para estos peces?" d.Quien de

los estudiantes did la respuesta correcta?

A. Jose dijo: "Para que el agua no se frise".
B. Ana dijo: "Para matar gdrmenes que pueden estar en el agua".
C. Clyde dijo: "Para mantener el agua limpia y clara para los peces".

D. Judy dijo: "Para darles un hogar como el que ellos tenian".

6. Los estudiantes querian afiadir mgs peces en la pecera. Ellos apren-
dieron de los expertos en la tienda de gnimales domdsticos que algu-
nos peces no pueden vivir juntos. El pez rojo se come al pez azul;
el pez azul se come al pez amarillo pero no al pez rojo; y el pez
amarillo solamente come plantas. dQud color de peces los estudiantes
pueden poner juntos en la pecera?

E. Peces rojos y azules
F. Peces rojos y amarillos
G. Peces azules y amarillos
H. Dos colores no pueden vivir juntos.

POR FAVOR , PASA A LA PROXIMA PAGINA

-2-
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BICICLETAS COMO TRANSPORTE

A muchos est,idiantes les gusta guiar sus bicicletas a la escuela King,
pero han 'abido algunos accidentes de bicicletas este aRo. Los estu-
diantes de la clase de Mr. Brown quieren tratar de hacerlo mgs seguro
y fAcil pa__ los estudiantes que guian sus bicicletas a la escuela.

7. Si los estudiantes de Mr. Brown desean hacer que el transporte en

bicicleta sea mils seguro, dcugl de la informacidn provista mgs
adelante eerie de mas ayuda para ellos.

A. La clase de bicicletas que los estudiantes tienen.
B. DOnde compraron sus bicicletas.
C. Por qud suceden los accidentes de bicicletas.
D. Cugntos accidentes de bicicletas han tenido.

8. La clase invitd a un policia para que explicara las reglas de
seguridad al manejar bicicletas. Despugs, John y Jake fueron
a la biblioteca a buscar libros que tuvieran informaciOn sobre
estas reglas. Ellbs encontraron tres reglas de seguridad que
el policia no habra mencionado. dQue crees que ellos deben hacer?

E. Decirle al policia que se le olvidaron tres reglas.
F. Usar solamente las reglas que encontraron en los libros.
G. Poner todas las reglas juntas en una lista.
H. Escoger las reglas que mis le gusten.

9. El grupo de John decidid enseliar a otros niffos las reglas de segu-

ridad. iQué deben ellos hacer pare averiguar cuanto saben los

estudiantes G cerca de el manejo de bicicletas con seguridad?

A. Hacer un examen de reglas y darcelo a los estudiantes.
B. Hacer un esquema grgfico del nilmero de estudiantes que

han tenido accidentes.
C. Preguntar a los estudiantes si ellos manejan sus bicicletas

con medios de seguridad.
D. Hacer una lista de las regias de seguridad y pedirle a los

estudiantes que la lean.

10. El grupo de Jake queria saber si los estudiantes habian seguido
las reglas para seguridad al manejar sus bicicletas. eQue deben

ellos hacer para contestar esta pregunta?

E. Dar un examen escrito de las reglas.
F. Dar un cuestionario de lo que los estudiantes hacen.

G. Preguntar a los estudiantes personalmente lo que ellos hacen.
H. Observarlos mientras ellos manejan sus bicicletas.
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11. Tina querfa saber las rutas que los estudiantes segufan en sus
bicicletas para ir a la escuela y regresar. Ellos obtuvieron
esta informacidn de los estudiantes que viajaban en bicicleta.
Despuis, ellos hicieron este esquema grifico. De las tres
rutas, dcuil se usa mis?

Nilmero

de
Estudiantes

30

25

20

15

10 _

0

A . A , B y E
B. B, D y E
C. C, D y E
D. D, E y F

ABCDEF
Butes de Bicicletas

12. Los estudiantes decidieronconcentrarse en las tres rutas qu mgs

usan los que viajan en bicicleta. iQui otra informacidn deL rian
obtener los estudiantes a cerca de estas rutas?

E. Cugntos accidentes de bicicletas ocurre en cada ruta.
F. Cuintos estudiantes mantienen sus bicicletas en buenas

condiciones.
G. Cuintca estudiantes prefieren viajar en autoblis.
H. Cugl es la ruta mas corta a la escuela.

FOR FAVOR, PASA A LA PROXIMA PAGINA
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EL JARDIN DE UMBRAL EN LA

VENTANA DEL SALON DE MRS. JACKSON

Los estudiantes en el sal6n de ciencia de Mrs. Jackson estaban haciendo
experimentos de las condiciones que afectan el crecimiento de las plan-

tas. Primero, querian saber si las plantas crecen mejor bajo los rayos

del sol o bajo luces electricas. Ellos consideraron dos hipOtesis.
(HipOtesis significa explicaciones posibles).

HipOtesis I: Las plantas crecen mejo:: bajo los rayos del sol.

HipOtesis II: Las plantas crecen mejor bajo luz electrica.

Ellos pusieron una planta en el umbral de la ventana y una planta
idéntica bajo luz electrica lejos de la ventana. Ellos mantuvieron

una libreta con el crecimiento de las dos plantas. En las cuatro
preguntal; siguientes, del 13 al 16, detzrmina cugl de las hip6tesis
es apoyada por las notas que los estudiantes hicieron.

13. Despuis de dos semanas, la planta que tenian bajo los rayos del
sol media 8 pulgadas de alto y la planta bajo luz eleCtrica media
5 pulgadas. cA Cuil de las dos hipOtesis apoya esta informacidn.

A. Solamente HipOtesis I
B. Solamente Hipcitesis II
C. Las dos- Hip6tesis I y II
D. Ningtina de las dos HipStesis

14. Las hojas.eran mgs pequeffas en la planta que crecio' bajo los rayos

del sol. dCugl de las Hipotesis apoya esta observacion?

E. Solamente HipOtesis I
F. Solamente HipOtesis II
G. Las dos - Hipdtesis I y II
H. NingUna de las dos Hip6tesis

15. Las dos plantas desarrollaron manchas amarillas debajo de las hojas.

eual de las Hipotesis apoya esta informaciOn?

A. Solamente Hip6tesis I
B. Solamente Hip6tesis II
C. Las dos - Hip6tesis I y II
D. Ningtna de las dos Hip6tesis

16. Despu4s de didz semanas, cortaron las plantas desde la superficie
de la tierra, las lavaron y las pesaron. La planta que habla
crecido bajo los rayos del sol,pesaba 15 gramos y la planta que
orecid'bajo luz elgctrica peso 11 gramos. 6Cugl Hip6tesis apoya
esta informacion?

E. Solamente HipOtesis I
F. Solamente Hipdtesis 11
G. Las dos - Hipetesis I y II
H. Ningtina de las dos Hipdtesis
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17. Tom querfa saber si el uso de fertilizantes en verdad hacia
que las plantas crecieran mejor. El pensd en tres experimen-
tos diferentes.

Experimento #1: Ponga fertilizante
en un embase con tierra. Siembre
dos habichuelas en el embase. Cui-
delas de la misma forma y observe
bu crecimiento.

Experimento #2: Consigue dos embases
con tierra. Hecha fertililante en
la tierra de los dos embases. Siemi)ra
tres semillas de habichuela en cada
embase. Culdalas de la misma forma y
observe el crecimiento.

Experimento #3: Consigue dos embases
con tierra. Hecha fertilizante a uno
de los embases. Siembra tres semillas
de habichuela en cada embase. Cuidalas fertilizante Sin fertilizante

de la misma forma y observe su creci-
miento.

*1

*2

*3

fertilizante

fertilizante fertilizante

dCutil experimento enseffare si el fertilizante fue bueno para las
plantas?

A. Experimqnto #1
B. Experimento #2
C. Experimento #3
D. Ningtino de los experimentos probari si el fertilizante ayudaba.

/8. Tafia querfa salIer qu clase de tierra era mejor pare que las
semillas de plantas crecieran. Ella encontrO dos ambases con
tierra de plantas de flores y llend el primero con marga, el
segundo con arena y el tercero con arcilla. Después, elle
sembrd tres semillas de habichuela en cada embase. Ella puso
los embases uno al lado del otro en la ventana y les diO a
cada embase la misma cantidad de ague.

4")77.!7.'k Aar

marga arena arcilla

Las semillas de habichuelas cregieron mejor en la marga. dor quid

Mrs. Jackson dijo que este no era un buen experimento y que no
prov6 que la merge era la mejor tierra para crecer plantas?

E. Una de as plantas recibicl mds litz del sol que las otras.
F. Uno de los embases debid haberse puesto bajo luz electrica.
G. Los estudiantes debieron haber tratado diferentes semillas.
H. No habla la misma cantidee de tierra en cada embase



UNA ESQUINA OCUPADA

La mayoria de los estudiantes caminan a la escuela Franklin y tienen
que cruzar la esquina de las avenidas Lincoln y Broadway. Esta es una
interseccidn de mucho trgfico, carros con mucha velocidad y no hay luz

de trgfico ni sehal de "pare". Aunque hay un guardia que ayuda a cruzar
la calle, elle teme que haya un accidente serio.

19. La clase de la Sra. Carter habl6 de ese problema una maliana. Los

estudiantes hicierop muchas preguntas. eCuil de las preguntas tu
crees que fue la mas importante para resolver el problema?

A. tA que'hores del die se puede conseguir el guardia?
B. dQuien tiene derecho al paso, los chdferes o los peatones?
C. eQuer significan los colores rojo, amarillo y verde en las

luces de trafico?
D. dCOMo podemos hacer de esta una interseccidn segura?

20. Ellos decidieron que tratarlan de hacer algo para resolver el
problema. dQue'serla lo mas importante para que ellos trabajaran?

E. Hacer qui todos los padres lleven sus hijos a la

escuela en sus carros.
F. Pedir que se ponga un guardia adicional.
G. Averiguar comp parar los carros que llevan mucha velocidad.
H. Av,3riguar cuanta otra gente tiene miedo.

21. Un grupo querla medir cuSnto tiempo tomaba cruzar la calle.
Como podrian hacerlo?

A. Medir el ancho de la cane con una cinta de medir.
B. Coger el tiempo de los carros que pasan con un reloj de tiempo.

C. Coger el tiempo de los niaos que cruzan con un reloj de tiempo.

D. Ver quien puede cruzar más rdpido.

4
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22. Carlos y Fred decidieron tomar el tiempo de Lee cruzando la calle.

Carlos dijo que a Lee le tomd ocho segundos; Fred dijo que le tom6
diez. Los dos usaron relojes de medir tiempo. Qu deben hacer

ahora?

E. Tratar otra vez, usando relojes nuevos.
F. Tzatar otra vez, usando el reloj de zu maestro.
G. Tratar otra vez, comenzandc desde que Lee baje de la cera y paran-

do cuando el llegue a la cera del otro lado de la calle.

H. Tratar otra vez, pero esta vez, decirle a Lee que corra de una

cera a la otra en ocho segundos.

23. Carlos y Fred tomaron el tiempo de adultos y estudiantes de todos
grados cruzando la calle. Se dieron cuenta de que por lo general
el cruzar la calle se toma once segundos. Que sugeririas para
hacer que el cruce sea mas seguro ?

A. Poner una luz de trifico que pare a los carros por 11 segundos

de cada dos minytos.
B. Poner una luz de trgfico que pare a los carros por 15 segundcs

de cada dos minutos.
C. Ensenar a todo el mundo a cruzar la calle en menos de 11 segundos.
D. Hacer que el guardia pare el trgfico de cada 11 segundos.

24. La clase de la Sra. Carter escribio'un recorte a cerca del estudio

de la esquina ocupada. El reporte incl%ye recomendaciones basadas
en la informaci6n que ellos encontraron. dQue crees que ellos deben
hacer ahora?

E. Obtener permiso para decirle a otros ninbs de la escuela
Franklin a cerca je su proyecto.

F. Pedirle a la Sra. Carter que les d nota a los estudiantes
por su trabajo en el proyecto.

G. Pedirle al principal materiales para hacer una laz de

trafico.
H. Invitar a una persona del departamento de policias para

que venga a escuchar sobre su reporte.

POR FAVOR, PASA A LA PROXIMA PAGINA



GRAFICA DE TEMPERATURA
EN UN SALON DE CLASES

La clase de el Sr. DaCosta mantuvo un archivo de temperatura de cada
hora adentro y fuera en un dia de otono. Su informacion lucia de la
siguiente manera.

Lectura de Temperatura en F* el lro de octubra

8 a.m 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 11 a.m. 12 noon 1 p.m. 2.p.m. 3.p.m.

adentro

aluera 620 710 goo 75o 720 740 760 720

610 660 68o 720 790 920 790 790

Usa la informacion en esta grafica para contestar las preguntas del
del 25 al 31.

25. A que hora el salon estaba muy frio para ser comodo?

A. 8 a.m.
B. 9 a.m.
C. 1 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

26. A que hora del dia era necesario abrir las ventanas para hacer
que el salon estuviera comodo?

E. 8 a.m.
F. 9 a.m.
G. 10 a.m.
H. 12 medio dia

27. Cuando fue mas grande el aumento de temperatura afuera?

A. Entre 8 a.m. y 9 a.m.
B. Entre 9 a.m. y 10 a.m.
C. Entre 11 a.m. y 12 a.m.
D. Entre el medio dia y 1 p.m.

4
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28. En un dia como iste,6cudindo crees que los estudiantes necesitaran

un sueter?

E. Solamente en la manna
F. Solamente en la tarde
G. Afuera todo el dra
H. Adentro todo el dra

29. Si un estudiante usa un sueter o un abrigo para venir a clases,
&ntre qud horas es mis probable que quiera quitdrselo?

A. Entre 9 a.m. y 10 a.m.

B. Entre 10 a.m. y 11 a.m.
C. Entre 10 a.m. y 12 del medio dia

D. Entre 2 p.m. y 3 p.m.

30. eundo habra la mayor diferencia entre la temperatura de adentro

y la de afuera?

E. 9 a.m.
F. 10 a.m.

/
G. 12 medio dia
H. 1 p.m.

31. Los termdimetros dibujados abajo ensenn la temperatura de
que hora del dra?

A. 9 a.m.
B. 11 a.m.
C. 2 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

Termimetro de adentro Termimetro de afuera

-eo -eo

-7o -70

-eo -eo

FIN

GRACIAS POR CONTESTAR ESTAS PREGUNTAS



TOPS

TEST OF PROBLEM SOLVING

Ouyin tap nay gain cd nhtitig cau hOit ve" nhtrng phddng thdC gall aim nhullg va'n di
md clic em cd the giap trong dOI song hdng ngdy, trong holc ngodi tnlong hoc.

CO til cO 31 cau h4,1. r161 au Nit cd 4 Jr& Ilk Chon cpu tni tol ma em ngni la
dung nhit. Vel Clanh dtu vdo being tri ldi bang cach Min vdo v6ng trOn cd chtY
trUang dU6ng. Sau day la 2 01 du:

1. Trong nhiliig muc ddii day, cal ndo Id &mg vat?
A. Oiling ngt1
a. Chi hap,
C. Cbi ghe
0. Con ch6.

861 vf con ch6 ld ddng vat, em nen chon chil 0 trong thl du trim Em se trei Idi
bang cach tO dam chi) 0 trong bin VII 161 nhd sau:

L A 8 C I
Thl du thii hal:

2. Thctil gian pia ngdy goi li i?
E. OuO1 sang
F. 8toli trua
G. 8u6 chilu
H. eutli 01

vi thji gian gura ngdy là buo, i trda, em nen chon chil F. Um tri 16 ctle em se
ping nhd MU:

2. E G H

Dinh deu tre lcii ri rang. Chi dinh diu mOt tri 161 cho mici ciu Nil yei tre Idi tit
ci cic ciu hcii
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THU VAT TRONG PHaNG HOC

Trong icip hoc oda WI Boyd c6 hai con heo yel nhi.rng con ca yüng nhtit acifi.

*sr

1 . Gia dirt Trudy tang Fho 1dP hoc hai con heo ya hal cai chuting. Hoc sih muan bi it pia
hal lo.ai banh.mi trang yth banh mi den, loai nôo thich hdb NW, cho stie khde vô tang trU
d'ng. Hoc sinh pPii lôrn thl nghim nhtt the" ntio?

,
A. Cho ci hai con heo 6n Minh mi trang
8. Cho ci hai con heo In Minh rfni den
C. Cho rnôt con an banh mi trang vd rni)t con an bard" mi den
D. Cho mOt con ti'n banh mi den va con con len không cho En.

Hoc sinh quyit dinh nu6i 2 con heo bang hai loai thtic pha'm khac nhau. Ho can ci 2 con
vao m6i ngthy thi sau. Kat oda dObc lUu trti va ho lam bdng id thu nhti SaU:

16

14

12

10

6

4

2

0

AT 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

twin le

2. DUa trén bdn ab-thl nay, mon gi 05 x3y ra gltra hal con heo

E. Con heo s6 1 can nang hon con heo sfS 2
F. Con heo sa 2 can ming hdn con heo so I
G. Ca hal con r:an nang bang nhau
H. Con heo s6 2 bl giam ki
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3. Tjbain deithi trén, hai con heo khac Wtt boo nhiau kY-lO sou mOt thdi glen lá 5 tuasn

A. Con sb 1 hang hdn con s8 2 la 64-115
.8. Con s8 2 nang hdn con sb 1 le 18 ki-la
C. Con s8 2 rang hdn con s'a 1 le 61(6-la
D. Con s6 1 nOng hdn con s6 2 le 12 1(6-16

4. Fred mang I, con heo v nha và cho an dify d veto ngdy cuOi tuin. Va mang trO lai ldp
vat) ngOy thd Hai. Con peo ctia Fred cO vi yen lang va nghi ngdi. Carl csing mang 1
con ye nhé nhdrig anh ay quên cho an. Vim horn thd Hai, con heo cUa Carl choy xung
wont' chu6rig va c5n vào ngOn tay mitt Carl. Theo em nghi, hoc sinh hoc hi gi td
nhUng sii kiOn trin?

E. Heo co the song ma khong can thuc pham trong vOng voi ngity
F. Heo se ngd khi nO 001
G. Heo tranh giOnh nhou yithdc pram
H. Sd 001 him they am hoinh Ong ctla con Heo.

5. Vim mot buth trda, hoc sinh nhcr, vOo nhtliig con ca Yung nhiat_ddi rdc sic,
trong ha ca cue 14. Ca nhio)t adi thdOng co trong nhdpg ao PIO viing gan ddting xich,
deo. Maria hOi: 'tad sao ntitic trong h6 Ca phili OdOc sdOi amr. Trong nhJng cau tra
Idi sau, cau tri 16-1 ntio dUng nhat?

A. Jose nOi: "di gijcho nd0c, khOi ElOng,56c-
B. Anna nett -dre giat vi khuan trong mite
C. Clyde nth: 'de gid cho ntidc dd0c trong ye soch'
D. Judy nth: 'di too mOt m6i trtiong sO'ng thiCh hdp cho nhtIng con ca"

6. Hoc sinh muOn bo them nhulig con ca nhiOt doi vOo trong,h6 cif ctia,ho. Ho addc nhd-ng
nha chuyén mOn cho biet rang có nhiing ldai ca khOng the ding d vd! nhau. Co cid se
an ca xanh; ca xanh se En cal vOng nhdng khOng n cé cis wing chi an rong rêu. Hoc
sinh nên bo' ntning loai ch nio :io ding mOt ho?

E. CO a va cO xonh
F. COd6vOcavOng
G. CO xanh vei cti yang
H. Hai looi ca khac rnàu khOng the song vdi nhau.

-2-
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Di CHUYeN BAMG XE -DAP

_
Nhie-u hoc sinh di:mg xe dap deal den trang,King. Thing co ydi trddng,hep tel non xe
dap trong rift ray. NhLing hoc sinh trong lop hoc cua Ong Brown a gang too dieu kien
an toan va de clang cho hoc sinh dap ke Cep di hoc.

,
7. Ne,u ldp hoc eng Brown muian giLip cho Yin di di xe dap dddc an twin hon, dirk* ntio

sau day Clq6c hdu dung nhat

A. Hoc sinh co nhdng tool xe aop mica
B. Hoc sinh mue xe aap d Hu
C. Tel no tai nan xe dap ay ra
D. Boo nhieu tai nan aa key ra.

B. Hoc sinh mci met cenh set yien tdi a Oil thi/ch nhtirig luat le an then ye-xe Clap cho
hoc sinh. Sau do, John, ve Jake di aiii thd Oen ye tfrn nhting luat 10 an twin ye xe, dap
trong sich. Ho tar they c6 3 luat an then ma ngt16i cenh set yien aa khOng noi t6i.
Theo em nghT, Pio nen lam gi?

E. 869 cho ngt.kii cenh sat viers bi0t ring eng ta thiiu sot 3 luat.
F. Chi dimg Ihdng luat 10 trong sach
G. Liat ki tat cis cac luat 14
H. Ch.i'chon nhdng luat i4 ma hp thiCh nhit.

9. Nh6m cem John criyit Cli.nn day nhag 1uat 11) an twin cho nhaig tre em khec. Ho
main ten hieu v 'sq hieu Wet ye luat an todn xe dap cua nhUng hoc sinh khac. Ho
phii lam the nao de tiin hieu?

A. Cho hoc sinh leim met MO thi ye ttIt c6 cac luat le
B. Ve met dethi via) hoc sinh bi. tai nem
C. H61 xem hoc sinh c6 lai xe 00p an toil'', hay kheng
D. Lam met bin ye nhdng 1u4t 14 an twin ye beo hoc sinh doc.

10. Nhem oda Jake muen Cm hikxem hoc sinh c6 than theo nhdng luat an twin Y6 xe

Clap hay kheng. Ho phei lém the não?

E. Cho met bel thi yi cac luat le
F. Cho nhdng cau hcii van dap ve nhdng gi ma hoc sinh lém
G. Trqc tiap h61 hoc sinh
H. Theo diii hoc sinh trong 16c ho dang di xe dap.
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11. nem cda Tina mu6n Wit hoc sinh dap xe trin hpdh con dit-nci ndo erg di hoc. Ho_hbi
tat c21 hgc sinh dep xe di hdc vd, lam mOt ban Ca thi vi IVA nay. Dda theo ban dô thi,
3 diking ndo dtgic dung nhisiu nhat?

30

25

20
SO hoc
sinh 15

10

s

o

A. A, 8, vd E
5. 8, D. vd E
C. C, D, vd E
D. D, E, vd F.

A D C D

Oiling xe dop

E F

12. Hoc sinh quyit dimh chii trong %filo 3 con piing mi ngdoi di xe Opp dung nhigii nhat.
Nhdng tin tdc phu ndo md hoc sinh nin biét vi nhdng con (hieing ay ?

E. Boo nhiiu tel non xe dop di xly ra trin mill, &Ring
F. 5ao nhiiu hoc sinh bdo ton xe dap cda ho tot
G. Elao nritéu hoc sint) dung xe bus they vi xe dap di ai hoc
H. Con Ming ndo ngan nhat di al din trUdng.

TiE.P TUC a TRANG Kt
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KHU VtioNG BEN CANH albs. Sd TRONG LoP HOC COA BA JACKSON

Hoc sinh,trong 1cip hoc cde be Jackson him mOt cuOc thi ngr,liern yi nhtfrig Oiel kien einh
hU6ng On sd phat trien cUe cey c6i. TrU6c hét, ho muon biêt cey coi phét then tot hdn
dd6i anh sang thiên nhien (anh sing mat trdi) hay Midi anh sang nhian tao (anh sang cUa
Oin dien). Ho suy xet hai giii thuyk:

61i1 thugOt 1 : cfiy al phat triin tot Min ddicli inh sang thian nhian
6iiii thugat II: cag cai phét Ulan tat km &Jai anh sang Bin ai.n.

-IQ ?At mat bey gin ben Wel se ye mat cay Wong tOrrning xa cak se ye Midi inh sang aèn
lien. Hoc sinh Idu trU nhting dU loan ye sd phat,trien cue 2 chy,ay. Trong,4 au h6i.14
tied, ceu hal 13 den 16, xac Mph xem giiii thuget ndo 046c chting minh b6i nhdng MI kien
Jo hoc sinh Idu trU

13. Sau 2 than 1i, cay gen ctii sScao 8 phan Yth cay xa cdi secao 5 phan. Dilu nay chdng
minh cho giii thuyk tido ?

A. Mei thuyet 1
B. Giii thuyit II
C. Ca hai gilt! thuyet
D. Không chUng minh Om gihi thuyk nem ci

14. Nhdrig la cey ctie cay gin cda s6 nh6 hon nhIng lii cay csie cay xa ci.la s6. -Diem nay
chdng minh cho giii thuyk não ?

A. Glii thuyk 1
B. Giii thuyit H
C. Ca hai gleii thuyêt
D. Khong ening minh cho glii thuyk ntio ci

15. Ci hai cay Cle'p c6 nhd-hg chin nho mini yang dUCSI nhtrng la cay. -Diiu nay crating minh
cho giii thuyit tido ?

A. Giii thuyek 1
B. Giai thuyk 11
C. Ce hai giii thuyet
D. Khang chiing minh cho giei thuyk tido ci

16. Sau thji gian 10 tuan, ca hai cay eiu ellibc chit tan g6c, n.le sach ye dem can. Cay On
cile s'i tufng 15 grams, ya clay xa cde sio ning 11 grams. Vil nay chdng minh cho will
thuyet nem ?

A. Giii thuyk 1
B. Giii thuyet H
C. Ca hei gitii thuyk
O. Khdng chting minh cho giii thuyilt nip di
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17. Tom main thi nghiern xem phOn ban co lam cho coy cal moc t6t ruin hay không. Anh
th nghT ra 3 tni nghlOrn Ich lic nhau:

Thi nghiOrn *1: boi phâr bón vim 1 chau at A(

ya gieo 3 hat Crau vim chOu. S6n sOc c6 3
coy nhd nhau ya quan sat sd phat trin

Cos Plan
,

Thi nghiim 10Z LOY 2 chau alit va ba phOn a;
ban velo ca 2 chau. Gies 3 hat du vac'
mdi choir. Chim sac 2 chau nhLI nhau va
quan sat sd brie trieln.

,
Thi nghiOrn *3: 1.4 2 chau dt, DO p h n
vac) chi'1 chau. Gieo 3 hat Crau yeio m61
chau, charn stic, 2 chau nhd nhau va quan
sat sd phét triOn.

30

Thi ngh1am ntio chang minh phan ban la tdt cho cay cal 7

A. Th1: nghiern *1
El. Thi,nghiarn *2
C. Thi nghlarn *3 ,

D Khang cO th; nghiem nao chdng minh phial bón tat cho cay

1 8. Tanya muan Mat loal dit km t6t CO' troTig pOy ta 'Ilt glaing. C6 ta 06 alit Vito chew
thd nht, DO cat Yao chau thtl hal, yel 66 dat set r ao chau thikba. Sou 0,6 c6 ta gieo
3 hat dau vim m61 chau. CO ta Cat 3 chou ki ben nhau giin cda dva tabi nac vim
m61 chau deing eliu.

egnb
6

\_1 ctic

iDait

06t set

COy aau chat Min utit nhat trong chau Mit. Tal sao ba Jackson bao ra-hg thi nghiêrn
nay khong phii la thi nghiOm tot rid khang chdng minh tb.16c raTig cay cal phat trlên tot
trong Cat 7

E. COy trong 1 chau c6 the' addc nhIgu Onh sang hdn city a chau khac
F. 1 chau nin Nit dal inh Cin cflan
G. Hoc sinh nen trail nhd71.9 loai hat giOngskhac
H. Sei lii6ng elat trong mai chau khang nng adu

-6-
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GCSC-DUCING TAfP NAP

- ,

Htlu hét hoc sinh di bd an trUiing Franklin, vd ho phél bang qua Clang tai g6c &king Lin-
coln Avenue %id dd6ng Broadway. Day Id 1 ng3 td rat dong xe c0 vcii nhifu xe chay nhanh
vd không cO den ldu thông hoft Ming hieu ngtiiig. r13c dr cd ngt161 hithng den hoc sinh qua
M.16ng, a ta sd ra7ig se cO tel nan train trong x3y ra.

19. Vila mOt budi séng, ldp hoc ctla bi Carter bdn thelo vi yin di trin. Hoc sinh hbi nhi'lu
ceu hat. Cau hal ndo me) em nghT ld quen trong nhht a glét quyit viln di trên

A. Ngilai Ong ld Oen laim viec vdo 16c rido ?
B. Ai 006c quyen du Oen, ngddi lei xe holc ngdOi di IA ?
C. Den 116,,veing vd xanh c6a din luu thông co nghia gf ?
D. Lam the ndo di ng3 til Cradc an todn hdn ?

20. Ho quyat diph phdi lam 1 chuyen gi de'giel quyit solin 06. Trong nheng Olim sau ny,
diem ndo ld quan trong nhat phei lam ?

A. Tit ce phy huynh chit con em di hoc
8. Yeu caii tang them nhan.yien cong 10
C. Tfm cdch nggn chOn nhdng xe chin qtia tdc d0
D. Tan xem c6 bao nhieu hoc sinh lo sO ye' van de ndy.

21. c6 rn6t nhOm mdin Wit thS1 gian cin thlit de ging qua Ming. Ho phil 11±,thi new Cli
biet ?

A. DUng thddc de' do chi& ngang ctla con Clang _
B. Dung deing h6 dem) tha:1 gian xe chay ngang qua ationg_
C. Dung ging h6 dedo th6i gian hoc sinh di ngang qua deng.
D. Nhen xem hoc sinh ndo bang qua atiOng nhanh nh'at.

22. Carlos vd Fred quyit dinh do thcil Wan Lee bang qua Wing. Carlos beta r67ig phei t6n
8 glay ti6hg h6 ai Lee DEng qua diking. Trong khl dy. Fred brio rg phil On 10 way
d&ng he ad Lee bang qua OUOng. Ho phil lam gi bay MO ?

E. Thillai 1 16-ri na, vei Citing h6 rntii
F. Tht111ai 1 la'n rile, dUng deing h6cila thly Milo
G. Thd lai 1 Ian nda, cil hai pat daiJ ddlig h6khi Lee 0116c chan xudng mat during vd

ngtIng d6iig h6 khl Lee bd6c chan lin ill ddling phia ben ki a.
H. Thii lai 1 len nda, nhting lin ndy bdo Lee phil chay tti le ben ndy qua li ben kia

trong vting 8 May Ong h6-.
-7-
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23. Cot. los vii Fred do theri glen di beng quo clang ciis tit ci hoceinh. Yi thii gien
trung birth 06 bang qua dildng la 11 giay. Em ct5 di nghi gi di lam cho van di b6ng
qua Ming efilbc an tam hbn ?

A. -Oft mat Elan tau truing ya c1.1 mai 2 phtit thl chen xe lei trong Yang 11 gi ay
B. Oft mat aen Wu thang ye ail mai 2 phtit thT chen xe lai troi.g yang 15 gi ay
C. Day cho tat ca TY1Qi ngt1t5i d bdng qua Ming trong khoing thdi gian it han 1 1

giay
. -

D. Nhan Yiin Cling 10 di ngting xe c0 hiu thang cd mil 1 1 giay.

24 HQC sinh trong 1dP ctia bit Carter lam mat ban tUEng thuat vinhag difu ho da nghi-
in ctiu. Ban tUoing thuat gy beo gicrn nhag af nghi dile trim nritAg ail kiin thew thêp
ati.ac. Em nght ho se lam gi ?

E. Xin phip di' thang bac) "Ai nhaig hoc sinh khac trong trang Franklin v 4. d-,1 an cilia
hp.

F. Yiu cliu ba Carter cho ditfm,cho nhicng hoc sint., cr6 lam Yi6c trong Nan trin
G. ilk cali Hieu Unit:mg cung cap nhdlig vat dung va x69 mat din hlu thang
H. Mai mat ngaii km Oa tti sii cdnh sat ?1i'n dinghe ye ben ttiling thutat mitt ho.

1

lam trep trang tên

- 8 -
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BAN NHitT DO COA PHÔNG HOC

Lae hoc dia ông Da Costa lém mdt !Antal thudt ye nhiet dd trong ye ngodi phông hoc
mdi gid trong mdt ngdy mire Thu. Nhdng cid kien ctia ho nhd sau:

NhOt dal do beng ao rvão ngsig 1 Wing 10

8 a.m. 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 11 a.m. 12 noon 1 p.m. 2 p.m. 3 p.m

Trong phông 62 71* 80' 75 72 74' 75 ' 72
Ngodi phông 61' 65 68' 72' 78 82 79 ' 754

Dung nhi.ng di kiiin trong ben Vert, tri lii chts 1161 25 din 31

25. Lk miy gia thT phang hoc Oa lenh ?

A. 8 a.m.
B. 9 a.m.
C. 1 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

26. Luc mity gii thr an phei mClci.la sd Ile phông hoc addc de chtu 9

E. 8 a.m.
F. 9 a.m.
G. 10 a.m.
H. 12 noon

27 Khan thdI gian nio thT nhiet ao ben ngodi t6ng nhiel nhk ?

A. Gitra 8 a.m. ye 9 a.m.
B. Gita 9 a.m. Ye 10 a.m.
C. Ghia 11 a.m. ye 12 a.m.
D. Gitla noon ye 1 p.m.

-9-
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20. Vito mdt ngthy nhU vtly, ltic nelo thr hoc sinh nén micc 8o a'm ?

E. chi vim NA sang
F. chi' vão Midi trua
G. nguyen ngdy ndt'u 6 ngodi phong
H. nguyen ngity neu a trong pelting

t-..
29 Nd'u mdt hoc sinh mtic 8o ii'm di an 14, vdo khilang gld noio thi hoc sinh 4 se muon

cl'ii ão a'm ra 9

A. gila 9 a.m. vd 10 a.m.
B. pia 10 a.m. vii 11 a.m.
C. gitia 10 a.m. vil 12 noon
D. gide 2 p.m. yth 3 p.m.

30. Lik nem thi nhidt ad ben trong vd ngodi phông krtâc nhau nhiiu nhit ?

E. 9 a.m.
F. 10 a.m.
G. 12 noon
H. 1 p.m.

31. Hai nhidt ad led' vii ben clthl.ii day ch'i nhidt dO ben trong vá ngoin phông vim 10c miiy
gia ?

A 9 a.m.
B 11 a.m.
C. 2 p.m.
D. 3 p.m.

nhift 0 ke Wong phong nhift 4 ki nqoai ph*

90 90

-80 -80

-70 -70

-60 -60

-10-
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APPENDIX D.1

NOTES ON COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH

or

*Shall We Dance?"

by Margaret W. Plum

How Did Yuu Do It?

"How did you do it?", asked a teacher union official, in an aside to the Principal

Investioator who had just reported some preliminary research findings at a 7 sston

Compact Meetin Expressing surprise at the degree of cooperation ropresented by

the amount and the quality of the data just reported to him ard others at the meeting,

he wondered aloud: "How did you get the teachers to do it?"

In his question, the union man showed a dawning appreciation of the three-

year effort, calculating the price of a collaborative effort witn the Boston Public
Schools. He could only guess at the number of phone calls (returned and not
returned), the letters and memos, the site visits, the meetings and appointments. He

could appreciate the scheduling and rescheduling, the writing, the reporting, copying,

collating, and stapling. He understood the amount of time, patience, tact, compromise,

enthusiasm and constancy needed for the task.

Answering the quer.:Ion, the Principal Investigator nodded toward the Project

Coordinator who was seated across the table and said, "It's because of her". The
answer, while overly simplistic (and certainly understandable given the context of a

side conversation at an ongoing meeting) indicates the importance of the single-
minded, dedicated effort of an individual or individuals to a collaboration. Wynn De
Bevoise in Collaboration: Some Principles of Bridgework quotes Randall Powers,
former dean of Louisville's School of Education. "In the end, collaboration depends on

people o'r both sides being willing to make it work. You can have as elaborate a
mechanism as you like, but that won't carry things through. It's the people that matter.

459
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It's the People That Matter

The people who started the collaboration were Dr. Mary Shann, the Principal

Investigator; Dr. Robert Sperber, Director of the Boston Higher Education Consortium;

and Ms. Diana Lam, then Area Superintendent for District A of the Boston Public

Schools (now Superintendent of the Chelsea School District) who met for the first

time in January, 1988. Why District A? Boston University had had a 14-year history

with the District A of the Boston Public Schools. Ushered in as part of the court

ordered desegration plan, the pairing linked Boston University with the schools in

Br;ghton-Allston, Roxbury, and Jamaica Plain, then, as now, poor minority

neighborhoods, with increasingly diverse ethnic minorities and languages

represented. District A also provided the variance needed for the research. It was a

naural partnor in this collaborative research effort.

Prior to this initial meeting, Dr. Shann had formed a committee of senior

advisors and interested graduate students. The advisors were chosen because of

their specific areas of expertise. They were Dr. Sperber; Dr. Don Davies, Boston

University Professor and President of the Institute for Responsive Education who is an

authority on parent involvemc. t in schools; Dr. Kevin Ryan, Boston University

Professor and authority on moral education in schools; Dr. Kay Coleman, a specialist

in measurement and research, and Dr. Joseph Cronin, President of Massachusetts

Higher Education Assistance Corporation, and adjunct faculty member at Boston

University School of Education. Dr. Sharon Hennessey, Principal, Wayland Senior

High School, joined the advisory board in the second year of the project.

The original group of graduate students included Mary Williams, Margaret Plum,

Jean Krasnow, Anna Wong, Tom Bartlett, Sue Waiter, and David Greenhalgh. The

committee met several timo3 during the summer and fall of 1987 to shape and define

the school effectiveness research project in middle schools. It was determined that the

purpose of the research would be to define and validate indicators of effective middle

scho "Is other than basic test scores; specifically, prosocial skills indicators and

indicators of higher orda thinking skills. It was also determined thalthe research must

be a fully collaborative effort with the Boston Public Schools to be successful. By fully

collaborative, the committee meant involving the participating schools in every stage of
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the research - the planning, the instrument construction, the administration of the

instruments and data collection, the analysis of the data and tne reporting process.

So it was with this open-handed attitude and collaborative spirit that Dr. Shann

and Dr. Sperber met Superintendent Lam. Diana Lam was very receptive, very

cordial, and very down to business. Having heard that we had three points to make,

she wanted to acknowledge each one. She wanted the best for her schoolsstudents,

teachers, and administrators alikeand if we had a sound idea, she would ask her

people to cooperate.

Getting the Schools to Dance

"Collaboration starts with administrative support." DeBevoise(1986) quoting
Terry Brooks, formerly a middle school principal for the Jefferson County Public
Schools and currently the director for middle schools procrams, says," (In the school

system] the superintendent's priorities get carriod out; they are supported by teachers

and principals. But beyond that, when the superintendent places a high value on
collaboration with the university, it's easier for individuals to get support from the

district-level staff for such projects."

After Supt. Lam had advised the principals to expect a call from the research
team, appointments ware arranged with the principals of the four middle schools in

District A by the research coordinator. The interviews took place at the end of March,

fue.y two months after the initial meeting with Supt. Lam. Scheduling meetings was to

become a significant, ongoing problem and required many phone calls, confirming
letters, follow-up phone calls, reconfirming letters and patience. University academic

schedules are different from public school days. Testing, reporting, and vacation
schedules differ. Delays between plans and execution would become the norm rather

than the oxception as the two institutions began to understand the rhythms of their
lives. The rhythms are different and each institution dances to a different beat.
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Assumptions About the Dance Program

Assumption #1: Because we are both educational institutions, we
are similar, share the same goals, aryl speak the same language;
therefore, collaboration and coordination will be smooth and easily

achieved.

"The average person who is not part of the public schools or the
various institutions of higher education in this country probably has the

commonsense point of view that these organizations are in the same

business--education--and assumes that they work together to achieve

complementary if not identical goals. The average person would
undoubtedly be surprised if told that, in reality, these are very different

kinds of organizations with cultures so different that professionals
working with them have difficulty understanding on another's needs and

values. Since all professionals in schools and universities have at one

time or another been active participants in precollegiate edu,:ation--as
students if not as faculty or administrators-- it is even more surprising that

these people have a lack of knowledge of each other's culture and a lack

of awareness of how they can work together to achieve more than can be

accomplished by working separately. In spite of commonsense points of

view and lack of knowledge about each others institutions, collaboration
among school and university personnel is now one of the most frequently

talked about approaches to the reform of education." (Clark,1988)

In spite of commonsense points of view and lack of knowledge about each others
institutions, the research collaboration between Boston University and the middle

schools of District A, Boston Public Schools began.

The First Principal

Armed with a verbal proposal of the research, two open-ended questions, and

enthusiasm, the Principal Investigator and Project Coordinator met the first principal.

7 he plan was to make a brief general statement of the research proporal in order to
inform but more importantly to illicit suggestions and support for the project. The
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questions to be asked were: 1. What factors do you see present in an effective school?

What factors do you see in your school that promote effectiveness? Why do you think

these factors contribute to your school's effectiveness? Give examples. 2. What factors

do you see that hinder your school's effectiveness? Why? Give examples.

While the statement was designed to be brief and the questions few, our
enthusiasm was abundant. It was assumed the schools would be enthusiastic too.

They would be eager to participate in our middle school research.

Assumption #2: The Schools will be eager to work with us.

To say the first principal was underwhelmed to see us and hear about the
research proposal would be an understatement. While he was cordial, he made it

clear he had seen many research projects. "This school has hosted lots of research

teams. We have been the subject of Channel 4 news. We're used to visitors."

Understandably, he was reluctant to have another research intervention and intrusion.

What good is research he implied as he talked about the death of the urban public

school systems in the next 10 years. First New York, then Chicago, then Boston, he

prophesied "Schools ere caught in the cycle low paying jobs leads to low standard

of living leads to poor education leads to low paying jobs and round and round it goes.

How do we break the cycle? What's happening is central administration is interested

in short term plans and the situation calls for long range planning. The

Superintendent (Laval Wilson) is measured by short term miracles." As this picture of

the situation was developed, our enthusiasm began to sag. Assumptions about this

research collaboration had to be revisited .

It had been assumed (by the Project Coordinator, if not the Principal
Investigator, who had done research in urban the schools one and two decades
before) the schools would be eager to participate in this middle school research
because: (1) so little research had been done in middle schools, (2) as professional

educators, they would want to add to the knowledge about middle schools, (3) they

would want to work with Boston University, (4) the Boston Public Schools need help,

and (4) the amount of the current local and national attention focused on the decline

of public schools created a sense of urgency and priority.
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The Realities

The principal was bringing his realities into focus. Research is intrusive in the

school day. Research places additional demands on administration and teachers.

Researchers come, get their data, and leave. What do the schools get out of it? Often,

not "yen the final report. "University consultants often come into the schools to sell

their ideas and leave, just when the going gets tough. The school people are then

expected to take the hear (De Bevoise).

The principal continuod," The pressures to raise reading scores are enormous.

Boston schools effectiveness measures are too limited - just test scores - which leads

to this pressure". The PI heartily agreed saying that it was exactly this that had led to

the idea of the development of additional measures. The principal guardedly agreed

to support the project and selected his Director of Instruction to be our "point person" in

his school.

The Second Principal Interview

At this schoo!, it was more a conference than an interview. This principal

included her Asst. Principal and a teacher, the school's teacher union representative

to discuss the project. After the group heard the proposal, the teacher spoke first,

"What's in it for us? We are constantly being researched and then we hear nothing.

We get nothing out of it." She had come prepared to correct this oversight anclis

strongly offered these requests/demands to BU: opportunity for free courses at BU,

addition of "research assistant to teacher resumes, use of BU education professionals

in appropriate ways.

The principal apoke next and explained that her school was already
participating in another research project on At Risk Youth and wanted to join the two

reseath efforts together to conserve the time and energies of herself, her staff and the

students. She wanted the data to be shared. She also had prepared with a list of
reqLests for BU: a calendar of relevant seminars, notices of School Effect;.:eness

workshops and information on school-based management courses. She made some

positive suggestions for the research study: (1) translate the questionnaire into
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Spanish, (2) find a way to make the student questionnaire anonymous and yet coded

so that student test scores can be matched with questionnaires. Information must be

kept confidential. They asked for copies cf the questionnaires and were told that as

part of a fully collaborative research project, each of the participating schools would

participate in the design of the instruments. tt was agreed the university team would

make the initial drafts to be submitted to the schools for suggestions.

Another Reality: Research is not a top priority in the public schools.

By the second interview, it was clear the schools ware following instructions to

participate in this research project but with many reservations. It was not JOB 1. As

long as they had to participate, the schools were going to get as much out ol the

"collaboration" as they gave.

The Third Principal Interview

The principal, after hearing the proposal, launched into a hymn of praise for his

school. "We are the flagship of the middle schools. Our population is E. little UN. We
have Vietnamese, Chinese, Japanese, Black, Hispanic, Russian - it's a good mix.

Students bring their cultural attitudes about education for home. Educ...2.ion is a top

value for some (Orientals), socializing for others (Blacks and Hispanics). Here

different values come together, mix and influence across cultures", he said. He was

intrigued with the values content of the research and enthusiastic about the focus on

middle schools. He agreed to support the research and to let us administer the
questionnaires in his school

Then came, "What's in it for us?" He wanted opportunities for BU courses,
addition of "Research Asst." to teacher resumes, use of BU video taping equipment,
Mastery Learning Lab assistants, and a BU graduate studert to read books from a

. prepared book list in order to prepare questions.
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Still Another Reality

The list of requests for resources from Boston University was growing. What

requests were possible? appropriate? and who was going to investigate and follow

through on these requests?

There is more to collaborative research than the research goal.

Interview with the Fourth Principal

"Why was our school picked?* asked the principal and was told of Boston
University's 14-year history with District A. That, however, was only part of the story.

Within District A, his school and another were considered less effective by virtue of
their Metropolitan Achievement Test scores, while the other two were considered more

effective by the same measure. The differences among the schools would provide the

range of variance needed for the study.

*Don't compare city middle schools to suburban schools. This is unfair. It's

unfair to compare our school to other middle schools. Look at our school as unique

and individual. This school is a safe place where students cart interact. We are taking

over the job formerly done by churchec, the government, social agencies, and the

home. Our school has ieplaced home. It's a pleasanter place to be that home for

many of the students."

The principal's most important issue with this research was how the data wluld

be used, how and to whom would the findings be reported. The research was

discussed with special emphrais on reporting procedures. He was assured that each

school would receive statistical analyses of its own school and a composite analysis of

all schools. The application implications of tt a data collected in the teacher and
student questionnaire were, for him, future staff development opportunities and
enhanced service to the students .
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"Schools are being asked too much - to be a social center, medical center and

education center. These are ranked differently by different groups. Students' needs

reflect a social, medical, educational ranking. School Administration wants an

educational, social, medical ranking." The principal became very supportive of the

study because of its focus on development of additional measures of school
effectiveness. He agreed to (1) distribute Teacher Questionnaire on April 4 and (2)

discuss research with the teachers on April 8 at Inservice Day. He suggested (1) some

student questionnaires be administered orally as man; students would not understand

the questions unless they were read aloud and (2) some introduction and preparation

for the questionnaires be given to teachers and students so the questionnaires would

not be taken as a joke.

The Collaboration Had Begun

The University team had visited the schools, met the principals, desciibed the
research idea, heard the principals' concerns, pinned down a few dates and collected

several useful suggestions for collecting the data. In the next week, the Directors of

Instruction in each school would be selected as the "point persons" to coordinate and

facilitate the first round of data collection - the administration of the teacher
questionnaires and teacher interviews.

More Reality

It was immediately apparent that there were significant differences among the

four schools and collaboration would have to be tailored to each schools' needs.
While they were all middle schools within a district of the Boston Public School system

and their schedules were similar, they differed widely in management, personnel, size,

and climate. Rather than a single collaboratior there had to be four uniquely
individual collaborations.

The 1988 Teacher Questionnaire

The Project Coordinator met with each Director of Instruction individually to plan

thp mcithod of administration of the Teacher School Climate Questionnaire. They all

agreed that, in order to get a good return from the teachers, the questionnaire should

be completed by the teachers while at the school in groups rather than distributing
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them for completion at home. Each school wanted a different method of administration.

One school chose to have it administered by two members of the university team at

their April 8 lnservice Day . Two schools had the questionnaires administered at one of

the schools' regularly scheduled April cluster meetings. As each school had six

clusters, this required at least six members of the university team to be available for

on-site visits on two days. The principal of the fourth school was finally able to
organize a teachers' meeting in May. Two researchers introduced the study and

administered the questionnaires.

Meanwhile, plans for selected teacher interviews were being made
simultaneously. The schools were asked to select 9 teachers - 3 from each grade with

varying years of experience, ethnic backgrounds, and of different sexes. Once again,

the schools responded differently. Some were selected oy the Directors of Instruction,

some by the principal. At this point, the sc 'ool secretariec began to play a significant

role. Each teacher's schedule (free period) and phone number was needed to
schedule the intorview at the teacher's, the school's, and the interviewer's
convenience. The school sscretaries were the key to this process. By now, the

research coordinator had met each secretary, memorized their names and knew
something about the rhythms of their school day - when to call, when not to call. In all,

36 teachers were assigned to university research interviewers who made the;r own
appointments, which were arranged on an individual basis by phone, by letter, and

sometimes even by personal visit.

Building Relationships

The collaboration was growing. More and more people were becoming

involved. By now, four principals, four Directors of Instruction, 175 teachers, four

school secretaries, and six university researchers were interacting at some level.

Each time a person from the university met a person from the schools the collaboration

changed. At this stage in the development of a collaborative effort, it was critical that

each interaction be unhurried, thoughtful, and considerate under any circumstances.
It was especially critical in the Spring of 1988. The "Rites of Spring" ;n the Boston
Public Schools feature the teachers waiting to hear if there will be school layoffs and

who will be laid off. The Metropolitan Achievement Tests in Reading and Math along

with batteries of other tests are given in the spring. The pressures to 'bring the test
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scores up" juxtaposed with "will I be teaching next year create an atmosphere that is

fraught with tension. It was against this backdrop that initial data collection with the

teachers began.

Teacher Data Collection

The administration of the questionnaires was the first time most of the teachers

had heard about this school effectiveness research study. The members of the

research team introduced the research clearly, encouraging any and all questions and

comments from the participants. It was important the teachers understood not only the

nature of the project but the level of commitment to collaboration that was beilig
sought. The teachers' first impressions, while not wildly enthusiastic, were positive.

Fully 135 of the 175 teachers completed the Teacher School Climate Questionnaire.
Because of or despite the sp.'ng circumstances, the teachers had a lot to say and were

willing to say it.

The teacher interviews were wranged in May and June. Again, most teachers

made every effort to meet the interviewer and respond openly to the questions. Thirty-

two of the 36 interviews were held as scheduled.

School Research Teams

Because of the award of the research grant by the U.S. Department of
Education in August of 1988, the university team was able tc continue to build the
collaboration. The grant provided a stipend of $500 for each of the four teachers who

would comphse the school research teams from each of the four schools. Also

budgeted was money for two late afternoon/dinner meetings (to be known as the

Castle Meetings) for the full research team, university and school members.

The school principals were asked to select the four teachers who would serve

on the school research teams with the phncipals and the Directors of Instruction. In

one school, the principal alone selected the four people. !n two schools, the principal

selected the teachers with the help of the Directors of Instruction. In the fourth school,
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the Director of Instruction announced the plan, asked for volunteers, and selected from

those interested.

The responsibilities of the school research teams were: to attend the two full

research team meetings; and to participate in the development, the administration, and

the analysis of the Student School Climate Questionnaires and the Test of Problem

Solving instrument.

The First General Meeting at the University *Castle*

Prior to the first Castle Meeting in January, 1989, each member of the school

research teams received a copy of the agenda, a list of the participants with brief

biograptles, a summary of work done to date, a copy of the draft of the Student School

Climate Questionnaire, and passes to a conveniently located parking garage. The

objectives of the meeting were: (1) to get to know each other; (2) to learn more about

the research project; and (3) to revise the draft of the student questionnaire.

Each participant was greeted at the door of The Castle by t`te research
coordinator (a person everyone knew) and given a color coded name tag, designating

the table seating at the meeting. It was a deliberate effort to mix the university and

school participants. This was marginally successful. It soon became clear that many

members of the group felt more comfortable sitting with people they already knew.

Comfort won out as it should have at this initial meeting.

The meeting began at 3:30 p.m. with a welcome from the Dean of School of

Education. The Principal Investigator, known to most of the participants, welcomed the

group and asked each school spokesperson (who had been chosen by their g-oup

earlier) to give an introduction to his school and introduce the school's members. The

Senior Advisors were introduced. The Principal Investigator introduced the day's work

by saying, "Today is a working meeting but also a celebration of our collaborative

efforts toward improving education for at risk students. This meeting is possible

because of a grant for the U.S. Department of Education. Only eight proposals were

successful in an intense competition that received more than 200 applications.* The

first reason she gave for the award was the collaborative nature of the design. She

said, "It joins uni ,ersity based people with practitioners in the field, starting at the
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planning stage. We listened hard when we met with you last Spring and we
incorporated many of your wants and needs into the design. We will continue seeking

your advice as we proceed. It's especially important that you give us insights on how

to make the results useful to teachers and other school-based personnel." She

continued with the additional reasons and segued into what we have done and

learned. She then asked each table to work on the Student Questionnaire,
requesting that each group examine the content ("Are we asking the right questions?")

and develop a plan for administration of the instrument.

The groups reported their suggestions to the full group. Among them were:

additional questions, changes in terminology, and simplifications of words. They

untangled the problem of confidentiality. Each booklet would have student's name

and identification number. After distribution to the student, the teacher would ask the

student to black out his/her name leay:ng the ID number to be coded when the data

was processed onto the data tapes. This was an : 'portant issue because the

student's questionnaire responses needed to be analyzed with hisl'er test data from

the Boston Public Schools for the purposes of the study.

Dates in March, 1989 were scheduled for administration. It was decided the

homeroom teachers would give the questionnaire with university researchers at tne

site to answer questions. Questioi.laires would be printed in English, Spanish and

Vietnamese and delivered to the schools a week prior to administration. The school

team members would be responsible for delivering the surveys to the individual

homerooms and collecting them after completion. Homeroom period would be

extended on the day of data collection. The myriad of details involved in the

administration of the student questionnaires was falling into place.

The Collaboration Grew

The day and the task had built another bridge between the two collaborating

research groups. University and school educators had come together and
accomplished something together. There was a good feeling as the participants went

to dinner together. As Good lad predicted, "Both individual and institutional renewal

are vastly enhanced when the workplace is continuously infused with both the

craftsmanship of those similarly engaged and relevant knowledge from both inside

and outside the setting".
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Other benefits accrue from the collaborative research phenomenon.

"Lieberman (1986a), for example, focuses on teams of school and university people

created to engage in research and development and six benefits that can come from

such teams:
-Collaborative research and development creates a structure for teachers that

facilitates reflecrion and action on the messiness of teaching and schooling problems.

-The team unites teachers and encourages collegial interaction.

-Both the process of group interaction and the content of what is learned narrow

the gap between "doing research" and "implementing research findings"
-Naturally occurring problems that teachers have in their schools may lend

themselves better to this type of research and development than large-scale funded
research, as it can respect the time lines of the school people rather than the research

grant.
-4 collaborative team provides possibilities for teachers to assume new roles

and exhibit loadership.
-Collaborative research legitimates teachers' practical ,...nderstanding and their

definition of problems for both research and professional development." nark)

Collecting the Student Data

In March, 1989 the teachers in the four schools administered the Student
School Climate Survey. Data collection went smoothly and 1583 of the total
population of Pbout 1800 students completed questionnaires, approximating the
average daily attendance for the four schools.

In May, 1132 students completed the Test of Problem Solving (TOPS). The
schools suggested the smaller sample might have been due to lower attendance on

the day of test administration. However much of the attrition could be explained by a

change in the permission procedure in one of larger schools. The principal elected to

send parental permission slips home to be signed by the parents if they would permit

their student to take the TOPS. (Heretofore, the permission slips were to be returned it

the parents did not want their students to take the test.) Of the 1132 returns, only 972

were usable. The teachers in the smallest school complained that the new test was

too hard for their students and that there was already too much testing going on That
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school's low rate of usable returns accounted for most of the additional loss of data for

TOPS.

The Second Teacher Climate Questionnaire,1989

In May, the second Teacher Questionnaire was administered. The school

research teams were responsible for distribution and collection from the teachers in

their schools. Only 92 teachers responded with usable returns (in contrast to the

sample of 135 in 1988). An additional 14 teachers in one school received the
previous years' form of the questionnaire and their responses could not be counted.

Two schools reported, because the questionnaires were anonymous, it was difficult for

the teams to determine which teachers had returned their questionnaires and who had

not. Their rates of response were 29 down from 55 and 14 down from 31. Clearly

there were other factors operating in these two schools. May is not a happy time for
Boston Public School teachers; however, the other two schools were able to do the

job. The third school's response ,vas 23, down only two from 25, and the fourth school

showed an increased response, 26 up from 24.

The Second Castle Meeting, June 1989

In attendance at the June Castle Meeting were the four school research teams,

the Principal Investigator, the Project Coordinator, and university research team,
including the faculty advisors and the graduate student participants. Prior to the
meeting, each member had received copies of the list of participants and the agenda.

Each school team had met separately with the Principal Investigator and the Project
Coordinator at the school to preview and analyze its student data. The task this day,

after a bnef overview of the project, was to review the frequency data of the student
questionnaires. Each team, seated at separate tables by school, was asked to select

several areas, identified by the research, that they wished to celebrate and those
areas they wished to improve. They were asked to determine ways to communicate

these findings to their several audiences - the rest of the school's faculty, the students,

the parents, the community. The work session ended with a free exchange of ideas on

use of the research inlormation and ways to communicate the findings. The

atmosphere was open. The collaboration had gathered momentum just as the two

institutions prepared for their summer schedules.
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Fall of 1989/Winter of 1990

Relationships with the schools were maintained. Individual lunch meetings with
Principals and Directors of Instruction from the four schools were held to discuss
analysis of the data of each individual school in preparation for final reporting. Each

school has been kept informed about the progress of the project. It was hoped that,

while the continuation of the project "Translating Research into Practice for Effective

Middle Schools" did not receive funding, this established collaboration ccould provide
ongoing support and help in improved practice in these four schools through this

research information. Specific plans included a presentation to all the Directors of

Instructions of Middle Schools in the system, which was given in April, 1990,
presentations to the individual schools' toachers on inservice days, and informal help

to individual principals as they build their school-based management teams.

"Collaboration is not an automatic virtue. Not every cooperative venture is
destined for success. But to those who make the effort and occasionally, succeed, the

rewards are high and students are well served. There can be no better reason for
working together (Maeroff, 1984).

Clark, Richard W. (1988). School-University Relationships:An Interpretive Review.

School-University Partnerships in Action, Sirotnik,K.A.,& Good lad, John I.,

editor. New York:Teachers College Press.

DeBevoise, Wynn (1988). Collaboration:Some Principals of Bridgework. Educational

Leadership, Vol. 43, No. 5, 9-12.

Maeroff, Gene I.(1984). School and College Partnerships in Education. Princeton, N.J.:

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
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APPENDIX D.2

News:etter to Participants in

Collaborative Research for Effective Middle Schools:

Boston University School of Education and the Boston Public Schools District A

April, 1989

To: All Administrators, Teachers and Staff

From: Dr. Mary H. Sham, Project Director, on Behalf of All of the Boston University Research Team

Thank you for your help and support in this effort to learn more about maidng urban middle schools more
effective, especially ior disadvantaged youth. We appreciate your continued interest and enthusiastic
cooperation as we proceed with the data collection for the research. You will be informed of the results as
they become available. This news letter Is intended to keep you informed about the progress of the study
to date.

A great deal of activity has been underway throughout the course of this study, but we provide that
information kr a chronology of events at the end of the letter. Most of you want to know the results. Here
are preliminary findings from analysis of the teacher data which was collected in May and June, 1988.

The design of the interviews with teachers was to inquire first about what you liked teaching in your
school, and second, what you would change. As we listened to you, reread your words, and discussed
the results among the team of interviewers, certain themes emerged. It is around your themes that the
report is constructed.

The themes are: with regard to the schoolthe complamity cm daily life, influences on the social climate
and physical environment with regard to principalsthe balance between strong leadership and the
sharing of power, with regard to teachersthe multiple roles which teachers are called to serve, and the
need for professional recognition and professional development of true professionals; with regard to
parentsthe importance you place on their involvement in the education of their children and how to
secure it with regard to studentsthe great caring teachers and principals have about their charges.

Results on each of these themes is summarized below. Much of the information will be no news to you. It

simply confirms the insights of knowledgeable, experienced educators, but it is important to gather this
information systematically tc persuade legislators and other policy mmkers, as well as other practitioners as
to what needs to be done to make and maintain effective schools. The point is that research is not always
what we arrive at by 'common sense.'

About the Schools:

Complexity of daily life in urban middle schools is considerable.
- There is continual changein schedules, programs, and staffing.
- Students frequently transfer, their family situations in flux;
- innumerable demands are placed on schools to provide a host of human services to students,

often without commensurate resources.
- To capture this theme in quotable quotes from teachers: ' %rents want the schools to do it all.'
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In addition to academics, the children need to learn about IMng and getting along with each
other....Our guidance counselor deals with 600 kids...Just how much can he do? There is no
career counseling. They don't have the slightest idea These kids are learning social skills on the
street, and those aren't necessarily the right ones. They are missing a lot...We need an active
health program...lf not us, no one is teaching these kids anything from personal hygiene to social
manners.

The physical environment and bucial climate of the school has a decided impact
on how people feel and behave, according to the teachers we interviewed and
what we observed.

The schools are in varying need of maintenance; some are in great disrepair. The needs are not
just cosmetic, but functional.
'Fix up the school; make It a prettier place to come to; do something about the peeling paintit
says something about the importance of learning; the plaster fell off that whole section, thankfully
not on some studentt head, but the laths and interior brick are still showing, six months after a
requisition was filed.'
Many teachers try to make their own rooms more attractive and really do succsed as brightening
their environment;
Space shapes behavior, e.g., teacher opportunities to meet in a cordc-table quiet spot
influence the kind of interactions which can take place;
There will be more about this in forthcoming components of study, especially through the
structured observations of physical spaces and questionnaire responses from students and
teachers, but one teacher's comments summarized the need to study the schools' climate:
While working on Wilson's new reading program, I had occasion to go to all the Boston middle
schools. I could sense a particular climate or personality in each school. I wish I had been more
objective then and taken notes.'

Regarding Teachers' Views of Principals:

- Teachers liked principals who hold clear, high expectations;
- Who practice strict, and consistent enforcement of discipline;
- Who enforce the schedule to promote attention to academics and who iimited interruptions to

classes;
- Who provide adequate resources to teachers;
- Who give teachers some say in decision making;
- Note there is a delicate balance between strong leadorshio and the sharing oi

power with teachers;
- The research has been noting for some time thti importance of the principal's leadership but the

research is less clear on how the principal how the principals accomplish these things; this is
what were after: Several quotes and anecdotes are reported here to specify how leadership is
portrayed. However, the pronouns are arbitrarily and consistently given in the feminine in order
to honor our commitmant to anonymity.

- Ms. Xis very supportive of the bilingual. She wanted the kids, fought for the new teachers she
needed, and did all the extra work to reschedule the teachers in the middlo of the semester.'
Another teacher related an anecdote about one bilingual student who was extremely upset and
concerned about a serious problem at home. That student choose to seek help from an
assistant principal, a real compliment to that person, she felt.

- One teacher seeking a well disciplined school with firmer control, security and safety and
therefore more opportunity to deal with curriculum issues transferred to one of our schools and
liked the style of his new principal very much: 'Ms. I is everywhere!' There's very little that gets
by that woman'

- Another teacher: Ms. X has a lot to do with the atmosphere. There's freedom, trust, and a
respect for the people who work In the building. I don't know how she does it. There's method
to her madness.As a specialist A#0 worked in several buildings in the systems, so Ns seen a few
principals and how building are run. Here it's like I died and went to heaven.'

- More misc. remarks about good principals:



We get a lot of support She's always willing to listen to you. If your Idea is better, she7I change.
-The school is well tun. You may not like all of her decisions, but she is a creative genius, fosters
productivity In everyone.
There real supention; the first week she was In my class eight times; never interrupts; notices
everything, even how you talk to kids in the haIL'
7 was at a school where the kids had Letter home lives but the school was so poorly maths staff
was totally demoreked, I had to get out Irs much better hens.'
She treats teacners as professionals. (Librarians too.. When hired, she was given wamplere
latitude in scheduling the use of the library. ) 7 hired you as a Oradea now be a librarian.'
The administration really cares about the teachers and the students here.

Teachers' Views of Themselves and Fellow Teachers:

Teachers as Professionals-
- Teachers want to be treated like professionals;
- They want participation in decision making;
- They value collegiality fostered through cluster programs or other arrangements that give them

time to collaborate on curricular decisions, share information about individual students; talk about
professional issues.
Those who had these opportunities credited them as major sources of job satisfaction; those
who were unhappy with their situations named isolation and the lack of opportunities to work with
other teachers as things they sorely needed.
Teachers valued supervision if it was done constructively.
They respected principals who set clear high expectations and then followed through with
consistent behavior patterns.

- Misc. quotes re what they liked:
'Clustw system meets weekly vrith administrators but is teacher led.
Teachsr relationships are vely good.'
'Even as a first year teacher in the building, you have a voice.'
We have frequent discussions of students; they don't get lost"
"Ws not unusual for teachers from this school to give up time on their weekends to help students,
or to w irk on a special project'
'All the teachers here are expected to be good teachers."
Wot everyone gets along well, but all in all, the teachers here treat each other with respect.'
We all work toward the same goal-teaching students the hest we can. Teachers can respect
themselves here because they are treated as professionals, so teachers can also respect each
other.'

Teachers as Doctors/Lawyers/indian Chiefs-
Not only are middle school principals supposed to walk on water, middle school teachers are
expected to be all things to their student& teacher, parent, role model, disciplinarian, confidant,
and provider of a whole array of counseling services-health, from personal hygie le through
issues of substance abuse, pregnancy, who to deal with abusive and substance abusing
parents.
It's a daunting list of needs; professionals specialized in several of these areas of need, and the
graduate level preparation is often two years or more beyond a bachelor's degree!

About Parents:

- We haven't talked to parents directly, but all of the principals and the vast majority of the teachers
we talked to want more parent invoNement in their school!.

- There were several suggestions from teachers regarding how to do this: more evening activities,
like spaghetti supers; hiring staff in the office who can speak Spanish (so I'm not taken out of
class); I'd like to give an adult education course for the parents, botri to help them learn more
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about the needs of adolescent students and to get them in touch with what the s4....;vol is trying to
do.
The family is the key; we need intensive fan* therapy with the teacher linked to the process'
One teacher told several hr.artbreaking stories: / wish we had more parents who cared; one 12-
year girl was caught smuggling cocaine Into her mom in the hospital And earlier this year, four
students shot tn Boston were from our school
When I have parental support here, it works. If I call a parent about homework, she will get on the
kid. The real problem is 'parents who do not support their kids going to school'
Both principals and teachers spoke of the importance of sharing Ideas on how to get parents
more involved.

About Students:

As you know, your students completed our school climate questionnaire for students just two or
three weeks ago. We have no formal data analysis as yet, but it will be underway as soon as we
receive their computerized data on tape from a data processing firm. However, we do have a lpt
of information from the principals and teachers regarding your students:
Asked: 'What do you like about teaching here?, almost all of our teacher respondents named
'the kids' right off the bat.
One teacher complained of the perception that high schools in the system get more of the
resources, but aven she listed 'the students' as her reason for being in middle school and liking
it
Misc. comments from teachers on what you liked about teaching in your school:
'The students keep me creative.'
'me kids, they are reachable. -

From a totally burned out teacher, nonethelass, 'the age of the kids, the enthusiasm of the
students.'
'My students, my kids'
'/Ve had opportunities for administrative positions, but that puts me too far from the kids. I love
the kids.'
'The aches and pains of puberty are everywhere.'
'The kids; they're raciaI4, diverse. You either love or hate this age group; no one wants it but I
love it. You have to be totaI4, fair and consistent'
The students. They're the reason why On here. I tell my students, 'You don't work for me. I work
for your
We have great students here.'
Conversations with principals echo the same sentiment
On a first meeting with one principal in the midst of some chatter and introductions: 'Do you have
any children? '
"Yes, I have 500 hundred!"

This is the first of several reports you will receive on the results and interpretation of our collaborative
research efforts. The formats will vary: some reports will be written, others oral; some formal, some
informal. With the recent round of student data collections and more information from teachers
forthcoming this month and next, the pace of our activities in data analysis will pick up considerably. I close
this letter with a chronology of major events so that you will know what has transpired and what will be
taking place in the near future. Please report your reactions and suggestions io the Boston University
team through your school's representatives to the Research Advisory Council. Again, sincere thanks for
your thoughtful participation and contributions to this research
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS

Winter, 1988 :

- Obtained permission from the Central and District A offices of the Boston Public Schools to meet
with principals and teachers about collaborative research on school effectiveness.

Speing, 1988:

- Met with principals of the Curley, Edison, Lewis, and Taft Middle Schools to introduce ourselves
and the ideas fce collaborative research.

- Met with several groups of teachers, cluster representatives, action team members, and individual
teachers to explain the plans foe the study, to listen to your ideas and concerns, and to respond to
valid criticisms about abuses and generai lack of responsiveness on the part of investigators in
previous studies in your schools.

- Wrote a proposal to the US Department of Education for funding to support collaborative research
with the four middle schools of Boston, District A, incorporating the best ideas on what new
knowledge is needed and what resourcvs and practice.: in the conduct of the research must be
included to make collaboration attractive to teachers and principals at the proposed sites.

- Administered questionnaires to teachers in each of the four schools on your perceptions of the
culture and climate of your schools, the responsibilities you face, your needs and priorities. Return
rates ranged from 75% to 85% across the four schools.

- Interviewed representative subsamples of teachers, stratified by years of experience, grade(s)
taught, gender, and teacher's race/culture/ethnicity.

Fall, 1988

- Received announcement of US Department of Education award to conduct research for effective
middle schools. Approximately 200 proposals were submitted. Only eight awards were made.

- Resumed planning with principals. Identified who would serve as teacher representatives to the
Research Advisory Council. Clarified responsibilities and benefits to all parties in writing.

Constructed and pilot tested student questionnaires. Submitted to Advisory Council Members for
critique at January 30, 1989 Castle Meeting at Boston University.

- Analyzed teacher interview data for preliminary presentation at the January 30,1989 meeting.

- Submitted teacher questionnaire to data processing firm for con iputer coding of data.

Winter. 1989

Planned, conducted, and processed information from January 30, 1989 Advisor Council Meeting
attended by sample school administrators, teachers, oarent representatives. District leader,
university based senior advisors, research associates, and staff.

Completed final edition of the student questionnaire. Obtained and validated translations into
Spanish and Vietnamese. Printed a total of 2000 copies of the instrument.

Submitted the research plan and all tests and questionnaires to the Boston University Institutional
Review Board to insure adequacy of provisions for the protection of the rights of human subjects in
the research.
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- Scheduled and administered the Student School Climate Questionnaire in each of the four middle
schools. Reviewed each questionnaire to assure that the student's name was obliterated.
Submitted the questionnaires to a bonded data processing firm for computer coding of data.

- Created observation scales for surveying school facilities and their condition and UM as reflected
by signs, posters, furniture, books, equipment, other resources and visible displays.

Early Spring, 1989

- Wrote proposals to three potential sponsors for entering a new phase of this collaborative research
during the 1989-90 academic year, i.e., translating the research into practice.

- Revised and pilot tested the TOPS test of problem solving. Scheduled adminieration in May,
1989.

Revised the 1988 Teacher Questionnaire for administration in May, 1989.

Submitted new instruments and outline of procedures to Boston University Institutional Review
Board for clearance on protection of the rights of hui, tan subjects in research.

To Be Done, Late Spring and Summer, 1989

Administer the TOPS test of problem solving to students

Administer the teacher questionnaire to all teachers in the four schools

Conduct interviews of a representative subsamples of teachers

Analyze the student questionnaire data by school and present preliminary profiles of their
students' data to the administrators and teachers in each school.

Conduct the second meetIng of the Research Advisory Council on Thursday, June 8, 1989. A
major focus of discussion will be how to present the results in ways that are meaningful and useful
to teachers.

Obtain data tapes from the Boston Public Schools Bureau of Research containing scores for
District A middle school students on the following measures administered in May and June, 1989:
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Curriculum Referenced Tests, HBJ tests, as appropriate.

Match test scores from various measures w:th student questionnaire records to produce a
complete set of records for each individual student, then destroy the original codes to prevent
detection of any student's identity.

Pursue comprehensive data analysis and report writing on the complete sets of data.

Make formal and informal reports to each school.

Prepare comprehensive and summary analyses to the sponsoring agency in ways which assure
the confidentiality of each school and all individual participants.

Hope and pray that one of the new proposals wIll be awarded so that we may continue our
collaborative efforts into the next academic year. We will report results of the 1988-89 work, no
matter what A new grant would enable us to work with you: (1) in setting priorities according to the
research results,and: (2) on translating the research into practice.
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